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_
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.

Washington, DC 20555:
n ~ >
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'

iit is not intended to be exhaustive.
F . .
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; ment Room' include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection
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licensee documents and correspondence.'

~ The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
|, ' ~ Program: formal NRC staff and contractor, reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and

' NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code ofi

| Federal Regulations,'and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

-Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG' series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
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- Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has published its Final Integrated
Plant Safety Assessment Report (IPSAR) (NUREG-0822), under the scope of the
Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station located in Ocean County, New Jersey, and operated by GPU Nuclear
Corporation and Jersey Central Power & Light Company (colicensees)._'The SEP
was initiated by the NRC to review the design of older operating nuclear re-
actor plants :to reconfirm and document their safety. This report documents the
review completed under the SEP for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station.
The review has provided for (1) an assessment of the significance of difference;
between current technical positions on selected safety issues and those that
existed when the Oyster Creek plant was licensed, (2) a basis.for deciding on
how these differences should be resolved in an integrated plant review, and (3)
a documented evaluation of plant safety when all supplements.to the Final IPSAR
and the Safety Evaluation Report for converting the license from a provisional-

~

to a full-term license have been issued. The report also addresses the comments
and recommendations made by the Adviscry Committee on Reactor Safeguards in
connection with its review of the Draft Report, issued in September 1982. The-

~

<

Final IPSAR and its supplements will form part of.the bases for considering the'

conversion of the existing provisional operating license to a' full-term operat-
ing license.

,
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SUPNARY

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to review the designs of older operating nuclear
reactor plants to reconfirm and document their safety. The review provides
(1) an assessment of the significance of differences between current technical
positions on safety issues and those that existed when a particular plant was
licensed (2) a basis for deciding on how these differences should be resolved
in an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented evaluation of plant safety.

The review compared the as-built plant design with current review criteria in
137 different areas defined as " topics." The " Definition" and other informa-
tion for each of these topics appear in Appendix A. During the review, 54 of
the topics were deleted from consideration by the SEP because a review was be-
ing made under other programs (Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) or Three Mile Is-
land (TMI) Action Plan Tasks), or the topic was not applicable to the plant;
that is, the topic was applicable to pressurized-water reactors rather than to
boiling-water reactors. The topics deleted because they were being reviewed
under either the USI or TMI programs are in Appendix B, and the topics deleted
because they did not apply to the plant are in Appendix C. The status of the
USI and TMI f. asks will be addressed in a supplement to this report and will be
available as one of the bases for considering the conversion of the Oyster Creek
provisional operating license to a full-term operating license.

Of the original 137 topics, 83 were, therefore, reviewed for Oyster Creek; of
these, 43 met current criteria or were acceptable on another defined basis. No
modifications were made by the licensee during topic reviews. References for
correspondence pertaining to safety evaluation reports (SERs) for each of the
83 topics appear in Appendix E.

1

The review of the remaining 40 topics found that certain aspects of plant design;

| differed from current criteria. These topics were considered in the integrated
assessment of the plant, which consisted of evaluating the safety significance
and other factors of the identified differences from current design to arrive
at decisions on whether backfitting was necessary from an overall plant safety

| viewpoint. To arrive at these decisions, engineering judgment was used as well
as the results of a limited probabilistic risk assessment study. This study'

is presented in Appendix D.

Table 4.1 summarizes the staff's backfitting positions reached in the integra-
ted assessment. In general, backfit requirements fell into one or more of the
following categories: (1) equipment modification or addition, (2) procedure
development or Technical Specification changes, (3) refined engineering analy-
sis or continuation of ongoing evaluation, (4) no backfit modifications neces-
sary, and (5) backfit modifications considered necessary but not agreed to by
the licensee. The 40 topics considered in the integrated assessment involved
87 issues, of which 9 primarily require equipment modification or addition; 13
issues primarily require procedural or Technical Specification changes; 27 issues
require further evaluation or engineering analyses; and 38 issues did not re-
quire any backfitting.

Oyster Creek SEP xi
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:

The following descriptions summarize the backfit actions addressed by the inte-
grated assessment. The sections in this report relating to the issue are given

| in parentheses.

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS-T0 BE IMPLEMENTED BY TliE LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF SEP'

These improvements fall into three categories. The first category comprises
hardware modifications or additions that the' licensee has agreed to make and
that are required by the NRC. The second category comprises procedural or Tech-
nical Specification changes that become part of the operating license. The
third category comprises additional engineering analysis followed by corrective
measures where required. -These three categories are listed below, and the4

issues are discussed in sections of this report given in parentheses.
.

; Category 1, Equipment Modifications or Additions Required by NRC

(1) Install automatic water level instrumentation in the intake canal (4.1(3)).
.

(2) Install scuppers in parapets of reactor and turbine buildings (4.1(9)).

(3) Provide protection to ensure safe shutdown for tornado missiles (4.6.4).

(4) Inspect and repair, if necessary, the drywell coating, and apply proper
protective coating to the torus (4.21.1).

.

(5) Provide physical locking devices on some types of containment isolation
valves (4.22.1).

,

(6) Provide modifications to prevent automatic transfer of faulted loads
between engineered safety features (ESFs) and electrical buses (4.25(1)).,

(7) Install Class 1E protection at the interface of the reactor protection
system (RPS) power supply and RPS computer system (4.27(2)).

(8) Replace existing RPS monitors that have inappropriate scale trip settings,

with proper instrumentation (4.28).'

,

(9) Modify diesel generator annunciators and bypass two diesel generator
j trips (4.31).

(10) Install battery status alarms (4.32).
,

i
Category 2, Technical Specification Changes and Procedure Development

The following issues require procedural or Technical Specification changes.,

The licensee has committed to submit an amendment that would incorporate the
'

| required Technical Specification changes collectively and implement the
required procedural changes'before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage,'

I unless otherwise noted in the text of this report.

(1) Upgrade procedures to maintain a minimum quantity of water in the conden-
-sate storage tank sufficient for long-term cooling (4.1(4) and 4.30).

|

| Oyster Creek SEP xii
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i

(2) Revise flood emergency procedures to identify alternate sources of cooling
water and associated priority (4.1(6), 4.18 and 4.30).

(3) Develop and implement a formalized inspection program for water control
structures (4.5.2 and 4.5.4).

(4) Identify action for leakage detection systems inoperable and surveillance
and testing procedures (4.15.2).

(5) Develop and submit a plan for reactor vessel capsule material surveillance
(4.17).

(6) Implement procedures and modify Technical Specification limits for
primary coolant chemistry (4.20).

(7) Include emergency condenser logic testing in Technical Specifications
(4.23).

(8) Verify that all safety logic channels tied to the reactor mode selector
switch are tested by procedure and included in the Technical Specifications
(4.26.2).

(9) Evaluate and revise, if necessary, the loss-of-offsite power procedures
to ensure that restoration of ventilation systems will not overload the

diesels (4.34(1)).

(10) Implement BWR Standard Technical Specification limits for primary coolant
activity (4.36).

(11) Develop and implement a preventive maintenance program for main. steam
isolation valve leakage (4.38).

Category 3, Additional Engineering Evaluation

The following issues require further evaluation or additional engineering
analyses to determine whether any backfitting is necessary.

(1) Evaluate consequences of offgas building flooding and confirm that all
other entrances are above the probable maximum precipitation flood level
(4.1(7)).

(2) Evaluate the design of specified components to current standards on a
sampling basis, upgrade if necessary, and document findings in the Final
Safety Analysis Report update (4.2).

(3) Analyze and identify any needed modifications to the reactor building
upper steel structure for tornado wind loads (4.3.1).

(4) Analyze and identify any needed modifications to the ventilation stack
for to;nado wind loads (4.3.2).

(5) Analyze the turbine building capacity for tornado wind loads, evaluate
consequences of structure failure, and identify modifications if
necessary (4.3.3).

Oyster Creek SEP xiii
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(6) Analyze the structural capacity of the reactor building and turbine
building roots for tornado wind loads and identify any necessary
modifications (4.3.6).

(7) Analyze the capability of the intake structure, oil tanks, and diesel gen-
erator building to cope with tornado loadings and identify necessary
modifications (4.3.7).

(8) Evaluate the combination of wind loads with other loading conditions
(4.3.8).

(9) Evaluate short-duration hydrostatic loads on structures (4.4(2)).
,

(10) Evaluate and upgrade, if necessary, the diesel generator building to
tolerate tornado missiles (4.6.1).

(11) Evaluate the potential for and consequences of tornado-missile impact
through the reactor building access door and upgrade if necessary (4.6.2).

(12) Evaluate turbine inspection frequency (4.7).

(13) Evaluate potential for and consequences of aircraft impact (4.8.2).

(14) Evaluate leakage rates from emergency condenser lines and ensure adequate
leakage detection (4.10(2)).

(15) Analyze on a sampling basis and verify adequacy of support designs for
seismic loads of specific piping systems (4.11(1)).

(16) Demonstrate that the control rod drive (CRD) hydraulic system and vessel
internals have sufficient capability to resist a safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE), and identify corrective action as required (4.11(2)).

[
'

(17) Reevaluate the 4,160-V switchgear panel anchorage and demonstrate on a
' sampling basis the adequacy of electrical panel supports (4.11(3)).

(18) Develop a plan for implementation of the SEP Owners Group program to
qualify electrical cable trays (4.11(5)).

(19) Evaluate on a sampling basis specific structural elements according to
current codes and loading conditions (4.12).

!
(20) Evaluate thermal overload bypasses for ESF valves and make appropriate

modifications (4.14(1)).

(21) Evaluate primary system leakage rates and ensure reliability and
sensitivity of leakage detection systems (4.16.1).

(22) Demonstrate that the relief capacity of the safety valve on the reactor>

water cleanup system is adequate to protect low pressure components and
does not create an unacceptable loss-of-coolant-accident condition; up-
grade if adequate protection is not provided (4.19).

Oyster Creek SEP xiv
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(23) Evaluate leakage detection provisions and valve operating station loca-
tion for the containment spray and core spray systems and modify if
necessary (4.22.2).

(24) Perform a failure mode and effects analysis to determine whether isolation
devices are required between the neutron flux monitoring system (low power
range monitors and average power range monitors) and the plant computer
and strip chart recorders (4.27(1)).

(25) Qualify the containment spray and core spray pump motors to operate with
a loss of ventilation and upgrade if necessary (4.34(3)).

(26) Evaluate the effects of failure of the reactor building ventilation sys-
tems serving the B battery, motor generator, and switchgear rooms; upgrade
if necessary (4.34(4)).

TOPIC SAFETY EVALUATION REPORTS

Copies of this report and the associated safety evaluation reports for the 83
topics listed in Appendix E are available for public inspection at the NRC
Public Document Room, 1717 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555 and at the
Ocean County Library, Brick Township Branch, 401 Chambers Bridge Road,
Bricktown, New Jersey 08723. Copies of this report are also available for
purchase from sources indicated on the inside front cover.

The review of the 83 topics was performed by the NRC staff and contractors
listed in Appendix G. The members of the Integrated Assessment Teas. performing
the integrated assessment of the 40 topics that did not meet current criteria
are as follows:

R. W. Fell, Project Manager, Integrated Assessment, Oyster Creek
J. Lombardo, Project Manager, Oyster Creek
M. Rubin, Risk Assessment Analyst
J. Thomas, Resident Inspector, Oyster Creek-
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INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
,

1 INTRODUCTION
,

1.1 Background

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) scope of review of proposed power reactor designs
was evolving and somewhat less defined than it is today. The requirements for
acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. In 1967, the Commission
published for comment and interim use proposed General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants (GDC) that established minimum requirements for the princi-
pal design standards. The GDC were formally adopted, though somewhat modified,
in 1971, and have been used as guidance in reviewing new plant applications
since then. Safety guides issued in 1970 became part of the Regulatory Guide
Series in 1972. These guides describe methods acceptable to the staff for
implementing specific portions of the regulations, including certain GDC, and
formalize staff techniques for performing a facility review. In 1972, the
Commission distributed for information and comment a proposed " Standard Format
and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," now Regulatory
Guide 1.70. It provided a standard format for these reports and identified the
principal information needed by the staff for its review. The Standard Review
Plan (SRP, NUREG-75/087) was published in December 1975 and updated in July 1981
(NUREG-0800) to provide further guidance for improving the quality and uniformity
of staff reviews, to enhance communication and understanding of the review pro-
cess by interested members of the public and nuclear power industry, and to
stabilize the licensing process. For the most part, the detailed acceptsnce
criteria prescribed in the SRP are not new; rather they are methods of review
that, in many cases, were not previously published in any regulatory document.

Because of the evolutionary nature of the licensing requirements discussed above
and the developments in technology over the years, operating nuclear power plants
embody a broad spectrum of design features and requirements depending on when the
plant was constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when the plant was licensed
for operation. The amount of documentation that defines these safety-design
characteristics also has changed with the age of the plant--the older the plant,
the less documentation and potentially the greater the difference from current4

licensing criteria.

Although the earlier safety evaluations of operating facilities did not address '

many of the topics discussed in current safety evaluations, all operating facil-
ities have been reviewed more recently against a substantial number of major
safety issues that have evolved since the operating license was issued. Conclu-
sions of overall adequacy with respect to these major issues (for example, emer-
gency core cooling system, fuel design, and pressure vessel design) are a matter
of record. On the other hand, a number of other issues (for example, seismic
considerations, tornado and turbine missiles, flood protection, pipe break
effects inside containment, and piping whip) have not been reviewed against
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today's acceptance criteria for many operating plants, and documentation for
them is incomplete.

1.2 Systematic Evaluation Program Objectives

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 1977 to review the designs of older operating
nuclear reactor plants in order to reconfirm and document their safety. The
review provides (1) an assessment of the significance of differences between
current teci...ical positions on safety issues and those that existed when a
particular plant was licensed, (2) a basis for deciding on how these differ-
ences should be resolved in an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented
evaluation of plant safety.

The original SEP objectives were:

(1) The program should establish documentation that shows how the criteria for
each operating plant reviewed compare with current criteria on significant
safety issues, and should provide a rationale for acceptable departures
from these criteria.

(2) The program should provide the capability to make integrated and balanced
decisions with respect to any required backfitting.

(3) The program should be structured for early identification and resolution
of any significant deficiencies.

(4) The program should assess the safety adequacy of the design and operation
of currently licensed nuclear power plants.

(5) The program should use available resources efficiently and minimize require-
ments for additional resources by NRC or industry.

The program objectives were later interpreted to ensure that the SEP also pro-
vides safety assessments adequate for conversion of provisional operating
licenses-(POLS) to full-term operating licenses (FTOLs). The final version of
this report and a supplement that will address the status of all applicable
generic activities (TMI and USI), including those that formed the basis for
deletion of specific SEP topics, will form a part of the basis for the Commis-
sion's consideration of the license conversion.

Many of the plants selected for review were licensed before a comprehensive set
of licensing criteria had been developed. They include five of the oldest
nuclear reactor plants and seven plants under NRC review for the conversion of
POLS to FTOLs. The plants to be considered under the original Phase II program
were

l

(1) Yankee Rowe (FTOL PWR);

| (2) Haddam Neck (FTOL PWR)
| (3) Millstone 1 (POL BWR)

(4) Oyster Creek (POL BWR)
(5) Ginna (POL PWR)
(6) Lacrosse (POL BWR)

i

!
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(7) Big Rock Point (FTOL BWR)
(8) Palisades (POL PWR)
(9) Dresden 1 (FTOL BWR)
(10) Dresden 2 (POL BWR)
(11) San Onofre (POL PWR)

The SEP review uf Dresden 1 has been deferred because-the plant is undergoing
an extensive modification and is not scheduled for restart before June 1986.
Therefore, the total number of plants being reviewed for Phase II is 10.

1.3 Description of Plant

The Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station, located in Ocean County, New
Jersey, is a boiling-water reactor designed by General Electric. The licensees
are GPU Nuclear Corporation and Jersey Central Power & Light Company (JCP&L).
JCP&L, hereinafter referred to as the licensee, filed the application for a con-
struction permit and operating license on March 24, 1964. The construction per-
mit was issued on December 15, 1964. The initial submittal of the Final Safety

Analysis Report was filed on January 25, 1967, and the initial provisional
operating license was issued on April 9, 1969. In March 1972 the licensee
applied for a full-term operating license. The licensed thermal power rating
currently is 1,930 megawatts-thermal (MWt). The Oyster Creek primary coolant
system consists of the reactor vessel, recirculation system, main steam system,
and isolation condenser. The recirculation and isolation condenser dystems are
shown in Figure 1.1.

The reactor is a single-cycle, forced-circulation boiling-water reactor produc-
ing steam for direct use in the steam turbine. The reactor vessel contains
internal components, which include the necessary equipment for separating steam
and water flowpaths.

The recirculation system provides for forced flow through the reactor core to
facilitate heat removal capability. Water that is separated from the steam in
the reactor vessel and mixes with water provided by the feedwater system is
drawn from outside the core, passes through the recirculation pumps, and reenters
the reactor vessel below the core. The water then flows upward through the core
where boiling produces a steam-water mixture.

The main steam system directs the steam generated in the reactor vessel to the
turbine generator for conversion to electrical power. The steam-water mixture
travels from the reactor core, tlyrough the steam-separating equipment into the
main steam lines. The steam then passes through the main steam lines to the
turbine. Included in the main steam system are the relief and safety valves,
which provide overpressure protection for the reactor vessel and associated pip-
ing systems. The relief valves are also designed to rapidly depressurize the
reactor vessel so that the emergency cooling systems will function. The reactor
relief valves are located upstream of the first isolation valve and discharge
directly to the pressure-suppression pool; the safety valves are located on the
steam lines inside the primary containment and discharge to the drywell atmosphere.

The isolation condenser system, which consists of two condensers, will provide
reactor core cooling if the reactor should become isolated from the main conden-
ser because of closure of the main steam isolation valves. The isolation con-
denser operates by natural circulation. During operation steam flows from the
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reactor, condenses in the tubes of the isolation condenser, and flows back to
the reactor by gravity.

The containment systems provide a multibarrier pressure-suppression containment
composed of a primary containment, a Mark I pressure-suppression system, and a
secondary containment, the reactor building.

The primary containment system is designed (1) to provide a barrier that will
control the release of fission products to the secondary containment and (2) to
rapidly reduce the pressure in the containment resulting from a loss-of-coolant
accident. The system consists of a drywell, which hcuses the reactor vessel and
recirculation loops; the pressure-suppression pool, which contains the large vol-
une of water used to condense the accident steam release; and the connecting vent
systems. The drywell, which is in the shape of a light bulb and is constructed
of steel plate, varies in diameter from 70 ft to 33 ft and is approximately 64
ft high. The shell thickness varies from approximately 3/4 to 2-3/4 in. The
pressure-suppression chamber is a steel r.-essure vessel in the shape of a torus
with an inside diameter of 30 ft, a wate volume of approximately 83,400 cubic
feet, and an air volume of approximately 127,000 cubic feet.

The reactor building is designed to provide containment during reactor refuel-
ing and maintenance operations when the primary containment system is open.|

The building will also provide secondary containment when the primary contain-
ment is required to be in service. The reactor building consists of the mono-
lithic reinforced concrete floors and walls enclosing the nuclear reactor,
primary containment, and reactor auxiliaries, and the building superstructure
with sealed panel walls and precast concrete roof.

1.4 Summary of Operating History and Experience
|

| The Oyster Creek plant received a provisional operating license on April 9, 1969,
. achieved initial criticality on May 3, 1969, and began commercial operation on
| December 23, 1969. The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 1,930 MWt and a
| design electric rating of 650 megawatts-electric (MWe).

1.4.1 Summary of Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report
|

To ensure that the plant's operating history, including plant transients, was
appropriately evaluated and factored into the NRC staff evaluation, the staff
requested the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to perform a detailed review.
A copy of the ORNL report is attached as Appendix F.

| Table 1.1 presents the Oyster Creek reactor availability and plant capacity fac-
tors. From 1970 through 1981, the reactor availability factor at Oyster Creek
averaged 74.4% and the unit capacity factor averaged 61.4%, both of which were
above average for commercial nuclear power plants. Startup tests reduced the
values in 1969, but the availability and capacity factors remained high from
1970 through 1979. The figures for 1980 and 1981 were low because of extended
refueling and maintenance outages. During these shutdowns, Oyster Creek per-
formed the 10 year ASME Code hydrostatic test on the reactor vessel and coolant
piping and made TMI modifications.

Of the 203 forced shutdowns and power reductions between 1969 and 1981 at
Oyster Creek, 55 were design-basis events of one of the following 10 types:
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_(1)l turbine trip'(15)'
.:

.(2) loss of-normal-feedwater (9)
,(3)'. recirculation, pump trip _-(9) .

,''

(4): ~1osslof condenser vacuum,(7)
- (5)= inadvertent closu're of main steam isolation valve (MSIV)

^

'(6)D pressure regulator failure,resulting_in decreased steam flow (3)
;(7) Qdecreased feedwater temperature (2)
|(8)~ ' pressure regulator failure ~ resulting in increased st'eam flow (2)
'(9) inadvertent opening of: turbine valve (2)

.

(10) loss of external load (1).

.Theltrend f'or the' neeber of. reportable event reports submitte'd by Oyster Cree'k
is . generally-upward.with peak. years; of 1974L 1980, and 1981', with-65, 75, and 72

-events, respectively. The causes of reportable events have been primarily inher-
ent equipment failures, which accounted for 64% of all reported events. . Human
error (including administrative,. design,' fabrication,. installation, maintenance,
and: operator error) accounted for 34% of the reported events. Other causes,
such as adverse' environmental-corditions, were responsible for the remaining-

.2%. 'There is no' apparent trend in the causes'of reported events.

The majo'r contributor to the significant. events was human error, which caused 15'
of 17 of these events. _The remaining events were caused by equipment-failures
_(valve' failures) and occurred early in Oyster Creek's operating history. Since.
1976, the frequency at which significant events have occurred-hasisteadily in- #

creased nThis increased rate of occurrence is directly related to the increased _
frequency of containment _ integrity' violations. When events pertaining to the.
loss of containment integrity are disregarded,- no trend is apparent in the rate -

'o_f occurrence of significant events. ,

Between 1969_ and 1974,- Oyster. Creek experienced a variety of recurring mechani-
'

cal problems with.the MSIVs, including bent valve stems, packing leaks, and
sticking pilot valves. Each problem was corrected by proper equipment modifica-
tion. ..Vario'us problems also' occurred with the torus-to-reactor-building and
torus-to-drywell vacuum breaker valves.

Reactor vessel cracks were noted three times throughout the history of Oyster
Creek. In 1974, an inservice inspection revealed cracking in reactor head clad-
ding. .However, no cracks propagated into the reactor vessel base material.
Later L n 1974, a small leak was noted in a field' weld between the incore housingi
and the vessel lower head. 'Since its repair, no further cracking has been noted.

Condenser tube leakage ~ problems began in 1970. Through 1975, recurring power
reductions were necessary to repair or plug leaking tubes. During a shutdown

-in the first part of 1976, condensers we're retubed using welded titanium tubing.
'With the exception of a limited number of vibration-induced tube failures, these

,

titanium tubes have functioned satisfactorily.

Outdated or inadequate procedures caused or at least complicated 24 of the
reported events.at Oyster Creek. The number of events averaged one per year
between 1972'and 1977. The average increased to four per year between 1978 and
1981. Four of the events between 1978 and 198 were significant events. *

'
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1.4.2 Operating Experience Since January 1, 1982

The Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station has operated from January 1 to
July 31, 1982 with a unit availability factor of 47.2%, a capacity factor of
30.7%, and a forced outage factor of 52.8%, as compared with the cumulative
factors of 71.1% availability, 60.0% capacity, and 11.5% forced outage. The
plant entered a forced shutdown on December 9, 1981, when valve steam damage
was discovered on isolation condenser isolation valves with Limitorque motor
operators. The damage, which impaired valve operability, was caused by fre-
quent backseating of the valves to stop packing leaks. Valve repairs were
completed in January 1982, but the startup was delayed by control rod drive
hydraulic 1mp failures, emergency diesel generator air cooler leaks, and
requirea refueling cycle surveillances. The reactor was started up on April 16,
1982, on completion of required maintenance and testing. Power was limited to
about 67% because of the unavailability of one of three condensate pumps. The
plant was again forced to shut down from May 23 to May 27, 1982 because of a
leak on a steam reheater manway cover. The third condensate pump was returned
to service on June 5, 1982, and power was increased to about 85% limited by

.available core reactivity. The plant operated through July 1982 in coastdown
with a refueling and modification outage scheduled to begin January 15, 1983.

During this period, the licensee requested defer.nent of 17 generic modifications
for which commitment had been made for completion during the 1983 Cycle X refuel-
ing. The licensee requested that these items be deferred until the Cycle XI
refueling outage proposed for early 1985.

1. 4. 2.1 Operating and Regulatory Performance Since January 1,1982

A management meeting was held with the licensee on April 16, 1982 to discuss the,

| findings of NRC Region I's Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)
program. The SAL? review included Oyster Creek's operating performance and NRC
inspection activities from November 1, 1980 to October 31, 1981. Through the
assessment period, the staff considered the licensee's operational and regula-
tory performance generally acceptable and directed toward. safe facility opera-t

! tion; however, the staff found that the areas of maintenance and surveillance
were in need of increased management attention.

An enforcement conference was held with the licensee management on May 4, 1982
to discuss NRC's concerns pertaining to violations related to the inoperability
of the reactor-building-to-suppression-chamber vacuum breakers and isolation
condenser isolation valves. These violations were the result of inadequate
management controls over maintenance testing and surveillance activities.

During this period, an emergency preparedness appraisal identified the need to
(1) upgrade the emergency support facilities, (2) improve postaccident coolant
and containment atmosphere sampling capabilities, and (3) upgrade emergency
response training and retraining.

The licensee has committed to increased staffing and management reorganization
ta improve the overall quality and control of maintenance, surveillance, and
modification / construction activities.

Forty-two licensee event reports (LERs) were submitted from January 1 to
July 31, 1982. The number and nature of the LERs are shown in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.1 Oyster Creek availability and capacity factors

Factor 1969* 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Avg

Reactor
availability 33.5 80.8 82.1 82.4 74.2 72.2 75.5 80.0 71.2 75.5 87.0 43.2 63.3 74.4

Unit
availability 18.3 77.0 80.4 81.3 73.1 70.4 73.3 79.3 70.1 74.3- 85.9 41.7 59.8 72.3

Uni' capacity.

(MC) 9.3 63.6 70.4 80.0 66.0 67.6 57.9 70.9 59.8 67.1 84.0 35.9 48.4 65.7

Unit capacity
(DER) 8.8 60.7 67.2 76.3 63.0 64.5 55.2 67.6 57.0 64.0 80.1 34.3 46.2 61.4

"From initial criticality.

Notes: MOC = maximum dependable capacity (620 MWe); DER = design electrical rating (650 MWe).

Table 1.2 Number and nature of licensee event
reports (LERs) from January 1 to
July 31, 1982

Type of event Number of LERs

Personnel error 6
Design, manufacture, contractor /

,
installation error 1

I External cause 0
! Defective procedures 4

Component failure 11
Other 2_0

Total 42

i
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2 REVIEW METHOD

2.1 Overview

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) review procedure represents a departure
from the typical NRC staff reviews conducted to support the granting of a con-
struction permit or operating license for a new facility or a license amendment
for an operating facility. A typical licensing review starts with the submit-
tal by the utility of a safety analysis report (SAR) that describes the design
of the proposed plant. The staff reviews the SAR on the basis of the Standard
Review Plan (SRP), Regulatory Guides, and Branch Technical Positions that
constitute ' current licensing criteria. The guidelines in the SRP represent
acceptable means of complying with licensing regulations specified in Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR).

The SEP was initiated by NRC, and not by the licensee as part of an application
for a license or request for a license amendment. The SEP procedure involves
several phases of data gathering and evaluation so that an integrated assess-
ment of the overall plant safety can be made. The various phases and their
interrelationships are described below.

2.2 Selection of Topic List

A list of significent safety topics was derived from existing safety issues
during Phase I of the program. More than 800 items were considered in the
development of the original list; however, a number of these were found to be
duplicative in nature or were deleted for other reasons. Categories of topics
that were deleted for other reasons are (1) those not normally included in the
review of light-water reactors, (2) those related either to research-and-
development programs or to~ the development of analytical evaluation models and
methodology, and (3) those that are reviewed on a periodic basis in accordance
with current criteria (for example, fuel performance). The topics retained
numbered 137; these were arranged in groups corresponding to the organization
of the SRP. A " definition" was prepared for each topic to ensure a common
understanding. This definition plus a statement of the safety objective for
the review and the status of the review at that time is contained in Appendix A
for ease of reference.

During the course of this review, the number of topics that applied to all
plants was reduced further because some tapics were being reviewed generically
under either the Unresolved Safety Issues.(USIs) program or the Three Mile
Island (TMI) NRC Action Plan; also, duplicates found within the SEP topics were
deleted. Appendix B shows these topics along with the corresponding USI, TMI
task, or SEP topic referenced. The basis for deletion appears in Appendix A
under the individual topics. The current status of USI ar.d TMI Action Plan
Item reviews applicable to SEP will be discusred in a supplement to this
report.
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Plant-specific deletions other than those common to all SEP plants were made'to
account for nonapplicability of particular topics to Oyster Creek. The plant -

.

specific topics that were removed for Oyster Creek and the basis for deletion '

are shown in Appendix C. i

For Oyster Creek, this process resulted in 83 topics-from the topic list that~
formed the SEP review. The final list of 83 topics that were reviewed for
Oyster Creek appears in Section 3.1.

,

The milestones in the review of the SEP program and the Oyster Creek plant are
shown in Table 2.1.

2.3 T_opic Evaluation Procedures

Each SEP topic in Section 3.1 was reviewed to determine whether the corre-
i sponding plant design was consistent with current licensing criteria such as
: regulations, guides, and SRP review crite-ia, or the equivalent of such cri-

teria. Sr.fety evaluation reports (SERs) for all 83 topics were issued to
document the comparison with current licensing criteria and.to identify poten-
tial areas for backfitting.- References for letters regarding the individual
topic SERs.are contained in Appendix E. These documents describe the detailed
evaluations where conclusions are summarized in this report.

Topics were evaluated by one of two methods:
.

; (1) The NRC staff reviewed and formally issued an SER to the licensee. This
! SER was termed a draft because it was only one input element to the evalua-

tion. The purpose of the-draft SER was to verify the factual accuracy of
the aescribed facility and to allow the licensee to identify possible,

alternate approaches to meeting the current licensing criteria. After a
review of the licensee's comments on the draft SER, factual changes were

; incorporated as needed, proposed alternatives were reviewed, and the SER
j was issued in final form.

(2) The licensee submitted a safety analysis report and the staff issued a
I final SER based on a review of this submittal. ;

After completion of the topic evaluation, the disposition of each topic was
grouped according to one of the following results:

(1) The plant is consistent with current licensing criteria and the topic
review is considered complete. If the plant does not meet current licens-
ing criteria, but the present design is equivalent to current criteria,

| the topic is also considered complete. A justification for this conclu-
| sion is provided in the topic SER. The topics in this category are identi-

fled in Section 3.1 of this report by an asterisk.

| (2) The plant is not consistent with current licensing criteria, but the
licensee has implemented design or procedural changes that the staff finds'

acceptable. Although the licensee committed to certain design or pro-
, cedural changes during the course of the topic reviews for Oyster Creek,
| none were implemented so that differences were resolved during a topic

review. Consequently, none of the top,1cs fell into this category.

_
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(3) The plant is not consistent with current licensing criteria, and the
differences from these criteria are to be evaluated as potential candi-
dates for backfitting. If the staff determines the difference is of
immediate safety significance, action is taken to resolve the issue
promptly. No issues at Oyster Creek required that prompt action be taken.
If the difference is not of immediate safety significance, the resolution
is deferred to the integrated plant safety assessment to obtain maximum
benefit from coordinated and integrated backfitting dec;sions. The SEP
evaluation of all 83 topics led to the conclusion that 40 topics were not
consistent with current licensing criteria. All of these topics were
considered in the integrated safety assessment and appear in Section 4.

2.4 Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

~The objective of the integrated plant safety assessment is to make balanced and
integrated decisions on backfitting current licensing criteria to SEP facilities.
Factors considered important in reaching decisions on backfitting include safety
significance, radiation exposure to workers, and, to a lesser extent, implementa-
tion impact and schedule.

A meeting was held with the licensee in Bethesda, Maryland, to discuss these
factors as they related to the differences identified during the SEP review
between actual facility design and current licensing criteria and to obtain the
licensee's views on safety significance and possible corrective actions. The
licensee by letter dated September 13, 1982 proposed corrective actions for
many of the identified differences.

.These factors were considered in reaching a decision on backfitting and are dis-
cussed in Section 4 for each identified difference between actual facility design
and current licensing criteria. Because these factors sometimes rely on judgment,
risk assessment techniques were used to the extent possible to supplement the
staff's judgments concerning safety significance. The probabilistic risk assess-
ment (PRA) performed by Sandia National Laboratories, along with comments by the
staff, appears in Appendix D. For reasons given in Appendix D, only certain
topics could be readily analyzed by a PRA. Of a total number of 40 topics con-
sidered-in the integrated assessment, 20 were evaluated using PRA techniques.
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. Table 2.1 Topic list selection and resolution

ORIGINAL PHASE I TOPIC LIST
800

Many of these topics were deleted because they were duplicative
in nature, were not normally included in the review of light-water
reactors, were related to research-and-development programs, or were
reviewed on a periodic basis in accordance with current criteria.

I f

FINAL LIST OF PHASE I TOPICS REVIFWED DURING PHASE II |

137 (see Appendix A)

Of the 137 topics, 24 were deleted because they were being reviewed
generically under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs) program
or the Three Mile Island (TMI) NRC Action Plan (see Appendix B).

REMAINING TOPICS AFTER DELETION OF USIs AND THI-RELATED TOPICS
113

Of the remaining 113 topics, 30 we e deleted because the topics did
not apply to Oyster Creek (see Appt ndix C).

FINAL NUMBER OF TOPICS R'. VIEWED FOR OYSTER CREEK
'33 (see Section 3.1 and Appendix E)

I f

TOPICS THAT MET CURRENT CRITERIA OR WERE
ACCEPTABLE ON ANOTHER DEFINED BASIS

43 (see Section 3.1)

I f

TOPICS THAT MET CURRENT CRITERIA OR WERE ACCEPTABLE ON ANOTHER
DEFINED BASIS AFTER MODIFICATIONS MADE DURING TOPIC REVIEW

0

TOPICS CONSIDERED FOR BACKFIT IN THE INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT
40 (see Table 4.1 and Sections 4.1-4.38)

1
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3 TOPIC EVALUATION SUMMARY

3.1 Final Oyster Creek-Specific List of Topics Reviewed

Listed below are the 83 topics that were reviewed for Oyster Creek. The topics
with asterisks are those for which the plant meets current criteria or was accep-
table on another defined basis:

TOPIC TITLE

II-1.A* Exclusion Area Authority and Control

II-1.B* Population Distribution

II-1.C* Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards Due to Trans-
portation, Institutional, Industrial, and Military Facilities

II-2.A* Severe Weather Phenomena

II-2.C* Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics for Accident
Analysis

II-3.A* Hydrologic Description

II-3.8 Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements

II-3.B.1 Capability of Operating Plant To Cope With Design-Basis Flooding
Conditions

II-3.C Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink [ UHS])

II-4* Geology and Seismology

! II-4.A* Tectonic Province
|
' II-4.B* Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

II-4.C* Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of Plant

II-4.D* Stability of Slopes

II-4.F* Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

III-1 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems (Seismic and
Quality)

III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings

III-3.A Effects of High Water Level on Structures

III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures

j Oyster Creek SEP 3-1
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TOPIC TITLE

III-4.A' Tornado Missiles.

III-4.B -Turbine Missiles

-III-4.C* Internally Generated Missiles

.'III-4.D Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

III-5.A- Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and Components
Inside Containment

III-5.8 Pipe Break Outside Containment

III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations, and Reactor
Cavity Design Criteria

III-7.D* Containment Structural Integrity Tests

III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring

III-8.C* Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel, and Fatigue
Resistance

i 'III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated Valves

IV-1.A* Operation With less Than All Loops in Service

IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design and Protec-
tion Against Single Failures

'

V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection
'

V_6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

V-10.A* Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failures

V-10.B Residual Heat Removal System Reliability

V-11.A Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure Systems

V-11.B* Residual Heat Removal System Interlock Requirements

V-12.A Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant

VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry

VI-2.D* Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe Break Inside Containment

VI-3* Containment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability

VI-4 Containment Isolation System

Oyster Creek SEP 3-2
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TOPIC TITLE

VI-6* Containment Leak Testing

VI-7.A.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System

VI-7.A 4 Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

VI-7.C* Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Single-Failure Criterion and
Requirements for Locking Out Power to Valves, Including Inde-
pendence of Interlocks on ECCS Valves

VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and Control Re-reviews

VI-7.C.2* Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling System)

VI-7.D* Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (e.g., Flooding of Redundant
Components)i

VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Features,
Including Response-Time Testing

VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety Systems,
Including Qualification of Isolation Devices

VII-1.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of Operating Date
Base

VII-2 Engineered Safety Features System Control Logic and Design

VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

VII-6* Frequency Decay

VIII-1.A* Potential Equipment Failures Associated With Degraded Grid Voltage

VIII-2 Onsite Emergency Power System (Diesel Generator)

VIII-3.A* Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements

VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

IX-1* Fuel Storage

IX-3* Station Service and Cooling Water Systems

IX-5 Ventilation Systems

IX-6* Fire Protection

XIII-2* Safeguards / Industrial Security

Oyster Creek SEP 3-3
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TOPIC TITLE
'

- XV-1. Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater Flow,
Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Steam
Generator Relief or Safety Valve,

,

XV-3* Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser Vacuum,.'

; Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and Steam Pressure
; Regulator Failure -(Closed).

XV-4* Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries

XV-5* Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow
I

XV-7* Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft
Break

XV-8*- Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator Error)

XV-9* Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at an Incorrect
Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction Causing an Increase,

| in BWR Core Flow Rate
|

| XV-11* Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a Fuel Assembly in an Improper
'

Position (BWR)
|

| XV-13* Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents (BWR)

XV-14* Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System and Chemical
and Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases Reactor Cool-
ant Inventory

XV-15* Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety / Relief Valve or a
BWR Safety / Relief Valve

; XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines Carrying
| Primary Coolant Outside Containment

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside
Containment

'

XV-19 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of Postulated
Piping Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

XV-20* Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging Accidents (Inside and
Outside Containment)

XVII * Operational Quality Assurance Program 1

1The Operational Quality Assurance Program was reviewed according to the criteria
specified for. operating reactors in 1974 (see Appendix A). NRC is currently !

evaluating _all aspects of Nuclear Power Plart Quality Assurance Programs. Addi-
itional review of this issue will be perforaed outside the context of SEP.

| Oyster Creek SEP 3-4 .
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3.2 Topics for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria or Was Acceptable
on Another Defined Basis

As listed in Section 3.1.

3.3 Topies for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria or Equivalent
Based on Modifications Implemented by the Licensee

During the' topic reviews for Oyster Creek, the licensee committed to certain
design. changes, procedural changes, or analyses to resolve differences identified.
The licensee also completed several modifications that resulted from his reeval-
uatior of the, seismic design of the plant (e.g. , battery racks, electrical
equiprient anchors, duct supports, and cable / conduit raceways). However, the
corrective actions taken by the licensee were not sufficient to completely
reso',ve any-topic before the integrated assessment. Consequently, all of the
differences identified during the topic reviews and the commitments made by the
licensee are discussed in the context of the integrated assessment in Section 4.

.

|
|

l

|
|

|

|
l

.

.

.
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4 INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

Table 4.1 shows the list of topics considered in the integrated assessment,
whether Technical Specification requirements or backfit are needed, and whether
or not the licensee proposes to backfit. A more detailed description of each
topic with identified differences follows.

Oyster Creek is scheduled to shut down for the Cycle X refueling outage for
spproximately a year, beginning in January 1983. The Cycle XI refueling outage
is currently scheduled to begin approximately a year after that, in early 1985.
Consequently, only 1 year of plant operation is anticipated over the next 3 years
by which time all of the identified corrective actions will be completed.

The differences from current licensing criteria identified in this section were
derived from the staff safety evaluation reports referenced in Appendix E for
the corresponding topic number. Additional details concerning the identified
differences can be found in the referenced evaluations.

4.1 Topic II-3.B, Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements;
Topic II-3.8.1, Capability of Operating Plants To Cope With Design-
Basis Flooding Conditions; Topic II-3.C, Safety-Related Water Supp1v
(Ultimate Heat Sink (VHS))

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Sections 2.4.2, 2.4.5, 2.4.10, and
2.4.11 and Regulatory Guides 1.59 and 1.27, requires that structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of nat-
ural phenomena such as flooding. The safety objective of these topics (II-3.B,
II-3.B.1, and.II-3.C) is to verify adequate operating procedures and/or system
design provided to cope with the design-basis flood.

The site grade elevation is 23 ft mean sea level (MSL). During the staff's
review of the hydrology-related topics, the following flooding elevations were
identified, as defined by current licensing criteria:

probable maxir.ium hu.ricane (PhH) - 22 ft MSL
probable maximum precipitation (PMP) - 23.5 ft MSL

As a result of these flooding levels, the staff has identified the following
nine issues:

(1) Two condensate transfer pumps are essential to charge the emergency con-
denser with cooling water during a hurricane-induced flood. Because both
of these pump motors are powered from the same engineered safety features
bus, a single failure of the power bus would disable both condensate trans-
fer pumps.

In conjunction with the resolution of Topic III-4.A (see Section 4.6.4),
the licensee has committed to provide a portable pump to provide cooling
water in the event of a loss of cooling resulting from tornado-missile
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damage. The staff concludes that this diverse means of cooling is suf-
ficient to alleviate the need for redundant power for the condensate
transfer pumps. Therefore, backfitting is not recommended.

(2) The staff's topic evaluation concluded that the Oyster Creek Technical
Specifications should include plant-operating limits when flood water
levels at the intake or discharge canals exceed 4.5 ft MSL. This proposed
requirement was based on the existing plant Emergency Procedure (EP-520),
which specifies operator actions to be taken when water levels in the
intake or discharge canals exceed 4.5 ft MSL.

The reference procedure is being modified for other reasons (see Item 6).
The staff concludes that procedures are sufficient to specify corrective
actions for flooding conditions, and modifications to the plant Technical
Specifications are not warranted.

(3) On the basis of its review', the staff concluded that water level instru-
mentation in the intake carial .is inadequate and there is no water level

,
' measurement in the discharge canal. Accordingly, the staff recommended

that automatic water level instrumentation be provided in both canals,
with measurement indication in the control room, so that the operator
would be able to implement emergency shutdown procedures when the speci-
fied flooding levels occur. Because these instruments are~not intended
for postaccident monitoring, they need not necessarily be safety grade.

The licensee has committed to install an automatic water level gage, with
a remote readout, in the intake canal. Another water level gage in the
discharge canal is not necessary because flooding conditions can be identi-
fled from the intake canal measurement. This modification will be coordi-
nated with other modifications being considered by the licensee for canal
monitoring, including upgrading the existing visual gages, and installation
will be completed by the end of the Cycle XI refueling outage.

(4) Because the makeup sources for the isolation condensers are susceptible to
a single failure and flooding, the plant does not have a reliable means
for maintaining a safe shutdown. In addition, the makeup water sources to
the isolation condenser should be identified so that the best quality of
water is available.

The licensee will evaluate tha need for redundancy for the condensate
transfer pump power supply (Item 1 above). In addition, the plant Emer-
gency Procedure (EP-520) for flooding will be revised to include the fire
water storage tank as a redundant source of the water supply to the emer-
gency condenser. (The elevation of the fire water storage tank is above
the PMH flood level.) The licensee has agreed to demonstrate that the *

|- minimum quantity of water maintained in the condensate storage tank and in
the fire water storage tank is sufficient for long-term cooling, using|

either tank. The fire water storage tank is a backup to the condensate
' storage tank.

The licensee has proposed to include minimum inveritory of the water to be
maintained in the condensate storage tank in the operating procedures and

|
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designate this as the primary source. This prodedural revision will be
completed before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.

(5) The staff's topic evaluation concluded that a Technical Specification
should be developed for safe shutdown of the reactor if the water level at
the intake structure level is estimated to fall below the service water
pump suction elevation.

The licensee has existing plant emergency procedures for low water level
in the intake canal. Currently, the licensee is waiting for NRC approval
of a Technical Specification change that would allow the operator to stop
operation of the dilution pump that would raise the intake water level.
This Technical Specification change, along with a water level gage (with
remote readout) (Item 3) in the intake canal, will enable the operator to
respond in a timely manner to the low water level in the canal.

The staff agrees that revision to th'e current Technical Specification to
permit securing the dilution pump in the event of low water level is war-
ranted for ensuring safe shutdown but not for continued plant operation.
Additional changes to the Technical Specifications are not warranted.

(6) The calculated flood elevation caused by the PMH is 22 ft MSL and is
higher than the elevations of the circulating water pump motors, service
water pump motor, emergency service water pump motors, and diesel-driven
fire water pump. The licensee's emergency procedures specifying operator
actions during a flood situation are not adequate to ensure a safe shutdown.

The licensee has proposed to review and update the Emergency Procedures
(EP-520 and -530), to identify the alternate water sources and flow paths
to be used if these pumps are disabled by flooding, and to identify the
priority of water sources and flow paths to be used to ensure a safe shut-
down. These procedure changes will be completed before startup from the
Cycle X refueling outage.

(7) Protection against internal flooding of structures caused by local PMP
should be provided to a flood level of 23.5 ft MSL. The licensee should
verify that all entrance levels are above this level. The southwest door
of the offgas building may flood even though the sill is at 23.5 ft MSL
because of the configuration of contours near the door.

The licensee has proposed to evaluate the consequences of flooding in the
offgas building and will confirm that no other entrance level is below
23.5 ft MSL. This evaluation will be completed in February 1983.

(8) The original design of the structures assumed a groundwater elevation of
15 ft MSL. The structural design should be based on a groundwater eleva-
tion of 23 ft MSL, except for the intake structure and fire water pump
building.

See Section 4.4, Item 2.

(9) The reactor building and turbine building design loads would be exceeded
in less than 6 hours should PMP occur with the roof drains fully blocked.
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The licensee has committed to drill holes in the parapets and install
scuppers to preclude the potential for buildup of rainwater on the roof
of either the reactor building or turbine building. The staff finds this
action acceptable. The modification will be completed within 6 months
following the Cycle X refueling outage.

4.2 Topic III-1, Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems
(Seismic and Quality)

10 CFR 50 (GDC 1), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.26,-requires that struc-
tures, systems, and components'important to safety be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
safety functions.to be performed. The codes used for the design, fabrication,
erection, and testing of the Oyster Creek plant were compared with current codes.

The development of the current edition of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code" (ASME Code) has been a process evol- <

ving from earlier ASME Code, American National Standards Institute, and other
standards, and manufacturer's requirements. In general, the materials of con-
struction used in earlier designs provide comparable levels of safety.

The review of this topic identified several systems and components for which*

the licensee was unable to provide information to justify a conclusion that the
quality standards imposed during plant construction meet quality standards re-
quired for new facilities. The staff did not identify any inadequate compo-
nents. However, because of the limited information on the components involved,

' the staff was unable to conclude that for code and standard changes deemed impor-
tant to safety, the Oyster Creek' plant met current requirements. Information
in the following areas has been requested in the Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
forwarded by letter dated April 12, 1982:

It is the staff's position that the licensee complete the evaluations described
'

in Items (1) through (6) below and incorporate the results in the Final Safety
Analysis Report update, which must be submitted within 2 years after completion
of the SEP review (10 CFR 50.71). If the results of the licensee's evaluations
indicate that facility modificr H ons are required, those actions should be
reported in a Itcensee event report. The licensee has agreed to this action.

(1) Radiography Requirements
,

ASME Code, Section III requires that Category A, B, and C weld joints be radio-
graphed. Furthermore, ASME Code, Section III, 1977 Edition requires that weld
joints for Class 1 and 2 piping, pumps, and valves be radiographed.

Because information was not available during the review, the staff concludes
that the licensee should verify that all Class 1 and 2 piping, pumps, and valves
and Class 2 vessels have been radiographed or subsequently volumetrically in-
spected. If neither has been done, the licensee should perform a volumetric
inspection.

Oyster Creek SEP 4-4
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(2) Fracture Toughness

ASME Code, Section III imposes minimum fracture toughness requiremeats on certain
carbon steel components. For 35 of the 40 components reviewed, the information
was not sufficient to complete this review.

The licensee should identify whether the remaining components, identified in
the Franklin Technical Evaluation Report CS257-431 appended to the staff's SER
forwarded by letter dated April 12, 1982, are exempt from fracture toughness
requirements (i.e., austenitic stainless steel or other criteria). The licensee
should perform an evaluation of those items that are not exempt from current
fracture toughness requirements to determine if toughness of the material for
the remaining components is sufficient to preclude brittle failure and, if not,
replace the components.

(3) Valves

Current ASME Code, Section III design requirements regarding body shapes and
Service Level C stress limits for Class 1 valves and pressure-temperature ratings
for Class 2 and 3 valves are different from those used when the plant was de-
signed. Sufficient information was not available to assess the valves in the
above-stated areas.

The licensee should verify, on a sampling basis, that Class 1 valve stress

) limits meet current criteria for body shape and Service Level C conditions and

) that the pressure-temperature ratings of Class 2 and 3 valves are comparable to
j current standards. If current criteria are not met, the licensee should take
! appropriate corrective action (analysis or upgrading).

(4) Pumps

For the recirculation system pumps, a demonstratian of compliance with the
current fatigue analysis requirements should be provided. All pumps except the
liquid poison system pumps were designed according to American Standards Asco-
ciation B31.1 and ASME Code, Section I. However, because pump design is not
covered explicitly under these codes, it seems more likely that Section III of
the ASME Code would have been used, had it been available, for the pump design.

The licensee should evaluate the design standards used for these pumps in rela-
tion to current design standards and identify whether adequate safety margins
exist.

(5) Storage Tanks

Compressive stress requirements for atmospheric storage tanks and tensile stress
requirements for 0- to 15 psig storage tanks designed according to ASME Code,
Section III, Class C (1965) or ASME Code, Section VIII (1965) differ from those
in the current ASME Code, Section III, Class 2. Sufficient information was not
available to assess the significance of these changes for the three tanks designed
to earlier ASME Code editions.

The licensee should perform the following evaluations:
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(a) Confirm that the atmospheric storage tanks meet current compressive stress

requirements,
. n;

(b) Confirm that the 0- to 15 psig storage tanks meet current tensile allow- 4j "

ables for biaxial stress field conditions. Ad Ml-
;

o , [sh(c) Reevaluate the design and construction of the liquid poison system and
liquid waste system tanks against current criteria because these tanks - '

were designed to Anierican Petroleum Institute (API) Standard 550 and the
requirements of API 650 are not comparable to those of present design
codes, and identify whether adequate safety margins exist.

.

"

(d) Reevaluate the design and construction of the condensate tank against
current criteria because it was indicated that this tank was designed to
ASME Code, Section I; however, tank design is not covered under Section I.

(6) Piping

The information available during the staff's review indicated that certain piping
systems are designed only to Section I of the ASME Code. The following piping
systems should be investigated to determine how the thermal stress atd cyclic
loading requirements were accounted for.

(a) automatic depressurization system piping

(b) piping from the reactor vessel to the first isolation valve external to
the drywell

(c) control rod drive housing

(d) emergency steam isolation condenser piping

(e) service water system piping up to the first isolation valve

4.3 Topic III-2, Wind and Tornado Loadings

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and Regulatory
Guides 1.76 and 1.117, requires that the plant be designed to withstand the
effects of natural phenomena such as wind and tornadoes.

The existing design and construction of structures important to safety do not
meet current licensing criteria regarding the ability of safety-related struc-
tures to resist , "nado winds of 250 mph and differential pressures of 1.5 psi.
The follcwing ar6 Mentified by the staff as items not meeting the prescribed
loads.

4.3.1 Reactor Building Steel Structure Above the Operating Floor
,

The capacities calculated by the staff were lower (differential pressure induced
by a 61-mph windspeed) than those required by the site-specific tornado-imposed
loads. The licensee is analyzing these structures to determine capacities and
will provide the results and identify proposed corrective actions to the NRC
upon completion. The licensee has agreed to perform the analysis, identify any
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' necessary corrective actions,.and submit the results to.the staff by| December
1982.

# 4.3.2 Ventilation Stack.

The~ stack capacities calculated by the staff are lower (164-sph windspeed) than
those-' required by the site-specific tornado-imposed loads. Failure of the stack'

' could affect the integrity of seismic Category I structures because the stack
is in close proximity.to these structures. The licensee is performing an anal-

!- ysis of the stack and a probabilistic evaluation of tornado- (or high-wind)
induced stack failure and.its. consequences. .The licensee has agreed to perform
the analysis, identify any necessary corrective actions, and submit the results,

to the staff by December 1982.
4

~

4.3.3 Effects of. Failure of Nonseismic Category I Structures.

The l'censee will evaluate the turbine building capacity and the effect of-itsi-

failure on other structures'(e.g., the control room). The licensee has agreed
to perform the analysis, identify any necessary corrective actions, and submit

- the results to_the staff by June 1983.

4.3.4 Components Not Enclosed in Qualified Structures

During the topic review, the following components were identified by the licensee
as not being inside qualified structures:

(1) condensate storage tank - outside
(2) condensate storage pumps - outside.

' (3) station battery - office building
(4) 4,160-kV emergency switchgear - turbine building,. mezzanine floor
(5) feedwater heaters - turbine building, mezzanine. floor
(6) feedwater pumps - basement of turbine building
(7) standby gas treatment system - exhaust tunnel
(8) service water pumps - outside
(9) startup transformar - outside.

I On the basis of further review, the licensee has stated that the station
battery, 4,160-kV emergency switchgear, feedwater heaters, and feedwater pumps[~
are enclosed by reinforced concrete walls and slabs and are, therefore,

1- protected. Because the licensee has evaluated the turbine building upper steel
; . structure and will perform an evaluation of the turbine building roof deck (see
! Section'4.3.6) and the turbine building has been evaluated for tornado missiles

(see Section 4.6.3), the staff concludes that further evaluation of this issue
is not warranted.

The exhaust tunnel of the standby gas treatment system (SGTS) is located under-
ground; however, the exhaust fans and associated ductwork are above ground near
the ventilation stack. The plant can be safely shut down without the SGTS. The

, staff concludes that the combination of'a wind load that would damage the SGTS
fans and an event that would require SGTS operation is sufficiently unlikely;'

therefore, further evaluation of this issue is not warranted.

:
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The startup transformer is' not necessary to shut down the plant. Loss of the
startup transformer requires use of the diesel generators. The condensate stor-
age tank, condensate storage pumps, and service water pumps are necessary for
safe plant shutdown and are addressed in SEP Topic III-4.A, " Tornado Missiles"
(Section 4.6).

4.3.5 Exterior Masonry Walls

The licensee has stated that no exterior masonry walls exist at Oyster Creek,
except.for those of the radwaste building and augmented offgas building. The
radwaste building and augmented offgas building are not safety-related structures.
The staff concludes that masonry walls exposed to wind loads are not an issue.

4.3.6. Roof Decks

The licensee has stated that the roof deck of the reactor building can with-
stand a 280-mph wind and a 0.68 psi differential pressure. In addition, the
licensee has stated that the roof of the diesel generator building can with-
stand a 300-mph wind and a 2 psi differential pressure. The licensee will
evaluate the capacity of the roof deck of the turbine building.

The licensee will supply the analyses of the reactor building roof deck to the
NRC by December 1982 and, when completed, the analysis of the turbine building
roof deck. The analysis of the turbine building roof is scheduled to be com-
pleted by June 1983.

4.3.7 Intake Structure, Oil Tanks, and Diesel Generator Building

During the topic evaluation, sufficient information was not available for the
staff to conclude that these structures had enough capacity for the pos*ulated.

wind and tornado loadings.|

| The licensee has stated that recent analyses have been performed for these
! structures. These analyses will be submitted to the staff in December 1982.
|

l 4.3.8 Load Combinations

As a result of the topic review, the staff was unable to determine if straight
wind loads (not tornado loads) were combined with other loads (i.e. , snow loads,
operating pipe reaction loads, and thermal loads).

The licensee has stated that recent analyses have included these loads. These
analyses will be submitted to the staff in conjunction with Topic III-7.8 (see
Section 4.12).

i 4.3.9 Soil and Foundation Capacities
1

The staff did not evaluate the soil and foundation capacities, except for the
ventilation stack. However, a comparison of the structural capacities evaluated
in conjunction with the seismic loading conditions (Topic III-6) with estimates
of the structural loading conditions for winds indicates that the seismic loading
conditions on the foundation capacities dominate. Therefore, the staff concludes
that further evaluation of this issue is not warranted.

1
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4.4 Topic III-3.A, Effects of High Water Level on Structures

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Section 3.4 and Regulatory Guide 1.59,
requires that plant structures be designed to withstand the effects of flooding.
The safety objective of this topic is to ensure the function of safety-related
structures with hydrostatic loading resulting from design-basis water levels
when combined with other nonaccident loadings. The staff's review of this topic
. identified the.following three areas of concern:,

(1) The plant structures were originally designed for hydrostatic loads up to
15 ft MSL in combination with horizontal seismic earth loading. It is not
clear how these loads were combined. In addition, the staff has concluded
that a long-term hydrostatic load equivalent to 18 ft MSL should be used
in load combinations. However, the staff concludes that a 3-ft change in
hydrostatic. loading is not significant in comparison to the seismic loadings
on structures calculated by the staff (Topic III-6, " Seismic Design Consider-
ations"). Therefore, the staff concludes that further evaluation of this
issue is not warranted.

(2) The original design basis (15 ft MSL) is less than the short-duration
probable maximum flood levels. It is the staff's position that safety-
related structures should be demonstrated to remain functional for a short-
term hydrostatic loading and can iesist flotation up to 22 ft MSL. The
analysis of structures essential to safe shutdown under hydrostatic loading
plus dead load and soil pressure loading should be completed in conjunction
.with the revision of flooding emergency procedures (Item 6 in Section 4.1).

The licensee has agreed to provide justification that the essential struc-
tures can withstand hydrostatic loads up to 22 ft MSL, including a deter-
mination of how hydrostatic loads were combined, and submit this informa-
tion to the staff by December 1982. In addition, the licensee has agreed
to perform an evaluation of the flotation potential for seismic Category I
structures for a flood elevation of 22 ft MSL and submit it to the staff
by April 1983.

(3) During the topic evaluation, the staff did not have sufficient information
to conclude that adequate protection is provided to prevent flooding through
wall penetrations below grade.

Subsequent to this evaluation, the licensee stated that all penetrations
t'elow grade are designed to be leak tight. The staff concludes, there-
fore, that adequate protection from flooding through wall penetrations
below grade exists.

4.5 Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspection of Water C ptrol Structures

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 44, and 45), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.127, requires
that structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to with-
stand natural phenomena such as floods and that a system to transfer heat to an
ultimate heat sink be provided. The inspection is intended for water control
structures used for flood protection (on or off site) and emergency cooling
water systems. The safety objective is to ensure that water control structures
that are part of the ultimate heat sink are available at all times during both
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,

normal and accident conditions. The. topic review identified the following four
items.

4.5.1 Intake and Discharge Canals

During the topic evaluation the staff recommended that inspection of.the slopes
'

for the entire lengths-of the intake and discharge canals be added to the licen-
see's inspection program. Features of the canals to be inspected should include
banks, slumping, frost heaving, and other degradation of the asphalt-bonded
stone canal. liner. The. licensee's current inspection program required by Appen-
dix B of the Oyster. Creek Technical Specifications includes an annual survey of
the entire lengths of-the intake and discharge canals. -To date, no significant
degradation of the canal slopes has been-observed. Additionally, the licensee's
evaluation of the stability of the canal slopes indicates that even if 90% of
the cross sectional area of- the canal is. blocked becau'se of an unlikely collapse
of the canal slopes, a sufficient amount of water is supplied to the circulating
water to maintain the plant cooldown. In addition, the State of New' Jersey has
an inspection program for these canals.

On the basis of these considerations, the staff concludes that adequate inspec--

!.
tion of the intake and discharge canals is currently being performed and no
additional inspections are necessary.

4.5.2 Intake Structure Tra'sh Racks and Intake Screens
'

A revision of the licensee's present inservice inspection program for the intake
structure trash racks and intake screens is needed because the sea lettuce-builds
up, reducing water flow and resulting in lower water levels at the suction area.
of safety-related pumps. The inspection frequency should be based on past ex-
perience to ensure adequate water levels at the pumps.

The licensee conducts an inspection of the intake structure during each shift;,

'

however, this inspection is not fo:malized as part of the inservice inspection
[ (ISI) program or station procedures. It is the staff's position that the present
| inspection practice should be formalized as a part of shift turnover procedures

or ISI procedures and conducted once each shift until the water level gage modi-
fication (Item 3 in Section 4.1) is implemented. The licensee has agreed to
implement such a procedural change before startup from the Cycle X refueling |
outage. J

|

The staff notes that the licensee is in the process of modifying the screen
wash system so that it may prevent buildup of the sea lettuce. This modifica- i

tion is to be implemented during the Cycle X refueling outage. However, the
; plant can be safely shut down using alternate cooling paths (Item 6 in Sec-

tion 4.1) and a level gage will be installed in the intake canal on the down-
| stream side of the screens (Item 3 in Section 4.1) so that decreasing level

to the pump suction can be detected and corrected.

.4.5.3 Roof Drains

The staff's evaluation of this topic noted that the roof drains would be used |
for flood control in the event of high precipitation (up to PMP) and should,

|,

! therefore, be included in the inspection of water control structures.
||'

1
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Inspection of roof drains would not necessarily ensure their function in the
event of high precipitation and the resulting accumulation of debris. The ,

'licensee has committed to install scuppers'to prevent the buildup of rainwater
(Item 9 in Section 4.1). The staff considers this actiore appropriate.

4.5.4 Inspection Program

; The staff's evaluation noted that a formal inspection program, including docu-
~

j mentation and followup review, should be conducted for water control structures.

The licensee has agreed to supplement the existing inspection program, which
includes review by qualified engineering personnel, where appropriate, with a-
documentation file. In addition, the licensee has committed to establish inspec-
tion and documentation of water control structures following extreme events.
These actions will be complete before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.
The staff finds this action acceptable.

4.6 Topic III-4.A. Tornado Missiles
!

10 CFR (GDC 2), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.117, prescribes structures,
systems, and components that should be designed to withstand the effects of a
tornado, including tornado missiles, without loss of capability to perform their
safety functions. Regulatory Guide 1.117 requires that structures, systems, and
components that should be protected from the effects of-a design-basis tornado
are (1) those necessary to ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, (2) those necessary to ensure the capability to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition (including both hot standby and
cold shutdown), and (3) those whose failure could lead tc radioactive releases
resulting in calculated offsite exposures greater than 25% of the guideline
exposures of 10 CFP, 100 using appropriately conservative analytical methods and
assumptions. The physical separation of redundant or alternate structures or
components required for the safe shutdown of the plant is not considered accept-
able by itself for providing protection against the effects of tornadoes, includ-
ing tornado generated missiles, because of the large number and random direction
of potential missiles that could result from a tornado as well as the need to
consider the single-failure criterion.

The following structures and components are vulnerable to tornado missiles and
are discussed in the sections that follow:

(1) emergency diesel generators and fuel oil day tank
!
'

(2) mechanical equipment access area

(3) control room, reactor building, and turbine building heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning systems

Li (4) condensate storage tank

(5) torus water storage tank

(6) service water and emergency service water pumps
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As discussed in Section 4.3.5,: tha radwaste building is not' a safety-related .
structure ~and, therefore, :is not covered by this' evaluation.

4.6.1 Emergency Diesel Generators and Fuel 011 Day Tank

- The licensee has concluded that the diesel generators are not necessary for safe
'

. shutdown'because makeup water could be provided to the isolation condenser by
diesel-driven fire water pumps and by dc power to the main steam relief valves.

i. However, the licensee has agreed to evaluate the potentia 1'for and consequences
; of tornado missile damage to the diesel generator building by March 1983.

; 4.6.2 Mechanical Equipment Access Area

During_the integrated assessment, the staff identified several components (e.g.,
motor control. centers (MCC-DC-1 and MCC-1AB21B), control rod-drive hydraulic
filter, isolation condenser fill piping, and containment spray valve) in the
vicinity of the mechanical equipment access opening'of'the reactor building
that are potential targets for. missiles penetrating the access doors, which had-

; not been considered in the staff's original evaluation.

: The licensee has agreed _to evaluate the potential for and con ~ sequences of
'

tornado-missile impact on components in this area and provide protection, if
'necessary. This evaluation and the. schedule for any necessary corrective*

actions will be submitted to the staff by January ~1983.

. 4.6.3, Control Room, Reactor Building, and Turbine Building Heating,
]' Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) System

(1) Control Room HVAC

The intake for the control room HVAC system is located in the reactor building
wall and is not protected from tornado ~ missiles. The licensee has committed to
install a remote shutdown capability as part of his Appendix R modification;
therefore, the plant will be able to shut down in the ever.t the control room is,

lost.'

The staff finds this acceptable because the licensee has committed that the
location of the remote shutdown capability systems and all. supporting systems,

will be protected from the effects of tornado missiles.

(2) Reactor Building and Turbine Building HVAC

The licensee has stated that he has disconnected the service water to some of
the local space coolers in the reactor building. Therefore, the HVAC cooling
must be relied on or the equipment must be qualified for environmental tempera-
tures attained on loss of all space cooling.

The licensee has concluded that the plant can be safely shut down with a loss
of HVAC. The demonstration of that ability is being evaluated in conjunction
with multiplant action B-60, " Environmental Qualification," which is described
in SECY 82-207, "The Final Rule for Environmental Qualification of Safety-

i- Related Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants," dated May 24, 1982.
That action is being handled independently of SEP.
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4.6.4' Condensate Storage' Tank,. Torus Water Storage Tank, and Service Water
and Emergency Service Water. Pumps.

.

The licensee's position is that the condensate storage tank and torus water
storage tank are not required to accomplish safe shutdown because the plant can
be safely shut down using one of the two service water pumps or any of the four
emergency | service water pumps. It is also the licensee's position based.on

redundancy.of these pumps that backfitting is'not required.
f

'As stated previously,-redundancy is not acceptable protection for tornado:
missiles. The service and emergency service water pumps are located adjacer.t .

to each other at the intake. structure, are located outside, and are vulnerable'

to tornado missiles. Taken independently, .the condensate storage tank.is not
needed to accomplish safe shutdown;;however, if this component is unavailable,
other components (which must be protected) must be relied on. The licensee has

f; not described any method for accomplishing safe shutdown using systems and com-
ponents that are protected fiam tornado missiles. It is the-staff's position

that the licensee provide protection'for sufficient systems and components to
ensure a safe shutdown.in the event of damage from tornado missiles.

.'

The licensee has agreed to provide a portable pump'in a protected area and hose
connections to a protected water supply. Further, theLlicensee will provide
procedures that specify the conditions for and use of this equipment. The
actions will be implemented by December 1984. The staff finds this action
acceptable.

i 4.7 Topic'III-4.B. Turbine Missiles

10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.115 and SRP Section
-3.5.1.3, requires that structures, systems, and components important to safety
be appropriately protected against dynamic effects, which include potential
missiles.

The safety objective of this review is to ensure that alf the structures, sys-.

tems, and components important to safety (identified in Regulatory Guide 1.117)
i have adequate protection against potential turbir.a missiles either because of

structural. barriers or a high degree of assurance that failures at design or-

|
destructive overspeed will not occur.

t

General Electric is currently analyzing the probability for generating turbine
: missiles-generically for its turbine designs. This analysis will consider

material properties, turbine disc design, inservice inspection intervals, and"

overspeed protection system characteristics as they relate to destructive over-1

speed missile generation. The results of this analysis will be submitted to'

the staff and will' identify recommended inspection intervals for the disc and
control valves based-on plant specific turbine characteristics and test results.
For plants (i.e., Palisades and Ginna) that have already undergone an integrated
assessment, this issue had been reviewed and implemented by the staff generically
for Westinghouse turbines outside the scope of SEP. *

To achieve the objective of unlikely failures in the interim, the staff recom-
mends that (1) volumetric inspections of low pressure turbine discs be conducted
in accordance with General Electric procedures during the next refueling outage

.
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unless the discs have been volumetrically inspected within the past 3 years,
(2) an inservice inspection program be developed and implemented that requires
turbine disassembly at approximately 3 year intervals and inspection of all
normally inaccessi51e parts performed in accordance with the procedures sug-
gested by the turbine manufacturer, (3) all main steam stop and control valus
and reheat stop and intercept valves be dismantled and inspected at approxi-
mately 3 year-intervals,-and-(4) main steam stop and control valves and reheat
stop and intercept valves be exercised at least once a week by closing each
valve fully.

The licensee has committed to perform a volumetric inspection of the turbine
during the next-(Cycle X) refueling outage. Basec' on the results' of that
inspection, the licensee will propose an inspection frequency to the NRC. The
staff finds this action acceptable.

The licensee currently disassembles and inspects main steam stop and control
valves and. reheat stop and control. valves at approximately 3-1/3 year intervals.
The staff finds this acceptable.

The licensee has stated that main steam stop and combined reheat valves are
tested daily. Control valves are not tested in this manner, but they are fre-
quently monitored for regulating purposes. Testing the main steam and reheat
stop valves daily exceeds current criteria if the valves are brought to a fully
closed position. It is the staff's position that the licensee describe the cur-
rent monitoring program for main steam control valves and reheat control valves
and how it meets the intent of exercising these valves weekly and justify why
cycling the valves individually to a fully closed position should not be per-
formed. The licensee has agreed to submit such a justification by February 1983.

4.8 Topic III-4.D, Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

10 CFR Part 50 (GDC 4) requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems,
and components important to safety be appropriately protected against events
and conditions that may occur outside the nuclear power plant. The safety
objective of this topic review is to ensure that the plant is adequately
protected against damage from missiles resulting from occurrences such as
offsite explosions or aircraft accidents.

The staff review indicated that the plant location is less than the screening
value distance of Regulatory Guide 1.91 for public roads (Route 9) that could
be used by trucks carrying explosives. In addition, there are four small air-
ports / fields within a radius of 10 miles from the plant.

4.8.1 Truck Explosion

The licensee has stated there is no industry in the area that uses or manufac-4

tures explosives. Shipments of explosives are normally made over the Garden
State Parkway, which runs parallel to Route 9. In addition, New Jersey law
allows only 25,000 lb of TNT to be trucked instead of the 50,000-lb TNT equiva-
lent permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.91. On the basis of the existing State
law and the low probability of explosive shipments on Route 9, the staff con-
cludes that the Oyster Creek site meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.91 and
backfitting is not recommended.
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4.8.2 Aircraft Hazards'

The licensee states that because the Oyster Creek plant is not on an approach
or departure route to any airport and because the majority of aircraft crashes

. occur during takeoffs and landings, the site is sufficiently removed from likely
_

crash sites. However, because there are several airports near the site, the
staff concludes that the licensee should address the potential for or conse-
quences of aircraft impact. The licensee has committed to complete such an

_ evaluation by March 1983 and submit the results to the staff.

4.9 Topic.III-5.A, Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and'
. Components Inside Containment

10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as interpreted by SRP Section 3.6.2, requires, in part, that
structures, systems, and components important to safety be appropriately pro-
tected against dynamic effects such as pipe whip and discharging fluids. The
safety objective for this topic review is to ensure that if a pipe should t,reak
inside the containment, the plant could safely shut down without a loss of con-
tainment integrity and the break would pose no more severe conditions than those
analyzed by the design-basis accidents. The staff review of this topic identi-
fied the following four issues:

(1) On the basis of information available during the topic review, the staff
was unable to conclude that cascading pipe breaks would not produce condi-
tions more severe than those analyzed by the limiting design-basis loss-
of-coolant accident (LOCA). The staff concludes that the potential for
cascading pipe breaks should be analyzed to ensure that the effects of
such breaks do not compromise the ability of the plant to achieve a cold
shutdown or mitigate the consequences of an accident. The licensee should
demonstrate that cascading pipe breaks will not result in conditions more
severe than those previously analyzed. Alternatively, the licensee should
provide a leakage detection system inside the drywell using Regulatory
Guide 1.45 criteria with a detection sensitivity sufficient to detect
through-wall cracks substantially smaller in size than the critical flaw
size from a piping fracture mechanics analysis. This will ensure that
pipe cracks are detected before they can propagate into pipe breaks.
Thus, the potential for cascading pipe failures will be acceptably low.
The staff has taken a similar position for the resolution of Unresolved
Safety Issue A-2 (" Asymmetric LOCA Loads") for PWR primary systems. Guid-
ance for performing these evaluations is contained in the staff's lead
topic safety evaluations report for Palisades submitted by letter to Con-
sumers Power Company dated December 4,1981.

The conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.45 was evaluated in conjunction with
Topic V-5, " Reactor Coolant Press'ure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection"
(Section 4.16).

(2) The licensee was asked to provide an evaluation of the effects of jet
impingement from small pipes onto larger pipes.

The licensee described the preliminary results of such an evaluation in a
meeting on July 16, 1982, in which he demonstrated that jet impingement
from smaller pipes onto larger pipes will not compromise the function of
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larger pipes. The staff agrees that this evaluation method is_ reasonable
and that the results indicate that jet impingement effects are not a safety
problem for large pipes. The licensee described this evaluation in a
letter dated August 31, 1982, with reference to the July 16, 1982 meeting
documentation.

-(3) The staff asked the licensee to provide justification why pipe breaks lead-
ing to pipe whip cannot penetrate the drywell.

The licensee described the preliminary results of such an evaluation in a
meeting on July 16, 1982, supporting the conclusion that the_ interaction
between the lines.and a whipping pipe could only be a glancing blow; that
no sharp edges could hit the liner in a penetrating direction; and that
the liner displacement is limited by the 12-ft-thick concrete drywell,
which will prevent any rupture of the liner by a recirculation line, main
steam line, or the 18-in.-diameter feedwater piping. The staff has-
reviewed this information and agrees that drywell liner. penetration by a
whipping pipe is not a concern. The licensee described this evaluation
in a letter dated August 31, 1982, with reference to the July 16, 1982
meeting documentation.

(4) The staff noted that changes to pipe stresses resulting from the review
of Topic III-6 (Section 4.11) may affect the pipe break evalution.

The evaluation addressed in the licensee's August 31, 1982 letter
addresses a large spectrum of pipe breaks that envelopes the most likely
break locations inside the containment. The staff agrees with the
licensee's conclusion that further evaluations to reflect the final
results of Topic III-6 are not likely to affect the overall conclusions
of the evaluations of pipe breaks inside containment and are, therefore,
not warranted.

4.10 Topic III-5.B, Pipe Break Outside Containment

10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as implemented by SRP Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and Branch
Technical Positions (BTP) MEB 3-1 and ASB 3-1, requires, in part, that struc-
tures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to accommodste
the dynamic effects of postulated pipe ruptures. The safety objective for this
topic review is to ensure that if a pipe should break outside the containment,
the plant can be safely shut down without a loss of containment integrity. The
staff review of this topic identified the following two issues:

(1) The effects of pipe breaks for both the main steam and reactor water clean-
up lines between containment penetration and the isolation valve outside
containment with an assumed single active failure of the inside containment
isolation valve would result in a LOCA outside containment. Current licen-
sing criteria for this event ensure a pipe break between the outside isola-
tion valve and the containment wall is unlikely. This is accomplished by
ensuring low pipe stress (BTP MEB 3-1) and high quality pipe (i.e., seismic
Category I).

No stress data are available to demonstrate that these piping systems
between the containment penetration and the isolation valve outside con-
tainment meet the stress limits of BTP MEB 3-1. A limited risk assessment
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of the importance of the various postulated pipe breaks as unisolable LOCAs
was conducted for Dresden Unit 2. It was determined that the LOCA fre-
quincies associated with these pipe breaks are all less than 2 x 10 7 per
year, since both a pipe break outside containment and a failure of an
isolation valve inside containment are necessary for this sequence. Even
if.all these events led to core melt with release, the higher frequencies
of other core-melt sequences coupled with the virtual . certainty of contain-
ment failure after core melt makes these LOCAs negligible from a risk

; perspective. In addition,.the small frequencies of pipe breaks result in
a similar conclusion regarding the physical effects associated with the
pipe break. Therefore, the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) rated the
importance to risk of pipe breaks between the containment penetration and
the isolation valve outside containment as low. Therefore, backfitting is
not recommended,

f

- (2) The emergency condenser steam lines have two automatic isolation valves
outside and adjacent-to the drywell. A break between these valves with a
failure of the first isolation valve or.a pipe break between the second
valve and the condenser resulting in pipe whip such that the isolation
valves would not close would both result in a LOCA outside containment.
The physical arrangement and space avsilability preclude installation of
restraints. In addition, it is not practical to install an isolation valve
inside the drywell.

The licensee has submitted a fracture mechanics analysis that demonstrates
that through-wall cracks in the emergency condenser steam pipe would open
up, yet remain stable, under severe pipe pressure loading and rotation
stresses. No instantaneous pipe break would occur. The estimated pipe
leakage for these through-wall cracks would be less than 1 gpm.

The licensee inservice inspection of these lines is in accordance with
Section XI of the ASME Code. The licensee has committed to submit ~a
reanalysis of the emergency condenser piping along with an evaluation of
Icakage detection and a schedule for any necessary corrective actions.
This evaluation is scheduled to be submitted in February 1983. The staff
finds this action acceptable.

4.11 Topic III-6, Seismic Design Considerations

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Sections 2.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10
and SEP review criteria (NUREG/CR-0098, " Development of Criteria for Seismic
Review of Selected Nuclear Power Plants"), requires that structures, systems,
and components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects
of natural phenomena such as earthquakes.

(1) Piping Systems
4

According to the results of SEP piping audit analyses, some locations of the
sampled control rod drive (CRD) piping systems (10-in. diameter and less) were
found to be overstressed under the postulated seismic loading. In addition,

the design adequacy of pipe supports has not been reviewed because the imple-
mentation of NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-14 was
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being continued. The information provided by the licensee in his submittals
dated November 24, 1981 and September 2, 1981 only addressed comparisons of
loads calculated at snubber locations with snubber capacities. Information was
not_ provided regarding snubber anchorages or steel support structures.

It is the staff's position that the licensee perform analyses on a sampling
basis (e.g., two randomly selected piping analyses) on piping systems 2-1/2 to
10 in. in diameter and submit the reanalysis performed for the CRD system to
the site-specific spectra to demonstrate the adequacy of the original piping
and piping support design. The results of the CRD piping reanalysis should
also include information (or reference docketed material) on the building model
and flodr response' spectra used in this reanalysis. If the results of sample
analyses do not provide assurance that the original design was adequate, all
safety-related piping systems originally designed by chart methods should be
reanalyzed and upgraded as necessary. The licensee should verify the design
adequacy of piping supports for the two large piping systems analyz,ed by the
NRC (i.e., the main steam and feedwater lines). The design adequacy of supports
for these pipes could not be evaluated because information on support design
and original loading was not available.

The licensee has agreed to perform suu an evaluation, identify any necessary
corrective actions, and submit the esults before startup from the Cycle X
refueling outage.

(2) Mechanical Equipment

During the audit review by the Senior Seismic Review Team, the control rod
drive hydraulic units and the associated tubing supports as well as the reactor
vessel internals were identified as potenti' ally fragile items.

It is the staff's position that the licensee should demonstrate that this equip-
ment has sufficient capacity to maintain its integrity following the postulated
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) or take appropriate corrective action to upgrade
the equipment.

The licensee has agreed to perform such an evaluation, identify any necessary
corrective actions, and submit the results by December 1982.

(3) Electrical Equipment

One type of the sampled electrical equipment, the 4,160-V switchgear panels,
has not been shown to be adequately anchored. It is the staff's position
that the licensee demonstrate that the sampled switch panels are rigid or
reevaluate anchorage based on a 1.0 g acceleration. Also, shear loads
must account for loading from two directions, i.e., simultaneous and ortho-
gonal components. If the sampled switchgear panels are not shown to be

'

adequate and modifications are necessary, the licensee should analyze and
upgrade, as necessary, the remaining switchgear anchorage systems.

In addition, the licensee has not provided information to demonstrate that the
structural integrity will be maintained for internally mounted components. The
concern exists that the structural design adequacy of the load path between an

!
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electrical comporent or device through the panel frame and bracing to the equip-
ment anchorage has not been. demonstrated.

It is~the staff's position that the licensee should demonstrate the design ade-
quacy of the electrical panel support systems. This should be done on a sam-
pling basis.

The licensee has agreed to perform an evaluation of the load path for at least
-two typical cabinets. This evaluation will be completed within 8 months follow-
ing the start of the Cycle X. refueling outage.

(4) Ability of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment To Function

The ability of all safety-related electrical equipment to function, as well as
the structural integrity of internal components of all the safety-related elec-
trical equipment, is being evaluated, in part, through the SEP Owners Group
program. This program is scheduled for completion by the end of 1982.

The NRC has initiated a generic program to develop criteria for the seismic
qualification of electrical and mechanical equipment in operating plants as an
unresolved safety issue, USI A-46.(see Appendix B). Under this program, an
explicit set of guidelines (or criteria) that should be used to judge the ade-
quacy of the seismic qualifications (both functional capability and structural
integrity) of safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment at all opera-
ting plants will be developed. The ongoing Owners Group program for equipment
qualification will be considered in the development of the USI A-46 criteria
and will subsequently be implemented through the generic program.

(5) Qualification of Cable Trays

Qualification of electrical cable trays is being evaluated by testing through
the SEP Owners Group program. This program is scheduled for completion by
December 1982 and a plant-specific implementation schedule will be identified
before the end of the Cycle X refueling outage.

4.12 Topic III-7.8, Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations, and
Reactor Cavity Design Criteria

10 CFR 50 (GDC 1, 2, and 4), as implemented by SRP Section 3.8, requires that
structures, systems, and components be designed for the loading that will be
imposed on them and that they conform to applicable codes and standards.

Code, load, and load combination changes affecting specific types of structural
elements have been identified where existing safety margins in structures are
significantly reduced from those that would be required by current versions of
the applicable codes and standards. Twenty-eight specific areas of design code
changes potentially applicable to the Oyster Creek plant have been identified
for which the current code requires substantially greater safety margins than
did the earlier version of the code, or for which no original code provision
existed.

The significance of the identified code changes cannot be assessed until a plant-
specific review of their applicability, as well as of margins in the original
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design, is completed. This does not infer that existing structures have inade-
quate safety margins. The review, however, will clarify if the original margins

.

are comparable to those currently specified. This will include consideration
of the appropriate applied loads (e.g., roof loading resulting from probable
maximum precipitation (PMP) and snow) and load combinations.

The licensee's position is that no further evaluation is warranted for this
topic and that this topic has been satisfactorily completed. The basis for
this conclusion is that SEP Topic III-6, " Seismic Design Considerations," evalu-
ated seismic Category I structures on a sampling basis and concluded that seismic
Category I structures at the site would adequately resist SSE seismic loads.

SEP Topic III-6 evaluated the structures on a broad, overall, sampling basis
for seismic and dead load. SEP Topic III-7.B investigated ccde changes in de-
tail as they relate to specific structural elements and evaluated only the dry-
well for seismic and accident loading combinations. Although area; may overlap,
SEP Topic III-6 did not, in general, review structural elements that SEP
Topic III-7.B has identified as potentially significant. Additionally, SEP
Topic III-7.B has noted areas of codes, load combinations, and increases in
load (e.g., PMP and snow) that were not reviewed elsewhere in the SEP. There-
fore, it is the staff's position that the licensee should (1) review the NRC
evaluation to determine applicability of the structural elements identified and
(2) perform, on a sampling basis, an evaluation of the code, load, and load
combination changes on existing as-built structures to assess the adequacy of
the design. The licensee has agreed to perform such an evaluation, identify
any necessary corrective actions, and submit the results to the staff by June
1983.

The combination of suppression pool dynamic loads is being addressed generically
as an unresolved safety issue, USI A-7 (see Appendix B, Topic III-9), as it
relates to the Mark I containment design at Oyster Creek.

4.13 Topic III-8.A, Loose-Parts Monitoring and : ore Barrel Vibration
Monitoring

~ 10 CFR 50 (GDC 13), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.133, Revision 1, and
SRP Section 4.4, requires a loose parts monitoring program for the primary sys-
tem of light-water-cooled reactors (LWRs). Oyster Creek does not have a loose-
parts monitoring program that meets the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.133.

A loose parts monitoring program could provide an early detection of loose parts
in the primary system that could help prevent damage to the primary system.
Such damage relates primarily to

(1) damage to fuel cladding resulting from reheating or mechanical penetration

(j jamming of control rods

(3) possible degradation of the component that is the source of the loose part
to a level such that it cannot properly perform its safety-related function

.
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Backfitting of a loose parts monitoring program is being considered in Revision 1
to Regulatory Guide 1.133. If the staff.. decides to implement the recommenda-
tions.of this revision,.then the need to implement a-loose parts monitoring
program on operating reactors will be addressed generically.

The following factors were considered in making the recommendation that no back-
fitting be done at this time:

-(1). A summary of 31 representative loose parts incidents at 31 reactors (from
the value-impact statement of Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.133) indi-
cates that structural damage occurred as a result of loose parts in only
9 incidents. None of these incidents caused a safety-related accident.

(2) Most loose parts can be detected during refueling inspections.*

(3) The limited'probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of this issue for Oyster
Creek concluded that eliminating loose parts-induced transients by instal-
ling a loose parts monitoring system would have no effect on risk.

Backfitting, therefore, is not recommended for Oyster Creek at this time.

4.14 Topic III-10. A, Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Onerated
Valves

10 CFR 50.55a(h), as implemented by Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Std. 279-1971 and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 13, 21, 22, 23, and 29),
requires that protective actions be reliable and precise and that they satisfy
the single-failure criterion using quality components. Regulatory Guide 1.106
presents.the staff position on .iow thermal-overload protection devices can be,

made to meet these requirements.

(1) The Oyster Creek aesign does not meet current licensing criteria for all
safety-related valve functions because the adequacy of the setpoints for
unbypassed thermal ove'rloads has not been established.

A limited PRA of this issue for Oyster Creek rated bypassing thermal over-
loads of medium importance because valve unavailability could be reduced
by 10% and many valves are affected.

By a letter dated August 2, 1982, the licensee has committed to evaluate
thermal-overload relays for the motor operator for each engineered safety
features (ESF) valve. If thermal-overload-relay setpoints cannot be con-
servatively established, the thermal overload will be bypassed. The evalu-
ation and any corrective actions will consider coordination of protective
devices. It is the staff's position that this evaluation and any necessary
corrective actions should be completed before startup after the Cycle X

,

refueling outage.

The licensee has committed to complete this evaluation and provide an
implementation schedule by December 1982.

In motor-operated valve (MOV) designs that use a torque switch instead of
a limit switch to limit the opening or closing of the valve, the automatic
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. opening or closing signal should be used_in conjunction with a corresponding
limit ~ switch, and thermal overload switches should remain as backup pro-
tection over the first 10% of valve travel. The licensee has investigated
the plant design and has stated that this criterion has been met. Thus,
the staff considers this issue resolved and, therefore, backfitting is not
required.

(2) A staff contractor's evaluation of Topic VII-2 concluded that the Oyster
Creek design did not meet current licensing criteria because 23 ESF valves
are isolated by magnetic trip breakers only, rather than by thermal-magnetic
breakers. This is not necessarily a licensing requirement; however, this
issue was considered as part of Topic III-10.A.

A limited PRA of the value of thermal-magnetic breakers as compared to
magnetic breakers only (see PRA for Topic VII-2, " Engineered Safety Fea-
tures System Control Logic and Design," in Appendix D) found that the
thermal-magnetic breaker is approximately 40% more reliable than a magnetic
breaker. However, because the demand unavailability for magnetic breaker
types is low (10 3 per demand), a 40% improvement has a negligible effect
on total plant risk. The staff concludes that a marginal improvement in
breaker reliability is not significant. No backfitting is recommended.

4.15 Topic IV-2, Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design and
Protection Against Single Failures

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Section 7.7, requires that the reactor
protection system be designed to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded for any single malfunction of the reactivity control
systems. A limited PRA of the effects of multiple rod withdrawal on risk demon-
strated that this issue is of low importance. This occurs because (1) the single
failures identified do not affect the ability of the scram function and (2) the
limited exceedance of the fuel thermal limits is not significant to risk. All
significant risk sequences involve core melt, and the issue of multiple rod

! withdrawal does not impact core melt probability.

During tle topic review, sufficient information was not available for the staff
to compiete a single-failure analysis of the rod control system. On the basis

; of the review of Dresden Unit 2, specific types of rod motion from postulated
| single failures were identified for Oyster Creek. These were then used as input

to the core analysis of Topic XV-8, " Control Rod Misoperation." On the basis
of the assumed rod motions, it was determined that the Oyster Creek design meets
current licensing criteria. On the basis of the considerations described above,
the staff concludes that further analysis by the licensee is not warranted.
Backfitting is not recommended.

I
4.16 Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

10 CFR 50 (GDC 30), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.45 and SRP Section
5.2.5, prescribes the types and sensitivity of systems and their seismic, indi-
cation, and testability criteria necessary to detect leakage of primary reactor
coolant to the containment or to other interconnected systems. Regulatory
Guide 1.45 recommends that at least three separate leak detection systems be
installed in a nuclear power plant to detect unidentified leakage from the RCPB
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' to the: primary containment,of:1'gpm'within 1 hour. : Leak' age from-identified
'

,
sources must be-isolated so that the' flow of this leakage may be monitored sepa -

4 , . rately from unidentified leakage. . The detection ~ systems should be capable of per-
iforming their functions *after certain seismic events"and-.of being checked'in the-

. .

'control room. . 0f the' three separate leak detection methods: recommended, two of .
' .

the. methods should be (1) sump level and flow monitoring and (2) airborne par--
Lticulate radioactivity monitoring.- The third method may be either monitoring--

t< ; the~ condensate flow rate from air coolers or monitoring airborne gaseous radio-
,

I -- activity. ;0ther detection' methods--such as monitoring humidity, temperature,
i or pressure--should be considered to be indirect indications of leakage to the

- containment.< In addition, provisions should be-made to monitor systems that-

.

Jinterface with the RCPB for signs of intersystem leakage through methods such as4t

- monitoring radioactivity and water levels or flow.

TA| limited risk assessment of the.importance of the sensitivity of leakage detec-
tion systems _ to risk was conducted for Oyster Creek by using the Millstone Unit 1

,

: ' Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) study. This study only addressed
] leakage' detection as it related to the small-break LOCA-(S2 LOCA as described

-in Appendix D). For this. event,~ it was determined that the importance of leak''

detection capability.(i.e., the sensitivity of detectors to leak rate and time)(-
to risk was very- dependent on time for a leak to become -a break. If the 1eak-

4 before-break time was short (less than I hour) or long (more.than 4 hours),-the
benefits of leak detection capability were low. This occurs because the exist--

'ing-Oyster Creek systems can detect leak rates of 1 gpm in about 4 hours, and-

' current criteria would require detection of a leak of 1 gpm in 1 hour. Further,
- Ethe S2 LOCA sequence-for boiling-water reactors (BWRs) is not a dominant. fault'

tree or event. Therefore, the PRA rated the importance of increased sensitivity,

.ofLleakage detection systems to risk ~ as low. 'However, this assessment does.
t not' address-the staff's principal concern with respect to leakage detection,

which 'is not the' S2 LOCA~ event but is related to high energy pipe break -(HEPB)
; discussed in Section 4.9.

. The Oyster Creek design does not use compartmented separation or sufficient
I physical restraints to mitigate the effects of an HEPB (e.g., pipe whip, jet
j impingement,'and cascading breaks). These local' effects may have common aspects
;~ so that the availability of mitigating systems is reduced. This aspect has not
| been evaluated-in either the Millstone Unit 1 or Browns Ferry IREP (NUREG/CR-

2802) studies (nor in'any other PRA).i

i

;_ For Oyster Creek, plant-specific evaluations of the emergency condenser inlet
' and return lines have shown that a leakage detection capability with a sensitivity
; of 0.1 to.l.0 gpm is necessary to detect a through-wall circumferential flaw
: that is four times the pipe wall thickness (e.g., approximately 3.5 in. long

.

2 for a 16-in.-diameter pipe). These flow rates are predicted by analyses based
on elastic plastic fracture mechanics that have been verified on a limited basis

3 by experimental data. Experience has shown that the sensitivity and reliability
of current-leakage detection equipment may be questionable (e.g. , Duane Arnold

'; safe-end cracks and IndiansPoint Unit 2 fan cooler leakage). Further, most crack .

growth processes (e.g., fatigue and stress corrosion) are time dependent, yet,

experience has shown that it is almost impossible to quantify the times (e.g. ,
hours to' months have been experienced). However, time to achieve the required

~

1

sensitivity is important because the exposure times for transient loadings are'

!..
increased and, thus, the potential for unstable failure is increased.

1
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For postulated break locations, where separation and/or restraint is not prac-
tical or possible to mitigate the effects of an HEPB in an operating plant,

[ augmented inservice inspection in conjunction with leakage detection may be
used to identify degradation in piping before it propagates into a break. Staff
criteria for this approach were described in the evaluation of Topic III-5.A
for the Palisades plant (letter from Crutchfield to Hoffman, dated December 4,
1981).

For this approach, the leakage detection s, stem sensitivity shoi j be estab-
lished in conjunction with Topic III-5.A by demonstrating the ability to detect
leakage from a small crack, demonstrating that such a crack would not grow
under design-basis loading conditions, and demonstrating that the crack would
remain stable for loading conditions in excess of the design basis.

The following sections describe the extent to which the existing leakage detec-
tion systems at Oyster Creek conform to the design criteria recommended in
Regulatory Guide 1.45. '

4.16.1 Leakage Detection Systems

Currently, Oyster Creek has only one of the recommended detection systems (sump
level monitoring). However, Oyster Creek has an airborne particulate and gaseous
radioactivity monitoring system installed at the plant. Because of condensation
problems, this system has never been placed in operation.

The sensitivity, seismic qualification, control room indication, and testability
specifications for the three recommended detection systems (sump level monitor-
ing is the other) either do not meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.45
or cannot be quantified. It is the staff's position that, in order to preclude
pipe breaks by detecting cracks as they develop, at least one reliable method
of leakage detection should be provided whose leakage sensitivity is commen-
surate with the leakage rate from the limiting crack size, as established in
Topic III-5.A. Further, that leakage detection method should be qualified to
an SSE seismic event or provide procedures that specify actions to be taken for
a seismic event and failure of the leakage detection equipment (e.g., plant
shutdown).

The licensee has committed to (1) identify the system modifications necessary
to make the airborne particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitors operational,
(2) evaluate the reliability and sensitivity of the existing leakage detection
systems, and (3) propose a schedule for any necessary system modifications or
procedural changes by June 1983. The licensee intends to provide procedures to
address seismic events, rather than upgrade the seismic qualification of the
existing equipment. The staff finds the licensee's proposed action acceptable.

4.16.2 Operability Requirements

Currently, the Oyster Creek Technical Specifications do not contain limiting
conditions for operation or surveillance requirements regarding the leakage
detection systems, as recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.45 and the BWR Standard
Technical Specifications (NUREG-0123).
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In conjunction with the procedural changes described in Section 4.16.1, the
licensee has committed to provide the appropriate action requirements in the
Technical Specifications for inoperable leakage detection systems (i.e., an
inability to measure leakage) and any necessary procedural changes to provide
surveillance and testing commensurate with the required sensitivity. These
changes will be completed before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.
The staff finds the licensee's proposed action acceptable.

4.16.3 Intersystem Leakage

During the topic review, information concerning the leakage detection systems
for intersystem RCPB leakage was incomplete. The limited PRA for Oyster Creek
concluded that intersystem leakage would not contribute significantly to overall
risk. The Oyster Creek closed cooling water (CCW) system operates at a higher
pressure than the service water system, so that leakage would be to the environ-
ment. However, there are activity monitors on the CCW system and effluent monitors
that would identify such leakage so that corrective action could be taken.
Therefore, backfitting is not recommended.

4.16.4 Reactor Coolant Inventory Balances

.

During the topic review, information concerning the use of reactor coolant system
inventory balance and leak rate sensitivity and the time required to achieve'

sensitivity was incomplete. A reactor coolant inventory balance is not a current
licensing requirement; however, it is considered an acceptable' alternative to
leak detection systems. Based on the resolution of the issues in Sections 4.16.1
and 4.16.2 related to leak detection systems, reactor coolant inventory balance
is not required.

4.17 Topic V-6, Reactor Vessel Integrity

Appendices G and H to 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 50.55a(g), as implemented through Regu-
latory Guide 1.99, require that reactor vessel integrity be ensured by review of
aspects such as fracture toughness, surveillance programs, and neutron irradiation.

The staff's review of this topic identified the following three issues:

(1) The Oyster Creek Technical Specifications do not contain a material sur-
veillance capsule withdrawal schedule. There are two capsules in the
reactor vessel. The staff has recommended that Capsule 2 be removed after
about 12 effective full power years (EFPY) and tested. Capsule 3 should
be designated as a standby capsule.

The licensee has indicated that Capsule 1, which was removed from the vessel
after about 2 years of operation, is believed to be lying at the bottom of
the fuel pool. A search of the pool cannot be conducted until the clarity
of the water in the pool improves. If Capsule 1 is found before completion
of the next scheduled refueling outage (Cycle X), the licensee will analyze
Capsule 1 and propose to remove Capsule 2 at about 15 EPFY. .he staff

concluded that withdrawing a surveillance capsule at 15 EFPY is adequate
to predict radiation damage at fluences approximately equal to those expected
on a vessel wall through the end of its life. If, however, Capsule 1 cannot
be found, the licensee proposes to remove Capsule 2 during the next refueling

:
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outage (at ap' proximately 8 EFPY) and Capsule 3 will|be removed 10-12 EFPY
after the removal of Capsule 2 (total exposure 18-20 EFPY). ' Removal of-
Capsule 2 during the upcoming outage is predicated by the requirement-in
the licensee's Technical Specifications to change pressure-temperature
curves-at 10 EFPY. The staff's conclusion . relative to the schedule for

- capsule removal is described in Item (2) below, as it~ relates to the inspec-'
tion documentation.

E (2). In response to a staff request for information, the licensee did not present
complete information regarding the base reactor vessel material properties,

'because such information is not currently available. It is for this reason
that the location of Capsule 1, discussed above, is important. The licensee
has asked General Electric to identify the materials. The licensee has'

agreed to submit a plan for the capsule exposure schedule and how the capsule
; test results will be used to modify reactor operation (e.g., setting nil

ductility temperature (NDT) limits). This information is to be submitted
by December 1982.

(3) The Oyster Creek Technical Specifications currently contain the original
Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program. The program generally conforms to the
rules of the 1971 Edition of ASME Code, Section XI. Note 3 of Table 4.3-1
of Section XI of the ASME Code requires that the licensee develop a revised
ISI program after the fourth year of-operation. In accordance with this.

requirement, the licensee submitted a revised ISI program to NRC by a letter'
dated June 15, 1978 (Technical Specification Change Request 28). This
revised program was not approved. In September 1979 a revised ISI program
was proposed. By letter dated January 14, 1980, the NRC provided interim,

approval of this ISI program based on the ASME' Code, Section XI, 1974-'

Edition through the Summer 1975 Addenda. However, the Technical Specifica-
tions were not revised. The licensee is following both the original and:

j the most recent ISI programs and will do so until the staff completes a
j detailed review of the ISI program. This review is being handled generi-
| cally outside the scope of SEP.

4.18 Topic V-10.B, Residual Heat Removal System Reliability

10 CFR 50 (GDC 19 and 34), as implemented by SRP Section 5.4.7, BTP RSB 5-1,
and Regulatory Guide 1.139, requires that the plant can be taken from normal
operating conditions to cold shutdown using only safety grade systems, assuming
a single failure and using either onsite or offsite power through suitable
procadures.

The limited PRA of this issue concluded that there was no benefit to a procedure
that uses only safety grade equipment. The staff agrees that the availability
of multiple methods for accomplishing a task enhances the reliability of success-
ful completion of that task.

The licensee can use safety grade as well as nonsafety grade systems to bring
the plant to cold shutdown. Nonsafety grade systems may not be available for
use after either a seismic or a loss-of power event. Lack of sufficient infor-
mation in operating procedures may adversely affect the ability of the operator
to shut down the reactor. The plant operating procedures do not specify how
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the cooldown,would be accomplished by the operator-in the event of failures in
-nonsafety grade systems.

The licensee has proposed to review and upgrade, as necessary, the-procedures
to achieve safe shutdown using alternate sources of water for primary and second-
ary makeup if the preferred sources are not available. This is particularly
important for procedures that are used in conjunction with emergency procedures
for external events such as flooding or tornadoes. These items are being ad-
dressed by the BWR Owners Group in conjunction with TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660)
Item I.C.1, " Guidance for the Evaluation and Development of Procedures for
Transients and Accidents," and procedural guidelines were submitted to the
staff by a letter from T. J. Dente to D. G. Eisenhut dated June 8, 1982.

The licensee has agreed to implement the generic procedural guidelines for Oyster
Creek before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.

4.19 Topic V-11.A, Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure
Systems

10 CFR 50.55a, as implemented by SRP Section 7.6 and BTP ICSB 3, requires that
interlock systems important to safety be adequately designed to ensure their
availability in the event of an accident. This includes those systems with
direct interface with the reactor coolant system that have design pressure
ratings lower than the reactor coolant system design pressure.

The reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system does not satisfy the currenL licensing
requirements. Isolation on the suction side of the RWCU system is provided by
three motor-operated valves (MOVs), an inboard valve (closest to the reactor
coolant system), a pump suction valve, and a pump bypass valve. Isolation on
the discharge side is provided by an MOV and two check valves. All the MOVs
have position indication in the control room. None of the MOVs will open if
pressure in the low pressure portions of the system is higher than its design
pressure. All the MOVs will close on high RWCU system temperature, low flow,
or high RWCU system pressure. The interlocks for these valves use the same
sensors and relays. Because the interlocks for the isolation valves are not
independent, the staff has determined that Oyster Creek does not comply with
current licensing requirements.

A limited PRA of this issue as it relates to the intersystem LOCA was performed
for Oyster Creek. The frequency of the event is controlled by the failure proba-
bility of the sensor (2.4 x 10 3) and the probability of failure of the relief
valve to open (10 4). The failure of the valve to isolate is not significant
because all three series MOVs would have to fail. The importance of this issue
was rated as low because the frequency of the event was rated so low (2.4 x 10 7)
and event frequencies less than 10 8 are not significant. However, if the relief
valve does not have sufficient capacity (even though it opened) to prevent over-
pressure failure, this event would have a high frequency of occurrence (2.4 x 10 3)
and would be of high importance to risk. A second event sequence that was not
evaluated in this limited PRA is the potential for a large LOCA. If the pressure
sensor fails and the relief valve operates, reactor coolant would be discharged
to the torus. This event frequency is high (2.4 x 10 a) and impacts the LOCA
frequency. This aspect was not considered.
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It,is the' licensee's position that the RWCU_ system is designed with sufficienti-

relief capacity to alleviate the overpressurization of the RWCU system in the
event of failure of the interlocks.

' Consequently, it is the staff's positio'n:that.the licensee should perform an
analysis to demonstrate.that the relief capacity of the RWCU system is suf-

; - ficient to maintain the RWCU system pressure within its design limits if the
valve interlocks fail, .the consequences of-a subsequent stuck-open relief valve,

are acceptable,.and the probability of-the event is less.than that for events
analyzed in the Final Safety Analysis Report with comparable consequences,

(e.g., stuck-open safety-relief valve or LOCA). If the analyses cannot make
!= such a demonstration, _the licensee _ should either (1) install redundant inter-

locks on the RWCU system suction valve _or (2) provide sufficient relief capa-
city. For the reasons stated,-the_ resolution of the issue is of high importance
to risk.' '

i
.

| The licen ee has agreed to perform such an evaluation, identify any necessary
corrective actions, and submit the results to the staff by January 1983.:,

L 4.20. Topic V-12.A, Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant I

: 10 CFR 50 (GDC 14), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.56, requires that the
i reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).have minimal probability of rapidly
' propagating fcilure. This includes corrosion-induced failures from impurities
t in the reactor coolant system. .The safety objective of this review is to ensure

that the plant reactor coolant chemistry is adequately ccntrolled to minimize
the possibility for corrosion-induced failures. The staff's review identified-

the following four issues:

(1) Oyster Creek has no provisions for the time-related conductivity limit.
The current licensing criterion is a long-term limit of 1 paho/cm for power
operation. The Oyster Creek limit of 10 paho/cm is an acceptable upper
limit for short periods of time. The licensee has-submitted by a letter
dated August 24, 1982, "BWR Water Quality Specification" (Specification
No. SP-1302-28-001), which includes a time-related normal operating
conductivity.

(2) The existing limit on chloride concentration (1.0 ppm) exceeds current
L licensing criterion (0.5 ppm) for power operation. The licensee has in-

cluded a revised chloride concentration limit in the specification ~ dis-
cussed in Item (1).

(3) There are no limits on pH levels in the coolant water. The current licens-
ing criteria require a pH value less than or equal to 8.6 and greater than
or equal to 5.6 for power operation. The licensee has included coolant pH
limits in the specification discussed in Item-(1).

(4) The licensee has not determined the minimum reserve demineralizer capacity
of the Oyster Creek condensate treatment system to cope with postulated
large condenser cooling water inleakage. Oyster Creek Plant Operating
Procedure No. 523 provides appropriate operator instructions (i.e., reduce
power and isolate the leaking condenser) when the conductivity exceeds
predetermined values in the hot well or near the demineralizer.
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Condenser Tube Leakage Procedure No. 523 initiates power reductions or
reactor shutdown operations, along with reactor isolation, at various con-
ductivity limits at several component stages to prevent the reisctor coolant
from reaching 2 pmho/cm, which is significantly less than the current maximum
limit of 10 pmho/cm. The minimum reserve capacity of the condensate demin-
eralizers depends on the size of the condenser leak. A massive condenser
tube rupture could deplete the condensate demineralizers in potentially
less time than is required for normal plant shutdown. However, other shut-
down methods are'available (e.g., using the-two isolation condensers or
other emergency core cooling systems). Also, the operators have the ability
to detect condenser leakage and procedures to isolate it, and other pure
water sources are available for shutdown.

The staff concludes that these capabilities are sufficient to ensure that
chlorides and other contaminants do not cause corrosion-induced failures.
Therefore, maintaining a minimum reserve capacity in the condensate demin-
eralizer or backfitting additional demineralizers is not recommended.

,

The~ specification submitted by the licensee, as referenced in Item (1), contains
chemistry limits comparable to or more restrictive than current licensing cri-
teria and are, therefore, acceptable. The staff will require that the licensee
formalize the referenced specification in the plant procedures and modify the
existing limiting conditions for operation for primary coolant chemistry in the
Technical Specifications to be consistent with these procedures or the current
-licensing criteria.

The licensee has agreed to implement the referenced procedure and amend the
Technical Specifications to incorporate the conductivity and chloride limits
in Regulatory Guide 1.56 before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.
The staff finds this action acceptable.

4.21 Topic VI-1, Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry

4.21.1 Organic Materials

10 CFR 50 (GDC 1) requires that structures and systems important to safety be
dasigned and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety function to be performed. Also, Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, " Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," des-
cribes an acceptable method of complying with the Commission's quality assurance
requirements with regard to protective coatings. The safety objective of this
topic is to ensure that protective coatings inside the drywell and torus do not
consist of material that would decompose in radiation environments (e.g., cellu-
lose hydrocarbons or chlorides) and potentially foul pump seals, bearings, or
cooling passages; create a hazardous environment (e.g., hydrogen); or cause
material failures.

Because the staff lacked information regarding drywell and torus coatings, it
asked the licensee to inspect the drywell and torus interiors to determine
their condition and coating materials.

'

The licensee has proposed to
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(1) ' inspect the drywell at the next refueling outage (Cycle X)

~(2) establish a repair schedule for those drywell. areas found unacceptable or
justify continued operation with the existing coating materials with due
consideration of the personnel exposures that would result from repair

(3) recoat the torus using appropriate materials in accordance with the appli--

cable American National Standards Institute standards

'(4) . inspect the. torus interior in accordance with Technical Specification
Section 4.5.P.

(5) inspect a representative sample of the drywell interior every 3 years

The staff finds these inspection and coating plans acceptable subject to the.
following: The chemical composition of the existing drywell coatings should be
ascertained during the upcoming refueling outage. If-these coatings are-found
to contain hyorocarbons, they should be removed or the licensee should submit
an evaluation to justify'the continued use of these coatings.

-The licensee has agreed to perform such an. evaluation, identify any necessary
corrective actions, and submit the results within 6 months following.startup
from Lne Cycle X refueling outage.

4.21.2 Postaccident Chemistry

10 CFR 50 (GDC 14) requires that the RCPB be designed and erected so it has an
extremely low probability of abnormal leakage and gross rupture. Also, GDC 41
requires that systems to control substances released in reactor containments be
provided to reduce the concentration and quality of. fission products released
to the environment following a postulated accident.

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that appropriate methods are
available to maintain the pH of the containment spray and emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) torus water and to preclude long-term corrosion-induced failures
following an accident.

|

l The current limits for the torus water chemistry do not provide assurance against
i stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel. (The staff considers
; that those limits should be: chloride, less than 0.5 ppm, and conductivity, 3
! to'10 pmho/cm.)

| Plant Procedure 804.17 describes the caemistry parameters and limits for the
| ECCS torus water supply (pH, 8.5; Nacl. 10 ppm maximum; and no limit on con-

'ductivity). The licensee's proposed water chemistry procedure (the same as
that identified in Topic V-12. A, " Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant")
addresses chemistry limits for the torus water. The staff concludes that the
limits contained in this procedure conform to current licensing criteria and!

| -implementation of a procedure to control the quality of water in the torus is
! acceptable.

f

L
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-4.22 Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation System-

; 10 CFR 50 (GDC-54,.55, 56, and 57),'as implemented by SRP Section 6.2.4 and
iRegulatory Guides 1.11 and 1.141, requires isolation provisions for;the lines
-penetrating the primary containment to maintain an essentially leaktight- bar-
rier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment. The
staff review of the containment penetrations has identified several areas that'
do not conform to current licensing criteria for contaiuent isolation. The
staff recommends that backfitting not be required except for the establishment
'of administrative ~ procedures to lock isolation valves in a closed position and
to provide-leakage detection'for two lines. The reasons for these recommenda-

-tions.are discussed below and are consistent with the limited PRA finding that
' containment.. leakage is of low importance to risk (see Appen' dix D).

4.22.1 Locked-Closed Valves

.The valves. listed below are eitner test, vent, drain, or sample'line manual<

: isolation valves that connect to piping penetrating the containment. .These-
valves, which should have mechanical locking devices and for which appropriate
administrative control should be provided,-are:

V-1-114 -V-14-26' V-17-21 V-20-42'

]-
V-1-115 V-14-28 V-17-51 V-20-44

V-1-126 V-14-39 -V-17-52 V-21-66

| V-1-127' V-14-75 V-17-65 V-38-7.

V-1-136- V-14-78 'V-17-66 V-38-8
.

V-1-137 V-15-32 V-17-68 V-38-18

V-6-394 V-16-4 V-17-76 V-38-19

V-14-21 V-16-65 V-17-83'> o

It is the staff's position that these valves should be administrative 1y con-
trolled and locked in a closed position. This is required by NRC regulations ;

; -(GDC 55, 56, and 57). It is also the staff's experience that system. lineup
-

i procedures are not designed to ensure containment-integrity; rather they are
designed to ensure proper system function. A specific administrative procedure
to periodically ensure that containment isolation valves are in the proper posi-

| tion is essential. At other plants, manual valves have been left open for
* extended periods.

The licensee has agreed to install 1ccks for these valves before startup from
the Cycle XI refueling outage.

4.22.2 Remote Manual Valves

The containment spray and core spray systems are closed systems as defined in
,

i GDC 57; they are provided with. remote manual isolation valves rather than auto-

|
catic isolation valves. These systems serve an essential ECCS function and the
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staff agrees that automatic isolation valves should not be used. However, because
operator action is required to initiate isolation, if necessary, the operator
must know~when to initiate isolation.' This requires a leakage detection capa-

- bility (e.g. , sump alarms) and appropriate procedures to indicate under what con-
' ditions these valves should be shut. The operating station for these remotely
operated valves must be accessible, but it need not be in the control room. It
is the staff's position that adequate leakage detection and appropriate proce-
dures for operator action should be provided and the operating station be relo-
cated to an accessible area, where necessary, for the following valves:

V-20-3 V-21-5

V-20-4 V-21-7

V-20-32 V-21-9

V-20-33 V-21-11

V-21-1 V-21-18

V-21-3

The licensee has agreed to evaluate the leakage detection provisions and loca-
tion of the operating stations for these valves and identify any necessary
corrective actions before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.

4.22.3 Valve Location

The emergency condenser steam line isolation valves are located outside the dry-
well. GDC 55 required one valve inside and the other outside.

. 0yster Creek has two emergency condensers. The isolation valves (V-14-30,
V-14-33, V-14-35 and V-34-34) for both steam supply lines are located outside*

the drywell. This configuration does not meet the requirements of NRC's regula-
tions, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (GDC 55).

For the reasons discussed in Section 4.10 concerning the effects of high energy
pipe breaks, the staff concludes that this configuration meets the intent of
GDC 55 and should be accepted on another defined basis subject to incorporation
of a leakage detection system for through-wall cracks. ,

1

4.22.4 Instrument Lines

The following systems use local manual isolating valves outside the containment
instead of automatic isolation valves, as required by GDC 56. These systems
are torus level (valves V-38-5 and V-38-4), drywell pressure (valves V-38-2 and
V-38-3), and torus pressure (valve V-38-1001).

|

The staff concludes that local manual valves should be accepted for the following
reasons:

4

(1) These lines monitor essential containment parameters that should not be
|automatically isolated. Any logic circuit that would automatically isolate
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these lines could introduce spurious isolation and cause tM loss of vital
-safety ~information.

(2) These lines are small and subject to low stresses during accident conditions
and,-therefore, their failure is not likely.

(3) Several risks assessm:nts have shown that containment leakage from small
penetrations is of low importance to risk, including the limitad PRA for
Oyster Creek.

Backfitting is, therefore, not recommended.

The following nonessential instrument lines (i.e., not safety related) have two
automatic isolation valves outside the containment instead of one inside and
the other outside the containment as required by the GDC 56: drywell oxygen
sample (valves V-38-9 and V-38-10), torus oxygen sample (valves V-38-23 and
V-38-22), and containment pcrticulate monitor (valves V-38-16 and V-38-17).

A limited risk assessment was r- ermed to assess the importance of containment
isolation from a risk perspectm. The assessment of containment leakage in
general was evaluated as having low significance to risk for Mark I BWRs like
Browns Ferry and Millstone Unit 1. This is based on the low design pressures
for containment and the high failure probability because of overpressure from
noncordensible gases in the event of a core-melt accident. Based on the relative
characteristics of leakage releases and containment rupture releases, no change
in the consequences of core-melt events can be achieved by increasing the relia-
bility of containment isolatlan. However, for events not involving these extreme
core-melt conditions, containment isolation minimizes the release of radioactive
material.

The relative benefit of one valve inside and one valve outside rather than two
valves outside containment was evaluated for the Palisades Plant (see HUREG-0820,
Appendix D). In this study no improvement could be identified for moving ai

valve inside containment. This is because the probability of failure of both
valves was greater than the probability of failure of the pipe between the contain-
ment and the first isolation valve. Because of minimum improvent in containment
isolation capability and low importance of leakage to overall WR risk, backfit-
ting is not recommended.

4.22.5 Valve Location and Type

! The following systems use series check valves instead of a check valve inside
l and a remote manual valve outside the drywell for containment isolation as re-

quired by GDC 55 and 56. These systems are feect.ater (valves V-2-72 and V-2-71);'

containment spray pump test lines (valves V-21-19 and V-21-20); and cleanup de-
mineralizer relief systems (valve V-16-84).;

i
|

The feedwater system supplies the reactor through two paraH el 18-in. lines,
each containing two check valves in series (one inside and one outside contain-'

! ment). Remote manual isolation valver, exist (in the turbine building) at the
j discharge end of each high pressure heater stage (three units in parallel).
|

|
l
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For the following reasons, replacing a feedwater: check valve with a remote manual I
isolation valve or adding a remote manual isolation valve outside containment
is not recommended:

.

(1) The high pressure heater discharge valves provide. backup isolation
capability.

(2) The existing feedwater check valves are subject to local leakage rate tes'ts,#

in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. '

'

(3) The isolation reliability would not be significantly improved by. adding a
remote manual valve.

.

Because the containment spray system is a closed-loop ESF' system that functions
during accident conditions, it is considered an extension of the containment
boundary. The subject check valves are in the minimum flow recirculation lines
of the containment spray pump. Therefore, the subject check valves do not' provide

'any containment isolation function while the system is running.~ When the con--

tainment spray pump is idle, the subject check valves will isolate the torus
from the rest of the containment spray system. Because the maximum torus pres-
sure is low and the containment spray system is designed to withstand the design
seismic event, piping failure is not likely. Backfitting is not recommended.

A 20-in. check valve is in the cleanup demineralizer system discharge line of a
safety relief valve leading to the torus. A check valve in this line is necessary

i to ensure that the overpressure relief protection is not defeated. The check
valve and relief valve (reverse direction) in. series with relatively low system
pressures (less than 100 psig) provide adequate assurance of cor,tainment isola-.

tion. Therefore, backfitting is not recommended. :
'

4.22.6 Administrative Controls

'The following systems use remote manual isolation valves instead of automatic
isolation valves as required by GDC 55. These systems are reactor shutdown
cooling supply (valves V-17-1, V-17-2, and V-17-3), reactor shutdown (valves
V-17-55, V-17-56, and V-17-57), and reactor head cooling (valve V-31-2).

i The licensee states that adequate isolation is provided with the existing con-
. figuration relative to the subject valves:

(1)- The valves are in series with automatic isolation valves or a check valve
inside containment.

(2) The listed valves are normally closed during plant operation.

(3) Failure mode for the valve operator type is "as-is."

! The licensee has agreed to provide administrative control procedures for these
! valves.

On the basis of these considerations, the staff concludes that the isolation
provisions for these lines are adequate and, therefore, backfitting is not
rec.mmended.;

.

!
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4.23 Topic W-7. A.3, Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System

10 CFR 50.55a(h), as implemented by IEEE Std, 279-1971, and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 37),
as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.22, require that equipment important to
safety be tested periodically at power. A limited PRA of two issues related to
ECCS testing was performed to determine their importance to risk. The first
issue relates to testing that is performed by procedure but is not required by
plant Technical Specifications. Because the testing is actually performed,
there is no reduction in risk a nociated with this issue. Rather, this is a
regulaury policy issue. It is the staff's p9sition that testing that is impor-
tant to safety (e.g., ECCi and reactor protection system (RPS) channel and cir-
cuits) shculd be included in the facility Technical Specifications.

The Oyster Creu Technical Specifications do not require channel checks, func-
tional testing, and calibration for the emergency condenser instrument parameters.

It is "e sta#f's position that because the emergency condenser is required to
achieve plant shutdcwn for various accident scenarios or external evente (e.g.,
hurricane flooding), the testing of the logic trains and essociated compcnents
chould be included in the testing of the reactor protection system and engineered
3dfeguards systems, and should be included in the other testing important to
safety in the facility Technical Specifications. This is provided for in
10 CFR 50.36(c)(3). The licensee has agreed to incorporate such a change to
the plut Technical Specifications before startup ' rom the Cycle X r9 fueling
outage.

A second issue relates to the tim #ng of the emergency condenser logic testing.
The staff's evaluation concluded that the emergency condensers could not Se
tested separately during power operation and, therefore, a test switch should
be installeo to provide such a testing capability.

Subsequently, the licensee prorided surveillante procedures that require that
each emergency condensar -2ctuation logic train be tested separately while at
power .e., eacn component in the logic train of one emergency condenser, in-
cluding valves, is overlap tested while the other emergency train is functional).
The staff concludes that these testing procedures are adequate.

4.24 Topic VI-7.A.4, Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

10 CFR 50.46 requires that an eme gency core cooling system be provided and
designed to provide adequate core cooling. Because see licensee provided insuf-
ficient information, the staff has not complei.ed its evaluation of the adequacy
for the present core spray sparger The licensee has provided additional in-
formation in a letter dated August 6, 1992.

Because of cracks in the present sparger, a new core spray sparger with an im-
proved spray pattern has been deveiered and tested. This sparger was to be in-
stalled during the Cycle X refueling outage. ihe licensee requested deferment
to the Cycle XI outage.

The staff will review the results of the existing core spray sparger i m pection
(when provided) and the recent information on the existing core spray sparger
effectiveness and will address the acceptability of deferring the installation
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of the new core spray .sparger as part of the staff's safety evaluation report
permitting plant startup from the Cycle X refueling octage. The SEP review of
.this issue is considered complete.

4,25 Topic VI-7.C.1, Appendix K - Electrical Instrumentation and Control
Re-Reviews

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 17, and 18), as implemented by SRP Sections 8.2 and 8.3
and Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 4, prohibits the switching of one safety
load from one safety power supply to a second safety supply. A limited PRA of-
automatic bus transfers (ABTs) between redundant power supplies was performed
to determine their importance to risk. The contribution to loss of power to
the redundant IA2 and 182 unit substations was approximately one-sixth that
associated with station blackout that resulted from failure of both diesel gen-
erators and offsite power. For this, reason it was evaluated as of medium impor-
tance. Also, failures of all ABTs are more significant with less reliable diesel
generators.

(1) The ac system has seven automatic transfers of load or load groups between
redundant sources. It is the staff's position that these ABTs shculd be
removed or the circuits be otherwise modified to ensure that faulted loads
will not be transferred.

The licensee has agreed to perform a coordinated load and circuit breaker
analysis to establish the corrective actions necessary to preclude auto-
matic transfer of faults. This evaluation and the proposed corrective
action will be submitted by December 1982.

I (2) The 125-V de system has three automatic bus transfers of power between
batteries.

| The three dc automatic bus transfers are installed between Battery A and
Battery B. Battery A does not supply power to the safety systems. The

i redundant safety-related batteries are Battery B and battery C. There are
no ABTs between Batteries B and C.

Backfitting to remove three ABTs between Batteries A and B is not
recommended.

4.26 Topic VI-10.A, Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety
Features, Including Respons6-Time Testing -

10 CFR 50 (GDC 21) requires that the reacter protection system be designed to
permit periodic testing of its functioning, including a capability to test chan-

|
nels independently.

10 CFR 50.55ai(h), through IEEE Std. 279-1971 and IEEE Std. 338-1971, requires
that response-time testing be performed on a periodic basis for plants with

| construction permits issued after January 1,1971.
l

l

I

|
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'4.26.1 Response-Time. Testing '

The start time and load sequence of the control rods and diesel generators are
~

the only response-time tests required by plant Technical Specifications. The
plant Technical. Specifications do not require periodic system response-time
measurements from sensors to the actuated equipment. The staff performed a
limited FRA of the -issue for the Oyster Creek plant to estimate the improvement

:in overall safety.if additional response-time testing was required. The results
of this PRA indicated that additional response-time testing has low safety signifi-,

cance. -This occurs because response-time-testing is concerned with events on
the order of seconds. The IREP. studies (Millstone Unit 1, Browns Ferry (NUREG/
CR-2802), Arkansas Nuclear One, Calvert Cliffs, and Crystal River Unit 3).have
shown that response times of 20 to 40 minutes are sufficient for emergency core

!- cooling ~ system actuation for both BWR and pressurized-water reactors. Functional
[ tests ar.e sufficient to demonstrate function on the order of minutes, and these
~

tests are performed at Oyster Creek. Therefore, it is the staff's judgment that
response-time testing of instrumentation, other than that already required by
the Oyster Creek Technical Specifications, should not be required.

4.26.2 Instrumentation for Reactor Trip System (RTS) Testing

The Oyster Creek Technical Specifications do not require a test of the reactor
mode switch, and some instruments (such as high drywell pressure, manual start,
and timing relays) are not specifically identified for RTS testing.

The licensee has stated that, although Oyster Creek Technical Specification.

surveillance requirements do not identify the instrument (channel) for each
safety system, the existing plant procedures require testing of all the redun- .

' dant instrumentation required for safety. However, the licensee will review
the plant surveillance procedures to ensure that all the safety logic channels

j tied to the reactor mode switch are surveyed. As stated in the l'icensee's
p letter dated August 2, 1982, the subject survey will be completed for NRC

review by December 1982.

It is the staff's position that RTS testing (each instrument and logic path)
should be included in the Technical Specifications. The licensee has agreed
to amend the Technical Specifications to ir, corporate the required testing

,
' before startup from the Cycle X refueling outage.
.

4.26.3 Dual-Channel Testing

Tha staff evaluation dated August 18, 1981, states that the Oyster Creek Techni-
cal. Specifications require a dual-channel test of the RTS with the same frequency

. as the instrument channel tests.

The staff further concludes that such a test is not being conducted, since both i

channels are not being tested simultaneously. However, the licensee's procedures
do require testing of both channels at the same frequency. A limited PRA evalua-
tion of this issue based on the Millstone Unit 1 IREP study indicated that no
improvement in safety would be realized by simultaneous testing of both channels.
Millstone Unit 1 design is essentially identical to that of Oyster Creek for a

this issue. Also, simultaneous testing of both channels would cause a reactor.

shutdown. The staff concludes that such a test was not intended and that the
,

1
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current testing program.is adequate. Therefore, this item is considered closed,
-and backfitting is not required.

4.27. Topic VII-1.A, Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety
~?) stems,-Including Qualifications of Isolation Devices

10 CFR 50.55a(h) through IEEE Std. 279-1971 requires that safety signals be
isolated from nonsafety signals and'that no credible failure at the output of
an isolation device shall prevent the associated protection system channel _ from
meeting the minimum performance requirements specified in the design bases.

~

(1) The analog signals from the nuclear flux monitoring system intermediate
range monitors (IRMs) and average power range monitors (APRMs) are con-
nected to the plant computer using resistor isolation buffer circuitry.
The staff does not have sufficient information to conduct an independent
safety assessment of the adequacy of the resistor-isolation buffer cir-
cuitry. In addition, there are no isolation devices between the nuclear
flux monitoring system IRMs and APRMs and the process recorders for these-
systems.

A limited PRA of this issue was performed to assess its importance to risk.
With respect to lack of isolation between the IRMs and APRMs and their
nonsafety process recorders, it was concluded that no common-mode electrical'
faults existed and, therefore, this aspect was rated of low importance.
Potential common-mode electrical failures between the plant computer and
the' nuclear instruments were not evaluated.

The licensee has agreed to perform a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
to evaluate the need for isolation devices between these systems and their
recorders. This evaluation will be submitted to the staff in December
1982. The licensee has not agreed to evaluate the resistor isolation between
the nuclear instruments and the plant computer. It is the staff's position
that the licensee should address the adequacy of the resistor isolation
buffer circuitry to ensure that the reactor protection system (RPS) is pro-
tected from potential common-mode electrical faults that could be propa-
gated from the plant computer. The staff agrees that a properly performed
FMEA, as proposed by the licensee, can demonstrate that common-mode electri-
cal faults do not exist.

(2) Power to the RPS buses is supplied from two motor generator sets. The
isolation of each RPS channel and its motor generator set is by a single
protective trip circuit in the motor generator. This design does not
conform with current licensing criteria as defined in IEEE Std. 308-1974,
Part 5.2.

The. licensee has committed by letter dated December 4, 1980, to install
Class 1E protection at the interface between the RPS power supply and the
RPS. The system will be identical to that approved by the NRC for use at
Hatch Unit 1. The licensee was granted a deferral of this modification
until the Cycle XI refueling outage, in a letter dated July 30, 1982,
because circuit protection currently exists, although it does not meet all
of the criteria of the referenced standard.
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4.28 Topic VII-1.B, Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of Operating
Data Base

~

10 CFR 50.36c.1.ii(A) requires that where limiting safety-system settings are
spccified for a variable on which y safety limit has been based, the setting
should be chosen so that the automatic corrective action will correct the most
severe abnormal event anticipated before a safety limit is exceeded.

The safety objective of this review was to ensure that margins between the allow-
able trip parameters and the actual RPS setpoints rio adequate and properly
identified.

Senrors RE23A, B, C, and 0 (close main steam isolation valve on low steam pres-
sure) have shown unacceptably high drift rates because of the large tpan
(20-1,400 psig) compared with the actual limiting safety system setting (LSSS)
setpoint of 825 psig. This setpoint should.be changed to eliminate licensee
event reports that result from " drift."

Sensors RE18A, B, C, and 0 (autodepressurization on low low level) and Sensors
RE02A, B, C, and D (core spray and isolation on ' low low reactor water level)
have setpoints at the extreme low end of their ranges. These setpoints should
be increased to a point where the margin to extreme range is at least equal to
the instrument accuracy, or the sensors should be replaced with those having
different ranges more suitable for the LSSS.

A limited PRA to assess the importance of setpoint drift and failure to function-
because af setpoints hear the extreme range of instrument accuracy was perfcrmed
Risk asse n ments have shown that the issue of setpoint drift alone is of low
importance to risk. This is because with monthly checking of the setpoints,
drift might cause a trip outside the limiting safety system setting; however,
drift is not large enough to cause a failure of the required function. When
setpoints are set near the extreme range of instrument accuracy, as is the case *

for the Oyster Creek water level sensors (RE02 and RE18), it is possible that
the drift could be large enough to prevent the function. The unavailabilities
of the systems to meet specific demands for the two sensors in question were
evaluated. There was a negligible increase in unavailability because of setpoint
drift; rather, unavailability was controlled by other instrument failures. Also,
for Oyster Creek the two sensors of concern do not contribute to the unavaila-
bility of any of the affected systems. For these reasons it is concluded that
setpoint drift is of low importance to risk.

However, the licensee has already committed for this and othar reasons to install
the General Electric (GE) analog trip system, which has been previously reviewed
and approved by the staff in conjunction with the n aview of the GE Topical Report
NED0-21617, during the Cycle XI outage.

4.29 Topic VII-2, Engineered Safety Features System Control Logic and Design

10 CFR 50.55a(h) through IEEE Std. 279-1971 requires that safety signals be
isolated from nonsafety signals and that no credible failure at the output of
an isolation device shall prevent the. associated protection system channel from
meeting the minimum performance requirements specified in the cesign bases.
These isolation devices are required to be safety grade.
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The Oyster Creek design does not conform because motor-operated valves (both
those required for safety and those that are not) are powered from Class 1E
buses and have only overturrent trips. See Section 4.14, Topic III-10.A,
" Thermal-0verload Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated Valves," for resolu-

. tion of this issue.

4.30 Topic VII-3, Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2 and 34), as implemented through SRP Sec was 5.4.7, BTP RSB
.5-1, and Regulatory Guide 14 129, in part, requires that ~ he seismic Category I
water supply for decay heat removal have sufficient inventory to permit opera-
tion at hot shutdown for 4 hours, followed by cooldown to conditions permitting
shutdown cooling system (SCS) initiation. The inventory is based on the cooldown
time assuming a single active failure and either only onsite or only offsite
power.

(1) Sufficient safety grade water is not specified by Technical Specificdtions
in a seismically qualified tank (s) to perform hot shutdown and cooldown to
conditions permitting the shutdown cooling system initiation.

The licensee has concluded that a coolant source from a seismically quali-
fied tank is not required to perform hot shutdown and subsequent cooldown.'

If the emergency condenser were to fail in a seismic event, the plant shut-
down would be accomplished using the automatic depressurization system and
core spray systems.

The core spray system takes its source from the torus, which is, in turn,
cooled by the emergency service water system (ultimate heat sink). The
staff agrees that this is an appropriate method for plant shutdown for a
seismic event.

The licensee has committed to provide a minimum inventory for the condensate
storage tank with regard to shutdown capability for flooding events (see

; Item 4 in Saction 4.1).
f

(2) Procedures for the conduct of the shutdown and cooldown using only safety-
| grade equipment that is recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.139 do not exist.

Safety grade systems for the conduct of the cooldown do, however, exist. I

( This issue is addressed in Topic V-10.B, " Residual Heat Removal System
| Reliability," in Section 4.18.

10 CFR 50 (GDC 13), as implemented by SRP Section 7.4 and Regulatory Guide
1.53, requires that the instrumentation necessary for reaching and main-
taining cold shutdown conditions meet the single-failure criterion. At
Oyster Creek, the loss of the 120-V ac instrument bus would result in a
loss of the indications required for safe shutdown.

A limited PRA of this issue concluded that the contribution to risk is
low, as described in Appendix D. This is principally due to the availa-
bility of local direct-reading indications that could be used to accom-
plish safe shutdown. On this basis, the staff concludes that backfitting ,

is not required. )
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4.31 Topic VIII-2, Onsite Emergency Power Systems -(Diesel Generator)

10 CFR 50 (GDC 17), as implemented by-SRP Sections 8.1 and 8.3.1 and Regulatory'

-Guide 1.9, requires that onsite. electric power systems shall be provided to
permit functioning of components important to safety. Regulatory Guide 1.9.
specifies that the standby diesel generator systems be designed so that spurious
actuation of protective trips does not prevent diesel generators from performing
that function.'

(1) In conjurction with a generic review of diesel generator annunciators, the
staff determined that Oyster Creek does not comply with current criteria.
as specified in IEEE Std. 279-1971. By letter dated May.17,.1978, the
.-licensee agreed to make suitable modifications to the arinunciators. These-

,

modifications will be. installed curing the Cycle X refueling outago.

(2) The staff has determined that the licensee has four diesel generator protec-
tive trips that are not. bypassed during accident conditions. Two of the
protective trips, engine overspeed and generator differential,~are acceptable-

for use during emergency operation to avoid damaging the generator. The
other two trips, leading voltage-ampere reactive (VAR) and reverse power
relay, do not meet current licensing requirements and should be bypassed
during emergency operations.

A limited PRA of the importance of bypassing diesel generator trips indi-
cates that the importance of this issue _ to risk is low. This occurs
because only 1 failure to start could be attributed to these trips out of
83 documented failures to start for diesel generators like those at Oyster
Creek, as discussed in Appendix D. Thus, other failure modes dominate'

diesel generator unavailability. However, the reliability of ac power is
a dominant sequence for risk at Oyster Creek (based on the results of
Millstone Unit 1 and Browns Ferry IREP studies). Because the importance

; of diesel generator availability is high, even though the improvement by
bypassing these trips is small, the staff concludes that these trips

; should be bypassed.

The licensee is currently evaluating the costs and benefits associated
with the installation of bypasses for the reverse power and VAR trips. -

!. The results of this evaluation and a schedule for any necessary corrective
action will be submitted by December 1982.

;

4.32 Topic VIII-3.8, DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation

10 CFR 50.55a(h),.through IEEE Std. 279-1971, and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 5, 17,
. 18, and 19), as implemented by SRP Section 8.3.2, Regulatory Guides 1.6. 1.29,
i 1.32, 1.47, 1.75, and 1.118, and BTP ICSB-21, require that the control room

operator be given timely indication of the status of the batteries and their
availability under accident conditions.

! The Oyster Creek control room does not have indication of battery current,
battery breaker / fuse status, battery charger current bus undervoltage, high

i discharge rate, or charger breaker / fuse status. Therefore, the dc power system
monitoring is not in compliance with current licensing criteria.'

4

'
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A_ limited PRA was performed to determine the'.importance to risk of de instrumen-
tation, indication, and alarms. It was determined that additional monitoring

!' devices would reduce the dc bus: unavailability by 75L This reduction is due
almost equally to a' reduction in breaker unavailability and battery unavail -
ability. In the limited PRA analysis for Oyster Creek, dc battery failures con--

i tributed less than 5% to the total- risk resulting from core melt. ~ The proposed
!_ improvement in-de system availability would virtually eliminate this contribution

of dc battery faults to the risk of core melt. This issue is, therefore, of
high~ risk importance, as discussed in Appendix D.

4

The licensee ~has ccamitted to install alarms for B and C_ battery breaker open,
: C battery charger open, and C battery ground. The staff concludes that this is=

'

acceptable. Other battery indications exist, so that-de power system bus voltage
monitoring and annunciation will meet current criteria with these modifications.

-The' licensee will ' provide a schedule for implementation by December 1982.

: 4.33 Topic VIII-4, Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

) 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 18, and 50), as implemented by SRP Sections 8.3.1
and 8.3.2, Regulatory Guides 1.32, 1.63, and 1.118, and BTP PS8 1, established ;

the requirements for the electrical penetrations. At Oyster Creek, with the r

| LOCA environment inside containment, none of the penetrations conform to the
current licensing criteria. The low-voltage penetrations do not comply with
the staff criteria regardless of the initial assumed temperature, because the

; operating time of the backup circuit breaker is excessive,

i There are no circuit protective devices located between the motor generator e

i output and the. reactor recirculation pump motor. Overcurrent protection is
provided by a differential current-sensing relay and a-line overcurrent-sensing
relay, each of which will operate to trip the motor generator and open the gener-4

ator field windings.'

!

| For the three phase shcrt-circuit condition, it cannot be assumed that sufficient
! current differences will exist to cause the differential relay to operate and
' trip the motor generator. Therefore, with a failure of the line overcurrent

relty, operation of this relay cannot be expected to clear a fault current before
j the penetration seal temperature limit of 177*C is exceeded.

I
; The issue of the adequacy of electrical circuit protection davices to protect
! containment electrical penetration was not addressed in the limited PRA of se-

lected Oyster Creek issues. Rather, a broader subject of the importance of,

I containment failure by leakage rather than some other failure mode was assessed.
Four different PRAs were reviewed (Millstone Unit 1, IREP; Browns Ferry, IREP'

,
,

(NUREG/CR-2802); Peach Bot'.om, Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400); and Grand Gulf, ;
,

Reactor Safety Study Methodology Application Program (NUREG-0011)), and it was <

determined that no dominant sequence involved isolation failure as a release
i

mechanism. Failure of penetrations would be less significant because the poten-i

L tial leakage paths are smaller than those for piping penetrations. Therefore,
this issue's importance to risk is low. I

I

l' In a letter dated August 2, 1982, the licensee committed to evaluate the adequacy
of the backup protection device clearing times and to provide protection against

|
r

!
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seal. failure on the typical low voltage penetrations that result from fault cur-
rent. During the integrated assessment, the licensee reconsidered the proposed
action in view of the low risk importance and concluded that such an evaluation
is unnecessary. The staff agrees.

4.34 Topic IX-5, Ventilation Systems

10 CFR 50 (CDC 4, 60, and 61), as implemented by SRP Sections 9.4.1, 9.4.2,
9.4.3, 9.4.4, and 9.4.5, requires that the ventilation systems shall have the
capability to provide a safe environment for plant personnel and for engineered
safety features. The staff's review of the ventilation systems for the Oyster
Creek plant found them acceptable 3xcept for the following four items:

(1) Operator action is required to restore reactor building, turbine building,
and office building ventilation following a loss of offsite power.

The licensee has stated that he will review and modify as required the
loss of offsite power procedures to ensure that operation of ventilation
systems is adequately addressed and will not overloao the diesel generators.
The results of this evaluation will be submitted by March 1983.

(2) Loss of normal reactor building ventilation may result in spread of radio-
activity within the building because of low flow rates of the standby gas
treatment system (SGTS). The potential spread of radioactive contamination
within the reactor building because of low ventilation flows is not a safety
cc,cern. Normally, personnel would not need access to the reactor building
when high levels of radioactivity exist. In addition, emergency prccedures
for the centrol of radioactive spills and surface contamination require
securing the ventilation system to minimize the spread of contamination.
Operation of the SGTS ensures that releases to the public are controlled.
Backfitting is not recommended.

(3) With a loss of reactor building ventilation, the core spray and containment
spray pump motors may not be adequately cooled during accident conditions.

The recent environmental qualification study performed by the licensee
(letter dated October 28, 1980) indicates that the core spray booster pump
motors, containment spray pump motors, and possibly the core spray pump
motors are not qualified to operate in environmental temperatures that
would occur upon a loss in reactor building ventilation. It is the staff's
position that the licensee should demonstrate that these motors are quali-
fled, replace these motors with motors qualified for the environmental con-
ditions, or provide a safety grade ventilation system to ensure adequate
cooling to these motors.

The licensee has committed to demonstrate that these pump motors are quali-
fled for the temperatures resulting from a loss of ventilation and submit
the results by March 1983.

(4) Redundant ventilation is not provided for the B battery and motor gener-
ator room and the switchgear room. Because of the importance of battery
ventilation to battery availability (hydrogen control during charging), it
is the staff's position that reliable ventilation should be provided.
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With respect to the switchgear room, the licensee.should demonstrate'that'
safety-related equipment is~not adversely affected.by loss of ventilation
or that adequate procedures and operator actions may be taken in sufficient
time to preclude equipment failures.

The licensee has agreed to evaluate and modify, -if necessary, ventilation
in the B battery and motor generator room and to evaluate the effects of
loss of ventilation for the switchgear room. Any necessary modifications
will be implemented by December 1983. -The staff finds-the licensee's
actions acceptable.

_

Other aspects of the effects of loss of ventilation are addressed in relation
to tornado missiles in Section 4.6.

14.35 Topic XV-1, Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater Flow,
Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator
Relief or Safety Valve

10 CFR 50.34 requires that each applicant for a construction permit or operating
license provide an analysis and evaluation of the design and performance of-
structures, systems, and components of the facility with the objcctive of asses-
sing the risk to public health and safety resciting from operation of the facil-
ity, including determination of the margins of safety during normal operations
and transient conditions anticipated during the life of the facility.

10 CFR 50 (GDC~10 and 15), as implemented by SRP Sections 15.1.1 through 15.1.4,
requires that plants be adequately designed to mitigate the consequences of
feedwater system malfunctions that result in an increase in feedwater flow.

The staff review of a feedwater controller failure has determined that the accep-
tance criteria are not only if the turbine byoass system is operable. Currently,
the licensee does not have Technical Specificai. ions that require surveillance
of the turbine bypass system or that limit the reactor power or minimum critical
power ratio.(MCPR) when the turbine bypass system is found to be inoperable.
Because the feedwater controller failure with failure of the turbine bypass may
be a limiting transient, exceeding the fuel design limits could result. It is
also possible that another transient limits MPCR or reactor power and no change
is required.

The staff concludes that analysis of feedwater controller failure without bypass
should not be required for the current fuel cycle for the following reasons:

(1) Surveillance of the turbine bypass system is conducted during startup and
the valve position is checked every 4 hours.

(2) The plant will shut down in January 1983 for the Cycle X refueling outage.
(If credit is taken in the reload analysis for operability of turbine bypass,
the appropriate surveillance of the turbine bypass valves and limits for
reactor power or MCPR if the turbine bypass is found inoperable will be
included in the review of the core reload evaluation to reflect the fuel
vendor and cycle-specific characteristics of the core.)
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.(3) Several risk assessments of BWRs indicate that feedwater controller tran-
sients without bypass are of little importance insofer as risk is concerned.
Backfitting, therefore, is not recommended.

4.36 Topic XV-16, Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines Carrying
Primary Coolant Outside Containment

10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP Section 15.6.2, requires that the radiological
conse uences of failure of small lines carrying primary coolant outside contain-

c

ment be limited to small fractions of the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

The staff has determined that Oyster Creek does not comply with cu; rent accept-
ance criteria. Based on the existing Technical Specification limits for primary
coolant activity, the potential offsite doses would substantially exceed the
applicable dose limits. It is the staff's position that reactor c alant activity
limits should be maintained within the limits imposed on new operating reactors,
that is, within the limits of the Standard Technical Specifications (STS) for
General Electric Boiling Water Reactors (NUREG-0123). This is necessary to
limit plant operation with potentially significant amounts of failed fuel so
that the radiological consequences of events that do not damage fuel but do
involve a release of reactm coolant to the environment will be low. However,
reducing reactor coolant activity to the STS level would not result in calcu-
lated coses within the limits specified in current licensing criteria. This is
due to the quantity of primary coolant that would be released at Oyster CrN k
if an instrument line or other typical small line were to tail. New plant
designs use flow restricting devices or valves capable of being remotely closed.
However, for the following reasons, the staff concludes that backfitting flow-
restricting devices (orifices or flow-restricting check valves) is not
appropriate:

(1) The analysis of radiological consequences used the conservative assumptions
specified in the Standard Review Plan.

(2) The costs associated with hardware modifications are not justified on the
basis of realistic estimates of consequences.

(3) Experience has shown that small-line breaks are low probability events.

(4) Several risk assessments have shown that these issues are not very important
insofar as risk is concerned.

However, it is the staff's position that backfitting the BWR STS limits for
reactor coolant activity is sufficient to ensure that the radiological conse-
quences to the environment from a failure of small lines are acceptably low.

The licensee has agreed to amend the Technical Specifications to include the
primary coolant activity limits in the BWR Standard Technical Specifications
bafore startup from the Cycle X cefueling outage. This amendment will include
proposed sampling frequencies and action requirements commensurate with the
sampling methods used and plant operation characteristics. The staff finds
this action acceptable.
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'4.37' Topic'XV-18, Radiological-Consequences of'a Main' Steam'Line' Failure'L

-Outside Containment

10.CFR 100, as-implemented by SRP Section 15.6.4, requires that the radiologi- I.

i cal. consequences of failure of a main steam line outside containment be limited: "

| to small fractions of the exposure guidelines'of 10 CFR 100. On the basis of
F an' independent assessment of the radiological consequences of a main steam line

-

failure 'outside containment, the staff has determined that Oyster Creek does
: not meet the current acceptance criteria. If the existing Technical Specifica-
L tion limits for primary coolant activity are used, theLpotential offsite doses

-

would substantially exceed the applicable dose: limits. It is the staff's posi-
tion-that the licensee should maintain the primary coolant activity within the,

General Electric STS limits, which would meet the acceptance criteria. Since
the staff's analysis shows that the small-line failure is more limiting than
the mail steam line failure, resolution of Topic XV-16 resolves the concerns4

of Topic XV-18.-

.

4.38 Topic XV-19, Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of Postu-
lated Piping Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

F 10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP'Section 15.6.5, requires that the radiological
consequences of a design-basis loss-of-coolant accident be limited to the expo-
sure. guidelines in 10 CFR 100.11 (25 rems whole-body and 300 rems thyroid dose
for both the 0- to 2-hour exclusion' area boundary and the 30-day low population

"

zone boundary).

| For Oyster ~ Creek, the staff performed an independent analysis that resulted in
excessive thyroid doses for the 30-day low population zone boundary (341 rems).i

| .In view of the small difference between the calculated offsite dose and the
'

acceptance criteria and the conservatisms in the staff's calculational techniques,
the staff concludes that further analysis of this event is not warranted.

,

i However, a significant contribution to the calculated offsite dose (334 rems)
'

was from the main steam line isolation valve (MSIV) leakage.
!

!. The allowable leakage limit for the MSIVs has been establish generically for
' BWRs. The staff concludes that a reduction in this limit for Oyster Creek is

not warranted because of conservatisms in the evaluation techniques. Further,
i the staff does not believe that installation of a leakage control system, like
|- that described in Regulatory Guide 1.96, is warranted based on the costs of
[ such a system and the small difference in the conservative assessment of the
| offsite doses from current siting criteria.

! .On the basis of previous experience of excessive MSIV leakage, the staff con-
cludes that the licensee should develop and implement a preventive maintenance

: program aimed at maintaining the MSIV leakage within the existing limit, or
' justify why the existing maintenance program is adequate.
|

|- The licensee proposes to review the existing maintenance practices and those
of other BWR facilities, identify any necessary corrective actions before l

startup from the Cycle X refueling outage, and upgrade the maintenance program, l
' if necessary, before startup from the Cycle XI refueling cutage. The staff
,

finds this action acceptable.

!
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@ Table 4.1 Integrated assessment summary
I

N
4 Tech. Spec.

2 SEP modifications Comple-n

* Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating-
'[
E II-3.B. 4.1(1) Condensate Transfer Pump No See Item 4.6.4. - - -

II-3.B.1, Power
II-3.C - - -

f.1(2) Flooding Level Procedures No None

4.1(3) Canal Water Level No Install automatic water Yes Cycle XI - I

Instrumentation level instrumentation in
the intake canal. |

!

4.1(4) Isolation Condenser Na Demonstrate minimum quantity Yes Cycle X --

Flooding of water maintained in
condensate storage tank
sufficient for long-te s

i cooling and include minimum

D inventory in plant
procedures.

4.1(S) Low Water Level Shutdown No None
- - -

4.1(6) Hurricane Flooding of ho Revise emergency procedures Yes Cycle X -

Pumps to identify alternate water
sources and flow paths should
low elevation pumps be
flooded.

4.1(7) Flooding Elevation No Evaluate consequences of Yes 2/83 -

offgas building floodinq and
confirm all other entrance
levels above 23.5 ft.

See footnotes at end of table.

-
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
.

m

* Tech. Spec.'
SEP modifications Comple-

Q Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PkA l* No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating I,

m 11-3.8, 4.1(8) Groundwater Elevation No See Item 4.4(2). - - -

Q II-3.B.1,

II-3.C 4.1(9) Roof Drains No Install scuppers in the Yes Cycle X -

reactor building and turbine +6 mo. |
building par cets.

III-1 4.2 Classification of Struc- No Evaluate design of specified Yes 10 CFR -

tures, Components, and components on a sampling 50.71
Systems basis, upgrade if necessary, (e)(3)(fi)

and document classification
in FSAR update.

III-2 4.3.1 Reactor Building Steel No Analyze and identify any Yes 12/82 -

Structure Above tr.4 needed upgrading of reactor
i Operating Floor building upper steel struc-
g ture for wind loads.

4.3.2 Ver.tilation Stack No Analyze and identify any Yes 12/82- -

needed upgrading of ventila-
tion stack for wind loads.

4.3.3 Effects of Failure of No Analyze turbine building Yes 6/83 -

| Nonseismic Category I capacity for wind loads,
' Structures evaluate consequences of

failure and identify any
needed upgrading.

4.3.4 Components Not Enclosed No None - - -

in Qualified Structures

4.3.5 Exterior Masonry Walls No None - - -

See footnotes at end of table.
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d? Table 4.1 (Continued) U

$
'?

Tech. Spec.- r3
! 3 SEP modifications Compte-

0 Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees .date, rating'"

i El
'' III-2 4.3.6 Roof Decks No Provide analysis of reactor Yes 12/82 -

building roof.

Analyze capacity of turbine Yes 6/83' --

building roof to withstand
wind loads.

4.3.7 Intake Structure, Oil No Analyze capacity to with- Yes 12/82 -

Tanks, and Diesel Gener- stand wind and tornado
ator Building loads and upgrade, if

necessary.,

; 4.3.8 Load Combinations No See Item 4.12. - -- -

s.,

! j, 4.3.9 Soil and Foundation No None - - -

! up Capacities
.

III-3.A 4.4(1) Hydrostatic Loads No None - - -

(Combination)

4.4(2) Hydrostatic Loads No Evaluate short-duration Yes 4/83 -

'

(Short-Duration) hydrostatic loads on and
flotation potential of
structures essential to
safe shutdown in conjunction-
with flooding emergency
procedures (Item 4.1(6)).

; 4.4(3) Below-Grade Penetration No Mone - - -

Flooding

i

4

4

-
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o Table 4.1'(Continued)

h i

' Tech. Spec.
"

SEP modifications Comple-
h Topic Section requirtd from Backfit Licensee tion PRA
w Ha. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating
"' III-3.C 4.5.1 Intake and Din harge Canals No None - - -

..

4.5.2 Intake Structure Trash No Formalize existing inspec- Yes. Cycle X -

Racks and Intake Screens tion practice as part of
shift turnover or inservice
inspection (ISI) procedures
until water level modifi-
cation is complete i

(Item 4.1(3)). j

4.5.3 Roof Drains No See Item 4.1(2). - - -

4.5.4 Inspectio.. Program No Develop and implement a Yes Cycle X -

t formal inspection program
g for water control structures. ,

III-4.A 4.6.1 Emergency Diesel No Analyze potential for and Yes 3/83 -

Generators and fuel consequences of tornaoo-
Oil Day Tank mis;ile damage of the diesel

generator building.

4.6.2 Nechanical Equipment No Evaluate the potential for Yes 1/83 -

| Access Area and consequences of tornado-
| missile impact in the reactor
' building access door region

and identify any necessary
corrective actions.

4.6.3 Control Room, Reactor No None~ - - -

| Building, and Turbine
! Building Heating,

Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)
Systems

|

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.1 (Conmued)@,

' e

8,-

Q Tech. Spec.
modifications Comple-

w Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA$ SEP

No. Na. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating

g
!

III-4.A 4.6.4 Condensate Storage Tank, No Provide protection for Yes 12/84 -w

Torus Water Storage Tank, sufficient systems and
| and ',ervice Water and components to ensure a safe
'

Emergency Service shutdown in the event of
Water Pumps damage from tornado missiles.

111-4.8 4.7 Turbinn Missiles No Inspect turbine and propose Yes 12/84 -

inspection frequency based
on results.

Justify monitoring program Yes 2/33 -

for main steam and rel. eat
control valves.I

1 9 - - -

$ III-4.0 4.8.1 Truck Explosion No None

i consequences of aircraft
_ Yes 3/83 -

4.8.2 Aircraft Hazards No Evaluate potential for or

I impact.
*

- - -

III-5.A 4.9(1) Cascading Pipe Breaks No Sae Item.4.36.

4.9(2) Jet Impingement Effects No 'None
- - -

- - - i
4.9(3) Drywell Penetration No None

|

'
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dE Table 4.1 (Continued)
S
%
r3 Tech. Spec.
3 SEP modifications Comple-
m Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

[[ No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating

0 III-5.B 4.10(1) LOCA Outside Containment No None - - -

4.10(2) Emergency Condenser No Evaluate and identify any Yes 2/83 -

Isolation necessary modifications to
provide leakage detection
to ensure that flaws would
be detected before pipe
break occurs.

III-6 4.11(1) Piping Systems No Analyze on a sampling Yes Cycle X -

basis and verify adequacy
of +9pport designs for the
seismic resistance of,,

y, specified piping systems.
ro

4.11(2) Mechanical Equipment No Demonstrate that the control Yes 12/82 -

rod drive system and vessel e

internals have sufficient
capacity to resist a safe
shutdown earthquake or take
corrective action.

4.11(3) Electrical Equipment No Reevaluate 4160-V switch- Yes Cycle X -

gear panel anchorage and start
demonstrate, on a sampling +8 mo.
basis, adequacy of electri-

; cal panel supports.

See footnotes at e,'.d of table.
.
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E Table 4.1 (Continued)
, m
! o

-,

n Tech. Spec.
c3 SEP modifications Comple-'

% Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date' rating -

,
*m

'' III-6 4.11(4) Ability of Safety- No -None - - ' -

Related Electrical
I Equipment to Function

! 4.11(5) Qualification of Cable No Provide plan to implement Yes Cycle X- -

| Trays results of SEP Owners
i Croup Program on a plant-
i specific basis.

III-7.B 4.12 Design Codes, Design Ho Evalua'te adequacy of Yes 6/83 -

Criteria, Load original design criteria
Combinations and Reactor on a sampling basis for
Cavi*.;/ Design Criteria specified structural -.

i 4 elements.
w

III-8.A 4.13 Loose-Parts Monitoring No None - - -Low
: and Core Barrel

Vibration Monitoring6

III-10.A 4.14(1) Thermal Overload Bypass No Evaluate thermal-overload Yes 12/82 Medium
i bypasses for engineered

safety features (ESF) valves.

4.14(2) Magnetic Trip Breakers No None - - -

IV-2 4.15 Reactivity Control Systems, No None - - Low,

Including Functional
Design and Protection .

Against Single Failures

See footnotes at end of table.

.
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$ T ele 4.1 (Continued)
5
*

Tech. Spec.n
2 SEP modifications Comple-
m Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA
* No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating

$
T V-5 4.10.1 Leakage Detection Systems No Evaluate reliability of Yes 6/83 Low

leakage detection systems I

and evaluate sensitisity |
in conjunction with i

Topic III-5.A analysis.

4.16.2 Operability Requirements Yes Identify action for loss of Yes Cycle X -

leakage detection in Tech-
nical Specifications and in-
clude testing in procedures,

i 4.16.3 Intersystem Leakage No None - - -

$
4.16.4 Reactor Coolant No None - - -

Inventory Balances

V-6 4.17 Reactor Vessel Integrity No Submit a plan for the Yes 12/82 -

material surveillar.ce
capsules.

V-10.B 4.18 Residual Heat Removal No Review and upgrade, if Yes Cycle X Low
System Reliability necessary, shutdown

procedures to specify
alternate sources of
water for primary and
seconday r.akeup, with
particular attention to
external events.

V-II.A 4.19 Requirements for Isolation No Demonstrate relief capacity Yes 1/83 Low *
of High- and Low-Pressure and acceptable consequences,
Systems or identify corrective action

to potect RWCU system.

See footnotes at end of table.
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@ . Table 4.1 (Continued)
N
*

Tech. Spec.n
g SEP modifications Comple -

' S Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating*

$
o V-12.A 4.20 Water Purity of BWR Yes Implement proposed procedure Yes Cycle X -

Primary Coolant and mooffy Technical Specifi-
cations to be consistent. ,

VI-1 4.21.1 Organic Naterials No Inspect and repair if Yes Cycle X. -

necessary, drywell coatings +6 mo.
and recoat the torus.

4.21.2 Postaccident Chemistry No None - - -

VI-4 4.22.1 Locked-Closed Valves No Provide physical locking Yes Cycle XI Low

devices to ensure valves
are not inadvertently

, opened.

ui
4.22.2 Remote Nanual Valves No Evaluate. leakage detection Yes Cycle X -

provisions and, if necessary,
relocate the operating
station for isolation valves
in the contsinnent spray and
core spray r,ystems.

4.22.3 Valve Location No None - - -

4.22.4 Instrument Lines No None - - -

4.22.5 Valve Location and Type No None - - -

4.22.6 Administrative Controls No None - - -

VI-7.A.3 4.23 Emergency Core Cooling Yes Include emergency condenser Yes Cycle X >
-

System Actuation System logic testing in the
Technical Specifications.

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
e
,

Q T.ch. Spec.
$' SEP modifications Comple-
w Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion .PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees- date . rating

VI-7.A.4 4.24 Core Spray Nozzle No None - - -

Effectiveness i

VI-7.C.1 4.25(1) AC Automatic Bus Transfers No Evaluate the existing Yes 12/82 Medium
automatic bus transfers
and identify corrective
actions to ensure faulted
loads would not be
transferred.

4.25(2) DC Automatic Bus Transfers No None - - -

9 VI-10.A 4.P6.1 Response-Time Testing No None - - Low

E 4.26.2 Instrumentation for Reactor No Verify all safety logic Yes 12/82 -

Trip System (RTS) Testing chant >els tied to the reactor
mode switch are tested by
procedure.

Yes Include logic channel Yes Cycle X -

testing in Technical
Specifications.

4.26.3 Dual-Channel Testing No Mone - - -

VII-1.A 4.27(1) Flux Monitoring Isolation No Perform failure mode and Yes 12/82 Low
effects analysis to determine
whether isolation devices
are required and identify
any needed upgrading.

4.27(2) Reactor Protection System No Install Class 1E protection Yes Cycle XI -

(RPS) Protective Trip at the RPS power supply
and RPS interface.

See footnotes at end of table.
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dE Table 4.1 (Continued)
$
*

r3 Tech. Spec.
2 SEP codifications Comple-

j[ Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date- rating
,,
m

VII-1.8 4.28 Trip Uncertainty and No Install analog trip system. Yes Cycle XI Low"

tetpoint Analysis Review
of Operating Data Base

VII-2 4.29 Engineered Safety Features - See Item 4.14(1). - - Low
System Control Logic and
Design

VII-3 4.30 Systems Required for Safe No Provide minimum inventory - - Low
Shutdown for condensate storage tank

as a water source for flood-
ing events (Item 4.1(4))
and identify non-ESF equip-4,

Jn
ment in cooldown procedures

-a (Item *.18).

VIII-2 4.31 Onsite Emergency Power No Modify annunciators to Yes Cycle XI -

Systems (Diesel Generator) conform to IEEE 5td.
279-1971.

No Evaluate bypass of two Yes 12/82 Low
trips (voltage-ampere
reactive and reverse power)
during accident conditions. ,

VIII-3.B 4.32 DC Power System Bus No Schedule installation of Yes 12/82 High
Voltage Monitoring and specified battery status
Annunciation alarms.

VIII-4 4.33 Electrical Penetrations of No None - - -

Reactor Containment

See footnotes at end of table.

_ _ _ _ -
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o Table 4.1 (Continued)

.$
'

Tech. Spec,
Q SEP modifications Comple-
@ Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRAw No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating

IX-5 4.34(1) Restoration of Ventilation No Evaluate and revise, if Yes 3/83 -

necessary, the loss-of-
offsite power procedures
to ensure that restoration
of ventilation systems will
not overload the diesels.

4.34(2) Reactor dulldirrg No None - - -

Ventilation

4.34(3) Ccre Spray and Containment No Demonstrate subject pumps Yes 3/83 -

Spray Pump Ventilation can operate with a loss
! of ventilation, or identify

, corrective action, as
4 necessary.
co

4.34(4) Battery, Motor-Generator, No Evaluate effects of loss of Yes 12/83 -

and Switchgear Ventilation ventilation to the subject
rooms and identify any '

, needed upgrading.

XV-1 4.35 Decrease in Feedwater No None - - -

Temperature, Increase in
Feedwater Flow, and In-
crease in Steam Flow and
Inadvertent Opening of a
Steam Generator Relief or
Safety Valve

XV-16 4.36 Radiological Consequences Yes Implement BW Standard Yes Cycle X -

of Failure of Small Lines Technical Specification
Carrying Primary Coolant limits for primary coolant
Outside Containment activity.

.
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dE Table 4.1 (Continued)e

f5 ,

.

r1 Tech. Spec.
2 SEP modifications Comple-
j[ Topic Section required from Backfit Licensee tion PRA

No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date rating,,
i n,

'' XV-18 4.37 Radiological Consequences - See Item 4.36. - - -

of a Main Steam Line
Failure Outside
Containment

XV-19 4.38 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents No Develop and implement a Yes Cycle XI -

Resulting From Spectrum preventive maintenance
of Postulated Pipe Breaks program for the main steam
Within the Reactor Coolant isolation valves, or justify
Pressure Boundary . existir , maintenance based '

on operating experience.

4. No Submit results cf evalua- Yes Cycle X -

jn tion including testing
us experience.

*High for other reasons as explained in the referenced section. <

NOTES:

Cycle - refers to the end of a specific refueling outage by core cycle.
Licensee commitments and schedule dates were provided by GPU letter dated November 29, 1982.

4
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APPENDIX A

TOPIC DEFINITIONS FOR SEP REVIEW *

The topic definitions and other data appearing in this appendix were assembled,

in April 1977; therefore, some references to organizations and other referencesf

reflect the status of the review at that time. The basis for deletion of a topic
because the review of a related TMI task, USI, or other SEP topic was identicali

to the review of the SEP topic was developed in May 1981.

Oyster Creek SEP
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TOPIC: ll-1.A Exclusion Area Authority and Control

(1) . Definition:

The establishment of the exclusion area and the licensee's controi over
it are reviewed at the construction permit / operating license stage. There-
after, the licensees are required to report any changes with safety implica-
tions. The concern exists, however, that (1) the original review may not
have been as thorough as currently done, cr (2) changes may have occurred
but have not been reported and reviewed. In particular, new activities
within the exclusion area (for example, new recreational facilities or
offshore oil drilling) and topographical changes (for example, changes in
water levels) may need to be reviewed.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that appropriatt exclusion area authority and control is main-
tained by the licensee.

(3) Status:
Selective reviews have been performed (San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station Unit 1) or are under way (Fort Calhoun) where changes in exclusion
area boundary have become necessary.

A

(4) References:

1. Title 10, " Energy," Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100*
2. NUREG-75/087, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR Edition, " December 1975,"**
Section 2.1.2

TOPIC: II-1.B Population Distribution

(1) Definition:
Population distribution in the vicinity of operating plants may have
changed since the initial review was performed at the construction permit
stage. Special attention should be given to new housing and commercial,
military, or institutional installations established since the initial
population-distribution review.

(2) Safety Objective:

New population distributions may require revision of low population zone
(LPZ) and population center to assure appropriate protection for the public
by complying with the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. Adjustments may have

*Hereafter referred to as 10 CFR.
**Hereafter referred to as Standard Review Plan.
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to be made in emergency plans. New accident analyses may have to be per-
-formed to determine consequent conformance with 10 CFR Part 100 at new LPZ
distances. Potential need for additional engineered safety features (for
extimple, chemical sprays or better filters) exists.

(3) Sta tus:

Has been done on a selective basis only, that is, Pilgrim Unit 1 new
population center.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.1.3

TOPIC: II-1.C Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards Due to Trans-
portation, Institutional, Industrial, and Military Facilities

(1) Definition:

For operating plants there are three concerns:

(a) New hazards created since the facility was licensed,

(b) Hazards considered for licensing but that have expanded beyond projec-
tions or which were not reviewed against current criteria, and

(c) Hazards that were not analyzed at the licensing stage because of lack
of regulatory criteria at the time.

Nearby trarsportation, institutional, industrial, and military facilities
may be threats to safe plant operation due to:

(a) Control room infiltration of toxic gases,

(b) Onsite fires triggered by transport of combustible chemicals from
offsite releases,

(c) Shock waves due to detonation of stored or transported explosives
and military ordnance firing, and

(d) Onsite aircraft impact.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the control room is habitable at all times and that the
postulated hazards will not result in releases in excess of the 10 CFR

Part 100 guidelines by disabling systems required for safe plant shutdown.

(3) Status:

Action has been taken on a selective basis only, for example, curbing of
military air activity in the vicinity of the Big Rock Point Plant. Liquid
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. natural gas (LNG) hazards at Calvert. Cliffs.are under review. 'The. review.

oof. older. plants did not consider offsite hazards in detail (for example,
aircraft traffic in the vicinity).

'

~(4) Reference:

Standard' Review Plan',' Sections 12.2.1'and 2.2.2

- TOPIC: II-2.'A Severe-Weather Phenomena

(1) Definition:
Safety-related' structures,1 systems, and components should be' designed to-
function under al1~ severe weather conditions to which they may be exposed.
Meteorological phenomena-to be considered include tornadoes; snow and ice
loads, extreme maximum and minimum temperatures,. lightning,. combinations
of meteorology and air quality conditions contributing to high corrosion
rates, and effects of sand and dust storms. ,

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the designs of safety-related structures, systems, and'-
;cemponents reflect consideration of appropriate extreme. meteorological
conditions and severe weather phenomena. This effort would. identify

~

. deficiencies.in designs and/or operation that may contribute to accidental
~

releases of radioactivity-to the atmosphere resulting~in doses to the
-public in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 or'Part 20 guidelines (as appropriate
to the design of the component or system).

(3) Status:
Generic studies have been initiated to develop guidelines for extreme
temperatures-and. lightning, and to the review the current Branch Positions

:on snow loads. Estimated completion dates are 6/1/78 or later.

(4)' References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100 or Part 20
2 .~ Regulatory Guide 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants"
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.3.1
4. Branch Technical Position, " Winter Precipitation Loads," March 24,

1975
5. Inquiry by Chairman Rowden Concerning Lightning Protection, July 9,

1976
6. 10 CFR Part 50

TOPIC: II-2.B Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

(1) Definition:
To review the onsite meteorological measurements program to determine the
extent that the licensee complies with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and
Appendix I.

Dyster Creek SEP A-3
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(2) Safety Objective:

~

To assure.that adequate meteorological instrumentation to quantify the
offsite cxposures from routine releases'is available and maintained.<

(3)^ Status:

Onsite' meteorological measurements programs are being reviewed as a part
of'the Appendix I evaluations.

-

(4) References:

'1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and Appendix I-
2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 1, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Coole'd

Nuclear Power Plants'to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During
and Following an Accident"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.'23, "Onsite Meteorological Programs"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.3.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, Unresolved Safety Issue (USI),
or Other SEP Topic,:4

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.F.3. " Instrumentation for Monitorina Accident
Conditions" (NUREG-0660)

:

Task II.F.3 requires that appropriate instrumentation be provided
for accident monitoring with expanded ranges and a source term that
considers a damaged core capable of surviving the accident environ-
ment in which it is located for the length of time its function is

e required. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for
'

Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs
Conditions During and Following an Accident," issued December 1980,
contains the required meteorological instrumentation to quantify the

i offsite exposure.

(b) TMI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness -
Short Term" (NUREG-0660)

Task III.A.1 requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
backfit requirements in accordance with NUREG-0654, " Criteria for
Preparation and Evaluation'of Radiological Emergency Response Plans
and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." Backfit require--

i, ments include review of the Onsite Meteorological Measurement Program.

The evaluations required by Tasks II.F.3 and III.A.1 are identical,
' to SEP Topic II-2.B; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: II-2.C Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics
for Accident Analysis

! (1) Definition:
!- To review the atmospheric transport and diffusion characteristics assumed

to demonstrate compliance with the 10 CFR 100 guidelines with respect to
i ;
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plant design, control room habitability, and doses to the public during
This 'ffort would examineand following a postulated design-basis accident. e

the assumptions for:
-

(a) Effects of explosive concentrations from onsite or offsite releases
of hazardous material for consideration in structural design,

(b) Calculation of relative concentration (x/Q) values for releases of
radioactivity and toxic chemicals for consideration in control room
habitability, and

(c) Calculations of doses to the public resulting from releases of radio-
activity to the atmosphere during and following a postulated design-
basis accident.

This effort is considered necessary because most original reviews were
performed using the assumptions provided in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4
which have been found to be generally nonconservative based on evaluation
of over 50 sites with actual meteorological observations.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the atmospheric trar. sport and diffusion characteristics
originally assumed to demonstrate compliance with the 10 CFR 1C0 guidelines
are appropriate, considering additional onsite meteorological data and
results of recent atmospheric diffusion experiments.

(3) Status:
A review of long-term (annual average) atmospheric transoort and diffusion
characteristics is ongoing for Appendix I evaluations independent of the
SEP effort. A study has also recently been performed by the Hydrology-
Meteorology Branch for the Division of Operating Reactors for review of
the meteorological assumptions for estimating control room dose consequences
resulting from post-LOCA purges through tall stacks.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A and Appendix I
3. 10 CFR Part 100
4. Regulatory Guides

1.3, " Assumption Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Boiling Water
Reactors"

1.4, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiologcal
Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water
Reactors"

5. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.3.4, 6.4, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3

Oyster Creek SEP A-5
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TOPIC: II-2.0 Availability of Meteorological Data in the Control Room

(1) Definition:

Data from the onsite meteorological program should be available in the
control room.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the lincensee has appropriate meteorological logical data
displayed in the control room to assess conditions during and following
an accident to allow for (1) early indication of the.need to initiate action
necessary to protect portions of the offsite public and (2) an estimate
of the magnitude of the hazard from potential or actual accidental releases.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and Appendix I
2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.1, " Instrumentation - for Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During
and Following an Accident"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsite Meteorological Programs"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.3.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.F.3, " Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident

Conditions" (NUREG-0660)

Task II.F.3 requires that appropriate instrumentation be provided
for accident monitoring with expanded ranges and a source term that
considers a damaged core capable of surviving the accident environment
in which it is located for the length of time its function is required.
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-

I Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs Conditions
During and Following an Accident," issued December 1980, contains
the required meteorological instrumentation to quantify the offsite
exposure.

(b) TMI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency

|
Preparedness - Short Term" (NUREG-0660)

I

j Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Term,"
| requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E backfit require-

ments in accordance with NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness
in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." Backfit requirements include
review of the Onsite Meteorological Measurement Program.
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(c) TMI Action Plan Task I.D.1, " Control Room Design Reviews" (NUREG-0660)

Task I.D.1, " Control Room Design Reviews," requires that operating
reactor licensees and applicants for operating licer.ses perform a
detailed control room design review to identify and correct design
deficiencies. This review will include an assessment of control
room layout, the adequacy of the information provided, the arrange-
ment and identification of important controls and instrumentation
displays, the usefulness of the audio and visual alart systems, the
information recording and recall capability, lighting, and other
considerations of human factors that have an impact oa operator
effectiveness.

The evaluations required by Tasks II.F.3, III.A.1, and I.D.1 are
indentical to SEP Topic II-2.D; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: II-3.A Hydrologic Description

(1) Definition:
Hydrologic considerations are the interface of the plant with the hydro-
sphere, the identification of hydrologic causal mechanisms ~that may
require special plant design or operating limitations with regard to
floods and water supply requirements, and the identification of surface-
and groundwater uses that may be affected by plant operation.

These hydrologic considerations may have changed since they were reviewed
at the licensing stage. A review of such changes, if any, should be per-
formed including an assessment of their impact on the plants.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the designs of safety-related structures, systems, and
components reflect consideration of appropriate hydrologic conditions,
and to identify deficiencies in designs and/or operations that could
contribute to accidental radioactive releases.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, and 100
2. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
3. Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.1

'
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TOPIC: l'-3.B Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements

(1) Definition:

If the potential for floods exists and protection is required, the type
' of protection (sand bags, flood doors, bulkheads, and so forth) will be
reviewed to assure that equipment is available and that provisions have
been made to implement the required protection.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against floods.

(3) Status:

Flooding protection requirements were reviewed on selected operating plants
during the winter of 1976 due to the potential for flooding caused by ice
accumulation and predictions for abnormally high spring runoff for some
areas.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100
2. Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"
3. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.10

TOPIC: II-3.8.1 Capability of Operating Plants To Cope With Design-Basis
Flooding Conditions

(1) Definition:

Protection against postulated floods is accomplished, if necessary, by
" hardening" the plant and by implementing appropriate technical specifica-
tions and emergency procedures.

These technical specifications and flood emergency procedures need to be
reviewed for plants licensed prior to 1972 to establish the degree of
conformance with current criteria. Flooding criteria used for the design
of older plants are not known.

(2) Safety Objective:

Same as II-3.8

(3) Status:

Same as II-3.B

.
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(4) References:
,

1. 10 CFR.Part 100
2. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
3. Regulatory Guide-1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"-

4 .- Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.'4.3, 2.4.4,.2.4.5, and 2.4.7
.

L
. TOPIC: III-3.C Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink [ UHS])'

(1). Definition:
To determine the. adequacy of onsite water sources with respect to providing.

'

safety-related water during emergency shutdown and maintenance of safe
,

shutdown. The location and inventory,of safety-related water sources and
the meteorological conditions to be used in evaluating both temperature and'

inventory.of the sources should be established. Considerations of ice,
.

low water, leak potential, and underwater dans should be included. In-
>

most cases,' plants operating prior to 1973 will have to be reviewed to
establish the degree of conformance with current criteria. . Prior to ,the

,

issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.27 in 1973, the Standard Format and Content1

(now Regulatory Guide 1.70) provided the only guidelines to prospective
applicants on UHS requirements. Since compliance was not required and
hydrologic and meteorologic criteria had not.been established, usually
only minimal data were provided.

'

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure an appropriate supply of cooling water during normal and emer-'

gency shutdown procedures.

(3) Status:
No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

!

L(4) References:

i 1. 10 CFR Part 100
2. Regulatory Guide 1.27, " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants"
3. Standard Review Plan, Sections:2.4.11 and 9.2.5

>

j. TOPIC: II-4 Geology and Seismology

(1) Definition: '
3

Prior to the adoption of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 in 1973, the Stan- -

dard Format provided the only guidelines to prospective applicants regarding
|. the type of geologic and seismic information needed by the Atomic Energy

'

Commission staff. The applicant, because compliance with Regulatory Guide
1.70 was not required, usually provided only minimal data. Therefore, a,

'

re-review of plants licensed prior to 1973 is needed in order to determine
;

the adequacy of the plant design with respect to geologic and seismologic
phenomena such as earthquakes, landslides, ground collapse, and liquefaction.

|
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The review will also include ground motion and surface faulting and will
establish the ground-motion values and foundation conditions to be input
into the structural reevaluation for seismic loads. (It is possible that
some of the older plants would require assessing only the effects of new
geologic and seismic discoveries on the site safety and the resulting design
acceleration and/or the response spectra.)

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that accidents (for example, loss-of-coolant accident) do not
occur and that plants can safely shut down in the event of geologic and
seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

(3) Status:

Selected plants are undergoing reevaluation of geology end seismology
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1 and Humboldt Bay). A plan
for reevaluating operating plants was developed in 1975-76 but has not
been implemented pending formation of the Systematic Evaluation Program.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4, and 2.5.5
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

TOPIC: II-4.A Tectonic Province

(1) Definition:
1
'

This subtopic covers a specific area within the major topic Geology and
Seismology. Its purpose is to reassess the tectonic province for operat-
ing plants based on more current knowledge. (A tectonic province is a
region characterized by a relative consistency of the geologic structural
features contained within. Tectonic provinces are used operationally as
regions within which risk from earthquakes not associated with tectonic
structures or faults is considered uniform. Usually the largest historical
earthquake not associated with a specific structure can be assumed to occur
anywhere within the same province.)

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that plants.can be safely shut down in the event of geologic
and seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

,
(3) Status:

|

The Geosciences Branch is currently attempting to delineate tne boundaries
of specific tectonic provinces (estimated completion date, fall 1977).
The Site Safety Standards Branch is attempting to revise Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 100 so that the definition of tectonic province will more closely
conform to its operational use (estimated completion date, 1978). We cur-
rently accept such provinces as generally proposed by King, Rogers, or
Eardley. Limited subdivision of these provinces has been allowed based
on thorough geological and seismic analyses.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
2. King, P. B., Tectonic Map of North America; Washington, D.C., U.S.

Geological Survey, 1969 -

3. Rogers, John, The Tectonics of the Appalachians, N.Y., Wiley-
Interscience, 2/1 p, 1970

4. Eardley, A. H., " Tectonic Divisions of North America," Bulletin of
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 35: 2229-2237,
1951

TOPIC: II-4.8 Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

(1) Definition:
This subtopic covers a specific area within the major topic Geology and
Seismology. Its purpose is to determine the expected shaking character-
istics at a plant site from known capable faults. The ground motion associ-
ated with an earthquake generated by a capable fault or a tectonic structure
may be greater than that associated with earthquakes in the same tectonic
province not related to the structure.

(2) Safety Objectives:

To assure that plants can be safely shut down in the event of geologic
and seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendit A
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.2
3. Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design

of Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: II-4.C Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of Plant

(1) Definition:
Determination of the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is made with consider-
ation of past seismicity in the vicinity of the plant. However, there is
sometimes disagreement or inconsistency in reporting older earthquakes in
the literature. Current high seismicity may also indicate possible hidden
tectonic features.

The historical seismicity within 200 miles of the plants will be reviewed
including all earthquakes of Richter magnitude greater than 3.0 or of Modi-
fied Mercalli intensity greater than III. Association with tectonic features
and provinces should be facluded.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure'that the SSE is campatible with past seismicity in the area.

(3) Status:
'

No work currently being done in this subject for operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Richter, C. F., Elementary Seismology, W. H. Freeman and Company,
Sa'n Francisco, Calif., 1958

2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

TOPIC: II-4.0 Stability of Slopes

(1) Definition:

Overstressing a slope may cause sudden failure with rapid displacement or
shear strain which may damage safety-related structures. The possibility
of movement is evaluated by comparing forces resisting failure to those
causing failure. An assessment of this ratio should be made to oetermine
the safety factor.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against failure of natural or man-made slopes.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.5
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, NAVFAC DM-7, " Design Manual -

Soil Mechanics, Foundations, and Earth Structures."

TOPIC: II-4.E Dam Integrity

(1) Definition:

Dam integrity is the ability of a dam to safely perform its intended
functions. These functions would normally include remaining stable under
all conditions of reservoir operation, controlling seepage to prevent
excessive uplifting water pressures or erosion of soil materials, and
providing sufficient freeboard and outlet capacity to prevent overtopping.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that adequate margins of safety are available under all loading
conditions and uncontrolled releases of retained liquid are prevented.

Oyster Creek SEP A-12
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For many projects an important consideration is the necessity of assuring
that an adequate quantity of water is available in times of emergency.

(3) Status:

Additional guidance on assuring the integrity of dams is currently being
developed by the Office of Standards Development in Regulatory Guide 1.127,
" Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated With Nuclear Power Plants,"
and through the geotechnical engineering service contract with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers on design of structures such as ultimate heat sinks.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.6
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, EM 1110-2-1902, " Engineering and Design

Stability of Earth and Rock-Fill Dams," Office of Chief of Engineers,
1970

4. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, EM 1110-2-2300, " Earth and Rock-Filled
Dams General Design and Construction Considerations," 1971

5. Regulatory Guide 3.11, " Design, Construction, and Inspection of
Embankment Retention Systems for Uranium Mills"

TOPIC: II-4.F Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

(1) Definitions:
Structural loads develop pressures in compressible strata which are not
equivalent to the original geostatic pressures. Settlement and differential
settlement should be evaluated.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against excessive settlement.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.4
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, NAVFAC DM-7, " Design Manual -

Soil Mechanics, Foundations, and Earth Structures"

TOPIC: III-1 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems
(Seismic and Quality)

(1) Definition:

| Plant structures, systems, and components that are required to withstand
|

the effects of a safe shutdown earthquake and remain functional should be
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classified as Seismic Category I. Systems and components important to
safety should be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be
performed. Review the classification of structures, systems, and components
important to safety to avsure they are of the quality level commensurate
with their safety function.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that structures, systems, and components will fullfill their
intended safety functions in accoraance with design requirements. To assure
that structures, systems, and components necessary fcr safety will withstand
the effects of the designated safe shutdown earthquake and will remain
functional.

(3) Status:

There is currently no Division of Operating Reactors activity to confirm
the classification of structures, components, and systems important to
safety of operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.2.1
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.2.2
3. Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards

for Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of
Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings

(1) Definition:

Review the capability of the plant structures, systems, and components to
withstand design wind loadings in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.
The review includes the following: (A) Design Wind Protection; (B) Tor-
nado Wind and Pressure Drop Protection; (C) Effect of Failure of Structures
Not Designed for Tornado on Safety of Category I Structures, Systems and
Components; (D) Tornado Effec s on Emergency Cooling Ponds.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that Category I structures, systems, and components are adequately
designed for tornado winds and pressure drop, that any damage to structures
not designed for tornado generated forces will not endanger Category I
structures, systems, and components, and that tornado winds will not prevent
the water in the cooling ponds from acting as a heat sink.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.3, 3.8, and 9.2.5
3. Regulatory Guides

1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants"
1.117, " Protection of Nuclear Plants Against Industrial Sabotage"

TOPIC: III-3.A Effects of High Water Level on Structures

(1) Definition:
If the high water level for the plant is reevaluated and found to be above
the original design basis, then review the ability of the plant structures
to withstand this water level.

(2) Safety Gbjective:

To provide assurance that floods or high water level will not jeopardize
the structural integrity of the plant seismic Category I structures and
that seismic Category I systems and components located within these
structures will be adequately protected.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4, 3.4, and 3.8
3. Regulatory Guides

1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"
1.102, " Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-3.B Structural and Other Consequences (e.g., Flooding of Safety-
Related Equipment in Basements) of Failure of Underdrain
Systems -

(1) Definition:
Some plants rely on underdrain systems to limit the water table elevation
at the plant to a safe level. Review underdrain systems of those facili-
ties in which they are used.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the integrity of underdrain systems is maintained because
a failure could lead to a rise in water table elevation which, in turn,
could jeopardize the integrity of structures or the safety equipraent within
such structures.
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(3) Status:

The structural consequences of the failure of underdrain systems were
thoroughly reviewed during the construction permit review of Douglas Point
Units 1 and 2 and Perry Units 1 and 2. There are no ongoing reviews of
this topic for operating facilities.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4.13, 3.4, and 3.8

TOPIC: III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures

(1) Definition:

Review the adequacy of the inservice inspection program of water control
structures for operating plants to assure conformance with the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.127.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that water control structures of a nuclear power facility (for
example, dams, reservoirs, and conveyance facilities) are adequately
inspected and maintained so as to preclude their deterioration or failure
which could result in flooding or in jeopardizing the integrity of the
ultimate heat sink for the facility.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

(4) Reference:

Regulatory Guide 1.127, " Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated
With Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-4.A Tornado Missiles

(1) Definition:
Plants designed after'1972 have been consistently reviewed for adequate
protection against tornadoes. The concern exists, however, that plants
reviewed prior to 1972 may not be adequately protected, in particular, those
reviewed before 1968 when Atomic Energy Commission criteria on tornado
protection were developed.

An assessment of the adequacy of a plant to withstand the impact of tor-
nado missiles would include:

(a) Determination of the capability of the exposed systems, components,
and structures to withstand key missiles (including small missiles
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with penetrating characteristics and larger missiles.which result in
an overall structural impact),

(b) Determination of whether any areas of the plant _ require additional
protection.

The systems, structures, and components required to be protected because
of their importance to safety are identified in Regulatory Guide 1.117.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that those structures, systems, and components necessary to ensure:
''-(a) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,

(b) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, and,

(c) The capability to prevent accidents which could result in unaccept-
able offsite exposures,

can withstand the impact of an appropriate postulated spectrum of tornado-
generated missiles.

(3) Status:

The Regulatory Requirements Review Committee (RRRC) has approved
case-by-case rereviews of plants against criteria in Regulatory Guide 1.117,
which establishes the systems, structures, and components required to be
protected against tornado missiles. This rereview was deferred pending

'the formation of the SEP.

The RRRC is in the process of rereviewing Standard Review Plan, Section
3.5.1.4, which establishes appropriate missiles and impact velocities for
new applications.

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.5.1.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.117, " Tornado Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-4.B Turbine Missiles

(1) Definition:
A number of nonnuclear plants and one nuclear plant (Shippingport) have
experienced turbine disk failures. Rancho Seco has had chemistry problems
leading to sodium deposits which caused stress-corrosion cracking of disks.
Failure of turbine disks and rotors can result in high energy missiles
which have the potential for resulting in plant releases in excess of
10 CFR 100 exposure guidelines.
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Two areas of concern should be considered:

(a) Design overspeed failures - material quality of disk and rotor,
inservice inspection for flaws, chemistry conditions leading to-stress-
corrosion cracking, and

(b) Destructive overspeed failures - reliability of electrical overspeed
protection system, reliability and testing program for stop and con-
trol valves, inservice inspection of valves.

The focus of the review would be on turbine disk integrity and overspeed
protection, including stop, intercept, and control valve reliability.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all the structures, systems, and components important to
safety (identified in Regulatory Guide 1.117) have adequate protection
against potential turbine missiles either by structural barriers or a high
degree of assurance that failures at design (120%) or destructive (180%)
overspeed will not (.ccur.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guides
1.115, " Protection Against Low Trajectory Turbine Missiles"
1.117, " Tornado Design Classification"

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.5.1.3

TOPIC: III-4.C Internally Generated Missiles

(1) Definition:
Review the probability of missile generation and the extent to which safety-
related structures, systems, and components are protected against the effects
of potential internally generated missiles (including missiles generated
inside or outside the containment).

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the integrity of the safety-related structures,
systems, and components will not be impaired and that they may be relied
on to perform their safety functions following any postulated internally
generated missile.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.
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(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2

TOPIC: III-4.0 Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

(1) Definition:

Review the extent to which safety-related structures, systems, and compo-
nents are protected against the effects of missiles postulated in Topic
II-1.C, including postulated aircraft crashes and resulting fires.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the integrity of the safety-related structures,
systems, and components will not be impaired and that they will perform
their safety functions in the event of a site proximity missile.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute has missile research in progress.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.5.1.5, 3.5.1.6, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3

TOPIC: III-5.A Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and Components
Inside Containment

(1) Definition:

Review the licensee's break and crack location criteria and methods of
analysis for evaluating postulated breaks and cracks in high and moderate
energy fluid system piping inside containment. The review includes con-
sideration of compartment pressurization, pipe whip, jet impingement,
environmental effects, and flooding. Regulatory Guide 1.46 does not require
that cracks be postulated inside containment. However, the recent proposed
revision to Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.2, " Determination of Break
Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With the Postulated Rupture of
Piping," recommends that cracks be postulated inside containment. Old
and current plants are not postulating cracks.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the integrity of structures, systems, and components relied
upon for safe reactor shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of a
postulated pipe break is maintained.

(3) Status:

This program has not been started for facilities licensed prior to about
early 1974. Subsequent to that date, this topic was included in the
operating-license review and has been completed for later facilities.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 4
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III

3. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.6.2 and 3.8
4. Regulatory Guides

1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment"
1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's break and crack location criterio and methods of
analysis for evaluating postulated breaks and cracks in high and moderate
energy fluid system piping located outside containment. The review includes
consideration of compartment pressurization, pipe whip, jet impingement,
environmental effects, and flooding.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pipe breaks would not cause the loss of needed functions
of safety related systems, structures, and components and to assure that
the plant can be safely shut down in the event of such breaks.

(3) Status:

This task is complete for all operating plants with the exception of three
plants for which the review is in progress.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 4
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.1

,

'

4. Regulatory Guides
1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment"

'

1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"
5. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, " Postulated

Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment"
6. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink Book)

Issue 3-25
7. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.2

TOPIC: III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

(1) Definition:
Review and evaluate the original plant design criteria in the following
areas: Seismic Input, Analysis and Design Criteria, Qualification of
Electrical and Mechanical Equipment, Seismic Instrumentation, Seismic
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i Categorization, and the effect of failure of non-Category I structures on
the safety of Category I structures, systems, and components.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure the capability of the plant to withstand the effect of earthquakes.
-

(3) Status:

Humboldt Bay and San Onofre plants are currently undergoing seismic review.
: Technical Assistance Contracts:

(a) Seismic Conservatism (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)
(b) Elasto-Plastic Seismic Analysis (Lawrencc Livermore Laboratory)
(c) Seismic Review of Operating Pla.nts (Newmark)

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10
2. Regulatory Guides

1.12, " Instrumentation for Earthquakes"
1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power

Plants"
1.61, " Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants"
1.92, " Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic

Response Analysis"
1.122, " Development of Flood Design Spectra for Seismic Design of

Floor-Supported Equipment or Components"

TOPIC: III-7.A Inservice Inspection, Including Prestressed Concrete Contain-
ments With Either Grouted or Ungrouted Tendons

(1) Definition:
Review licensee's inspection program for all Category I structures including
steel, reinforced concrete, and prestressed concrete containments. The
program should include investigations for possible corrosion and cracking
of steel containments, excessive cracking of concrete structures, lift-off
tests of tendons, periodic testing of prestressing tendons for contain-
ments with grouted tendons, and possible deterioration of prestressed
containments.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the licensee's inspection program will detect any damaging
deterioration of the structures and that they will be capable of perform-
ing as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

!

i
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8
3. Regulatory Guides

1.35, " Inservice Inspection of Ungrouted Tendons in Prestressed
Concrete Containment Structures"

' 1.90, " Inservice Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Containment
Structures With Grouted Tendons"

TOPIC: III-7.8 Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations, and Reactor
Cavity Design Criteria

(1) Definition:
Review the design codes, design criteria, and load combinations for all I

Category I structures (that is, containment, structures inside containment,
and structures outside containment).

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the plant Category I structures will withstand
the NRC specific design conditions without impairment or structural
integrity or the performance of required safety functions.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

'

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2 and 4
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8

TOPIC: III-7.C Delamination of Prestressed Concrete Containment Structures

(1) Definition:
Review the design of prestressed concrete containment structures to assess
the likelihood o' delamination occurring in the shell walls or dome and
to evaluate the consequences, if any.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the licensee's design and construction methods have provided
a structure which will maintain its integrity and will perform its intended
function. Delaminations (internal cracking of concrete in planes roughly
parallel to the surface) could possibly reduce the capability of the con-
crete to withstand compression.

t

|
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(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants with prestressed concrete containments.
A delanination occurred in the domes of the Turkey Point and Crystal River
prestressed concrete containments. No evidence of such occurrences have
been reported at other plants; however, no specific inspections have been
made for any delaninations. It is not clear if the Structural Integrity'
Test or-the existing inservice inspection programs would discover the;

' existence of any delaminations.

(4) References:

-Safety Evaluation Reports for Turkey Point (Docket No. 50-250/251) and
Crystal River (Docket No. 50-302)

,

TOPIC: III-7.D Containment Structural Integrity Tests1

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's structural integrity testing procedure to ensure
compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.'

(2) Safety Objective:
,

1

To assure that the licensee's design and constructive methods provide a
structure which will safely perform its intended functions.

(3) Status:"

This review applies to all plants. To our knowledge, all containments
have had a structural integrity test. This opinion should be verified.

(4). References:
,

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2

TOPIC: III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring
4

(1) Definition:

Inservice surveillance programs to detect loose parts and excessive motion
of the main core support structure.

; - (2) Safety Objective:

To detect loose parts or excessive vibration before they can cause flow
blockage or mechanical damage to the fuel or other safety-related components.,

(3) Status:;

The NRC staff currently requires applicants to describe and licensees to4

implement a loose part detection program. Guidance for such a program is
4
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. provided in a newly proposed Regulatory Guide 1.133, " Loose-Part Detection
Program for the Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors." The
regulatory guide outlines the minimum system characteristics which the
NRC staff feels are necessary for a workable system and combines this with
a technical specification and reporting procedures for a complete and
enforceable loose part detection program.

The concept of detecting core barrel motion through_use of excore neutron
detectors is well established. A proposed regulatory guide that describes
an acceptable core barrel vibration monitoring program has been temporarily
placed on " hold" to permit the NRC staff and its consultants (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory Inspection and Enforcement Grcup) time to evaluate
apparently anomalous data from core barrel motion monitoring programs that
are currently in service as part of the technical specification requirements
for certain licensees.

(4) References:

1. Combustion Engineering, CE Report CEN-5(P), " Palisades Reactor Internals
Wear Report," March 1, 1974

2. Regulatory Guide 1.133, " Loose-Part Detection Program for the Primary
System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors"

TOPIC: III-8.B Control Rod Drive Mechanism Integrity

(1) Definition:
Review and evaluate the reliability, operability and any reported mechan-
ical failures in control rod drives.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the integrity and operability of control rod drives is
adequately maintained so that they will be capable of normal reactor con-
trol and prompt reactor shutdown, if required.

(3) Status:
The Division of Operating Reactors Engineering Branch is currently evaluat-
ing the failure modes and internal component redesigns of BWR control rod
drives to preclude stress corrosion and thermal fatigue cracking. There
have been no reported generic failures of PWR drives.

(4) Reference:

General Electric, NED0-21021, " Test Program for Collet Retainer Tube,"
June 23, 1976.
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TOPIC: III-8.C Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel, and
Fatigue Resistance

(1) Definition:

Review the safety aspects that affect reactor vessel internals integrity
for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including radiation damage,_use of
sensitized stainless steel, and fatigue resistance.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure continued reactor vessel internals integrity and compliance with
10 CFR Part 50 and applicable industry Codes and Standards.

(3) Status:

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, currently has no
review programs relating to reactor vessel internals integrity.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III
3. American Society of Testing Materials, ASTM A-262-70, " Standard

Recommended Practices for Detecting Susceptibility to Intergranular
Attack in Stainless Steels"

4. Regulatory Guides
1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems

and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"'
1.44, " Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel" ,

1.61, " Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-8.D Core Supports and Fuel Integrity

(1) Definition:

Abnormal loading conditions on the core supports and fuel assemblies due
to seismic events or loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) could cause fuel
damage due to impact between fuel assemblies and upper- and lower grid
plates or lateral impact between fuel assemblies and the core baffle wall.
The resulting damage could result in loss of coolable heat transfer geometry,
make it impossible to insert control rods, or cause releases of radioactive
materials due to fuel pin failure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all credible loading conditions on core supports and fuel
assemblies will not result in unacceptable fuel damage or distortion.

|
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(3) Status:
The Divisior of Operating Reactors is currently reviewing the dynamic loads
imposed on the fuel assemblies during a LOCA. Independent analyses are
being conducted by staff consultants.

(4) Reference:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,"
Section III

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-2, "Arymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant System"-

(NUREG-0649)

USI A-2 requires that an analysis be performed by licensees to assess
the design adequacy of the reactor vessel supports and other structures-
to withstand the loads when asymmetric LOCA forces are taken into
account. The staff has completed its investigation and concluded
that an acceptable basis has been provided in NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric
Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," January 1981, for performing
and reviewing plant. analyses for asymmetric LOCA loads. The structural
acceptance criteria specified in NUREG-0609 are ar, follows:

The structural integrity of the primary system including the reactor
pressure vessel, reactor pressure vessel internals, primary coolant
loop, and components must be evaluated against appropriate acceptance
criteria to determine if acceptable margins of safety exist. Allowable
limits and appropriate loading combinations are set forth in Standard
Review Plans (SRPs), which are listed in the table that follows.
The staff recognizes that in some specific cases where "as-built"
designs are being reevaluated for asymmetric LOCA loads, these design
limits may be exceeded. Acceptance of alternative allowable limits
will be based on a case-by-case evaluation of the safety margins.

Load-combination criteria in general were not addressed as part of
this study. Currently the staff requires that seismic and LOCA response
be combined, along with responses due to other loading as specified
by the SRP. An acceptable method for combining elastically generated
seismic and LOCA responses is provided in NUREG-0484. Acceptable
methods for combining response generated by an inelastic LOCA analysis
and elastic seismic analyses will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. ,

Since USI A-2 also requires the investigation of seismic and LOCA
response be combined, the evaluation required by USI A-2 is identical
to SEP Topic III-8.D; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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Item SRP Section

Reactor pressure vessel 3.9.3
Reactor internals 3.9.5, 3.9.1

Primary coolant loop piping 3.9.3'

ECCS piping 3.9.3
RPV, SG, pump supports 3.8.3
Biological shield wall 3.8.3
Steam generator compartment wall 3.8.3
Neutron-shield tank 3.8.3

TOPIC: III-9 Support Integrity

(1) Definition:

Review the design, design loads, and materials integrity including corro-'

sion and fracture toughness and the inservice inspection programs of supports
and restraints including bolting for the reactor vessel, steam generator,
reactor coolant pump, torus, and other Class 1, 2, and 3 safety-related
components and piping systems.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure adequate support and/or restraint of safety-related systems and
components under normal and accident loads so that they will not be pre-
vented from performing their intended functions because of support failures.

(3) Status:

The Division of Operating Reactors has ongoing programs to review component
supports. Current emphasis is on primary system supports and on piping
system supports and restraints (snubbers).

4 (4) References:

1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section III

2. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book), Generic Topics 3-5 and 3-43

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-12, " Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports" (NUREG-0510 and NUREG-0606)

The original scope of USI A-12 was the review of the steam generator
and reactor coolant pump supports of pressurized water reactors.

i
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However, the staff has expanded the review to include other support
structures, such as boiling water reactor (BWR) vessel supports, BWR
pump supports, pressurized water reactor (PWR) vessel supports and
PWR pressurizer supports (NUREG-0577, Section 1.3). This expanded
review will be undertaken in accordance with the guidance of Section 4
of NUREG-0577.

(b) USI A-7, " MARK I Containment Long-Term Program" (NUREG-0649)

Support integrity of the torus is being evaluated under USI A-7.
Under this task, a short-term program that evaluated Mark I contain-
mer.t has provided assurance that the Mark I containment system of
each operating BWR facility would maintain its integrity and func-
tional capability during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. A
longer term program for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is planned
wherein the NRC staff will evaluate the loads, load corbinations,
and associated structural acceptance criteria proposed by the Mark I
Owners Group prior to the performance of plant-unique structural
evaluations. The Mark I Owners Group has initiated a comprehensive
testing and evaluation program to define design-basis loads for the
Mark I containment system and to establish structural acceptance
criteria which will assure margins of safety for the containment system
which are equivalent to that which is currently specified in the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Also included in their program is
an evaluation of the need for structural modifications and/or load
mitigation devices to assure adequate Mark I containment system
structural safety margins.

(c) USI A-24, " Qualification of Class 1E Safety-Related Equipment"
(NUREG-0371 and NUREG-0606)

Snubber operability and degradation of seals are covered under USI A-24.

(d) USI A-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plas.ts"
(NUREG-0705)

Mechanical snubbers are covered under USI A-46.

(e) SEP Topic III-6, " Seismic Design Considerations"

Snubbers are evaluated for capacity under SEP Topic III-6.

(f) SEP Topic V-1, " Compliance With Codes and Standards (10 CFR 50.55a)"

Inservice inspection requirements for supports are covered under SEP
Topic V-1, which refers to 10 CFR 50.55a. SEP plants currently have
surveillance Technical Specifications on snubbers.

The evaluation required by USI A-12, A-7, A-24, and A-46 and SEP Topics
III-6 and V-1 is identical to the evaluation required by SEP Topic III-9;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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TOPIC: III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated.
Valves

(1) Definition:
The primary. objective of thermal overload relays is to protect motor windings
of motor-operated valves (MOVs) against excessive heating. This feature
of thermal overload relays could, however, interfere with the successful
functioning-of a safety-related system. In nuclear plant safety system
application, the ultimate criterion should be to drive the valve to its
proper position to mitigate the. consequences of an accident, rather than
to be concerned with degradation or failure of-the motor due to excess
heating.

'

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that (1) thermal overload protection, if provided for MOVs, should
have the trip setpoint at a value high enough to prevent spurious trips
due to design inaccuracies, trip'setpoint drift, or variation in the ambient4

temperature at the installed location; (2) the circuits which bypass the
1 -thermal overload protection under accident conditions should be designed

'
t

i to IEEE Std. 279-1971 criteria, as appropriate for the rest of the safety-
related system; and (3) in MOV designs that use a torque switch instead

,

of a limit switch to limit the opening or closing of the valve, the
automatic opening or closing signal should be used in conjunction with a

[ corresponding limit switch and thermal overload should remain as backup
i protection.

(3) Status:
,

The staff position (Reference 1) is implemented on designs of new appli-
! cations (construction permit and operating license).

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB 27, " Design'

! Criteria for Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated
Valves"

2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 279-1971,
Criteria for Protection System for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric
Motors on Motor-Operated Valves"

'

TOPIC: 111-10.8 Pump Flywheel Integrity

! (1) Definition:
Review the PWR reactor coolant pump flywheel inservice inspection programs,

i of operating plants to assure that they compl:s with the intent of Regula-
I tory Guide 1.14 and review reports of flywheel flaws if found by inservice '

| inspections. (BWR reactor coolant pumps do not have flywheels.)
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pump flywheel integrity is maintained to prevent failure.
at normal operating speeds and at speeds that might be reached under
accident conditions and thus preclude the generation of missiles.

(3) Status:

The inservice inspection programs for flywheels of older PWRs have not
been reviewed for compliance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.14.

(4) Referen'ce:

Regulatory Guide 1.14, " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity"

TOPIC: III-10.C Surveillance Requirements on BWR Recirculation Pumps and
Discharge Valves

(1) Definition:

At facilities which have completed the low pressure coolant injection system
(LPCIS) modification, the recirculation pump discharge valves and bypass
valves are now required to close upon initiation of LPCIS. The closure
of these discharge valves is necessary to isolate a pipe break in a suction
line to prevent ' loss of cooling water by reverse flow through the recircula-
tion pump or its bypass line and out the break.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure effective core cooling in the event of a BWR recirculation line
break on the pump suction line by closing the pump discharge valve and
bypass line valve.

(3) Status:

All licensees of facilities with completed LPCIS modification have been
sent letters requesting that they apply for a license amendment to incor-
potate technical specification surveillance requirementr on recirculation
pump discharge valves and bypass valves. New BWRs have the LPCIS modifi-
cation and technical specification surveillance requirements.

(4) Reference:

NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink Book)
Issue 3-46, June 17, 1977

TOPIC: III-11 Component Integrity

(1) Definition:

Review licensee's criteria, testing procedures, and dynamic analyses
employed to assure the structural integrity and functional operability of
safety-related mechanical equipment under faulted conditions and accident
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loads. Included are mechanical equipment such as pumps, valves, fans,
pump drives, heat exchanger tube bundles, valve actuators, battery and
instrument racks, control consoles, cabinets, panels, and cable trays.

(2) Safety Objective:

To confirm the ability of safety-related mechanical equipment having
experienced problems to function as needed during and after a faulted or
accident condition. The capability of safety-related mechanical equipment
to perform necessary protective actions is essential for plant safety.

(3) Status:
This review is not currently under way in the Divisions of Operating Reactors.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2, 4, 14, and 15
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2
4. American Society of Mechan.ical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III,

5. Regulatory Guides
1.20, " Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Reactor Internals

During Preoperational and Initial Startup Testing"
1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

6. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 344-1975,
" Seismic Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

7. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):
,

(a) USI A-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating
Plants" (NUREG-0606 and NUREG-0705)

The component integrity (both structural integrity and functional
operability) for safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment
for all operating plants including SEP plants will be addressed in
this new USI (A-46).

(b) USI A-2, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
System" (NUREG-0649)

The assessment of faulted loads for the primary loop is being performed
under USI A-2. Furthermore, the assessment of high-energy pipe breaks
considers.the effect of accident loads with regard to jet impingement,
pipe whip, and other reaction loads.

(c) SEP Topic III-6, " Seismic Design Considerations"

The evaluation of equipment structural integrity under seismic loads
will be performed under SEP Topic III-6.
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The evaluations required by USI A-46 and A-2 and SEP Topic III-6 are
identical to SEP Topic III-11; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: III-12 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Equipment

(1) Definition:

Safety-related electrical and mechanical equipment that is required to
survive and function under environmental conditions calculated to result
from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or a postulated main steam line
break accident inside containment must be environmentally qualified. In

!

addition, determine whether environment-induced failures of nonsafety- )
related equipment could interfere with the operation of safety equipment.
Special attention should be given to the effect of beta radiation on
exposed organic surfaces, such as gaskets.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the mechanical and Class IE electrical equipment of safety
systems has been qualified for the most severe environment (temperature,
pressure, humidity, chemistry, and radiation) of design basis accidents.

(3) Status:

Westinghouse is conducting a verification program which is expected to be
completed by the end of 1977 for those plants qualified to IEEE 323-1971.
The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is sponsoring programs relating
to Class IE equipment qualification, the results of which can be utilized
to determine the adequacy of the equipment previously qualified. ;

(4) References: *

1. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
Raised by Responses to November 3,1976 Memorandum F com Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 25, " Qualification of Safety-Related
Equipment," December 1976

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category 8,
Item 34, " Environmental Qualifications of Safety-Related Equipment
(Post LOCA)," May 1977

3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 33, " Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment,"
April 1977

4. Regulatory Guide 1.89, " Qualification of Class IE Equipment for
Nuclear Power Plants"

l (5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or other SEP Topic):

USI A-24, " Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment"-

(NUREG-0371 and NUREG-0606)

The issue identified in Reference 1 (NUREG-0153, Item 25) and the
review criteria, that is, Regulatory Guide 1.89, are identical to
those specified in USI A-24. The Task Action Plan for USI A-24
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(NUREG-0371) covers the environmental qualification of both electrical
and mechanical safety-related equipment.

The evaluation required by USI A-24 is identical to SEP Topic III-12;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: IV-1.A Operation With less Than All Loops in Service

(1) Definition:
A number of BWR and PWR licensees have requested authorization to operate

! with one of the recirculation loops (BWR) or steam generator loops (PWR)
! out of service. These proposals are being reviewed generically with regard

to analytical methods. Plant-specific reviews will be done to determine
appropriate Technical Specification limits. Plant-specific reviews will
address results of LOCA analyses using generically approved methods.
Analysis of accidents (other than LOCA) and operating traasients result-
ing from operation in the (N-1) loop mode have been reviewed on a " lead
plant basis." Most of this effort has been completed. Tests have been
conducted by General Electric which show that significant core flow
asymmetries do not exist with single-loop operation for two-loop plants;
however, there is backflow through inactive jet pumps. Therefore, for

single-loop operation, modifications are necessary in trip settings which
take inputs from jet pump drive flow. These will be determined on a
plant-specific basis.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that operation with less than all coolant loops in
operation will not result in decreased safety margins.

(3) Status: -

A combination of generic and plant-specific rr. views is being performed on
both BWRs and PWRs.

TOPIC: IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design and
Protection Against Single Failures

(1) Definition:
,
;

General Design Criterion 25 requires that the reactor protection systemi

be designed to assure that fuel-damage limits are never exceeded in the
event of any single failure of the reactivity control systems. Reactivity
control systems need not be designed single failure proof, but the protec-
tion system (which is designed against single failures) should be capable
of limiting fuel damage in the event of a reactivity control system single
failure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that for all credible reactivity control system failures, the
protection system will limit fuel damage to acceptable limits.
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(3) Status:

NRC has concluded that revisions to existing licenses are not warranted.
Staff effort on this issue will continue at a low level.

(4) References:

1. NOREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3,1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staff," Issue No. 6, " Protection Against Single Failures in Reactivity.
Control Systems," December 1976.

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.3

TOPIC: IV-3 BWR Jet Pump Operating Indications
|

(1) Definition:

If a jet pump BWR cperates with a failed jet pump, it may be impossible
to reflood the core in the event of a LOCA. Some BWRs have experienced
jet pump instrument sensing line failures. With a sensing line failed,
it may not bo possible to accurately measure core flow or to detect fail-
ure of a jet pump.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the core flow can be determined. Also to assure the ability
to detect a jet pump failure for a range of crack / break sizes at various
locations on the pump.

(3) Status:

This issue is currently being reviewed for Dresden Unics 2 and 3 and Quad
Cities Units 1 and 2. The topic has generic implications for all jet pump
BWR plants.

(4) References:

1. -Letters from Commonwealth Edison Company to NRC, dated September 19,
1975, March 3, 1976, and June 7, 1976.

2. Letter from NRC to Commonwealth Edison Company, dated January 19,
1976.,

3. Memorandum from J. H. Sniezek, NRC, to D. L. Ziemann, dated
November 19, 1975.

TOPIC: V-1 Compliance With Codes and Standard (10 CFR 50.55a)

(1) Definition:

Review the licensee's inservice inspection and testing programs for Class 1,
2, and 3 pressure vessels, piping, pumps and valves and other safety-related
components to assure compliance with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code, Sections III and XI, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a.
This review will also include review of the inservice inspection and testing
program applicable to isolation condensers of the early operating BWRs.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the initial integrity of components is maintained:through'-
cut service life.

~

F (3) Status:
! iNUREG-0081 was completed for reactor vessels not designed to ASME Code,

Section III. The Engineering Branch' conducts a generic review of all plants
Lfor compliance with inspection requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(g) and fracture
toughness requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(1). This program will-continue
for the life of operating reactors.

-(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a
'

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
-

Code," Sections III and XI *

3. NUREG-0081, " Evaluation of the Integrity of Reactor Vessels Designed
.

~ to ASME Code, Section I and/or VIII," July 1976 !.

4. Memorandum from.V. Stello, NRC, to B. H. Grier, October 12, 1976 -

TOPIC: V-2- Applicability of Code Cases

4 (1) Definition:

Review Code Cases currently accepted by the NRC, as , indicated in Regula-
i tory Guides 1.84 and 1.85.
;
'

(2) Safety Objective:
.

To assure that only those Code Cases which are acceptable to the NRC are
utilized by the licensee in_ the design, fabrication, or repair of the plant. ,

The use of Code Cases'other than those contained in Regulatory Guides 1.84
and 1.85 are addressed on a case-by-case basis-to assess their acceptability.

! (3)~ Status:

The' Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, routinely reviews
design modifications and component repairs (for example, reactor vessel
nozzles) to assure compliance with NRC acceptable Code Cases. The program
is ongoing on an as-needed basis.

,

;

(4) References:'

Regulatory Guides
1.84, " Design and Fabrication Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III,

Division 1"
|~ 1.85, " Materials Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III, Division 1"

i
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TOPIC: V-3 Overpressurization Protection

(1) Definition:

Inadvertent overpressurization of the primary system at temperatures below
the nil ductility transition temperature may result in reactor vessel fail-
ure during heatup and pressurization. Such overpressure transients are
caused by pressure surges when the primary system is water solid. The
most severe transients have occurred when a charging pump starts up or
inadvertent closing of a letdown valve with a charging pump running.
Pressure temperature limits as a function of neutron fluence of the
material at the reactor vessel beltline are specified in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix G. All PWR licensees have been directed to institute interim
administrative procedures to prevent damaging pressure transients and on
a longer time scale to provide permanent protection which will probably
include hardware changes such as high-capacity safety relief valves.

(2) Safety Objective:

To protect the primary system from potentially damaging overpressurization
transients during plant pressurization and heatup.

(3) Status:

Generic review of all PWR licensee submittals is under way. Criteria for
evaluation have been developed and refined by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation and the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. An effort is
being made to complete the review sufficiently early to ensure installation
of mitigating systems by the end of 1977.

(4) Reference:

NUREG-0138, "Staf f Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR to NRR
Staff," November 1976

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related-TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-26, " Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection" (NUREG-0410)-

Under USI A-26, licensees were requested to modify their systems and
procedures to protect against low temperature overpressurization.
All operating PWRs have made these modifications, and safety evalua-
tion reports for the SEP plants have been issued.

The evaluation required by USI A-26 is identical to SEP Topic V-3;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: V-4 Piping and Safe-End Integrity

(1) Definition:

Review the safety aspects that affect BWR and PWR piping and safe-end
integrity for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including fracture toughness,
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flaw evaluation, stress corrosion cracking in BWR and PWR piping, and
control of materials and welding.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure continued piping integrity and compliance with 10 CFR Part 50
and applicable industry codes and standards.

(3) Status:

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors,'is conducting an
ongoing program that includes the as-needed review of those aspects
necessary to ensure the continuing integrity of piping systems important
to safety including stress corrosion cracking of BWR coolant pressure
boundary piping. This program will continue for the life of operating

. reactors.

(4) Reference:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section XI

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-42, " Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors" (NUREG-0510)

The scope of USI A-42 is the study of stress corrosion cracking in
BWR piping. NUREG-0313, Revision 1, " Technical Report on Material
Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary
Piping," is the resolution of USI A-42 and presents staff positions.

(b) USI A-10 "BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking and Control Rod Drive
Hydraulics Return Line Nozzle Cracking" (NUREG-0649)

(c) NRR Generic Activity C-7, "PWR System Piping" (NUREG-0471)

The scope of this activity is the study of stress corrosion cracking
in PWR piping. NUREG-0691, " Investigation and Evaluation of Crack-
ing Incidents in Piping in Pressurized Water Reactors," recommends
the same corrective actions (pp. 2-12) proposed for BWRs in NUREG-0313,
Revision 1, USI A-42.

The evaluation required by USI A-42 and Task C-7 is identical to the
evaluation required by SEP Topic V-4; therefore, this SEP topic has
been deleted.

TOPIC: V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

(1) Definition:
Reactor primary coolant leakage detection systems are a significant means
of preventing primary system boundary failure by identifying Teaks before
failures occur.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To provide reliable and sensitive leakage detection systems to identify
primary system leaks at an early stage before failures occur.

(3) Status:

This issue has been resolved for all plants which have recently received
an operating license by requiring conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.45.
Individual older plants have not been systematically reviewed and leakage
detection systems may need upgrading on a plant-by plant basis.

(4) References:
'

1. Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems"

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 5.2.5

TOPIC: V-6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

(1) Definition:

Review the safety aspects that affect BWR and PWR reactor vessel and nozzle
integrity for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including fracture toughness,
neutron irradiation, evaluation of surveillance programs, operating limita-
tions, inservice inspection and flaw evaluation, and transient analyses.

(2) Safety Ojective:

To assure continued reactor vessel integrity and compliance with 10 CFR
Part. 50 and applicable industry codes and standards.

| (3) Status:
|

| The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, is conducting
| ongoing programs that include the periodic review of aspects necessary to
| ensure the continued integrity of reactor vessels. These programs include
| BWR feedwater and control rod drive nozzle cracking, low upper-shelf

toughness, radiation effects, reactor vessel materials surveillance, and
updating of operating plants' inservice inspection programs and will

| continue for the life of operating reactors.

(4) References:

| 1. NUREG-0312 " Interim Technical Report on BWR Feedwater and Control
Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle Cracking," July 1977

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G
3. Regulatory Guide 1.99, " Effects of Residual Elements on Predicted

Radiation Damage to Reactor Vessel Materials"
4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III, Appendix G
5. American Society of Testing Materials, ASTM E185, " Standard Recommended

Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels"
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6. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section XI

7. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
Issue 3-9, 3-21, 3-41

TOPIC: V-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed

(1) Definition:
Review the potential for reactor coolant pumps to fail because of over-
speed in the unlikely event of a major loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that, in the event of a major LOCA, a reactor coolant pump
assembly is not driven to a speed which would cause structural failure of
the unit and result in missiles which could increase the consequences of
the LOCA. Of greatest concern are the PWR pump flywheels because of their
mass and rotational energy.

.

(3) Status:

An indepth review of this topic was performed by the Atomic Energy Commission
staff and reported to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
in 1973 (Reference 1). The staff concluded that, because of the small
likelihood for the occurrence of a pump overspeed event that could seriously
increase the consequences resulting from a LOCA (less than 10-8 per plant
year), the action taken by the staff to assess this problem in a generic
fashion outside the context of individual applicatien reviews is an accept-
able course to follow. A generic experimental program to be completed in
1978 by-the Electric Power Research Institute is expected to provide data
to verify pump model overspeed predictions.

(4) References:

1. Letter from R. C. DeYoung, NRC, to Harold G. Mangelsdorf, ACRS,
August 6,1973, transmitting " Report on Reactor Coolant Pump
Overspeed During a LOCA," August 3, 1973.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.14, " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity"

TOPIC: V-8 Steam Generator (SG) Integrity

(1) Definition-
Review the safety aspects affecting operation of steam generators includ-
ing secondary water chemistry, tube plugging criteria, inservice inspec-
tion, possibly including a dimensional inspection for proper evaluation
of denting, steam generator tube leakage, tube denting, flow-induced
vibration of steam generator tubes, tube repair, and tube bundle or steam
generator replacement.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that acceptable levels of integrity of that portion of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary made 'up by the steam generator are
maintained in accordance with current codes, standards, and/or regulatory
criteria during normal and postulated accident conditions. The integrity
of the steam generator is needed to ensure-that leakage following a postu-
lated design basis accident will not result in doses to the public in
excess of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines and that the emergency core cooling
systems will be able to perform their safety functions.

. .

(3) Status:

Review of this topic is being performed by the Division of Operating
Reactors (DOR). This effort will continue for the life of operating
reactors.

(4) References:
1

1. Regulatory Guide 1.83, Rev. 1, " Inservice Inspection of* Pressurized
Water Reactor Steam Generator Tubes"

2. Regulatory Guide 1.121, " Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam
Generator Tubes"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 and 32
4. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),

3-27

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-3, A-4, A-5, " Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering,'and-

Babcock and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity" (NUREG-0649)

The definition of this topic and the references cited are covered by
USI A-3, A-4, and A-5. The evaluation for USI A-3, A-4, and A-5 is
identical to SEP Topic V-8; therefore, this SEP topic has been

i deleted.
l
! TOPIC: V-9 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (BWR)

(1) Definition:

Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) has not been classified as a safety
On GESSAR, fo' certain small breaks, GE assumed credit for RCICsystem. r

as a backup for HPCI. The staff required GE to reclassify the RCIC system
on the GESSAR 238 standard NSSS as a safety system.

(2) Safety Objective:

j To ensure that the RCIC system is qualified as a safety system where credit
is assumed in the safety analysis.'

(3) Status:

GE has agreed to reclassify RCIC as a safety system on the GESSAR docket.
,

'

t

i
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TOPIC: V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failures

'

|(1) Definition: ,

Residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers are designed to remove. residual
and decay heat so'that the reactor can be placed in a safe cold shutdown
condition and to maintain core cooling following a postulated loss-of-
coolant accident. Some light-water reactors (LWRs) have a pressure control -

system on the cooling water piping system which maintains the pressure of
,

the cooling water higher than the primary coolant pressure in the primary>

coolant side of-the heat exchanger during plant cooldown operations. A'
leak in the tubes could result in back leakage of. coolant water into the

!
primary loop. Pressure in the cooling water side is maintained higher
than that in the primary coolant side.so that in the event of a tube_

j
; failure there would be no leakage of radioactive fluids into the environ-

ment. Cooling water passing from the cooling water side of the heat
exchanger into the primary coolant. water could introduce impurities

,

i such as chlorides into the primary coolant system.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that impurities from the cooling water system are not introduced
- into the primary coolant in the. event of an RHR heat exhanger tube failure.

!

(3) Status:

\ Recently there have been several RHR heat exchanger tube failures at
operating BWRs. This issue has been defined as a D0R Category B Technical

| Activity.

TOPIC: V-10.B Residual Heat Removal System Reliability
1

(1) Definition:
In all current plant designs, the residual-heat removal (RHR) system has
a lower design pressure than the reactor coolant system (RCS). In most,

'

current designs, the system is located outside of containment and is part
of the emergency core cooling system. However, it is possi.ble for the
RHR system to have different design characteristics. For example, the-

RHR system might have the same design pressure as the RCS, or be located
inside of containment. The functional, isolation, pressure relief, pump
protection,'and test requirements for the RHR system are of concern in
the safety review of reactor plants. Three types of RHR system designs
are defined in Branch Position RSB 5-1.

On June 24, 1976, the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee approved a
revision of Standard Review Plan, Section 5.4.7 requiri.ng a capability to
go from hot to cold shutdown without offsite power and that all components
necessary for cooldown from hot shutdown must be designed to safety grade

' seismic I standards, and be operable from the control room. System must,

be designed to meet the single failure criterion.

4

!
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(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure reliable plant. shutdown capability using safety grade equipment.

(3) Status:

Because of vendor concern over the impact of the revision, a review w3e
conducted of three PWR plants, and as a result of this review,'the staff
is proposing that Branch Position RSB 5-1 be modified but that the
functional requirements be retained.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, " Design :
Requirements of the Residual Heat Removal System" |

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 5.4.7
3. Memorandum from E. G. Case, NRC, to L. V. Gossick, July 15, 1976.
4. Summary of meeting September 22,1976, " Capability To Achieve Cold

Shutdown Using Safety Grade Systems and Equipment," C. O. Thomas,
Docket No. STN-50-545, October 5, 1976.

TOPIC: V-11.A Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure Systems

(1) Definition:

Several systems that have a relatively low design pressure are-connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The valves that form the inter-
face between the high and low pressure systems must have sufficient
redundancy and interlocks to assure that the low pressure systems are not.t -

subjected to coolant pressures that exceed design limits. The problem is
complicated since under certain operating modes (for example, shutdown
cooling and emergency core cooling system injection), these valves must
open to assure adequate reactor safety.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that adequate measures are taken to protect low pressure systems
connected to the primary system from being subjected to excessive pressure
which could cause failures and in some cases potentially cause a loss-of-
coolant accident outside of containment.

(3) Status:

A preliminary review of a representative operating plant of each nuclear
steam supply system vendor was undertaken. Each low pressure system
connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and penetrating the
containment was exami.ned. The investigation of a few potential areas of
concern is continuing.

,

|

|
,

;
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. TOPIC: V-11.8 Residual Heat Removal System Interlock Requirements

(1) Definition:
The residual heat removal (RHR) system is normally located outside of
primary containment. It is an intermediate pressure system (usually 600
psia)- and has motor-operated valve (MOV) isolation valves connecting it
to the reactor coolant system (RCS). If the RHR system were inadvertently
connected to the RCS while the RCS is at pressure, a loss-of-coolant acci-
dent (LOCA) could result with a loss of all capability of core reflooding
since the coolant . inventory could be lost outside of containir. ant. To
prevent inadvertent opening of the MOVs while the RCS is at pressure, an
"0 PEN PERMISSIVE" interlock is provided.

If the operator shuts only one of the' isolation valves prior to pressurizing
the RCS, there is a single valve RCS pressure boundary.

To ensure that both MOVs are shut during a startup and heatup, an " AUTO-
CLOSURE" interlock is provided that closes the MOVs.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that operating reactor plants are adequately protected from
overpressurizing the RHR system and potentially causing a LOCA outside of
containment.

(3) Status:

Several PWR plants do not have the auto closure feature on the RHR, and
at least one does not have the open permissive feature. Plants should be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis factoring in (1) ASME Code safety valve
setting and capacity, (2) interlocks, (3) closure time of MOVs, and (4)
location of RHR.

(4) References:

1. Proposed Branch Technical Position RSB-5-1, " Design Requirements of
the Residual Heat Removal System"

2. Regulatory Requirements Review Committee Meeting No. 50, June 24, 1976
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 34
4. Memorandum from J. Angelo to R. C. DeYoung, V. Stello, et al., NRC,

Subject: "RP-TR Staff Meeting of February 13, 1974 Regarding the
Requirements on Shutdown Cooling Systems," February 28, 1974

5. Letter from R. Boyd, NRC, to C. Eiche1dinger, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, November 12, 1975

6. Letter from R. Boyd, NRC, to I. Stuart, General Electric Company,
November 12, 1975

7. Letter from R. Minogue, NRC, to J. D. Geier, Illinois Power Company,
July 8, 1975
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TOPIC: V-12.A Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant

(1) Definition:

Review the primary water monitoring and reactor water cleanup system capa-
bilities, including the water purity, to determine if the maintenance of
the necessary purity levels complies with Regulatory Guide 1.56. Review-
limits on quality control and defined provisions in the event of demineral-
izer breakthrough.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the water purity level is acceptably low to minimize the
potential for intergranular stress corrosion cracking of austenitic*

stainless steel piping in the reactor coolant pressure boundary of BWRs,
including assuring the implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.56.

(3) Status:

Recomendations for specifying the use of additional conductivity measure-
ments and monitoring at various locations, plus the use of pH and chloride
measurements, have been submitted to the Division of Standards Development
to initiate a revision of Regulatory Guide 1.56, " Maintenance of Water
Purity in Boiling Water Reactors," dated June 1973. To date, a generic
review of operating BWRs has not been initiated and the current regula-
tory guide has been implemented in the Technical Specifications of only a
few operating plants.

(4) Reference:

Memorandum from R. E. Heineman, to R. B. Minogue, NRC, Subject: " Request
for Revision of Regulatory Guide 1.56," 1973

TOPIC: V-13 Waterhamer

(1) Definition:
i

Waterhammer events have occurred in light water reactor systems. Water-,

! hamer events increase the probability of pipe breaks and could increase
i the consequences of certain events such as the loss-of-coolant accident.

The types of waterhammer, the vulnerable systems (for example, contain-
ment spray, service water, feedwater, and steam), and the safety signifi-
cance of waterhammer have been identified and defined in a staff report
of May 1977.t

(2) Safety Objective:;

To reduce the probability of waterhammer events that have the potential
to lead to pipe ruptures in light-water reactor systems which are needed
to mitigate the consequer:es of accidents or that might increase the
consequences of accidents previously analyzed.

l
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(3) Status-
Generic review is under way. On March 10, 1977, an interdivisional Division
of Operating Reactors / Division of Systems Safety technical review group
was formed to investigate the waterhammer issue and to develop a program
for its appropriate consideration in licensing reviews and for operating
reactors. Consultant work has been performed by CREARE and Livermore Labs.

(4) References:

1. "t'ater Hammer 'in Nuclear Power Plants," NRC Staff Report, June 1,1977
2. Wallis, G. B., P. H. Rothe, et al., "An Evaluation of PWR Steam

,

| Generator Water Hammer" (draft), CREARE Inc.,-February 1977 .

; 3. Sutton, S. B., "An Investigation of Pressure Transient Propagation-
in Pressurized Water Reactor Feedwater Lines" (prel'.inary),
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,- April 15, 1977-

4. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRR Technical Activities,
Category A, Item 1, " Water Hammer," May 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-1, " Water Hammer" (NUREG-0649)-

The references cited in this topic were the precursors of USI A-1.
The evaluation required for USI A-1 is identical to SEP Topic V-13;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

.

TOPIC: VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry

-(1). Definition:

(a) Organic materials
The design basis for selection of paints and other organic materials
.is not documented for most operating reactors. Therefore, there is
a need to review the suitability of paints and other organic materials
used inside containment, including the possible interactions of the
decomposition products of orqanic materials with engineered safety
features (such as filters).

(b) Postaccident chemistry
Low pH solutions that may be recirculated within containment after a
design basis accident (DBA) may accelerate chloride stress corrosion
cracking which may lead to equipment failure or loss of containment
integrity. Low pH may also increase the volatility of dissolved
iodines with a resulting increase in radiological consequences.

(2) Safety Objective:,

(a) Organic materials
To assure that organic paints and coatings used inside containment
do not behave adversely during accidents when they may be exposed to
high radiation fields. In particular, the possibility of coatings
clogging sump screens should be minimized.
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(b) Postaccident chemistry
To assure that appropriate. methods are available to raise or main-
tain the pH of solutions expected to be recirculated within contain-
ment after a DBA.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

i 1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3.
| 2. Regulatory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective
; Coatings Applied.to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: VI-2.A Pressure-Suppression-Type BWR Containments
..

(1) Definition:

BWR pressure suppression-type containments (fr? example, Mark I containment)
are subjected to hydrodynamic loads during the blowdown phase of a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). These loads have the potential for damaging the

'

. components and structures (wetwell, internal structures, restraints, supports,
and connected systems) of the containment. During a relief valve blowdown*

into the suppression pool, the wetwell (torus) shell and safety / relief
valve restraints may be overstressed. The hydrodynamic loads were not
explicitly identified _and included in the design of the Mark I pressure-
suppression containment.-

(2) Safety Objective:,

To assure that the structural integrity of pressure-suppression pool con-
! tainments is'. maintained under hydrodynamic loading conditions. It has
! been determined that the upward forces during the blowdown phase follow-
:- ing a LOCA potentially cause the Mark I torus to be lifted, causing fail-

ure of connecting systems and supports and leading to loss of the contain-'

ment integrity. Structural modifications and/or changes in the mode of
; operation might be necessary to assure adequate safety margins.

.

!

(3) Status:

.
Mark I containments are currently evaluated in a two-step generic review

| program: The Short-Term Program (STP), completed May 1977, has focused
| on the determination of the magnitude and significance of hydrodynamic

loads. In the Long-Term Program (LTP), to be cornpleted by late 1978, the
design basis loads will be finalized and the capability of the containment
to withstand the loads within the original design structural margins will
be verified. This verification will be based in part on research results
from NRC and industry sponsored programs. As a result of the STP, the
staff required that Mark I plants be operated with a drywell to wetwell

,

differential pressure of at least 1 psi to reduce the vertical loads. In
addition, some licensees have modified the torus support system for addi-
tional safety margin.

;
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(4) References:

' 1. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink.

Book) - Generic -Issues (April 1977)
a. Mark I Containment - STP Technical Specifications
b. Mark I Containment Evaluation - STP
c. Mark I Containment Evaluation .- LTP
d. Mark I Safety / Relief Valve Line Restraints in Torus

2. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities, Category A,
April 1977
a. Item.2, " Mark I Containment STP"

| b. _ Item 3,'" Mark I Containment LTP"
c. Item 23, " Mark II Containment" ,

3. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,;

Item 12, " Assessment of Column Buckling Criteria," May 1977
4. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,

'

Item 31, " Determination'of LOCA and SRV Pool Dynamic Loads for Water
Suppression Containments," April 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion-(Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-7,' " Mark I Containment long-Term Program" (NUREG-0649)-

Under this task, a short-term program that evaluated Mark I contain-
ment has provided assurance that the Mark I containment system of
each operating BWR facility would maintain its integrity and func-
tional capability during a postulated LOCA. A longer term program
for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is planned wherein the NRC
staff will evaluate the loads, load combinations, and associated
structural acceptance criteria proposed by the Mark I Owners Group<

prior to the performance of plant-unique structural evaluations.
,

The Mark I Owners Group has initiated a comprehensive testing and
evaluation program to define design basis loads for the rtrk I con-

.

tainment system'and to establish structural acceptance , iteria which
will assure margins of safety for the containment system which are
equivalent to that which is currently specified in the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code. Also included in their program is an evalua-
tion of the need for structural modifications and/or load-mitigation
devices to assure adequate Mark I containment system structural safety
margins.

The long-term program for USI A-7 will assure that all plants with
Mark I containments are able to tolerate, without loss of function,
the LOCA-induced hydrodynamic loads.

.

The evaluation required by USI A-7 is identical to SEP Topic VI-2.A;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.,

TOPIC: VI-2.8 Subcompartment Analysis

(1) Definition:
The rupture of a high energy line inside a containment subcompartment can
cause a pressure differential across the walls of the subcompartment. In
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#

the case of a. rupture of a PWR main coolant pipe adjacent to the reactor-
vessel,'the subcooled blowdown produces pressure differantials in the

,

aanulus.between the reactor vessel and the shield wall and'also within-

the reactor. vessel across the core barrel. This asymmetric pressure dis-
tribution generates loads on the reactor vessel support and on reactor-

'

vessel internals,.on other equipment supports, and on subcompartment struc-
-

tures which have not been analyzed previously for.most. operating reactors.

(2) Safety Objective:

f To assure that the_ reactor vessel supports, reactor vessel internals, and
other equipment ~ supports and subcompartment. structures are designed withi

; an adequate margin against failure due to these loads. .The failure'could
result in a loss of emergency _ core cooling system capability.r

(3)- Status:
I The staff is reviewing th'e nuclear steam. supply system vendor and architect-

engineer design codes used to calculate the loads produced by the asymmetric '

pressure distribution. Analyses have been completed.for a limited number,
"of operating plants. The )( TMD code is approved. Bechtel, Gilbert, and

; United Engineering have submitted codes for review.

(4) References:
!
! l'. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink

. Book) - Generic Issue, Item 3-5, " Asymmetric.LOCA Loads - PWR,"
;' ' April 1977

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,'

i Item 32, " Asymmetric LOCA Loads (Reactor Vessel Support-Problem),"
' April 1977
; 3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
; Item 14, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Vessel _," April 1977
: 4. Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 2, " Reactor Vessel Supports (Asymmetric LOCA Loads From Sudden
| Subcooled Blowdown)," April 1977

j. (5)- Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-2, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant-

System" (NUREG-0649)

The references cited in this topic were the precursors of USI A-2.
The evaluation required for USI A-2 is identical to SEP Topic VI-2.B
(see also SEP Topic III-8.D); therefore, this SEP topic has been'

deleted.

. TOPIC: VI-2.C Ice Condenser Containment

! (1) Definition:
<,

'Operating experience from the D. C. Cook plant has indicated that sub-
; limation and melting of ice causes a loss of ice inventory and related

functional performance problems for the ice condenser system.

;
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that a sufficient ice inventory is maintained and to assure the
functional performance of the ice condenser system.

(3) Status:
.

.The results of the surveillance program for ice inventory and of the~

functional performance testing (for example, operation of vent doors) are
periodically reviewed by the staff to determine whether the surveillance
frequencies should be increased or other action should be taken. Recent
surveillance testing indicates that the ice inventory is acceptable and
that the D. C. Cook plant can be operated safely for the current fuel
cycle. CONTEMPT-4 long-term ice condenser code is expected to be

i completed by Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier in October 1977.
!

(4) Reference:

Division of Operating Reactors, DDR Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 53, " Ice Condenser Containments," May 1977

TOPIC: VI-2.D Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe Breaks
Inside Containment

(1) Definition:
Review the methods and assumptions of the mass and energy release model,
including containment temperatures and pressure response, that were used
in previously performed analyses of high-energy line breaks inside
containment, including the main steam line break.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that design basis conditions (for example, design pressure and
temperature) for the containment structure and safety-related equipment
are adequate. Determine if the models used in the earlier analyses provide
adequate margins of safety when compared with the assumptions and models
for current analytical techniques.

(3) Status:
.

Mass and energy release models, including containment response models,
are being reassessed to determine the degree of conservatism in the pre-
diction of the containment pressure and temperature transient resulting
from a PWR main steam line break. Application of those models to operating
plants is contingent on the results of this reassessment. Mass and energy
release models for operating BWR plants are considered in the Mark I Long-
Term Program and other BWR review efforts.

(4) References:

1. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,
May 1977
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a. Item.1, " Pipe Break Inside Containment" ~
b. Item 2, " Mass and Energy Release to-Containment"

2 .' ' Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
April 1977

; a. . Item 7. " Pipe Rupture Design Criteria"
'

b.. Item'29, " Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment"'
3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities Report, Item;

I-C.B.1, " Mass and Energy Release to Containment," December 1975

b TOPIC: 'VI-3 Conta'inment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability.

'(1) Definition:
4

The temperature and pressure conditions inside containment due to a
postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), main steam.lineLor feedwater
line break depend on the effectiveness of passive heat sinks and active.
heat removal systems (for example, containment spray' system).

-(2) Safety Objective:

; To assure that the maximum temperature and pressure following a LOCA,
main steam, or feedwater line break have been calculated with conservative
assumptions and to assure that the passive heat sinks and active heat> >

i removal systems provide the full heat removal capability required to main-
! tain the pressure and temperature below the design pressure and temperature
i of the. containment, of safety-related equipment, and instrumentation inside

containment.

(3) Status:,

*
,

The modified CONTEMPT computer code properly accounts for the condensation
of superheated steam on containment passive heat sinks. The effects on
the design temperatures within the containment are being studied for plants i

under licensing review.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.1.1.A
| 2. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Safety Activities Report,

December 1975
3. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,

Item 62, " Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in LOCA," May 1977,

|

TOPIC: VI-4 Containment Isolation System

(1) Definition:

Isolation provisions of fluid system of nuclear power plants limit the
release of fission products from the containment for postulated pipe
breaks inside containment and thus prevent the uncontrolled release of
primary system coolant es a result of postulated pipe breaks outside
containment. This must be accomplished without endangering the perform-
ance of postaccident safety systems. Review the primary containment
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. isolation. provisions, in particular,!the containment sump lines and fluid
systems penetrating containment. ' Review,the design bases for containment-
ventilation system isolation valves to determine potential releases from
the containment. Review the containment purge mode during normal operation
with respect to various accident scenarios and_ consequences. including.
operation ~of containment purge valves,-closure times, and leak tightness.

.(2) Safety Objective:

.To assure that the primary containment isolation provisions meet the require-
.ments.of 10 CFR 50,' Appendix A,. General Design O 'teria 54 through 57.
Some of the operating plants may have too few or too many isolation pro-
visions. Containment purging during normal operation in PWRs has raised
a concern regarding-the ability of the_ ventilation system isolation valves
'to close upon receipt of an. accident signal. The use of.. resilient sealing
materials in conjunction with the cy' cling of these valves has resulted in
an increased degradation in the leakage integrity of the valve seats. To
assure.the adequacy of the maintenance and repair schedule to maintain
the leakage integrity of the valves for the service life of-the plant.
To assure that containment purge operations will not adversely affect the
consequences of postulated accidents.

(3) Status:
The functional performance of the sump lines and emergency core cooling
systems is being reviewed in conjunction with the Appendix K submittals.
Implementation criteria are being developed to apply the requirements of
Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4 to containment purging practices and to
improve the leakage integrity of ventilation system isolation valves.

-

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 54 through 57
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4.2
3. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4, " Containment

Purging During Normal Plant Operations'?

TOPIC: VI-5 Combustible Gas Control

(1) Definition:
Review the combustible gas control system to determine the capability of
the system to monitor the combustible gas concentration in the containment,
to mix combustible gases within the containment atmosphere, and to maintain
combustible gas concentrations below the combustion limits (for example,

*

by recombination, dilution, or purging). For facilities which share
recombiners (portable) between units or sites, determine that the recom-
biners can be made available within a suitable time. For facilities which
utilize purging as a primary means of combustible gas control, determine
the radiological consequences of the system operation. Reevaluate hydrogen
production and accumulation analysis to consider (1) reduction of Zr/ water
reaction on the basis of five times the Appendix K calculation amount and
(2) potential increases in hydrogen production from corrosion of metals
inside containment.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To prevent the formation of combustible gas explosive concentrations in
the containment or in localized regions within containment, following a
postulated accident; to assure.that the radiological-consequences of the
system operation are acceptable.

(3)_ Status:

Proposed 10 CFR 50.44 would permit a BWR licensee to propose an alternate
combustible gas control system in lieu of inerting. Four such proposals
for containment atmosphere dilution systems are currently under review,
and the COGAP II computer code is being revised to perform the system
evaluations. -

(4) References:

1. Proposed rule 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.44
2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 8, " Containment Purge During Normal Operation," April 1977
3. Division of Operating Reactors, 00R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 14, "Inerting Requirements / CAD," April 1977
4. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position CSB 6-2, " Control of

Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a Loss of
Coolant Accident"

5. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.5

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI TASK, USI, or Other SEP Topic):-

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.B.7, " Analysis of Hydrogen Control"

(NUREG-0660)

As a result of TMI Task II.B.7, short- and long-term rulemaking to
amend 10 CFR 50.44 has been initiated. The short-term rulemaking
(interim rule) requires that all Mark I and Mark II containments be
inerted. It also requires that the owners of all plants with other
containments perform certain analyses of accident scenarios involving
hydrogen releases and furnish the staff with a proposed approach for
mitigating these hydrogen releases.

The longer-term rulemaking will address both degraded core and
melted core issues. In the area of hydrogen control, it will pre-
scribe requirements that are appropriate for operating plants as
well as for plants under construction..

(b) USI A-48, " Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns*

| on Safety Equipment" (NUREG-0705)
i

Under USI A-48, a Task Action Plan has been defined and is being
developed that encompasses the concerns in the Definition and the

,

| Safety Objective of SEP Topic VI-5.
|

| The evaluation required by TMI II.B.7 and USI A-48 is identical to
| SEP Topic VI-5; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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-- TOPIC: VI-6 Containment Leak Testing-

-(1) Definition: -

Certain requirements of primary reactor containment leakage testing .for
water-cooled power reactors as described in Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50
(issued February 1973) have been found to be conflicting, impractical for
implementation, or subject to a. variety of_interprr.tations. Review the
primary reactor containment leak testing program for operating nuclear

. plants.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the containment leak testing program provides a conserva-
tive. assessment of the leakage rate through individual leakage barriers
and to assure that proper maintenance and repairs are conducted during
the service life of the containment. The testing acceptance criteria are
established to ensure that containment leakage following a postulated.
accident will not result in offsite doses exceeding 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:

A generic review for compliance with Appendix J and t.he review of requested
exemptions to the regulation is currently underway. Proposed revisions
to Appendix J to improve the testing requirements are under development.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 52 and 53
3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),

Generic Issue 3-10, " Containment Leak Testing - Appendix J," April 1977
4. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities, Category B,

Item 33, " Containment Leak Testing Requirements," May 1977
5. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 30, " Containment Leak Testing," April 1977

TOPIC: VI-7.A.1 Emergency Core Cooling System Reevaluation To Account for
Increased Reactor Vessel Upper Head Temperature

(1) Definition:
Loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) analyses for all Westinghouse reactors
were conducted assuming that the water in the upper head region of the
reactor vessel was,the same as the inlet water temperature because of a
bypass flow from the downcomer to the upper head. Temperature measurements
made by Westinghouse indicate that the actual temperature of the upper
head fluid exceeds cold leg temperature by 50 to 75% of the difference
between hot leg and cold leg (inlet) temperature. All operating reactors
were required to resubmit LOCA analyses using hot leg temperature for the
upper head volume.
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(2) Safety Objective:

.To provide revise'd'LOCA analyse's with correct upper head temperatures to-
assure that peak clad temperature limits are.not exceeded.

(3) Status:
Revised analyses have been received from all Westinghouse plants. All
but three have been reviewed and approved.

TOPIC: VI-7.A.2 Upper Plenum Injection

(1) Definition:
Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) evaluation of Westinghouse two-loop
plants was performed assuming that low pressure pumped injection is
delivered directly to the lower plenum. However, ECC coolant.is delivered
directly into the upper plenum. Interaction of the cold _ injection water
with the steam exiting-from the core during refill and reflood and the
heat transfer effects during the downward passage to the lower plenum have
not been adequately considered.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that existing analyses with Westinghouse two-loop
plants are acceptable either by showing that the present analyses are
conservative, or by developing a new ECCS model which considers upper
plenum injection.

(3) Status:
The staff met with the licensees and Westinghouse on January 11 and 26,
1977. The staff requested that the licensees formally submit the infor-
mation presented at the January 26, 1977 meeting. Two Westinghouse reports
have been received to date. The staff is continuing to evaluate the problem.
Research requested by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and performed
by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research in the semiscale facility
provided basis for evaluation.

TOPIC: VI-7.A.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System

(1) Definition:
Review the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) actuation system with
respect to the testability of operability and performance of individual
active components of the system and of the entire system as a whole under
conditions as close to the design condition as practical.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all ECCS components (for example, valves and pumps) are
included in the component and system test. To assure that the frequency
and scope of the periodic testing are adequate and meet the requirements
of General Design Criterion 37.
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(3) Status:

New applications (construction permit and operating license) are reviewed
in accordance with the Standard Review Plan and the references listed
below. No specific activity for operating reactors is in progress.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Function"

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-25, " Guidance
for the Interpretation of General Design Criterion 37 for Testing
the Operability of the Emergency Core Cooling System as a Whole"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 37

TOPIC: VI-7.A.4 Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

(1) Definition:

Core spray systems are designed with a nozzle or a set of nozzles arranged
above the core in such a way that, following a LOCA, a spray of water will
be distributed over the top of the core so that each fuel bundle will
receive a specified minimum flow which will provide adequate core cooling.
Recent test data for a single nozzle in a steam environment noted partial
or complete collapse of the spray cone and/or a shift in the direction of
spray. These effects were not included in earlier full scale spray tests
in air.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure adequate spray cooling following a LOCA.

(3) Status:

The NRC has reviewed and accepted spray system performance for multiple
nozzle spray systems, but has not accepted spray systems with a single
overhead spray nozzle. Recent tests in Florida on the Big Rock Point
spray nozzle indicate incomplete core coverage. As a result of these
tests, NRC is requesting further testing by GE of multiple spray nozzles.

,

(4) References:

1. Letter from K. Goller, NRC, to operating reactor branch chiefs,
Subject: " Generic Issue - Effects of Steam Environment on Core
Spray Distribution for Non-jet Pump BWRs," December 7, 1976

2. General Electric, GE Topical Report NED0-10846, "BWR Core Spray
Distribution"
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TOPIC: VI-7.B Engineered Safety Feature Switchover From Injection to
Recirculation Mode (Automatic Emergency Core Cooling System
Realignment)

(1) Definition:
Most PWRs require operator action to realign emergency core cooling (ECC)
systems for the recirculation mode following a LOCA.

We have been requiring, on an ad hoc basis, some automatic features to
realign the ECCS from the injection to the recirculation mode of operation.

(2) Safety Objective:

To increase the reliability of long-term core cooling by not requiring
operator action to change system realignment to the recirculation mode.

(3) Status:

A draft Branch Technical Position has been prepared which covers both ECC
and containment spray systems. The proposed position is awaiting review
by the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee.

(4) Reference:

American National Standards Institute, Draft ANSI Standard N 660, " Proposed
American National Standard Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions"

TOPIC: VI-7.C Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Single-Failure
Criterion and Requirements for Locking Out Power to Valves,
Including Independence of Interlocks on ECCS Valves

(1) Definition:
The physical locking out of electrical sources to specific motor-operated
valves required for the engineered safety functions of ECCS has been
required, based on the assumption that a spurious electrical signal at an
inopportune time could activate the valves to the adverse position; for
example, closed rather than open, or opened rather than closed. There is
some concern that interlock circuitry on ECCS valves may not be independent
such that a single failure of an interlock due to equipment malfunction
or operator error could defeat more than one interlock and cause the valves
to be cycled to the wrong position.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that all power-operated valves which could affect emergency core
cooling (ECC) system performance by being in the wrong position have power
iemoved except when in use. This will ensure that ECC systems are not
defeated by having a valve in the wrong position.

(3) Status:

The staff plans to reconsider EICSB BTP-18 and RSB BTP-6-1.
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TOPIC: VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and Control
Re-reviews'

(1) Definition:
During the Appendix K reviews of some facilities initially considered, a
detailed electrical instrumentation and control review was not performed.

Re-review the modified ECCS of these facilities to confirm that it is
designed to meet the most limiting single failure.

(2) Safety Objective:
|

To assure that the modified ECCS is designed to meet the most limiting
,

I (design basis) single failure.

(3) Status:

No current activity in the Division of Operating Reactors.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite)
Power Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems"

2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 308,
" Standard Criteria for Class IE Electric Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

TOPIC: VI-7.C.2 Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling System)

(1) Definition:
Failure modes and effects criticality analyses (FMECA) would be conducted
for the purpose of systematically determining potential single failures
in emergency core cooling (ECC) systems.

(2) Safety Objective:

To determine if single failures exist in ECC system as an aid in assess-
ing overall plant safety.

(3) Status:
FMECAs have been conducted on the hydraulic portion of ECC systems of
representative plant types. In addition, single-failure analyses were
performed on each plant as a part of the required Appendix K analysis
except for those plants with stainless steel clad cores.
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TOPIC: VI-7.C.3 Effect of PWR Loop Isolation Valve Closure During a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident on Emergency Core Cooling System
Performance

(1) Definition:

Some PWRs are equipped with loop isolation valves. The effect of spuri-
ous closure of a loop isolation valve during a LOCA has.never been ana-
lyzed. To ensure emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance, power
in some cases has been removed from loop _ isolation valves to prohibit
spurious closure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all plants with loop isolation valves have power removed
during operation, or that other acceptable measures are taken to preclude
inadvertent closing.

(3) Status:

In most cases power has b'een removed from loop isolation valves, and this
is confirmed as part of staff ECCS performance evaluations. This has not
been confirmed for all plants with loop isolation valves.

TOPIC: VI-7.D Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (for example, Flooding of
Redundant Components)

(1) Definition:

The General Design Criteria require that the emergency core cooling sys-
tems (ECCSs) shall be capable of providing adequate core cooling following
a loss-of-coolant accident, assuming a single failure in emergency core
cooling systems. The staff assumes the single failure to be either an
active failure during the injection phase, or an active or passive fail-
ure during the long-term recirculation phase. The physical layouts of

|
engineered safety feature pumps and components on some pressurized water

| reactors make them vulnerable to flooding that might result from passive
' failures in system piping. Protection for pipe cracks or ruptures is not

required because of the low probability of occurrence during the ECCS
recirculation mode.,

!

! (2) Safety Objective:
!

To provide for increased reliability of ECCSs by assuring that passive
failures will not cause flooding and failure of ECCS valves and equipment.

| (3) Status:
I Issue ideni.ified by Fluegge in letter to Rowden, October 24, 1976. StaffI

response was prepared which concluded that "... consideration of this issue
does not warrant revisions to any existing licenses or changes in present
priority for addressing the treatment of passive failures subsequent to a
LOCA. ECCS passive failure criteria being implemented by the staff'

;

I

I
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require considerations of additional leakage but not pipe' breaks beyond
the initiating-LOCA."

(4) Reference:

NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment.to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staff," Issue Ms. 7, " Passive Failures Following a Loss-of-Coolant
Accident," December 1976

TOPIC: VI-7.E Emergency Core Cooling System' Sump Design and Test for
Recirculation Mode Effectiveness

1

(1) Definition:
Following a loss-of-coolant accident in a PWR, an emergency core cooling
system.(ECCS) automatically injects water into the system to maintain core
cooling. Initially, water is drawn from a large supply tank.' Wateri

discharging from the break and containment spray _ collects in the contain-
ment building sump. When the supply tank has emptied to a predetermined
level, the ECCS is switched from the " injection" mode to the " recirculation"
mode. Water is then drawn from the containment building sump.

ECCSs are required to operate indefinitely in this mode to provide decay
heat removal. Certain flow conditions could occur in the sump, which
could cause pump failures. 'These include entrained air, prerotation or
vortexing,'and losses leading to deficient net positive suction head.

!- (2) Safety Objective:

To confirm effective operation of ECCSs in the recirculation mode.

(3) Status:

Confirmation. through preoperational testing is now required on all con-.

; struction permits. Staff has been accepting scaled tests in lieu of -
' preoperational tests at the operating-license stage. Some plants have

required modification to achieve vertex control.

(4) Reference:

Regulatory Guide 1.79, "Preoperational Testing of Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors," (paragraph b(2))

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):
I USI A-43, " Containment Emergency Sump Reliability" (NUREG-0510-

and NUREG-0660)
1

The definition of this topic and the references cited are covered by'

USI A-43. The evaluation for USI A-43 is identical to SEP Topic
VI-7E; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

i

|'
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TOPIC: VI-7.F Accumulator Isolation Valves Power and Control System Design

(1) Definition:

For many loss-of-coolant accidents, the performance of the ECCS in PWR
plants depends upon the proper functioning of the accumulators. The
motor-operated isolation valve, provided between the accumulator and the
primary system, must be considered to be " operating bypass" (IEEE 279-1971)
because, when closed, it prevents the accumulator from performing the
intended protective function. The motor-operated isolation valve should
be des,igned against a single failure that can result in a loss.of capability
to perform a safety function.

' (2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the accumulator isolation valve meets the " operation bypass" l

requirements of IEEE 279-1971, which states that the bypass of a protective
function will be removed automatically whenever permissive conditions are
not met. To assure that a single failure in the electrical system or
single operator error cannot result in the loss of capability of an
accumulator to perform its safety function.

(3) Status:

Staff positions listed below are implemented on new applications. No
systematic review program for operating reactors exists.

(4) References:

1. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engir.eers, IEEE Std. 279-1971,
" Criteria for Protection System for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-4, " Requirements
on Motor-0perated Valves in the ECCS Accumulator Lines"

3. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-18, " Application
of Single Failure Criteria to Manually-Controlled Electrically Operated
Valves"

TOPIC: VI-8 Control Room Habitability

(1) Definition:|

Control rooms in operating plants may not fully comply with General Design
Criterion 19. This review should include, but not be limited to, analysis
of the control room air infiltration rate, ventilation system isolability -

and filter efficiency, shielding, emergency breathing apparatus, short
distance atmospheric dispersion, operator radiation exposure, and onsite
toxic gas storage proximity.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the plant operators can safely remain in the control room
to manipulate the plant controls after an accident.
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~ (3) Status:

The Division.of Operating Reactors now reviews control room habitability.
i in operating plants whe. related licensing actions (for example, assessment

of BWR containment air dilution ~ system post-LOCA radiological impact)
require it. The Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis.has.a
technical assistance contract with the National Bureau of Standards to
measure the control room air infiltration rate at a .few operating plants.;

These measurements will be used to gauge the~ conservatism of the assumed
air infiltration rates currently used by NRC. Some reviews are now in
progress for plants we have reason to believe do not meet General Design.
Criterion 19 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, Vermont Yankee,
St. Lucie).

(4) References:
'

1.~ Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4
2.~ 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 19

. .
,

3. Murphy, K. G. , and K. M. Campe, " Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Ventilation System Design for Meeting General Criterion 19," in
Proceedings of the Thirteenth AEC Air Cleaning Conference, August
1974

i 4. Regulatory Guide 1.78, " Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability
.

of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous
'

Chemical Release"
5. Regulatory Guide 1.95', Rev. 1, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant

; Control Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release"
'

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

TMI Action Plan Task III.D.3.4, " Control Room Habitability-

Requirements" (NUREG-0737)

The review criteria required by Task III.D.3.4 (NUREG-0737, pp. 3-197)
are identical to the review criteria specified in the Definition and
References of SEP Topic VI-8; therefore, this SEP topic has been

: deleted.

TOPIC: VI-9 Main Steam Line Isolation Seal System (BWR)
1

(1) Definition:
Operating experience has indicated that there is a relatively high fail-

' ure rate and varit ty of failure modes for components of the main steam
isolation valve leakage control system in certain operating BWRs.

+

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that leakage rate limits are not exceeded and the resulting
calculated offsite doses do not exceed 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines using
the staff's assumptions.

,
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(3) Status:

Experience from surveillance testing as reported in recent licensee event
reports is compiled by the Division of Operating Reactors to serve as a
basis for identifying design improvements and for preparing recommendations
for future revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.96.

(4) References:

1. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities, Category B,
~

" Main Steam Line Leakage Control System," May 1977
2. Regulatory Guide 1.96, " Design of Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage

Control Systems for Boiling Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants"
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.7

.

TOPIC: VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety
Features, Including Response-Time Testing

| (1) Definition:

j Review the reactor trip system (RTS) and engineered safety features (ESF)
test program to verify RTS and ESF operability on a periodic basis and to
verify RTS and ESF response time.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure the operability of the RTS and ESF, on a periodic basis, including
verification of sensor response times. To ensure that the RTS and ESF
test program demonstrates a high degree of availability of the systems
and the response times assumed in the accident analyses are within the
design specifications.

(3) Status:

The test program of the RTS and ESF of new license applications is reviewed
in accordance with the Standard Review Plan, including applicable Branch
Technical Positions. Some licensees have agreed to perform response-time
measurements. Operability testing is probably performed, in one form or
another, for most licensees of operating reactors.

| (4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-24, " Testing
of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Sensor Response Times"

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to V. A. Moore, Subject: "GESSAR

Second Round of Questions No. 2 and No. 9," October 12, 1973
3. Regulatory Guides

1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions"
1 1.105, " Instrument Setpoints"
| 1.118, " Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems"
|
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TOPIC: VI-10.B Shared Engineered Safety Features, Onsite Emergency
Power, and Service Systems for Multiple Unit Stations

(1) Definition:
The sharing of engineered safety features (ESF) systems, including onsite
emergency power systems, and service systems for a multiple-unit facility
can result in a reduction of the number and of the capacity of onsite
systems to below that which normally is provided for the same number of
units located at separate sites. Review these shared systems for multiple-
unit stations.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that: (1) the interconnection of ESF, onsite emergency power,
and service systems between different. units is not such that a failure,
maintenance, or testing operation in one unit will affect the accomplish-
ment of the protection function of the systems (s) in other units; (2) the
required coordination between unit operators can cope with an incident in
one unit and safe shutdown of the remaining units (s); and (3) system over-
load conditions will not arise as a consequence of an accident in one unit
coincident with a spurious accident signal or any other single failure in
ano',her unit.

(3) Status:

A systematic review of shared ESF, onsite emergency power, and service
systems for operating multiple-unit stations is not being conducted. The
EICSB Branch Technical Position is applied in the. review of new licensee
applications.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-7, " Shared
Onsite Emergency Electric Power Systems for Multi-Unit Stations"

2. Regulatory Guide 1.81, " Shared Emergency and Shutdown Electric
Systems for Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety
Systems, Including Qualification of Isolation Devices

(1) Definition:
Nonsafety systems generally receive control signals from the reactor pro-
tection system (RPS) sensor current loops. The nonsafety sensor circuits
are required to have isolation devices to ensure the independence of the
RPS channels. Requirements for the design and qualification of isolation
devices are quite specific. Recent operating experience has shown that
some of the earlier isolation devices or arrangements at operating plants
may not be effective.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To verify that operating reactors have RPS designs which provide effective
and qualifi~ed isolation of nonsafety systems from safety systems to assure
that safety systems will function as required.

(3) Status:

A limited generic review of isolation devices is being performed by the
Division of Operating Reactors as part of a followup on LER No. 76-42/IT
for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 (TAC 6696). This limited generic review should
be complete by August 1, 1977.

(4) References:
1

1. Licensee Event Report No. 76-42/IT, Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 (Technical
Assignment Control (TAC) No. 6696)

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.2

TOPIC: VII-1.8 Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of
Operating Data Base

(1) Definition:

As a result of Issue No.13 in NUREG-0138 (Ref.1) the staff is conducting
a survey of plants at the operating-license stage of review to more
specifically identify the margin between actual allowable trip parameter
limits (from safety analyses standpoint) and actual reactor protection
system (RPS) setpoints specified in the Technical Specifications. To
clearly identify the setpoint margins, both the ultimate allowable and
the specified nominal setting will be identified in the Technical
Specifications.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the margins between the allowable trip paraneters and the
i actual RPS setpoints are adequate and properly identified.

(3) Status:

Implementation letters have been sent to the current applicants for
operating licenses. The Technical Specifications for operating reactors
are only being changed to include both values if a particular plant is
converting to Standard Technical Specifications.:

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR

! Staff," Issue No. 13, " Instrument Trip Setpoints in Standard Technical
Specifications," November 1976

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to R. Boyd, Subject: " Instrument
Trip Setpoint Values," February 18, 1977

!
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3. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 29, " Instrument Trip Setpoints on Standard Technical Specifica-
tions," May 1977

TOPIC: VII-2 Engineered Safety Features System Control Logic
and Design

(1) Definition:
During the staff review of the safety injection system (SIS) reset issue
(Ref. 1) the staff determined that the engineered safety features actuation
systems (ESFASs) at both PWRs and BWRs may have design features that raise
questions about the independence of redundant channels, the interaction-
of reset features and individual equipment controls, and the interaction
of the ESFAS logic that controls transfers between onsite and offsite power
sources. Review the as-built logic diagrams and schematics, operator
action required to supplement the ESFAS automatic actions, the startup
and surveillance testing procedures for demonstrating ESFAS performance.

Several specific concerns exist with regard to the manual SIS reset feature
following a LOCA: (1) If.a loss of offsite power occurs after reset,
operator action would be required to remove normal shutdown cooling loads

-from the emergency bus and reestablish emergency cooling loads. Time would.

be critical if the loss of offsite power occurred within a few minutes
following a LOCA. (2) If, loss of offsite power occurs after reset, some
plants may not restart some essential loads.such as diesel cooling water.
(3) The plant may suffer a loss of ECCS delivery for some time period
before emergency power picks up the ECCS system.

Review the ESF system control logic.and design, including bypasses, reset
features, and interactions with transfers between onsite and offsite power
sources.

4

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the ESFASs are designed and installed so that the necessary
automatic control of engineered safety features equipment can be accomplished
when required.

(3) Status:
A review of ESFASs of operating PWRs is being performed by the Division
of Operating Reactors as part of the followup action to Reference 1 (to
be completed end of 1977).;

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3,1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR

: Staff," Issue No. 4, " Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to Manual
Safety Injection Reset Following a LOCA," November 1976*

2. ' Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities Category A,
Item 22, " Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to Manual Reset," April
1972
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| 3. Regulatory Guide 1.41, "Preoperational Testing of Redundant Onsite
1 Electric Power Systems To Verify Proper Load Group Assignments"

TOPIC: VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

(1) Definition:

Review plant systems that are needed to achieve and maintain a safe shut-
down condition of the plant, including the capability for prompt hot
shutdown of the reactor from outside the control room. Included also, a
review of the design capability and method of bringing a PWR from a high-

.

pressure condition to low pressure cooling assuming the use of only
safety grade equipment.

(2) Safety Ob.iective:

4 (1) To assure the design adequacy of the safe shutdown system to (i)
i initiate automatically the operation of appropriate systems, including

the reactivity control systems, such that specified acceptable fuel
' design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational

occurrences or postulated accidents and.(ii) initiate the operation
of systems and components required to bring the plant to a safe

,

shutdown.

(2) To assure that the required systems and equipment, including necessary
instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition

;- during hot shutdown are located at appropriate locations outside the
,

control room and have a potential capability for subsequent cold shut- '

,
'

'down of the reactor through the use of suitable procedures.

! .(3) To assure that only safety grade equipment.is required for a PWR-
plant to bring the reactor coolant system from a high pressure
condition to a low pressure cooling condition.

(3) Status:
i

i A survey of remote shutdown capability of operating plants was performed
| some time ago by the Division of Operating Reactors. A' technical activity
' has been proposed by the Division of Project Management (see reference

below) regarding safety objective (3). No other activities are in progress.
* :

(4) Reference:

Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 7, " Isolating Low Pressure Systems Connected to the RCPB," April 1977

TOPIC: VII-4 Effects of Failure in Nonsafety-Related Systems on Selected
Engineered Safety Features

(1) Definition:

Patential combinations of transients and accidents with failures of
nonsafety-related control systems were not specifically evaluated in the
original safety analysis of currently operating reactor plants. Review
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the effects of control system malfunctions as initiating events for
anticipated transients and also as failures concurrent with or subsequent
to anticipated events or postulated accidents initiated by a different
malfunction (for example, the effect of the loss of the plant air system
on the plant control and monitoring system). A complete discussion is
provided in Reference 1.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that any credible combination of a nonsafety-related system
failure with a postulated transient or accident will not cause unaccept-
able consequences.

(3) Status:

A technical assistance contract with Dak Ridge National Laboratory for
failure mode analyses of control systems was initiated to determine sensi-
tive areas of the plant designs. The results of this program in conjunc-
tion with the results of the failure mode and effects analyses for
transients and accidents being performed under contract by Idaho Nuclear
Engineering Laboratory should provide a basis for any new review and
safety requirements.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 22, " Systematic Review of Normal Plant
Operation and Control System Failures," December 1976

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to R. J. Hart, December 23, 1976,
, NRR letter No. 46.

3. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Task Force Report on SEP,
Appendix B (TFL 118), November 1976
a. Item 33, " Safety Related Control Power"
b. Item 34, " Safety Related Instrumentation Power"
c. Item 56, "Effect of Failure in Non-Safety Related Systems During

Design Basis Events"
d. Item 57, " Loss of Plant Air System (Effect on Plant Control and

Monitoring)"
e. Item 77, " Safety Related Control and Instrument Power"

4. Directorate of Operational Technology, DOT Recommended List of SEP
Subjects, C DOT 102, Item 100z, " Loss'of Plant Air System (Effect on
Plant Control and Monitoring)," Spring 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-47, " Safety Implications of Control System" (NUREG-0705
and NUREG-0606)

The issue defined in Reference 1 (NUREG-0153, Item 22) is as follows:

In evaluating plant safety, the effects of control system
malfunctions should be reviewed as initiating events for
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anticipated transients and also as failures that could
occur concurrently subsequent to postulated anticipated
events (initiated by a different malfunction) or postulated
accidents.

The issue defined in USI A-47 is, in part, as follows:

This issue concerns the potential for transients or acci-
dents being made more severe as a result of the failure or
malfunction of control systems. These failures or malfunc-
tions may occur independently, or as a result of the acci-
dent or transient under consideration.

(b) USI A-17, " Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants" (NUREG-0649
and NUREG-0606)

The purpose of this task is to develop a method for conducting a
disciplined and systematic review of nuclear power plant systems,
for both process function couplings of systems and space couplings,
to identify the potential sources and types of systems interactions
that are determined to be potentially adverse.

A report has been developed, " Final Report - Phase 1 Systems Inter-
action Methodology Applications Program," NUREG/CR-1321, SAND 80-0384,
whose objectives are:

1. To develop a methodology for conducting a disciplined and
systematic review of nuclear power plant systems which
facilitates identification and evaluation of systems
interactions that affect the likelihood of core damage.

2. To use the methodology to assess the Standard Review Plan to
determine the completeness of the plan in identifying and ,

evaluating a limited range of systems interactions.

The work done under USI A-17 may be useful in the development of
USI A-47.

The Definition of USI A-47 is identical to that of Topic VII-4;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: VII-5 Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and Process Variables
During Accidents

(1) Definition:
The adequacy of the instruments for monitoring radiation and process
variables during accidents has not been reviewed for conformance with
Regulatory Guide 1.97. A generic review is planned to assess the licensee's
existing or proposed monitoring instruments during and following accidents
to determine the adequacy of their range, response, and qualifications,
and to determine the sufficiency of the variables to be monitored. Certain
instruments to monitor conditions beyond the design basis accidents will
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also be required in accordance with an Regulatory Requirements Review
Committee (RRRC) determination (Reference 3).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that plant operators and emergency response personnel have
available sufficient information on plant conditions and radiological.
releases to determine appropriate in plant and offsite actions throughout
the course of any accident. The instrumentation should also provide
recorded transient or trend information necessary for postaccident.evalua-
tion of the event. The ability to follow the course of accidents beyond
the design basis accidents is also required.

(3) Status:

Generic review of instrumentation to' follow the course of accidents in
operating plants and in all plants now under construction or seeking a
construction permit will begin with the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.97,
Revision 1, this year. Submittals describing the facilities' postaccident-
instrumentation will be obtained from all operating licensees and reviewed
by the end of 1978. The implementation of Regulatory Guide -1.97, Revision 1
on operating plants is proceeding independent of the SEP. The Regulatory
Requirements Review Committee has determined that Revision 1 to Regulatory
Guide 1.97 should be treated as a Category 2 item (backfit on operating
plants on a case-by-case basis).

(4) References:

1. Memorandum from H. G. Mangelsdorf (ACRS) to L. M. Muntzing
(Regulations), August 14, 1973

2. Memorandum from L. M. Muntzing (Regulation) to H. G. Mangelsdorf
(ACRS), November 1, 1973

3. Memorandum from R. B. Minogue (SD) to E. G.-Case (NRR), Enclosure,
Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, April 4,1977

4. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.5
5. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.6
6. Standard Review Plan, Section 11.5
7. Memorandum from T. A. Ippolito (EICSB) to Emergency Instrumentation

,

Task Force Members, August 12, 1974
8. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues

Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 21, " Instruments for Monitoring Both

ariable During Accidents," December 1976Radiation and Process v
9. Minutes of Regulatory hequirements Review Committee meeting,

January 28, 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

TMI Action Plan Task II.F, " Instrumentation and Controls"-

NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737

There are three subtasks under Task II.F as follows:
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(a) II.F.1 - Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

(b) II.F.2 - Identification of.and Recovery From Conditions Leading
to Inadequate Core Cooling

(c) II.F.3 - Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

Specific positions on the required instrumentation for II.F.1 and
II.F.2 are in NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2
(December 1980). Instrumentation ~need for_II.F.3 is also in
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

The emphasis of TMI Task II.F is the monitoring of radiation and
process variables; guidance for this relies primarily on Regulatory
Guide 1.97. This is identical to the review proposed in Topic VII-5;
therefore this SEP topic has been deleted.

]
TOPIC: VII-6 Frequency Decay I

(1) Definition:

In an issue of Reference 1 it-is stated that the staff should require that
a postulated rapid decay of the frequency of the offsite power system be
included in the accident analysis and that the result be demonstrated to
be acceptable. Alternatively, the reactor coolant pump (RCP) circuit
breakers should be designed to protection system criteria and tripped to
separate the pump motors from the offsite power system. Rapid decay of
the frequency of the offsite power system has the potential for slowing
down or breaking the RCP, thereby reducing the coolant flow rates to levels
not considered in previous analyses.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the reactor coolant flow rate will not decrease below those
assumed for a flywheel coastdown.

(3) Status:

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, under a technical assistance program, is
currently reviewing the frequency decay rate and its effects on RCPs.
This program should be completed before the end of this year and this issue
resolved.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to
NRR Staff," Issue No. 9, " Frequency Decay," November 1976

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 27, " Frequency Decay," May 1977

l
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TOPIC: VII-7 Acceptability of Swing Bus Design on BWR-4 Plants

(1) Definition:
The swing bus in the original BWR-4 design was used to provide power from
either of two redundant electric sources to the low pressure coolant'
injection (LPCI) valves by means of an automatic transfer scheme. A single
failure in the transfer circuitry could result in paralleling the two
redundant electric power sources, thereby degrading their functional capa-
bilities. Review licensee's swing bus automatic transfer circuitry to
verify that it is immune to single failures which could lead to paralleling
the two electric power sources.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the swing bus design will not propagate an electrical
l failure between two redundant power sources due to a single failure in

the automatic transfer circuit at the BWR-4 swing bus.

(3) Status:
During the course of generic review for compliance with emergency core
cooling system criteria 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K, some licensees have
elected to modify the LPCI system to take credit for a portion of the LPCI
flow. These facilities have replaced the swing bus design with a split
bus configuration which complies with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.6. Not all facilities required a modification of the LPCI to meet
the criteria and have retained the swing bus design.

The issue of the swing bus design was identified in Reference 1 and in
addition in a letter from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) dated December 12, 1976.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staf f," Issue No. 3, " Acceptability of Swing Bus Design of BWR-4
Plants," November 1976

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite)
Power Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 17
4. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 308,

" Standard Criteria for Class IE Electric Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

TOPIC: VIII-1.A Potential Equipment Failures Associated With
Degraded Grid Voltage

(1) Definition:,

A sustained degradation of the offsite power source voltage could result
in the loss of capability of redundant safety loads, their control circuitry,
and the associated electrical components required to perform safety functions.
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(2) Safety Objective:

-To assure that a degradation of the offsite power system will not result
in the loss of capability of redundant safety-related equipment and to
determine the susceptibility of such equipment to the interaction of onsite
and offsite emergency power sources.

(3) . Status:

A program plan has been developed which includes a short-term program for
the review of the emergency power systems of operating reactors and a long-
term program to identify those conditions affecting the offsite power
sources which may require that additional safety measures be taken.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0090-5, " Report to Congress, Abnormal Occurrences at Millstone 2,
July-September 1976," March 1977

2. Memorandum from D. G. Eisenhut, NRC, to K. R. Goller, Subject: " Staff
Positions (Short-Term Program)," April 20, 1977

3. Letters to licensees, August 12 and 13, 1976
4. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 9, " Potential Equipment Failures Associated with a Degraded
Off-site Power Source," April 1977

TOPIC: VIII-2 Onsite Emergency Power Systems (Diesel Generator)

(1) Definition:
i

Diesel generators, which provide er argency standby power for safe reactor
shutdown in the event of total loss of offsite power, have experienced a
significant number of failures. The failures to date have been attributed
to a variety of causes, including failure of the air startup, fuel oil,
and combustion air systems. In some instances, the malfunctions were due

i to lockout. The information available to the control room operator to
indicate the operational status of the diesel generator was imprecise and
could lead to misinterpretation. This was caused by the sharing of a
single annunciater station by alarms that indicate conditions that render
a diesel generator unable to respond to an automatic emergency start signal
and alarms that only indicate a warning of abnormal, but not disabling,
conditions. Another cause was the wording on an annunciator window which
did not specifically say that the diesel generator was inoperable (that
is, unable at the time to respond to an automatic emergency start signal),
when in fact it was inoperable for that purpose. The review includes the
qualification, reliability, operation at low loads, lockout, fuel oil,
and testing of diesel generators.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the diesel generator meets the availability requirements
for providing emergency standby power to the engineered safety features.
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(3) Status:
UnderLa-technical assistance request'(in preparation), a thorough evalua--
tion of all. reported failures, including a comprehensive evaluation of
diesel manufacturer and utility procedures for inspection, maintenance,
and operation,'will be performed. Letters were sent on March 29, 1977 to
all the affected licensees requesting additional information about diesel~

generator status indication in the control room. Our intention is to
require that at least one annunciation be provided in the control room
which will alarm whenever the diesel generator is unavailable due to any
lockout conditfor..

(4) References:

-1. Regulatory Guide 1.108, " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units
Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants" '

2. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book), .
Generic Issue 3-11, " Diesel Generator Lockout," April 1977

TOPIC- VIII-3.A Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements
4

' (1) Definition:
Review the Technical Specification, including the test program, with9

j regard to the requirement for periodic surveillance testing of onsite
Class.IE batteries and the extent to which the test meets Section 5.3.6:

of IEEE Std. 308-1971, to determine battery capacity.
:

(2) Safety Objective:
l' To assure that the onsite Class IE battery capacity is adequate to supply

dc power to all safety-related loads required by the accident analyses
and is verified on a periodic basis. This effort is needed to ensure that
the test to determine battery capacity includes (1) an acceptance test of
. battery capacity performed in accordance with Section 4.1 of IEEE Std.
450-1975; (2) a performance discharge test listed in Table 2 of IEEE Std.
308-1971, performed according to Sections 4.2 and 5.4 of IEEE Std. 450-1975;

,

and.(3) a battery service test described in Section 5.6 of IEEE Std. 450-1972,
to be performed during each-refueling operation.

,

(3) Status:

!~ The review of station battery capacity test requirements is applicable to
all operating reactors. There is no ongoing effort on this subject for
operating reactors except for those reactors converting to Standard
Technical Specifications. ,

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Appendix 7-A, Branch Technical Position EICSB 6
2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 308-1971,

1974, " Standard Criteria for Class 1E Electric Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations"

;

r

j
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I-

3. Institute of Electrical _and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 450-1975,_-

'

'"Recommanded Practice for Maintenance, Testing,Jand Replacement off
.Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations"

4. Memorandum from J. G. Keppler to R. H. Vollmer, NRC, March 20, 1972
"S. : Memorandum from V. D. Thomas to R. Carlson, ' January 18, 1972,

TOPIC: VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation

.(1) Definition:
.

Review the de poJer system battery, battery charger, and bus voltage
monitoring and annunciation design with respect to de power system
operability status indication to the operator. This information is
needed so that timely corrective measures can be taken in the event of
loss of.an emergency dc bus.

I (2) Safety Objective:

! To assure the design adequacy of the dc power system battery and bus
! voltage' monitoring and annunciation schemes such that the operator can

(1) prevent the loss of an emergency dc bus or (2) take timely corrective
action in the event of loss of an emergency de bus.

(3)- Status:
1

-The. review.of the dc power system battery and bus voltage monitoring and,

. annunciation adequacy as it relates to the' loss of an emerger. y dc bus is'

. applicable to all operating reactors. This topic is included in the NRRE

; Technical Activity, " Adequacy of Safety Related DC Power Supplies."

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 8.3.2

TOPIC: VIII-4~ Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

(1) Definition:

Review the electrical penetration assembly with respect to the capability
to maintain containment integrity during short-circuit current conditions
and mechanical integrity during the worst expected fault current vs. time
conditions resulting from single random failures of circuit overload
protection devices.

(2) Safety Objective:
|

To assure that all' electrical penetrations in the containment structure,
whether associated with Class IE circuits or non-Class IE circuits, are
designed not to fail from electrical faults during a loss-of-coolant
accident.

.
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(3) Status:
The subject of electrical cable penetrations was identified in Reference 1
and has been proposed as a Technical Activity Category A item by the
Division of Systems Safety (Reference 2). The purpose of that activity
is a reevaluation of the penetrations to clarify and augment the design
safety margin.

(4) References:

1. .NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
Raised by-Responses to November.3, 1976 Memorandum-From Director,-

| NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 18, " Electrical-Cable Penetration of Reactor
| Containment," December 1976

2. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activity, Category A,
Item 36, " Electrical Cable Penetrations of Reactor Containment,"
April 1977-

3. Regulatory Guide 1.63, " Electric Pentration Assemblies in Containment
Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 317-1976,
" Standard for Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

TOPIC: IX-1 Fuel Storage
:

(1) Definition
Review the storage facility for new and irradiated fuel, including the
cooling capability and seismic classification of the fuel pool cooling
system of the spent fuel storage pool. Specifically review the expansion
of the onsite spent fuel storage capacity, including the structural
response of the fuel storage pool and the racks, the criticality analysis
for the increased number of stored fuel assemblies at reduced spacing,
and the capability'of the spent fuel cooling system to remove the addi-
tional heat load.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that new and irradiated fuel is stored safely with respect to
criticality (k,ff ( 0.95), cooling capability (outlet temperature ( 150*F),
shielding, and structural capabil.ty.'

(3) Status:

Approximately two-thirds of the operating reactor plants have requested
authorization to increase the storage capacity of their fuel storage pool.
The applications are reviewed on a case-by-case basis. New or modified
storage rack designs are reviewed against current design criteria; however,
the existing pool structure is based on original design criteria.
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(4). References

1. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 27, " Increase in Spent Fuel Storage Capacity," April 1977

2. American National Standards Institute, ANSI-210, " Design Objectives
for Spent Fuel Storage Facilities"

TOPIC: IX-2 Overhead Handling Systems (Cranes)

(1) Definition:

Overhead handling systems (cranes) are used to lift heavy objects in the
vicinity of PWR and BWR spent fuel storage facilities and inside the
reactor building. If a heavy object (for example, a shielded cask) were
to drop on the spent fuel or on the reactor core during refueling, there
could be a potential for overexposure of plant personnel and for release
of radioactivity to the environment. Review the overhead handling system,
including sling and other lifting devices, and the potential for the drop
of a heavy object on spent fuel, including structural effects.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assess the safety margins, and improve margins where necessary, of the
overhead handling systems to assure that the potential for dropping a
heavy object on spent fuel is within acceptable limits and that the po-
tential radiation dose to an individual does not exceed the guidelines of
10 CFR Part 100.

(3) Status:

Regulatory Guide 1.104, " Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear Power
Plants," was issued for comment in February 1976 and references various
industry standards. New applications (construction permit and operating
license) are reviewed in accordance with APCSB Branch Technical Position
9-1 which is identical to Regulatory Guide 1.104.

The review of overhead handling systems of operating reactor facilities
is performed on a generic basis and has also been identified as a D0R
Technical Activity Category A.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.104, " Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear
Power Plants"

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 9-1, " Overhead
Handling Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"

| 3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
' Generic Issue 3-22, " Fuel Cask Drop Analysis," April 1977

4. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 50, " Control of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel," April 1977

|
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(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel" (NUREG-0649)-

The review criteria required by USI A-36 (Standard Review Plan,
Section 9.1.4, and NUREG-0554) are identical to the review criteria
specified in the References of SEP Topic IX-2 (BTP 9-1 and Regulatory
Guide 1.104); therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water Systems

-(1) Definition:
Review the station service water and cooling water systems that are
required-for safe shutdown during normal, operational transient, and

|
accident conditions, and for mitigating the consequences of an accident
or preventing the occurence of an accident. These include cooling water
systems for reactor system components (components cooling water system),
reactor shutdown equipment, ventilation equipment, and ' components of the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS). These systems also include the
station service water system, the ultimate heat sink, and the interaction
of all the above systems.

The review of these systems includes the pumps, heat exchangers, valves
and piping, expansion tanks, makeup piping, and points of connection or
interfaces with other systems. Emphasis is placed on the cooling systems
for safety-related components such as ECCS equipment, ventilation equip-
ment, and reactor shutdown equipment.

The following specific aspects of those systems will be considered in the
review:

(a) Physical separation of redundant cooling water systems that are vital
to the performance of engineered safety systems components,

(b) Availability of cooling water to primary reactor coolant pumps,

(c) Requirements for makeup water of cooling water systems,

(d) Effect of water overflow from tanks,

(e) Circulating water system barrier failure protection.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the station service and cooling water systems have the
capability, with adequate margin, to meet their design objective. To
assure, in particular, that

(a) Systems are provided with adequate physical separation such that
there are no adverse interactions among those systems under any
mode of operation;
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(b) Cooling water is provided to the bearings of the primary reactor
coolant pumps by two independent essential service water systems
for PWR plants to take credit for core cooling by pump coastdown.
In addition, it should be demonstrated that the possibility of
simultaneous loss of water in both essential service water systems
by valve closure is sufficiently small;

(c) Sufficient cooling water inventory has been provided or that
adequate provisions for makeup are available;

(d) Tank overflow cannot be released to the environment without
monitoring and unless the level of radioactivity is within
acceptable limits;

(e) Vital equipment necessary for achieving a controlled and safe
shutdown is not flooded due to the failure of the main condenser
circulating water system.

(3) Status:

The station service and cooling water systems of applications currently
under review are evaluated in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
(Sections 9.2.2 and 10.4.5). Some of the specific concerns identified
above are under generic review or have been proposed for a technical
activity in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in accordance with
the references below.

(4) References:

1. Letter from R. F. Fraley (ACRS) to L. V. Gossick, Subject: " Analysis
of Systems Interactions," November 1, 1976

2. Memorandum from 8. C. Rusche to L. V. Gossick, ACRS Subcommittee on
Systems Interactions, January 1977

3. Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,
Item DPM-15. " Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants," April

| 1977
1 4. Memorandum to R. L. Tedesco, NRC, to D. B. Vassallo, Auxiliary Systems
| Branch 02 on Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Item 010.42, (cooling water

for RCP), January 31, 1977
5. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Safety Activities Report,

" Cooling Water System Makeup Water Requirements (For Safety Systems),"
December 1975

6. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
Generic Issue 3-20, " Flood of Equipment Important to Safety (Generic),"
April 1977

7. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 15, " Flood of Equipment Important to Safety," April 1977

|
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TOPIC: IX-4 Boron Addition System (PWR)

(1) De'finition:

Review ~the boron addition system (PWR), in particular with respect to boron
. precipitation during the long-term cooling mode of operation following a
loss-of-coolant accident.

'

(2) Safety Objective:

.To assure that boron precipitation will not impair the operability of
valves or components in the boron addition system which could compromise
-its capability to control core reactivity during the normal, transient,
or emergency shutdown conditions or that would result in flow blockage
through the core during the long-term core cooling mode following a loss-
of-coolant accident.

.(3) Status:

Operating PWR reactors, with the exception of the Combustion Engineering
reactors, have been reviewed and.found to be acceptable in regard to boron:

precipitation following a loss of coolant. There are still certain out-
standing issues that need to be resolved on this issue for Combustion
Engineering reactors. In regard to the precipitation of boron in the+

! boron addition system in both BWRs and PWRs, certain older plants may not
have been reviewed in sufficient detail to assure that system reliability
is adequate.

(4) Reference:
,

Standard Rev_iew Plan, Section 9.3.4

TOPIC: IX-5 Ventilation Systems

(1) Definition:
Review the design and operation of ventilation systems whose function is
to maintain a safe environment for plant personnel and engineered safety
features-equipment. For example, the function of the spent fuel pool ares
ventilation system is to provide ventilation in the spent fuel pool equip-
ment areas, to permit personnel access, and to control airborne radioactivity
in the area during normal operation, anticipated operational transients,
and following postulated fuel handling accidents. The function of the
engineered safety feature ventilation system is to provide a suitable and
controlled environment for engineered safety feature components following

,

certain anticipated transients and design basis accidents.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the ventilation systems have the capability to provide a
safe environment, under all modes of operation, for plant personnel (10 CFR
Part 20) and for engineered safety features (for example, to assure that
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the diesel room has redunda'nt outside' air intakes and removed'from the~
exhaust discharge).

4

.(3) Status:.

The ventilation-systems of plants under current review -(construction permit .
and operating license applications) are currently evaluated'in accordance
with the Standard Review Plan. No specific issues or concerns have been
identified for operating reactor plants."

(4)' References:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 9.4.1 through 9.4.5!

. TOPIC: IX-6 Fire Protection '

I

(1) Definition:
Review the fire protection program of operating reactor plants to determine
whether improvements are required in accordance with the APCSB Technical
Position 9.5-1, Appendix A (Reference 2). The fire protection program
encompasses the components, procedures, and personnel utilized in carrying
out all activities of fire protection and includes such things as fire

.

prevention, detection, annunciation, control, confinement, suppression,'

extinguishment, administrative procedures, fire brigade organization,
inspection and maintenance, training, quality assurance, and. testing.
The review includes such items as: (1) the use of insulation inside the .

*

containment and (2) the consequences of the inadvertent release of hydrogen
into the plant.

(2) Safety Objective:

6 To assure that, in case of a fire within the plant, the integrity of the'
engineered safety features is not compromised and that the safe shutdown

j capability and control of the plant are not lost.
"

| (3) Status:

A generic review of fire protection for operating plants is under way. All
licensees were requested by letter (May 11, 1976) to submit an evaluation
of their fire protection program for that plant in comparison with the

:.

APCSB Technical Position 9.5-1. Subsequently, in September 1976, the'

licensees were provided with Appendix A to the BTP 9.5-1 which presents
acceptable alternatives for operating plants.

; (4) References:

1. NUREG-0050, " Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry Fire," February
4

1976
; 2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1,

Appendix A, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants
t Docketed Prior to July 1,1976"
,

t
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3. Regulatory Guide 1.120, " Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power
Plants"

4. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory- Licensing: . Status Summary Report" (Pink-

Book), Generic Issue 3-18, " Fire Protection," April 1977.
5. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 28, " Fire Protection," April 1977
6. Division of Systems Safety, DSS. Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 32, " Fire Protection," April 1977
7. Letter from R. F. Fraley, ACRS, to L. V. Gossick, Subject: " Analysis

of Systems Interactions - Item 6," November 1, 1976

TOPIC: X Auxiliary Feedwater _ System

(1) Definition:
i

Review the auxiliary feedwater system, associated instrumentation, and
connection between redundant systems. The review includes the aspects of
pump drive and power supply diversity (for example, electrical and steam-
driven sources), and the water supply sources for the auxiliary feedwater
system.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the auxiliary feedwater system can provide an adequate.
supply of cooling water to the steam generators for decay heat removal in
the event of a loss of all main feedwater. Older PWR plants may not meet
the requirement for pump drive and power supply diversity.

(3) Status:

Reviews for new license applications are performed in accordance with the
Standard Review Plan. This topic is not under active review for operating
plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9
2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 10-1, " Design

Guidelines for Auxiliary Feedwater System Pump Drive and Power Supply
Diversity for PWR Plants"

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

TMI Action Plan Task II.E.1.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater System-

Evaluation" (NUREG-0660)

The TMI-2 accident and subsequent investigations and studies high-
lighted the importance of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system in
the mitigation of severe transients and accidents. Since then, the

AFW systems have come under close scrutiny by the NRC and many
improvements have been recommended to enhance the reliability of AFW
systems for all plants. The scope of the review outlined in the SEP
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Topic'X definition is identical to the scope of NUREG-0737,J"Clarifi-
cation of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Item II.E.1.1(2),1which
-requires that.each PWR plant licensee:

I Perform a deterministic review of the' AFW system using the -
~

~~

acceptance criteria of Standard Review Plan Section 10.4.9
and associated' Branch-Technical Position ASB-10-1 as
principal guidance.

4- The review criteria for the evaluations required by Item II.E.1.'1(2)
are identical to SEP Topic X; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted..

9

TOPIC: XI-1 Appendix I

(1)-- Definition:
..

A generic review of all operating plants to determine their capability to
i= comply with Appendix'I, 10 CFR 50, and to prevent explosions in the gaseous

radwaste system is currently underway.

| (2) - Safety Objective:
4

To provide assurance that radioactive gaseous effluents from the. facility
*

can be kept "as low as reascnably achievable" as defined in Appendix I,-

| 10 CFR Part 50, and to assure adequate control of the mixture of gases:in
the gaseous radwaste system to prevent explosions. i

,

(3) Status:
:

' A generic review of all operating reactors (ors) for their capability to
conform with Appendix I,10 CFR Part 50, is currently under way by the
Division of' Site Safety and Environmental Analysis. Upon the completion!

!' of this review, new gaseous and liquid radiological effluent and monitoring
i Technical. Specifications will be issued to all ors. This will include-

._new Technical Specifications on gaseous radwaste systems which may contain
explosive gas mixtures to meet present criteria. The estimated completion
date of this review is 1979.

(4)- References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20
. 2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 60, 61, 63, and 64
5. Standard Review Plan, Section 11.3

(5) Basis-for Deletion

Topic XI-1 is being resolved by the following NRR generic topics: (a)
A-02, " Appendix I" and (b) B-35, " Confirmation of Appendix I Models."
Resolution of these two generic topics will primarily result in Technical
Specification changes and may require some minor hardware changes. At
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present, nothing more than the addition of monitoring instrumentation is
foreseen. The implementation of Appendix I will, therefore, not affect
the integrated assessment for SEP plants.

In addition, the implementation of Appendix I will result in limiting
conditions for operation to assist licensees in keeping the amount of
radioactive material released in effluents to unrestricted areas as low
as is reasonably achievable. Since licensees are currently restricted in
the types and amounts of effluents they can release, implementation of
additional restrictions _on releases should not impact operation of the
plant.

Based on the above, Topic XI-1 has been deleted from the SEP program.

TOPIC: XI-2 Radiological (Effluent and Process) Monitoring Systems,

'

(1) Definition:
Onsite radiological monitoring systems are used to:

(a) Assess the proper functioning of the process and waste treatment
systems,

(b) Assure that radioactive releases do not exceed the appropriate
guidelines, and

(c) Measure actual releases to evaluate their environmental impact.

There is concern about the adequacy of radiation monitoring systems. A

survey of 12 plants has been initiated. The results of this survey will
indicate whether this area needs to be reviewed for all operating plants.
Re-review would include the monitor's sensitivity, range, location, and
calibration techniques.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide reasonable assurance that the licensee adequately monitors the
releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluent and that
the releases are properly restricted. To provide assurance that the
licensee adequately monitors the operation of equipment that contains or
may contain radioactive material.

(3) Status:.

A technical assistance program has been initiated at Brookhaven National
Laboratory with the scope including the above safety objectives.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20, Section 20.106
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.36a
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 60, 61, 63, and 64
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I
5. Standard Review Plan, Section 11.5
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(5). Basis for Deletion

-Topic XI-2 is being resolved by th'e followir.g NRR generic topics: (a)'A-02,
'

" Appendix I" and (b) B-67, " Effluent and Process Monitoring Instrumenta-
tion." A-02 is discussed in Topic XI-1. Generic item B-67 was subdivided
into four subtasks. The staff believes that events since the inception of B-67.
have largely addressed the identified concerns or changed its thinking
in regard to their safety significance. The description and bases for
deletion of each subtask are presented below.

Subtask 1: Monitoring of Radioactive Materials Released in Effluents

Item III.D.2.1, Radiological Monitoring of Effluents requires an NRR
evaluation of modifying effluent monitoring design criteria based on
TMI-2 and~their experiences.

|

Item II.F.1(1), Noble Gas Effluent Monitor of Clarification of the TMI |
Action Plan Requirements (NUREG-0737) is being implemented to require ade-
quate monitoring capability during accident conditions..

Subtask 2: Control of Radioactive Materials Released in Effluents

The purpose of this subtask was to review plant operating histories and
prepare NUREG reports documenting the evaluations and recommending solu-
tions to identified problems.

Various staff actions since 1978 (including NUREG reports and IE Bulletins)
have resulted in the staff conclusion that no continuing need for addi-
tional staff guidance exists.

Subtask 3: Effects of Accidental Liquid Releases on Nearby Water Supplies

, The purpose of this task was to perform a generic analysis of the conse-
( quences of liquid tank failures for those plants which received their

license prior to issuance of the Standard Review Plan (SRP).

Experience in performing SRP analyses for newer plants has indicated that
it is highly unlikely that radioactive concentrations in the nearest
potable water supply could exceed 10 CFR Part 20 values.

Subtask 4: Performance of Solid Waste Systems

The purpose of subt.ask 4 was to perform an industry-wide survey to deter-
| mine the extent to which power plants could process wastes and to develop
| plans for upgrading existing systems or adding new systems.

The NRC position relative to a requirement for an operable installed solid
radwaste system has changed and, therefore, this subtask is no longer
appropriate.

For the above reasons, Issue B-67 is being deleted from the NRR list of
generic issues. Since Issue 8-67 is being deleted, only Generic Issue
A-02, " Appendix I" is appropriate to this topic.
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The resolution of Issue A-02 is described in the Basis for Deletion for
Topic XI-1. Topic XI-2 is being deleted from the SEP program for the

-same reasons.

- TOPIC: XIII-1 Conduct _of Operations

(1) Definition:

The organization, administrative controls, and operating experience will
be reviewed. The existing organization and administrative controls will~
be compared with Standard Technical Specifications and guidance provided
in Regulatory Guides 1.8 and 1.33 to determine the adequacy of the staff

i to protect the plant and to operate-safely in routine, emergency, and
long-term postaccident circumstances. -The' plant operating history will

|; be reviewed to assess the combination of staff,--operating controls and
l alarms, and administrative controls, in particular plant procedures,

emergency planning, and offsite preparedness, to determine whether
additional staff, qualifications, or administrative controls will be
required for continued safe operation.

'(2) Safety Objective:

To obtain reasonable assurance that the plant has enough people, with
sufficient training and experience, and has administrative controls

,
adequate to specify proper operation in routine, emergency, and

| postaccident conditions.

- (3) Status:
t

Most of the older plants have staff members that meet the experience and.

educational requirements given in ANSI N18.1-1971 (endorsed by Regulatory,

: Guide 1.8); however, a comparison against current criteria for the composite
staff has not been made.- These plants have provided training for subsequent
plant staffs,'and plant experience has, in general, demonstrated safe design
and operation. Operating experience review is ongoing, and has been, in
general,_ favorable. However, an analysis of this experience for trends,
common elements, and potential hidden problems has not been systematically
performed.

'

A-review of Section VI of operating reactor licensees' Technical Specifica-
i tions was begun in 1974 using Section VI of the Standard Technical Specifi-

cations (STS) as a model. As of September 1975, these reviews had been :
completed and the plants licensed prior to this time had been found to:

; (1) be acceptable and upgrading was not required, (2) require upgrading
of only_the reporting requirements, or (3) require improvement to be
comparable to the STS model. Plants licensed after September 1975 have,

been reviewed against the STS model. Further review of Section VI,
therefore, will not be required.2

,

Emergency plans submitted at the operating-license stage complied with
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, 1970; however, these plans are not consistent with

! the guidance given in new Regulatory Guide 1.101, Revision 1, 1977.

,
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(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guides
1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training"
1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operations)"

2. American National Standards Instituce, ANSI N18.1-1971, " Selection
and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"

3. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N18.7-1972 Revised,
" Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance for the Operational
Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Standard Technical Specifications, Section VI
5.- 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E
6. Regulatory Guide 1.101, Rev.1, " Emergency Planning for Nuclear

Power Plants"
7. Standard Review Plan, Section 13.3
8. NUREG 75/111, " Guide and Checklist for Development and Evaluation

of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response
Plans In Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities," October 1975

9. Environmental Protection Agency, " EPA Manual of Protective Action
Guides and Protective Action for Nuclear Incidents," September 1975

10. Memorandum of Understanding, NRR and Office of State Programs on
State and Local Preparedness, March 10, 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task I.C.6, " Procedures for Verification of Correct
Perfsrmance of Operating Activities," (NUREG-0737)

Under TMI Task I.C.6, a review of licensee procedures will be con-
ducted to assure that an effective system of verifying the correct
performance of operating activities exists. The purpose of this
review is to provide a means of reducing human errors and improving
the quality of normal operation. References cited for this review
are ANSI Standard N18.7-1972 (ANS 3.2), " Administrative Controls and
Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants,"
and Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operations)." These are the same references cited for Topic XIII-1.

(b) TMI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Prepared
ness - Short-Term," and Task III. A.2, " Improving Licensee Emergency
Preparedness - Long-Term" (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737)

| Under Task III.A.1, a review of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E backfit
| requirements is being conducted in accordance with NUREG-0654,

" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
| Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."
| The scope of NUREG-0654 covers Standard Review Plan, Section 13.3,

and NUREG 75/111.

Regulatory Guide 1.101 has been deleted and has been superseded
I by an amended Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 (45 FR 55410, August 19,

1980). Under Task III. A.2, a review of licensee's emergency prepa-
redness plans with respect to amended Appendix E will be conducted
in accordance with NUREG-0654.
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The. evaluations required by TMI Tasks I.C.6, III.A.1, and III.A.2
are identical to SEP Topic XIII-1; therefore,.this SEP topic
has'been deleted.

TOPIC: XIII-2 Safeguards / Industrial Security

(1) Definition:

Industrial security will be included under the scope of the op'erations|

| review. Design features to assess the plant's capability to prevent
sabotage and protect the operating unit (s) at dual or three-unit sites

with unit (s) under construction will be included. Protective measures
will be balanced against the sabotage threat. . Fuel accountability will
also be reviewed to assure that adequate inventory control proceduresi

exist and the required records are '.ept.

(2) Safety Objective:

To determine that the plant has adequate security forces, design features,
procedures and plans, and other administrative controls to meet the postu-
lated sabotage threat. To assure that the fuel is adequately accounted
for, that proper records are maintained, and the required reports are made.

(3) Status:

Each licensee currently has a security program and a fuel accountability
program. Revised 10 CFR 73.55 has been published and submittals in accord-
ance with its provisions were due May 25, 1977. These submittals are
currently being evaluated.

(4) References:

1. 10 "FR Part 70
2. 10 CFR Part 73
3. Standard Technical Specifications, Section VI

TOPIC: XV-1 Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater
Flow, Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of
A Steam Generator Relief or Safety Valve

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve an unplanned increase in heat removal.
An excessive heat removal, that is, a heat removal rate in excess of the
heat generation rate in the core, causes a decrease in moderator tempera-
ture which increases core reactivity and can lead to a power level increase
and a decrease in shutdown margin. If clad failure is calculated to occur,
determine that offsite dose consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressures in the reactor coolant and main steam systems
are limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
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&

overpressurization and thatIfuel rod cladding failure as-a. result of,, ;

departure from eucleate boiling ratio-is limited.g

((3) . Status:

During each reload review by the' staff, the previously determined limiting
'

transient is reviewed to determine if new core parameters are more restric-
; tive_than'the reference' analysis parameter values.

(4) References:

! Standard Review Plan,_ Sections 15.1.1 through 15.1.4

TOPIC: XV-2 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failures Inside and
Outside of Containment (PWR)

!. (1) Definition:
I Review the assumptions, including use of nonsafety grade equipment and
I concurrent steam generator or tube failure or blowdown of more than one

_

*

steam generator, calculational models' used, and consequences of- postulated
~

,

accidents which cause an increase in steam flow. The excessive steam flow
: reduces system temperature and pressure which increases core reactivity-
I. and can lead to a decrease of shutdown margin and departure from nucleate
! boiling ratio.
?

| (2) Safety Objective:
.

.
To assure that (1) pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam lines
is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary fromF

overpressurization, (2) fuel damage is sufficiently limited so that the-

i core will remain in place and intact with no loss of core cooling capability,
(3) doses at the nearest exclusion area boundary are a small fraction of,

10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, (4) ambient conditions do not exceed equipment
'

!: ;

qualification conditions (particularly nonsafety grade equipment'used to
mitigate the accident),'(5) the thermal and' stress transients do not damage ,

the reactor vessel, and (6) systems necessary for safe shutdown are not
,

damaged by the accident.

(3) Status:

Investigation of the effects of high-energy line failures outside containment
on other equipment was initiated as a generic issue in 1971 and all but a
few facilities have been completed. New acceptance criteria have evolved
during the review period. There was no similar investigation for failures
inside containment. No reviews on operating plants of the effects on the
reactor of concurrent steam generator or tube failure, or of blowdown of
more than one steam generator have been performed.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.1.5
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TOPIC: XV-3 Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser
Vacuum, Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and
Steam Pressure Regulatory Failure (Closed)

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve a decrease in secondary heat removal.
The decrease in heat removal causes a suddent increase in system' pressure
and temperature.

(2) Safety Objective:

.

To assure that pressure:in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is
l limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from

overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained.

-(3) Status:

The consequences associated with these transients are compared during each
reload review to the consequences found to be acceptable during previous
reload reviews.

(4) References:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.2.1 through 15.2.5

TOPIC: XV-4 Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve the loss of nonemergency ac power
(loss of offsite power or onsite ac distribution system) to station
auxiliaries (for example, reactor coolant circulation pumps). This power
loss will, within a few seconds, cause the turbine to trip and reactor
coolant system to be isolated, which in turn causes the coolant pressure
and temperature to increase.

(2) Safety Objective:
,
.

To assure that the pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems,

is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained.

(3) Status:

During each reload review by the staff, the previously determined limiting
transient is reviewed to determine if new core parameters are more
restrictive than the reference analysis parameter values.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.6
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-TOPIC: XV-5 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
the postulated loss of feedwater flow accidents, which cause an increase
in coolant pressure and temperature.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is
maintained.

(3) Status:

The consequences associated with these transients are compared during each
reload review to the consequences found to be acceptable during previous
reload reviews.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.7

TOPIC: XV-6 Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside
Containment (PWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve feedwater line breaks of different
sizes. A feedwater line break, depending on size, may cause reactor
system heatup (by reducing feedwater flow to the steam generator), or
cooldown (by excessive energy discharge through the break).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained
and that any radioactivity release would result in doses at the site boundary
well within 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:
The identification of the most limiting transients and the consequences
associated with these transients is evaluated during each reload review
by the staff.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.8
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TOPIC: XV-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant
Pump Shaft Break

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models, and consequences of seizure
of the rotor or break of the shaft of a reactor coolant pump in a PWR or
recirculation pump in a BWR. These accidents result in a sudden decrease
in core coolant flow and corresponding degradation of core heat transfer
and, in a PWR, an increase in primary system pressure. If clad failure
is calculated, determine that offsite consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

! To assure that the consequences of a reactor coolant pump rotor seizure
or reactor coolant pump shaft break are acceptable; that is, that no more
than a small fraction of the fuel rods fail, that the radiological con-
sequences are a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, and that the
system pressure is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure
boundary from overpressurizat. ion.

(3) Status:

Reviewed during each reload only if there is reason to believe that results
would be different from the reference analysis; that is, only if a change
in core parameters invalidates previous analyses.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.3.3

TOPIC: XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator
Error)*

(1) Definition:

Review the licensee's description of rod position, flux, pressure, and
temperature indication systems and the actions initiated by those systems
which can mitigate the effects or prevent the occurrence of various mis-
operations. Review the descriptions of the input calculations and the
calculational models used and the justification of their validity and
adequacy. A transient of this type can result in achieving fuel melt
temperatures and potential fuel damage.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the consequences of this event do not exceed specified
fuel design limits and that the protection system action be initiated
automatically.

A

Reviewed for PWRs only; Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.4.1 and 15.4.2 cover
BWRs and no additional areas considered.
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(3) Status:

Reviewed during reload, Technical Specifications revised to compensate
for changes in analytical results.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.3

TOPIC: XV-9 Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at an
Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction
Causing an Increase in BWR Core Flow Rate

(1) Definition:
Review BWRs for (1) startup of an idle recirculation pump and (2) a flow
controller malfunction causing increased recirculation flow. Review PWRs
with loop isolation valves for startup of a pump in an initially isolated
inactive reactor coolant loop where the rate of flow increase is limited
by the rate at which isolation valves open. For PWRs without loop isolation
valves, review startup of a pump in any inactive loop. If clad failures
are calculated, determine that offsite consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To verify that the plant responds in such a way that the criteria regarding
fuel damage and system pressure are met (that is, no more than a small
fraction of the fuel rods fail, that radiological consequences are a small
fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, and that the system pressure is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization.)

(3) Status:

PWRs reviewed against the final safety analysis report, BWR reviewed at
each reload, Technical Specifications required to preclude exceeding
safety limits during transients.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.4.4 and 15.4.5

TOPIC: XV-10 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That
Results in a Decrease in Boron Concentration in the
Reactor Coolant (PWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
moderator dilution. An accident of this type could result in a departure
from nucleate boiling and a loss of shutdown margin.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To confirm that the plant responds to the events in such a way that the
criteri regarding' fuel damage and system pressure are met and adequate
time allowed for the operator to terminate the dilution before the shut-
down margin is reduced. (Reactor coolant pressure and main steam pres-
sure should be limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure
boundary from overpressurization.) (Operator action must be initiated
within 30 minutes following this event if refueling, and within 15 minutes
during other modes of. operation.)

(3) Status:

Only reviewed during initial operating-license review and not thereafter.
| The consequences may not have been calculated in accordance with current

practice.
,

(4) Reference:
d

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.6

TOPIC: XV-11 Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a Fuel Assembly
in an Improper Position (BWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the spectrum of misloading events analyzed to verify that the worst
situation undetectable by incore instrnmentation has been identified.
This review will include an assessment of the plant's offgas and steam
line radiation monitors to detect fuel damage and their capability to
automatically isolate the offgas system when necessary.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that a misloaded assembly is detected and if undetected will
not result in exceeding fuel safety limits or radioactive releases.

(3) Status:

Reviewed during reloads, Technical Specifications developed to limit con-
sequences of worst misloaded assembly to small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines. Technical Specifications setpoints for radiation monitors
alarm / isolation signals have been found deficient and have been updated
on a case-by-case basis for several plants.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.7
4

TOPIC: XV-12 Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents (PWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences,
including radiological consequences, of PWR control rod ejection accidents,
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and review the Technical Specifications regarding control of reactivity
worth and technical specifications on primary to secondary leakage. Ejec-'

tion of a control element assembly from the core can occur if the control
element drive mechanism housing or the nozzle on the reactor vessel head
breaks off circumferential1y. The ejection of a control element assembly
by the reactor coolant system pressure can cause a severe reactivity excur-
sion. This accident may result in high doses for those plants where fuel
failures are postulated to occur as a result of the accident. This accident
usually determines the maximum allowable steam generator leak rate.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that if a control element assembly ejection occurs,' core damage
is minimal, no additional reactor coolant pressure boundary failures occur,
the calculated radial average energy density is limited to 280 cals/gm at
any axial fuel location in any fuel rod, and that the radiological conse-
quences will not exceed appropriate limits.

(3) Status:

Releases through the containment and/or steam generator leaks are analyzed
for current plants, but were not reviewed routinely for oldar plants. Many
of the operating plants have no leak Technical Specifications or they are
excessively high. During each reload by the staff, the previously determined
limiting transient is reviewed to determine if the new ejected rod worth
is more restrictive than the reference analysis values.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.8
2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control

Rod Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors"

TOPIC: XV-13 Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents (BWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of BWR
control rod drop accidents and review the Technical Specificaticns regarding
control of rod activity worth. An uncoupled rod may hang up in the core
when the control rod drive is withdrawn and drop later when the consequences
of a rapid control rod withdrawal are most severe. An analysis of the
radiological consequences from this accident will be included.

,

1

(2) Safety Objective:

To limit the effects of a postulated control rod drop to the extent that
reactor coolant pressure boundary stresses are not exceeded and core damage
is minimal. To assure that the radial average fuel rod enthalpy at any

i axial location in any fuel rod is limited to less than 280 cals/gm follow-
ing the worst reactivity excursion and to assure that the radiological'

consequences do not exceed approptiate guidelines.
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(3) Status:

The potential for and reactivity consequences of an accidental control rod
drop are now routinely evaluated prior to issuance of an operating license
and any time thereafter when changes could affect the accident results or
probability of occurrence. Radiological consequences may not have been
calculated in accordance with present practice.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.9

TOPIC: XV-14 Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System
and Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That
Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
actuation of the high pressure coolant injection system or faulty operation
of the volume control system. The chemical and volume control system
regulates both the chemistry and the quantity of coolant in the reactor
coolant system. Changing the boron concentration in the reactor coolant
system is a part of normal plant operation, compensating for long-term-
reactivity effects. Actuation of these systems could increase the volume
of coolant within the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) causing a
high water level, possible high power level, and high or low pressure.
If clad failure is calculated, determine that offsite consequences are
acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that water added to the RCPB does not cause transients that exceed
RCPB pressure limits or result in unacceptable fuel damage. No activity

is released during the transient, but the transient may subsequently result
in increased radioactivity in gaseous releases during normal operation.

(3) Status:
This transient is now routinely analyzed prior to issuance of an operating
license and any time thereafter when proposed changes would affect the
transient results. Radiological consequences may not have been calculated

,

in accordance with current practice.!

(4) Reference:

.
Standard Review Plan, Section 15.5.1

{ TOPIC: XV-15 Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety / Relief Valve
;

or a BWR Safety / Relief Valve

| (1) Definition:
i
,

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of|

inadvertent opening of a PWR pressurizer safety / relief valve or a BWR
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safety / relief valve. Loss of reactor coolant inventory and depressurizing
action of'the reactor coolant system can occur if the PWR pressurizer
safety / relief valve or the BWR safety / relief valves open spuriously, or
open when-required but fail to reclose properly.

(2) Safety Objective:

To preserve fuel cladding integrity during reactor coolant system depres-
surization transients resulting from faulty operation of a relief or safety
valve while at rated power.

i

(3) Status:
*

The transient is now evaluated prior to issuance of an operating license
and any time thereafter when proposed changes could affect the transient
results.

(4) References:

| 1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.5.1
2. Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines
Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment

!

(1) Definition:;

Review the assumption,. calculational models.used, and radiological conse-
quences of failure of small lines carrying primary coolant outside con-
tainment and review the Technical Specifications associated with primary
coolant radioactivity concentrations, isolation valve closure times, and
isolation valve leakage limits. In the event of a rupture of any component
in the instrument' lines outside primary containment, primary coolant and
any radiocctivity contained in the coolant or released to the coolant
during the transient will be released if the instrument lines are connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Primary coolant sample lines if

| broken outside primary containment can also allow coolant and radioactivity
| in the coolant to escape in the same manner. When these lines discharge to

secondary containment, the integrity of the secondary containment and the
efficiency of the filtration systems must be determined.

(2) Safety Objective:

( To assure that any release of radioactivity to the environment is substan-
tially below the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

(3) Status:

! The radiological consequences of small line breaks outside of primary con-
tainment have been evaluated routinely since 1970 prior to issuance of
operating licenses, but have not always included the effects of iodine
spikes during the depressurization transient.
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(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.11, " Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor
Containment"

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 55 and 56
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.2

TOPIC: XV-17 Radiological Consequences of Steam Generator Tube Failure (PWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of a
steam generator tube failure with and without loss of offsite power and
review the Technical Specifications associated with coolant activity con-
centrations. Steam generator tube failures allow escape of reactor coolant
into the main steam system and to the environment. An analysis of the
radiological consequences of this accident will be included.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the plant responds'in a proper manner to this accident,
including appropriate operator actions, and to assure that radioactivity
released following steam generator tube failure (s) is a small fraction of
the 10 CFR 100 guidelines and within 10 CFR 100 for the case of a coincident
iodine spike.

(3) Status:
The iodine release mechanism may not have been analyzed in accordance with
present assumptions and methods for some of the older PWRs. Some operat-
ing plants do not have iodine activity limits in their Technical'Speci-
fications or have inappropriately high limits.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.3
2. Regulatory Guide 1.5, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential

Radiological Consequences of a Steam Line Break Accident for Boiling
Water Reactors"

TOPIC: XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure
Outside Containment

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
failure of a main steam line outside containment and review the Technical
Specifications associated with primary coolant activity concentrations
and main steam isolation valve closure times.

(2) Safety Objective:

A steam line break outside containment allows radioactivity to escape to
the environment. To limit the release of radioactivity to the environment
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to well within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 in the event of a large steam
line break, the primary coolant radioactivity must be appropriately limited
by Technical Specifications.

(3) Status:

Some operating plants do not have appropriate coolant activity Technical
Specifications.

(4) Reference:

. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.4

TOPIC: XV-19 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of
Postulated Piping Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary,

(1) Definition:

Review the licensee's analyses of the spectrum of loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs) including break locations, break sizes, and initial conditions
assumed, the evaluation model used, failure modes, radiological conse-
quences, acceptability of auxiliary systems, functional capability of the
containment, and the effects of blowdown loads. LOCAs are postulated
breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary resulting in a loss of
reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of the reactor cool-
ant makeup system. LOCAs result in excessive fuel damage or melt unless
coolant is replenished.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the consequences of loss-of-coolant accidents are accept-
able; that is, that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to

' 10 CFR 50 are met, that the radiological consequences of a design basis
loss-of-coolant accident from containment leakage and the radiological

; consequences of leakage from engineered safety features outside containment
are acceptable, and the structural effects of blowdown are acceptable.

(3) Status:

| Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) evaluation is a generic item which
| is currently under review or is complete for all operating reactors
' (La Crosse and San Onofre have stainless steel cores and have analyses

completed to show conformance with the Interim Acceptance Criteria).
Related generic items currently under review are reevaluations for
increased vessel head fluid temperatures in W PWRs, effects of core flow
on BWR LOCA analyses, GE ECCS input errors, and non-jet pump BWR core

| spray cooling coefficients. Radiological consequences are not routinely
rereviewed.'

(4) Reference:

,
Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.5 and its Appendices

!
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TOPIC: XV-20 Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging Accidents
(inside and Outside Containment)

-(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated fuel damaging accidents inside and outside containment and j
review Technical Specifications associated with-fuel handling and
ventilation system and filter systems, including interlocks on fuel
movement and damage from fuel cask drop and tipping. Include in the l

review the assumed activity available for release, decontamination )
i. factors, filter efficiencies, activity transport mechanisms and rates, )' ventilation system potential release pathways, and calculated doses.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that offsite doses resulting from fuel damaging accidents,
resulting from fuel handling, or dropping a heavy load on fuel are well
within the guideline values of 10 CFR Part 100.

(3) Status:

The radiological consequences of fuel handling accidents inside contain-
ment are currently being performed as a generic review for PWRs. The
radiological consequences of fuel damaging accidents outside containment
of operating plants are only evaluated if Technical Specifications are
reviewed.

(4) References:

' 1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.25, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten-

tial Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the
Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors"

TOPIC: XV-21 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents

(1) Definition:

Review the potential for spent fuel cask drops, the damage which could
result from cask drops, and the radiological consequences of a cask drop
from fuel damaged within the cask under conditions exceeding the design
basis impact on the cask.

(2) ' Safety Objective:

To assure that the damage to fuel within the casks and radiological
consequences resulting from a cask drop are acceptable or that acceptable
measures have been taken to preclude cask drops. )

I |

| 1

| |
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(3) Status:

Fuel cask drop analysis is a generic item which has been completed on some
plants or is currently under review for all other operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.25 " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential

Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel
Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors"

3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book)

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel" (NUREG-0649)-

The review criteria required by USI A-36 (Standard Review Plan,
Section 15.7.5) are identical to the review criteria specified in
the References of SEP Topic IX-2; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: XV-22 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

| (1) Definition:

Review the postulated sequences of events, analytical models, values of
parameters used in the analytical models, and the predicted results and
consequences of' events in which an anticipated transient occurs and is
not followed by an automatic reactor shutdown (scram). Analyses of the
radiological consequences for these transients will be included. Failure
of the reactor to shut down quickly during anticipated transients can lead
to unacceptable reactor coolant system pressures and to fuel damage.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the reliability of the reactor shutdown systems is high
enough so that anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events nced not
be considered or to assure that the consequences of ATWS events are accept-
able; that is, that the reactor coolant system pressure, fuel pressure,
fuel thermal and hydraulic performance, maximum containment pressure, and
radiological consequences are within acceptable limits.

(3) Status:

ATWS is a generic topic currently under review to determine a position
for all power reactors. BWR licensees have been requested to install
reactor coolant pump trips as a short-term program measure. All licensees
have submitted descriptions of the applicability of vendor generic ATWS
reports for their plants. The schedule for review of Class C plants,
which includes those plants designated for Phase II of SEP, has not yet
been developed.

Oyster Creek SEP A-100
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(4) References:

1. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Lic(nsing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book)

2. WASH 1270, " Technical Report on Anticipated Transients Without
Scram for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," September 1973

3. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.8 and Appendix

.(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-9, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram" (NUREG-0606)+

tlc reference cited in this topic, that is, NUREG-0328, was the
precursor of USI A-9. The evaluation required for USI A-9 is
identical to SEP Topic XV-22; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: XV-23 Multiple Tube Failures in Steam Generators

(1) Definition:
Assess the effects of multiple steam generator tube failures (ranging from
leaks to double-ended ruptures) as a result of pressure differentials that
may occur following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), steam line breck,
or anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events.

(2) Safety Objective:

Assure that the reflood of the core following a LOCA is possible and that
the radiological consequences following these accidents are within the
10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:

The consequences of multiple tube failures have not been analyzed for any
plant at the licensing stage. Work has been done for some operating plants,
but ultimate goals have yet to be set.

.

(4) References:

1. Prairie Island Nuclear Station, Docket Nos. 50-282 and 50-306
2. Turkey Point Plant, Docket Nos. 50-250 and 50-251
3. Surry Power Stations, Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-3, A-4, A-5, " Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, Babcock
and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity" (NUREG-0649)

Two of the tasks of USI A-3, A-4, A-5 are as follows:

1. Analyses of LOCA with Concurrent Steam Generator Tube Failures
2. Analyses of Main Steam Line Break

Oyster Creek SEP A-101
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The analyses required by these two tasks in USI A-3, A-4, A-5 cover
two of the three events specified in the Definition.

(b) USI A-9, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram" (NUREG-0606)

Pressure differentials resulting-from ATWS events have been determined
to be no greater than those resulting from main steam line break events
(NUREG-0460, Volume 2, Appendix V). The analysis for ATWS event is,
therefore, covered under USI A-3, A-4, and A-5.

The evaluation required for USI A-3, A-4, A-5 is identical to SEP
Topic XV-23; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: XV-24 Loss of All AC Power

(1) Definition:

Review plant systems to determine that following loss of all ac power
(onsite and offsite) the reactor is shut down and core cooling can be
initiated. Loss of all ac power causes loss of most emergency equipment
and instrumentation.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that with caly de power, equipment design, diversity, and
operator action are sufficient to initiate core cooling within a short
time period (typically 20 minutes).

(3) Status:

Not an explicit SRP topic. Availability of ;ome ac power is assumed in
all accident / transient analyses. Topic may be considered as an auxiliary
fuel pump or reactor core isolation cooling pump diversity spinoff.

(4) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-44, " Station BlacJ.out" (NUREG-0606)-

The problem description of USI A-44 is identical to the Definition
of SEP Topic XV-24, and the review of USI A-44 would be the same as
Topic XV-24; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: XVI Technical Specifications

(1) Definition:

The existing Technical Specifications, associated with SEP topics, will
be compared with the itandard Technical Specifications for deviations.

l Where significant differences exist, they will be identified and considered
; for upgrading. The bases for the specifications will be examined including

trip se % 'nts and accounting for nuclear uncertainty. Where significant
voids o n , in existing specifications, appropriate values will be identified
and considered for upgrading.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the safety limits and operational safety measures are
sufficiently specified for the plant to minimize the probability of acci-
dents that could result from equipment failure, miso'peration, or human
error.

(3) Status:
See Topic XIII-1, " Conduct of Operations" for SectM VI status. The other
sections of the Technical Specifications are reviewed only to the extent
that reloads, license amendments, or generic problems require.

l

! (4) References:

1. Standard Technical Specifications; Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel
Selection and Training," and Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assur-
ance Program Requirements (Operations)"

2. Standard Review Plan
3. Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety

Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Chapter 16
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.36

TOPIC: XVII Operational Quality Assurance Program

(1) Definition:
Review the Quality Assurance (QA) Program with respect to safe and reli-
able operation of the plant.

(2) Safety Objective:

Since 1973, significant new guidance for operational QA programs in the
form of Regulatory Guides and WASH documents has been issued describing
how to meet the criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The objective of
this guidance is to assure that operation, maintenance, modification, and
test activities do not degrade the capability of safety-related items to
perform their intended functions.

(3) Status:
Generic review for compliance with current standards is under way. As of
May 1977, 50 of the 63 operating plants have QA programs which meet current
criteria. The 13 remaining plants are currently under review, with an
estimated completion date of July 1977.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
2. WASH-1283, Revision 1, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements

During Design and Procurement Phase of Nuclear Power Plants,"
May 24, 1974

3. WASH-1284, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During the
Operations Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," October 26, 1973
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4. WASH-1309, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During the
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," May 10, 1974

5. American National Standard Institute, ASNI N18.7-1976, " Administrative
Controls and quality Assurance for the Ope n tional Phase of Nuclear Power
Plants," February 19, 1976.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reports cited under " Basis for Deletion"
include:

NUREG-75/111 " Guide and Checklist for Development and Evaluation of
State and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response
Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities" (Reprint of
WASH-1293), Oct. 1975.

~

NUREG-0153 " Staff Discussion of 12 Additional Technical Issues Raised
by Responses"to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director,
NRR, to NRR staff," 1976.

NUREG-0313 " Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing
Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping,"
July 1977.

NUREG-0328 " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book).

NUREG-0371 " Approved Category A Task Action Plans," Nov.1977.

NUREG-0410 "NRC Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related
to Nuclear Power Plants, Report to Congress," Dec. 1977.

NUREG-0460 " Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light Water
Reactors," Vol. 2, Apr. 1978.

N'GREG-0471 " Generic Task Problem Descriptions - Category B, C, and D
Tasks," Sept. 1978.

NUREG-0484 " Methodology for Combining Dynamic Responses," May 1980.

NUREG-0510 " Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to
Nuclear Power Plants--A Report to Congress 1979," Jan. 1979.

NUREG-0554 " Single-Failure-Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants,"
May 1979.

| NUREG-0577 " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing
on PWR Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports,"
Sept. 1979.

NUREG-0606 " Unresolved Safety Issues Summary," issued quarterly.

NUREG-0609 " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems, Resolution
of Generic Task Action Plan A-2," Jan.1981.

1

1
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NUREG-0649 " Task Action Plan for Unresolved Safety Issues Related to
Nuclear Power. Plants," Feb. 1980.

NUREG-0654 " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of
Nuclear Power Plants," Feb. 1980.

i NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2
Rev. 1 Accident," Vols. 1 and 2, May 1980.

;

NUREG-0691 " Investigation and Evaluation of Cracking Incidents in
|

Piping in Pressurized Water Reactors," Sept. 1980.

NUREG-0705 " Identification of New Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to
Nuclear Power Plants," Mar. 1981.

NUREG-0737 " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Nov.1980.

NUREG-0800 " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," July 1981 (formerly
NUREG-75/087).

NUREG/CR-1321 " Final Report - Phase I. Systems Interaction Methodology
Applications Program," Apr. 1980.

4
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APPENDIX B

SEP TOPICS DELETED BECAUSE THEY ARE
COVERED BY A TMI TASK, UNRESOLVED SAFETY

' ISSUE (USI),iDR OTHER SEP TOPICt.2

|

4

4

,

1See " Basis for. Deletion" in Appendix A under applicable SEP topic.
2 Letter from G. C. Lainas (NRC) to all SEP licensees, Subject: Deletion
of Systematic Evaluation Program Topics Covered by Three Mile Island
NRC Action Plan, Unresolved Safety Issues, or Other SEP Topics, May 1981.

Oyster Creek SEP
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SEP TMI, USI or
ispic leo. SEP title SEP Mo. TMI. U51, or SEP title

11-2.8 Onsite Meteorological Measurements TMI II.F.3 Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident Conditions
Program iMI III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Tern

11-2.0 Availability of 90eteorological IMI II.F.3 Instnasentation for Monitoring Accident Conditions
Data in the Control Room TMI III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Tern

TMI I.D.1 Control Room Design Reviews

111-8.0 Core Supports and Fuel Integrity U51 A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary
Coolant System

!!!-9 Swrt lategrity USI A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports

USI A-7 Mark 1 Containment Long-Term Program
USI A-24 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Equipment
USI A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants
SEP 111-6 Seismic Design Considerations
SEP V-1 Campilance With Codes and Standards (10 CFR Part 50

Section 50.55e)

-Ill-11 Componcat Integrity USI A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants
1,51 A-2 Asymmetric 81owdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
SEP 111-6 Seismic Design Considerations

111 12 Envirormental Qualification of USI A-24 Qualification of Safety-Related Equipment
Safety-Related Equipment

V-3 Dvenressurization Protection USI A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection

V-4 Piping ana Safe-End lategrity USI A-42 Pipe Cracks in Soiling Water Reactors

V-8 Steam Generator Integrity USI A-3. Westinghouse, Coebustion Engineering, and
A-4, A-5 Babcock and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity

V 13 Waterhammer USI A-1 Wate rhammer
i

'VI-2.A Pressure-5gpression-Type SWR USI A-T Mark I Containment Long-Term Program
Containments

VI-2.8 Subcongeartment Analysis USI A-2 Asyemetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary
Coolant System

VI.$ Comuustible Gas Control 1MI 11.8.7 Analysis of Hydrogen Control
U5l A-48 Nydrogen Control Measures and Ef fects of Hydrogen

turns on Safety Equipment

VI-7.E Emergency Core Cooling system sump U51 A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability
Design and lest for Recirculation
N Je Effectiveness

VI-8 Control Room Habitability TM1 I;l.O.3.4 Control Room Habitability Requirements

bil-4 Ef fects of f ailure ir. Nonsafety- USI A-47 Safety Impilcations of Control System
Related Systems on Selected 051 A-17 Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants
Engineered Safety f eatures

Vll-5 Instruments for N nitoring Radia- IMI II.F.1 Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
tion and Process Variables During TM! II.F.2 Identification of and Recovery From Conditions
Accidents teading to Inadequate Core Cooling

IMI II.F.3 In.;ruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

IX-2 Overhead Handling Systems (Cranes) USI A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Meer 5 pent Fuel Pool

X Ausiliary Feedwater Syntaa TMI II.E.1.1 Auxiliary Feechnater system Evaluation

Mill 1 Conduct of Operations TMI I.C.6 Procedures for Verification of Correct Performance
of Operating Activities

IMI III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Tere
1MI Ill.A.2 leproving Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Long-Tern

XV-21 Spent fuel Cask Drop Accident USI A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel Pool

XV-22 Anticipated Iransients Without USI A-9 Anticipated Transients Without Scias
Scram

IV-23 Multiple Tube failures in 5 team USI A-3, Westinghouse. Costustion Engineering, and tabcock
Cenerators A-4, A-5 and Wilcox Steam Generator lube Integrity

U51 A-9 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

XV-24 Loss of All AC Power U51 A-44 Station Blackout

Oyster Creek SEP B-1
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APPENDIX C

PLANT-SPECIFIC SEP TOPICS' DELETED, REFERENCE
LETTER, AND REASON FOR DELETION
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$EP Date of
Topic No. SEP title letter Reason for de.P hn of topic

II-4.E JDas Integrity 11/16/79 Not applicable to site

111-3.8 Structural and Other Consequences 12/26/80 Not applicable to site because site does not have
(e.g., Flooding of Safety-Related a system whose function is to lower the groundwater
Equipment in Basements) of Failure table
of Underdrain Systems

III-7.A Inservice Inspection, Including 5/7/81 Not applicable to Oyster Creek
Prestressed Concrete, Containments
With Either Grouted or Ungrouted

! Tendons

III-7.C. Delanination of Prestressed 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek containment design
Concrete Containment Structures

III-8.B Control Rod Drive Mechanism 9/26/80 Addressed by NUREG-0479, " Report on SWR Control
Integrity Rod Drive Faltures," which fulfills the intent

of this topic

!!!-10.B Pump Flywheel Integrity 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic

III-10.C Survelliance Requirements on 11/16/79 Not applicabie to Oyster Creek facility design
BWR Recirculation Pumps and
Discharge Valves

IV-3 BWR Jet Pump Operating 11/16? Not applicable to Oyster Creek facility design
' Indications

V-1 Compliance With Codes and 11/27/81 Reviewed under inservice inspection / inservice test
| Standards program

U-2 Ap'plicability of Code Cases 11/16/79 Not applicable at this time; to be reviewed for any
future modifications using references to Code Cases

V-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
U-9 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek facility design

System (BWR)

UI-2.C Ice Condenser Containment 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek containment design
VI-7.A.1 Emergency Core cooling System 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic

Reevaluation to Account for
Increased Reactor Vessel Upper-
Head Temperature

V1-7.A.2 Upper Plenum Injection 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek design
V1-7.8 Engineered Safety Feature Switchover 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic

From Injection to Recirculation
Mode (Automatic Emergency Core
Cooling System Realignment)

UI-7.C.3 Effect of PWR Loop Isolation Valve 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
Closure During a Loss-of-Coolant
Accident on Emergency Core Cooling
System Performance

U1-7.F Accumulator Isolation Valves 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
Power and Control System Design

U1-9 Main Steam tine Isolation Seal 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek design
System (BWR)

VI-10.8 Shared Engineered Safety Features, 11/16/79 Not applicable to site
Onsite Emergency Power, and Service
Systems for Multiple Unit Stations

- Ull-7 Accept.bility of Swing Bus Design 11/16/79 Not applicable to Oyster Creek facility design
on BWR-4 Plants

IX-4 . Boron Addition System (PWR) 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
XI-1 Appendix ! 11/16/79 Being resolved under generic activities A-02,

" Appendix I," and B-35 " Confirmation of Appendix I
Models." (See " Basis for Deletion" in Appendix A
under Topic XI-1.)

XI-2 Radiological (Effluent and 11/16/79 Being resolved under generic activity A-02
Process) Monitoring Systems " Appendix I," and B-67 " Effluent and Process

Monitoring Instrumentation." (See " Basis for
Deletion" in Appendix A under Topic XI-2.)

.0yster Creek SEP C-1
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SEP Date of
Topic No. SEP title letter Reason for deletion of topic

XV-2 Spectrum of Steam System Piping 11/16/79 Not applicable applies to PWR safety topic
Failures Inside and Outside

'

Containment (PWR)

XV-6 Feedwater Systee Pipe Breaks inside 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
and Outside Containment (~PWR)

XV 10 Cheefcal and Volume Control System' 11/16/79 Not appilcable - applies to PWR safety topic
Malfunction That Results in a
Decrease in Baron Concentration
in the Reactor Coolant (PWR)

XV-12 Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
(PWR)

XV-17 Radiological Consequences of 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
Steam Generator Tube Failure
(PWR)

XVI Technical Specifications 11/05/80 Will be addressed after completion of the
integrated assessment j

^
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APPENDIX D

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT STUDY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is an Executive Summary of the report, " Risk-Based

Categorization of Oyster Creek SEP Issues." Refer to.the main

L report for the' details of the analysis we have used to classify
the Oyster Creek SEP issues.with respect to their importances
to risk. These classifications have been performed using

probabilistic-risk assessment (PRA) techniques.

The issues have been examined from the pe;spective of the4

impact their resolution would have on risk from the plant. The

classifications are based on the criteria.given in Table Ex-1.

Following are discussions of each issue, their classifications

based on these criteria, and the supportive results of our

analysis which were judged by these criteria.,

.

The Oyster Creek fault trees referred to in Table Ex-1,were
constructed by modifying the IREP Millstone-1 system fault

trees to represent the failures of the Oyster Creek systems.

The methodology adopted in this study was to examine the impact

of each issue on the systems they affect and assess the

importance of the issue by qualitative consideration of the

Oyster Creek fault trees we developed, aided by the results and

insights of other PRAs. For each issue, we estimated the

impact its resolution would have on the modified Millstone

4
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(Oyster Creek) fault trees and thus the impact on the risk at

Oyster Creek. The " dominance" of a fault tree indicates

whether that fault tree would appear.in the dominant accident

sequences.

Table Ex-2 gives the results of the classification of the

issues as high, medium, or low importance to risk. The numbers

denote the issues.

|

i

|
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TABLE E.t-1

Criteria for classification of Issues

Classification Criterion

High Resolution of issue dominates the

value of the top event of a domi-

nant Oyster Creek fault treg or

dominant. sequence event.

Medium Resolution of issue impacts but

i does not dominate value of the top

event of dominant fault tree or

dominant sequence event.

Low Resolution of issue has no impact

on value of top event of dominant.

fault tree or dominant sequence

event.

iii
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TABLE Ex-2

Issue classification
(Importance to Risk)-

High

VIII-3.B DC Bus Instrumentation

- Medium

III-10.A . Thermal Overload Trips
VI+7tC.1 AC Bus Transfers

!
Low

III-8.A _ Loose P, arts
IV-2 Control Rod Withdrawal
V-5 RCPB Leakage Detection

V-10.B Shutdown Procedures
V-ll.A- RWCU LOCA

VI-4 Containment Penetrations.

VI-7.A.3 Emergency Condenser Testing
VI-10.A Response Time Testing

'

VII-1.A RPS Isolation

VII-1.B Setpoint Drift

VII-2 ESF Breakers
VII-3 Vital AC Panel No. 1

'VIII-2 Diesel Trips

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations
'

XV-16) Radiological Consequences
XV-18 $ of Non-Core-Melt Events
XV-19

iv
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III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration

Monitoring

A loose-parts monitoring system as required by-

Rcgulatory Guide 1.133 does not exist at Oyster Creek. Loose

parts can cause transient events by causing damage within the

j reactor. coolant system. However, the historical transient rate

is high enough (and the historical contribution to that rate by
' . loose parts has been negligible) to ensure that eliminating the

loose-parts-induced transients will have no effect on risk.
.

This issue has, therefore, been classified as low importance to
risk.

v
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III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of

Motor-Operated Valves

Many systems contain motor-operated valves which do
|

| not-have their thermal overload protection bypassed during

accident. conditions. If a spurious trip by the thermal overload
i
i occurs when a valve is required to operate it can degrade the

safety function of the system containing the valve. Our analy-

sis showed that a single valve can have its unavailability

reduced by about 10 percent by eliminating spurious thermal

overload trips by bypassing the thermal overload protection.

| This effect is not a large one by PRA standards, but since many

valves are affected this issue should impact slightly the value

of the top event of several dominant event trees. Thus we

classify the importance to risk of the issue as medium,

i
|

|

l

!
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IV-2 Reactivity-Control System Including Functional Design and

Protection Against Single Failure

A single failure in the reactor trip system can result in

nultiple control rod withdrawals which would lead to exceeding

the fuel design limits. This is, in itself, negligible to risk

b3cause PRAs have shown that the overwhelmingly dominating por-

tion of the risk from a plant is from core melt accidents. In

addition, examination of the Oyster Creek reactor trip system

fault tree shows that faults in the rod withdrawal portion of

the control rod system cannot degrade the ability of the reac-

tor to trip, which is the only concern from a risk perspective.

Thus we classify this issue as low importance to' risk.

vii



V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

The Oyster Creek RCPB leakage detection systems cannot

detect a one (1) gallon per minute (gpm) leakage in 1 hour as

required, but can detect 1 gpm in 4 hours. The hypothesis is

that small LOCAs will begin as-leaks (leak-before-break) and

improved leakage detection can lead to prevention of some LOCAs.

There are many unknowns which affect the analysis, perhaps the

most important of which is the time it would take a 1 gpm leak

to become a LOCA. With the proper assumptions, resolution of

this issue could decrease the small LOCA frequency by about

75 percent. However, PRAs of BWRs show few LOCA-initiated

dominant accident sequences and, in particular, the results of

the IREP Millstone-1 PRA and our assessment of the Oyster Creek

fault trees give no LOCAs as dominant accidents. Thus we

classify this issue as low importance to risk.

,
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V-10.B -RER Reliability

It is required that the plant can be taken from normal

cperating conditions to. cold shutdown using only safety-grade

cystems, assuming. single failure and utilizing either onsite or

offsite power. Examination of Procedure No. 534, Revision 8,

chowed that provisions for shutting the plant down using.both

c0fety and nonsafety grade equipment were extensive enough to
,

,

ellow the operator to use. alternate cooldown methods. It is.

oxtremely unlikely, from a PRA. perspective, that only safety
,

grade equipment would be available during an event and.
,

Providing procedures utilizing only safety grade-equipment

would not improve shutdown system reliability. Thus we

classify this issue's importance to risk as low.

,

f
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V-ll.A Requirements for Isolation of High and Low Pressure

Systems

The Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCU) should have

redundant pressure interlocks and check valve position indica-

tions in the control room to prevent an interfacing systems

LOCA (outside containment). We examined the Oyster Creek RWCU

system and calculated the present frequency of interfacing sys-

tems LOCAs through this system. The frequency through both the
-

suction and discharge lines is about 2.5 x 10-7/yr each, that
-7is, a total LOCA frequency of about 5 x 10 /yr. The

Millstone-1 IREP PRA truncated consideration of core melt

-6sequences at 10 /yr. This removed any sequence with a

smaller frequency from further consideration and, in fact, the

dominant. sequences had much higher frequencies. This is true

in general for PRAs: the dominant sequences have much higher

frequencies than 10-6/yr. Thus even if RWCU interfacing

system LOCAs needed no other failures to produce a core milt,

eliminating them would have a negligible affect on risk. The

fact that the containment has already been bypassed in an
,

i

interfacing system LOCA does not increase its importance in

this case because, at Oyster Creek, overpressure failure of
1

containment is virtually assured after any core melt (see issue

VI-4). Thus we classify this issue as low importance to risk.

|
|

|

|
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VI-4 Containment Isolation Systems

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

These issues address the adequacy of containment

integrity during accident conditions. Because'of the small

cize and low design pressure of the Oyster Creek containment,

the pressure generated by steam and noncondesible gases will

fail the containment if no other failure mechanism occurs
,

first. Because of the characteristics and relative conse-

quences of leakage releases and containment ruptures by!

overpressure, no benefit can be achieved by increasing the

reliability of~ isolation of the containment since it will-fail

by overpressure anyway. Thus we classify these issues'

importances to risk as low.

Xi
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VI-7.A.3 ECCS Actuation System

The emergency condenser system logic should allow

testing each emergency. condenser during operation without tak-
ing both out of service. Our analysis indicates that this is

indeed possible. However, even if it were not possible, this

issue does not indicate that such testing should be performed
during power operation. That is, the emergency condensers are

tested during plant shutdown and this issue does not require
(increased) testing during plant operation. Therefore, even if

it were not possible to test each emergency condenser during
operation without taking both out of service, and this was made

possible, there would be no effect on the unavailability of the
emergency condenser system since there is no indication that

the actual testing would be changed. Thus we classify this

issue as low importance to risk.

xii
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VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation end Control

(EI&C) Re-reviews

The Oyster Creek onsite emergency ac power supply

contains seven (7) automatic transfers of loads and load groups

between redundant power supplies. An uncleared fault could

| propagate from one emergency ac power supply to the other,

failing both. Our analysis shows'that removing the automatic

bus transfers (ABTs) could decrease the unavailability of the

emergency ac system by about 15 percent. This is due to elimi-

nation of the propagation of bus shorts through the ABTs. The

failure of the diesel generators dominates the ac power un-

availability. Since emergency ac is contained in dominant

accidents and this issue affects this event but does not
dominate it, we classify this iscue as medium importance to

risk.

.
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VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety

Features, Including Response Time Testing

Periodic system response time measurements are not

required by the technical specifications. In PRA analyses,

timing of system' action is relatively unimportant because tne

time periods measured by response time testing are very short.

That is, from a risk perspective, it is generally acceptable if
a system performs its function within a few tens of minutes

from the' time it is demanded, not within seconds as measured by
response time testing. Failure of the system to operate at all

is discovered by functional testing and response time testing
would not improve system unavailability. Thus we classify this

issue's importance to risk as low.

I

|

|

1
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VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System (RPS),from

Nonsafety Systems

There are no isolation devices between the nuclear

flux monitoring systems and the process recorders for these

cystems where such devices are required and the isolation

between these signals and the plant process computer may be

inadequate. A fault in the nonsafety part of the nuclear flux

monitoring channel could fail the high neutron flux signal.

Even if this failure is assigned a probability of 1.0, the RPS

failure probability from the Oyster Creek fault trees is

totally dominated by common mode mechanical faults and

oliminating the isolation problem has no effect on RPS

unavailability. Thus we classify this issue as low importance

to risk.

xv



VIII-1.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint A.talysis

Several systems incorporate sensors which have

setpoints at the extreme low ends of their ranges and.thus

could fail to actuate when required because of setpoint drift.
.

We have calculated the contribution of this failure mode to a
|

1evel switch failure and find that correcting the setpoints or
eliminating the drift will decrease the unavailability of the
level switch by about 7 percent. Examination of the Oyster

Creek fault trees-showed that this would have a negligible

effect on any top event of the fault trees incorporating the
systems in question. Thus we classify this issue's importance
to risk as low.

,

1

|

,
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VII-2 ESF System Control and Logic, Design

Power circuits to ESFs have only magnetic trip breakers

instead of thermal-magnetic breakers. Thus the ESFs are not

cdequately isolated from nonsafety systems, according to Regu-

latory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Section C-1. This can result in

faults not isolating from a power source if the breaker is

sufficiently unreliable, degrading the ESPs. We calculated the

probability of failure to clear a fault for both kinds of

breaker and found that the thermal-magnetic breaker is approxi-

cately 30 percent more reliable. However, examination of the

results of the IREP Millstone-1 PRA and the Oyster Creek fault

trees showed that breaker faults do not contribute to the top

ovents of the fault trees containing the affected systems.

Thus we classify the importance to risk of this issue as low.

i
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VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown (Electrical)

'The loss of a single bus, Vital AC Panel No. 1,^would

render vital indications, necessary for maintaining plant ccu-

trol, inoperable. Many control room indications are powered by

this bus and the operators would have a much higher chance of

making errors without these indicators. We calculated the

unavailability of the Vital AC Panel N?. 1 and the unavailabil-

ity of an alternate system where.the vital ac for the indicators

is redundant. Not surprisingly, a significant improvement in

reliability can be achieved by making the bus redundant. How-

ever, examination of the IREP Millstone-1 PRA and the Oyster

Creek fault trees showed that human error in the present con-

figuration (without bus failure) involving the affected systems
would not contribute to the top events of the fault trees con-

taining those systems. With bus failure, the human error prob-

abilities would be much higher, but the combination of the

probability of bus failure and greater human error probability

would not be more than the human error probability (without bus

failure) used in the illstone-1 and Oyster Creek fault trees

and, therefora, + abination would not contribute to the2

top events eith c. L.4s we classify this issue as low

importance to risk.

xviii
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VIII-2 Onsite E,mergency Power Systems--Diesel Generators

Three trips of the diesel generators do not meet the

reliability standards for not being bypassed during accident

conditions, but are not bypassed. This reduces the relia-

bility of the diesel generators because these trips could make

the diesel generators unavailable when needed. By examining

Licensee Event Reports of diesel generator trips during tests

(when all trips are not bypassed), we estimate that the three

trips in question contribute, at most, about 2 percent to t.he

unavailability of one diesel generator. Examination of the<

overall emergency ac power Oyster Creek fault tree showed that

eliminating this small contribution from each diesel generator

would have a negligible effect on the overall unavailability of

emergency ac power. Thus we classify this issue as low

importance to risk.

,

t

!
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VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and

Annunciation

Oyster Creek has no control room indication of battery
current, battery charger current, or breaker / fuse status. The

concern is that, without adequate instrumentation, battery

f ailures could go unnot'ced between tests and the de power sys-
tem would be unavailable 3uring an accident. From Licensee

Event Reports, it is seen that approximately half the battery
faults are detectable by instrumentation and half remain unde-
tected until battery tests. An instrument detectable fault is
repaired immediately, so contributes little to unavailability
of de power. We calculated the unavailability of a de bus with

and without instrumentation which would detect those battery
| faults which are detectable. Installing such instrumentation

at Oyster Creek would decrease the unavailability of a de bus
by about 75 percent. Since de power would appear in some domi-

nant accident sequences and resolution of this issue would have

a fairly significant impact on the value of the top event of
the de power fault tree, we classify this issue as high

| importance to risk.

|
t
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XV-16 . Radiological Consequences of Small Lines Carrying

Reactor Coolant Outside Containment

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure

Outside Containment

!

( XV-19 Radiological Consequences of Loss-of-Coolant Accident

These three issues address exceeQing 10 CFR Part 100

doses during events which do not lead to core melt. PRAs have

shown that the-overwhelmingly-dominating portion of the risk-

from nuclear plants is from core melt accidents, not other

(small consequence) events. Thus we classify the importances

of these issues to risk as low.

!

,
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I. Introduction

This main report will present the analysis and results

for the risk-based categorization of issues identified by the

USNRC Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) for the Oyster Creek

nuclear powar plant.

i
|

Section II-will discuss the methodology, Section III

will present our results for Oyster Creek, Section IV will give

the analysis performed for each Oyster Creek SEP issue, and

Section V gives the IREP Millstone-1 fault trees as modified to

represent Oyster Creek.
.

A discussion of the analysis and results for each issue

is given in the Executive Summary of this report.

1
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1 . II . Methodology for Categorization of. Oyster Creek SEP Issues

a

| The United States Nuclear' Regulatory Commission (USNRC)

systematic Evaluation Program-(SEP) is identifying deviations

from current licensing requirements for older nuclear power

plants. This project evaluates those issues which are amenable .

to~ study by probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques.
~

The result of this evaluation is'the categorization of these
issues by the impact their' resolution would have on risk. .This

categorization will be used as input to the.USNRC decisions on

what hardware and procedure changes will be required for the

nuclear plants as the product of the SEP.
4

Not all of the issues identified are easily addressed by

well-detined PRA techniques. In particular, issues which

address the ability of the power plant to safely deal with3

j events for which the frequency and/or effects on plant systems

are unknown are not evaluated in this study. PRA examines

accident scenarios for which the initiating event frequencies

are relatively well known and probabilities of system failures

are estimated by detailed consideration of system configuration,

random component failures, and system interactions. Thus the
,

issues evaluated are those which address systems or plant fea-

tures during normal operation or accident situations of rela-

tively well-known frequency where that system or plant feature

j -may be demanded.

I
.

:

|
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Issues excluded are those dealing with seismic, tornado,

or flooding events for which the frequency of a given severity.

cvent, or any such event, is not well known. Also excluded are

les es dealing with high energy line breaks, where it it not

the frequency, but the effects on systems, which is not known.

Treating these issues in the framework of PRA would generally

; bu at the edge of the state-of-the-art (since event frequencies,

etc., are not well known) and thus our confidence in the risk-

based categorization of these issues would be less than for the

results of our analysis of those issues which fit well into

present PRA considerations.

Also not evaluated are issues dealing with the possible

dutection of weakening of the containment structure. In

gsneral, the actual strengths of contair sents are not known,

although an estimation of the actual failure pressure is used

in PRA calculations. If the actual changes in containment

strength being considered were known, this issue could be

cudressed.

3



'The PRA performed for the Millstone-1 nuclear power
.

plant as part of the Interim Reliabi'lity Evaluation Program
.

(IREP) was modified to represent Oyster Creek.

We modified the Millstone-1 system fault treesoto

represent the failures of the Oyster Creek systems. These

modified fault trees and the changes in the Millstone data base

i
necessary to solve them are included in this report in Section i

'

V.

The method adopted in this study was to examine the

impact of each issue on the systems taley affect and assess the

importance of the issue by qualitative consideration of the

Oyster Creek fault trees we developed, aided by the results and

insights of other PRAs.

For each issue, we consider the impact its resolution

would have on the calculatiorr of risk with the modified Mill-
stosae fault trees and thus the risk at Oyster Creek. That is,

|
|

4
|
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wa assess the impact on the top event of each Oyster Creek

fault tree (or event in any sequence) of each issue. This

ecmetimes required developing further fault trees to incor-

parate the effect of each issue.. For example, issues which ,

1

impacted the failure rates of basic events or components

required further development since the original fault tree

onded at that level.

If we could ascertain no impact on the top event of any

dominant fault tree (or event in any dominant sequence) due to

resolution of an issue, we classified the issue's importance as

low. If the resolution of the issue affects but does not domi-

nate a dominant fault tree (or event), the issue was classified

as medium importance. If the resolution of the issue dominates

the value of the top event of any dominant fault tree (or

event), the issue's importance was classified as high.

This ranking' includes our determination of whether a

given Oyster Creek fault tree or event would appear in dominant

accident sequences based on experience with solving the similar

Millstone-1 fault trees and the results of PRAs of other BWRs.

The overall study methodology is given in flowchart form

in Figure 1. The importance of an issue is determined by the

impact of resolution of the issue on the Oyster Creek fault

5
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Proposed SEPB Impact on Importance
*

: :

'uantification of IssueQImprovement

"of Oyster Creek

Fault Trees / Events
a

IREP Millstone-1 Oyster Creek Dominant Oyster
r :

Fault Trees Fault Trees Creek Fault

" Trees / Events
a

Oyster Creek IREP Millstone-1,

FSAR/ Drawings IREP Brown's Ferry,

RSS Peach Bottom,

RSSMAP Grand Gulf

PRA Results

Figure 1. Study Methodology

6
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trees or events and the dominance or nondominance of accidents
containing those faults or events. The impacts are developed

from the SEP branch evaluations of the issues and the Oyster

Creek fault trees. The Oyster Creek fault trees were developed,

in turn, from the IREP Millstone-1 fault trees and Oyster Creek

plant information. The " dominance" of the Oyster Creek fault

trees and events is determined from those fault trees, experi-

=..ce in performing the Millstone-1 IREP PRA, and the results of

PRAs on other BWRs. The resulting classifications are given in

Table 1.

A discussion of each issue and its classification is

given in the Executive Summary of this report. The next

section provides a brief overview of the results of this study.

7
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TABLE 1

Classification of Issues-

Classification criterion

High Resolution of issue dominates
value of the top event of a
dominant Oyster Creek fault
tree or dominant sequence
event.

Medium Resolution of issue impacts
but does not dominate value
of top event of dominant
fault tree or dominant
sequence event.

Low Resolution of issue has no
impact on value of top event
of dominant fault tree or
dominant sequence event.

;

8
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III. Results

There were 37 issues identified by the Systematic

Evaluation Program Branch for the Oyster Creek nuclear' power

. plant. Of these, 17 were outside the scope of our analysis, 19

ware within our scope. and 1 issue included a portion that was
,

within our scope and a portion that was not. Table 2 gives

those' issues we did not analyze and Table 3 gives those issues

wa did analyze.

Each issue was analyzed for classification.by the

criteria described in the last section of this report. 'That

is, we assessed whether resolution of the issue would affect
1

the Oyster Creek fault ' trees, quantified the effect, examined

the f ault trees to determine the resulting change in the top

event (s), and reviewed other BWR PRAs, especially the IREP

Millstone-1 study, to characterize the affected fault trees by

whether they would be part of dominant accident sequences.
1

Table 4 presents the results of our analysis. For each

issue, the system or accident event that the issue potentially

impacts, the change in unavailability due to resolution of the

issue and the component or system for which this was calculated,

whether the fault tree (s) or event (s),affected would appear in

any dominant accident sequences, whether the issue affects

9
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TABLE 2

Issues Not Evaluated (18)

-I I-3 . B Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements

II-3.B.1 Capability of Operating Plants to Cope With Design
Basis Flooding Conditions

|

II-3.C Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink)

III-l Quality Group Classification of Components and
Systems

III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings

III-3.A Effects of High Water on Structures

III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures

III-4.A Tornado Missiles

III-4.D Site Proximity Missiles.

III-5.A Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and
Components Inside Containment

III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment

III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria, and Loading Conditions

V-6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

V-12.A Water Purity of Boiling Water Reactor Primary Coolant

VI-7.A.4 Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness
,

,

f VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown (Seismic)

! IX-5 Ventilation Systems

| |

l,

!

|
|

10
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TABLE 3

Issues Evaluated (20)

III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibra' tion
Monitoring

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of
Motor-Operated Valves

j IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional
Design and Protection Against Single Failures

V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage
Detection

V-10.B RHR Reliability

V-ll.A Requirements for Isolation of High and Low Pressure
Systems

VI-4 Containment Isolation System

VI-7.A.3 ECCS Actuation System

VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical ~nstrumentation and Control
(EIC) Re-Reviews

VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered
Safety Features, Including Response Time Testing

VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System From
Nonsafety Systems, Including Qualification of
Isolation Devices

VII-1.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis

VII-2 Engineered Safety Features (ESP) System Control
Logic and Design

VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown (Electrical)

VIII-2 Onsite Emergency Power Systems--Diesel Generator

VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
Annunciation

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

11
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Issues Evaluated (20)

XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Small Lines Caz'rying
Reactor Coolant Outside Containment

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Break

XV-19 Radiological Consequences of Loss-of-Coolant
Accident

12



TABLE 4

Results of Analysis

|

| Change in Appears
1

Unavailability in Dominant Affects Top
Issue System / Component gnew/901d Fault Tree / Event Event Importance

III-8.A Transients 1.0 (Transient Yes No Low
Frequency)

1III-10.A Valves in flost 0.86 (1 valve) Yes Yes Medium {Systems
I

|

IV-2 Reactor Trip 1.0 Yes No Low
System

V-5 Small LOCA 20.24 (LOCT No --- Low |
Frequency) |

C
V-10.B Residual lleat 1.0 ( RilR ) Yes No Low

Removal
Procedures

V-11.A Interfacing --- No Low---

Systems LOCA

VI-4 Containment --- No --- Low
Integrity

|VI-7.A.3 Emergency 1.0 (Emergency Yes No Low |

i Condensers Condensers)
|

VI-7.C.1 AC Power 0.85 (AC Power) Yes Yes Medium

|

|

|

1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
I Results of Analysis

Change in Appears
Unavailability in Dominant Affects Top

Issue System / Component Snewbold Fault Tree / Event Event Importance
a
'

VI-10.A Reactor Trip 1.0 (RTS) Yes No Low
System, Engi-
neered Safety
Features

, VII-1.A Reactor Trip 1.0 (RTS) Yes Na Low
'

System

VII-1.B Setpoints for 0.93 (1 Sensor) Yes No Low
Several Systems

VII-2 Breakers for 0.71 (1 Breaker) Yes No Low~
* Several Systems

VII-3 Vital Instrumen- 0.36 - 1.2x10-4 Yes No Low
tation (Vital AC Panel)

,

VIII-2 AC Power 0.98 (1 Diesel) Yes No Low

VIII-3.B DC Power ~0.25 (1 Bus) Yes Yes -High

VIII-4 Containment --- No Low---

Integrity
i

XV-16 Offsite Doses --- No --- Low

XV-18 Offsite Doses --- No --- Low'

: XV-19 Offsite Doses --- No --- Low

'l
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the-top event of the fault tree (s)/ event (s), and, based on

cpplying the criteria of Section II to all of the above

results, the resulting classification of the issues are given.

Table 5 gives a list of the classifications of the issues as

high, medium, or low importance to risk. A discussion of the

classification of each issue is given in the Executive Summary

of this report.

15
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TABLE 5

Classification of Issues.

(Importance to Risk)

High

VIII-3.B DC Bus Instrumentation

M%dium

III-10.A Thermal Overload Trips

VI-7.C.1 AC Bus Transfers

Low

III-8.A Loose Parts

IV-2 Control Rod Withdrawal

V-5 RCPB Leakage Detection

V-10.B Shutdown Procedures
V-ll.A RWCU LOCA

VI-4 Containment Penetrations

VI-7.A.3 Emergency Condenser Testing
VI-10.A Response Time Testing

~

VII-1.A RPS Isolation

VII-l.B Setpoint Drift

VII-2 ESP Breakers
VII-3 Vital AC Panel No. 1

VIII-2 Diesel Trips

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations

XV-16 s. Radiological Consequences

XV-18 L of Non-Core-Melt Events
'

XV-19<

!

l
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IV. Analysis

Following-are the analyses of the issues which were

| Parformed to assess their-importances to risk.

i

4

f

i

'

|

|

|
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III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration

Monitoring

1. NRC Evaluation

A loose-parts monitoring system as required by Regulatory

Guide 1.133 does not exist at Oyster Creek.

2. NRC Recommendations

Install a loose-parts monitoring system to detect loose

parts in the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.

3. Systems Affected

Loose parts can cause transient events by causing damage

within the reactor coolant system.

4. Comments

None

5. Analysis

The only concern, from a risk perspective, of loose parts

is that they may cause a transient which challenges the plant

!
.,
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end its safety systems. There is ample data on transients to

chow that this effect is negligible. That is, because th'e his-

torical transient rate is so high, several per reactor-year,

and the historical contribution to this frequency by loose

parts has been negligible, eliminating loose-parts-induced

transients will have no effect on the transient: frequency _and

| no effect on risk.
|

6. Conclusions

'

Eliminating loose-parts-induced transients by installing a

loose-parts monitoring system would have no effect on risk.

,

i
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III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of

Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs)

1. . NRC Evaluation

Thermal overload protection for MOVs should have sstpoints

high enough to prevent spurious trips-and circuits used to

bypass thermal overloads during accident conditions should be

properly qualified. The Oyster Creek designa are not satisfac-

tory because the adequacy of setpoints has not been established

for unbypassed thermal overloads.

2. NRC Recommendations

Design modifications should be provided to bypass thermal

overloads during ECCS operations or setpoint adequacy should be

demonstrated.

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by this issue are all systems except

the core spray (CS) system. The CS system is the only system

which has the thermal overloads on its Movs bypassed.

i

!

|
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4. Comments

The concern is that a spurious trip of a thermal ovgrload

could cause a safety-related valve not to open during accident,

conditionc, even though nothing is wrong with the valve. The

analysis will address only this problem. It:should be noted,

however, that bypassing thermal overloads could.cause moEor

burnout if something actually is wrong with the valve. Motor

burnout would greatly reduce possibilities for subsequent

recovery of valve operability. This negative effect on system

reliability will not be addressed.

5. Analysis

This analysis will address the reliability of a valve both

with and without thermal over)oad bypass. The failure rate per

demand of a motor-operated valve can be found in Appendix III

of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) on Table III-2-1. This

failure rate is

Ap(MOV) = 1 x 10-3/d,

and is a combined failure rate, that is, it represents valve

failures from all modes. This implies the failure due to

unbypassed thermal overloads is included in the failure rate.*

*It is valid to say this since the failure rate is developed in
large measure from test data, and protective devices, such as
thermal overloads are seldom, if over, bypassed during test.

21
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Therefore, the failure rate we assign for MOVs with unbypassed
thermal overloads is

Ap(MOV/NOBY) = 1 x 10-3/d.

In order to determine the failure rate of valves which have
their thermal overloads bypassed, it is necessary to subtract

out the contribution of ?.hermal overload failure to the total
failure rate.

The failure rate per hour of a thermal relay (commercial

quality, ground-fixed environment) can be found in Section 1 of

Nonelectronic Parts Reliability Data (NPRD-2) on page 86. This

failure rate is

As(TS) = 4 x 10-7/hr.

In order to determine the demand failure rate, it is

necessary to have a test interval. The WASH-1400 demand fail-

ure rate for MOVs is based on monthly testing, thus the number

of hours in a month (720) will be applied to the equation:

ATS
AD" 2

where T is the test interval. This equation gives

22
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(4 x 10 /hr)(720 hr/d) -4
= 1.4 x 10 /d.A (TR) =

D

Thus the demand failure rate of a valve with the thermal

overload bypassed is

-3 -4
A (MOV/BY) = AD(MOV/NOBY) -A( ) = 1 x 10 /d - 1.4 x 10 /dD D

= 8.6 x 10-4/d,

or approximately a 14 percent decrease in the valve failure

rate by bypassing the thermal overload. The failure rates

shown above were applied to the Millstone-1 Interim Reliability-

Evaluation Program (IREP) study for two cases: (1) the thermal

overload bypassed valve used for the core spray Movs and the

nonbypass valve used for all other MOVs, which represents the

present condition at Oyster Creek, and (2) the thermal overload

bypassed valve used for all MOVs, which represents resolution

of this issue as proposed by the NRC. The results of the

comparison of these to cases are that there is a small effect

on the frequency of a few individual core melt sequences, but

that this effect is a reduction in frequency of less than

5 percent for any given sequence, and that the effect on

overall core melt frequency and risk is so small as to be

undetectable. This can, in general, be also said to be true

for the Brown's Ferry IREP study. Additionally, the Mill-

stone fault trees were modified to more closely resemble the
4

Oyster Creek systems, and this effort showed that the expected

4
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results for effect on risk at Oyster Creek are similar to those
described for Millstone-1,

6. Conclusion

The f ailures of motor-operated valves do not domin&te the
'

Oyster Creek fault trees, which resulted in the reduction of

valve unavailrivility attained by thermal overload bypass being
nondominant. There is some small effect.

t
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IV-2 Reactivity Control System Including Functional Design and

Protection Against Single Failures

1.. NRC Evaluation
:
!

!

| The reactor protection system is required to be designed to

cnsure that no single failure can result in a condition which

cxceeds the acceptable fuel design limits or which is more
,

;

cevere than those for which the reactor protection system is

designed. There exists the potential for single failures at

Oyster Creek which would allow multiple control rod withdrawals,

which is considered not acceptable.

2. NRC Recommendations

No specific recommendation was made other than to consider

the resolution of XV-18 not valid until this issue is resolved.
.

3. Systems Affected

The only system affected by this issue is the reactor

protection system.

i

(
25
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|

4. Comments

The occurrence of multiple rod withdrawal in itself is not

significant to risk since PRA is concerned with core melt acci-

dents. Exceeding technical limits is not a concern unless this

induces or increases the probability of subsequent events. The

reactor protection system (RPS) will act to trip the plant

before the multiple rod withdrawal can create a significant

problem. If, however, the cause of'the multiple rod withdrawal

affects the operability of the RPS trip function there is a |

potential for serious anticipated transient without scram

(ATWS) events. The analysis was, therefore, addressed towards

assessing if the potential single failures in question affect

| the ability of the RPS to trip the plant.

5. Analysis

:

The RPS fault tree from the Millstone-1 Interim Reliability

Evaluation Program (IREP) was modified to represent the Oyster,

Creek RPS. A careful evaluation was performed on both the

original Millstone tree and the Oyster Creek tree. It was

found from that analysis that failures in the rod withdrawal

part of the control rod-system do not contribute to failure of
,

the RPS. Failure to trip following a rod withdrawal event is

26
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|
;
,

i

.the same as for any other event for which. plant trip is

rcquired.

6._ Conclusion
<

The pot'ential single failures in question would not affect
,

[ plant risk.

,

F

1'

4

4

I

|
,

.

t
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V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

1. NRC Evaluation

The Oyster Creek reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)

leakage detection systems should be able to detect a l' gallon /
minute (1 gpm) leak in 1 hour. It has not been demonstrated

,

that the equipment has this sensitivity.

2. NRC Recommendations

Install equipment or ensure that the present equipment can

detect a 1 gpm leak in 1 hour.

3. Systems Affected

The system affected is-the reactor coolant system. This

issue potentially affects risk through the frequency of small

LOCAs.

,

4. Comments

|

The NRC hypothesis is that early leak detection may allow

the prevention of that leak becoming a LOCA through operator

action to isolate 'ene leak or shutdown (depeessurize) the

plant. This is the " leak-before-break" issue for pipes.

|
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By technical specifications, the plant must shut down upon

discovering a 1 gpm unidentified leakage. The maximum cdoldown

rate is 100*F/hr. |
1

i

l

There are several unknowns associated with assessing the

.irpact of leak detection time on preventing LOCAs: the mean

time l' would take a leak to grow to LOCA proportions, the

fraction of leaks which, in fact, become LOCAs, and the ability

of the. operators to prevent a LOCA upon discovering a small

1sak.

;-

Oyster Creek presently has at least two systems for

dotecting leakage which approach the required 1 gpm in 1 hour

sensitivity. The sump pump flow integrator can detect a 1 gpm

Isakage when the sump is pumped every 4 hours. The level

switches on the sump can detect a 4 spm leakage in a period of

1 hour. Thus at present, Oyster Creek can detect 1 gpm leakage ~

in about 4 hours by these methods.

5. Analysis

A fault tree for S LOCA frequency, incorporating leakage
2

detection, is given in Figure V-5-1. The impact of this issue

is to change the quantification of the leakage detection

I probability. The assumptions we make to maximize the

29
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i

calculated impact of this issue are that all pipe break'LOCAs-

as calculated in WASH-1400 begin as leaks which can be prevented

from becoming LOCAs and the change in leakage detection

probability is maximized.

The change in leakage detection probability is maximized by

assuming that the detection time is presently 4 hours and by
considering the mean time it would take for a leak'to become a
LOCA, E. This mean time is unknown. There are three

possibilities:
,

| '

i 1. E > 4 hrs.
2. I hr. < E < 4 hrs.
3. E < 1 hr.

.

iThe probability that a leak will not be detected-is,
approximately,.

( 0, t > td
PND " '

L I,1 - t/td,t<td,
- _

i

where t is the detection period (here being changed fromd

4 hours to 1 hour). The difference i.n detection probability.

'is, in each case,

d

30
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1. 0 E > 4 hrs.,

2. 1- t/4, 1 hr < t < 4 hrs.

3. 3E/4, t < 1 hr.

| Cases b and c are maximized by choosing t = 1 hour. Thus the

I probability of not detecting the leak is assumed to be'3/4 in

the "before" case and 0 in the "after" case.

Since virtually all of the primary system (except the

recirculation pumps) is unisolatable, the probability that the

operator cannot isolate the leak is 1.0.

The recirculation pump seal failure rate is taken from the

data in the December 9, 1980 NRC Memorandum for E. Adensam,

Acting Branch Chief, Operating Experience Evaluation Branch
~

from R. Riggs, Operating Experience Evaluation Branch. There

have been no seal failures of Byron and Jackson pumps in 75

pump years of operation at non jet pump BWRs. There has been

one pump seal failure in 53 pump years at jet pump BWRs. Thus
-3the failure rate is about 8 x 10 / pump-yr. There are five

recirculation pumps at Oyster Creek, so the overall failure

-2rate is 4 x 10 /yr. These LOCAs would be isolatable by the

recirculation pump isolation valves. We assume that th,e domi-

nant cause of failure to isolate is operator error (probability

~3 x 10-3) as the valve failure probability is much less

(~1 x 10-4).

31
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.

If the leak is detected, there may remain some time to

prevent the leak from becoming a LOCA. This is the whole point

; of requiring this leakage detection capability. However, if we

choose the time for the leak to become a break to be 1 hour,

then in both our "before" and 'after" cases, by the time the

leakage detection system integrates the leakage for 1 hour, or |
|4 hours, there is no time left to prevent the LOCA. Thus the j

effect of leakage detection is negligible.

;

We also analyzed the situation where the time for the leak

to become a break is longer, chosen to be 2.5 hours. This

allows time for action to depressurize the plant and decrease

the likelihood that the leak becomes a LOCA. In the "before"
'

case, the integration time is still longer than the time for

j the leak to become a LOCA, so preventative actions are still

ruled out. In the "after" case, there remains 1.5 hours to

depressurize after the leak is detected. The stress on the

( leaking pipe is proportional to the pressure, and if we assume

. that the probability of the crack (leak) propagating is propor-
|

tional to the stress, we can estimate the probability of a LOCA

during depressurization as the ratio of the pressure after

1.5 hours of depressurization to the operating pressure (since

we assume that the probability of LOCA is 1.0.without depres-

surization). At the maximum cooldown rate of 100*/hr on the
saturation curve after 1.5 hours from the operating pressure of

32
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1020 psig, the pressure will be 240 paig. Thus the probability

of LOCA during depressurization is 240/1020 = 0.24.

Using these data, the fault tree in Figu're V-5-1 was

quantified. If the time for the leak to become a break is

L1 hour, then there is no change in the small LOCA frequency of

-3
1.1 x 10 /yr from decreasing the leakage detection time-from

i

4 hours to 1 hour. If the time for'the leak to become a break

is longer, say 2.5 hours, then the decreased leakage detection

time will decrease the small LOCA frequency, from'1.1 x 10-3/yr

to 3.6 x 10 */yr for the time of 2.5 hours.-

,

>

6. Conclusion

The benefit of increased leakage detection capability is

very sensitive to the (mean) time it would take for a leak to

become a break. If that time is much greater than 4 hours or

if it is approximately 1 hour, then improved leakage detection

of 1 gpm in 1 hour has little effect. However, for other

times, such as 2.5 hours, there is a significant effect.

33
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TABLE V-5-1

Fault Tree Quantification Data

Event Name/ Description Unavailability or Frequency

Pump seal fails 4x10-2/yr

Foilure to isolate pump 3x10-3

L2ak which would become LOCA lx10-3/yr

Operator fails to isolate 1.0
leak

Laak not detected f 0.75 before
E = 1 hr J

1, 0 after

f 0.375 before
E = 2.5 hr ?

( 0 after

L2ak detected I 0.25 before
t = 1 hr d

I, 1.0 after

i 0.625 before
E = 2.5 hr ?

1.0 afterI

L 1.0 beforeLOCA during depressuri-
_t = 1 hrzation

, 1.0 after

i 'l . 0 before
E = 2.5 hr J

0.24 after|
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V-10.B RER Reliability

1. NRC Evaluatio'n

It is required that the plant can be taken from normal

operating conditions to cold shutdown using only safety-grade

systems, assuming a single failure and utilizing either dnsite

or offsite power through the use of suitable procedures. . While

Oyster Creek does have safety-grade plant systems capable of

safe shutdown under these conditions, the plant operating pro'-

cedures rely upon other nonsafety-grade systems and do not

specify how the cooldown would be accomplished by th'e operator,

in the event of failures in nonsafety-grade systems.,

|
|

|

| 2. NRC hecommendations
i
.

The licensee must develop plant operating / emergency

procedures for conducting a plant shutdown and cooldown using

only safety-grade plant systems.

3. Systems Affected

All safety-grade and nonsafety-grade systems used for plant

shutdown and cooldown are affected by this issue.

!

36
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4. Comments

Procedure No. 534, Revision 8 contains instructions on'all

ecoldown methods using both nonsafety-grade and safet -grade

equipment.

5. Analysis

,

An examination of Procedure No. 534 was conducted, and it<

was determined that it contained sufficient information for the
operator to utilize alternate cooldown methods in the event

normal cooldown is not available. While the procedure includes

nonsafety-grade systems, the operator is directed to use

-cafety-grade systems if preferred nonsafety-grade systems are

unavailable. The procedure includes in it all conceivable

mathods which involve only safety-grade systems.. Similar pro-

j ccdures existed at Millstone-1 and were evaluated during the
i Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) study of that

plant. Using the human factors techniques of the IREP study,
!
; the results showed that the Millstone procedures were sufficient
'

an instructions to the operator, and human error in initiating
alternate cooldown methods did not' contribute to risk during
the RHR phase of cooldown. It did, however, contribute to risk

from early cooling failures due to the probability of operatori

failure to manually depressurize when high-pressure cooling

37
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was unavailable and low-pressure makeup was therefore required.

This resulted from a poorly structured procedure, since this

action was included in a procedure. In our examination of

oyster Creek, we would expect that Procedure No. 534 would con-

stitute sufficient instruction in-the human factors sense. The

development of~another procedure which included only safety-
J

grade systems would not reduce risk. In fact, we would dxpect

some increase in risk since this procedure would foreclose via-

ble cooling options using nonsafety-grade systems. Even though
t

these systems-are nonsafety grade, they do exist and are capa-

i ble of functioning. When performing a risk assessment, all

systems in the plant are considered. While it is usually.true

that nonsafety systems are less reliable than safety systems

|
; (and this is reflected in the risk model), there is still some

finite probability that they will function. -Thus their very

existence seems to reduce risk if their use is condoned in a

procedure.

6. Conclusion

As a result of the existence of Procedure No. 534 and our

analysis of it, there is no apparent reason for the development

of a procedure which utilizes only safety-grade systems for

cooldown.

38
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V-ll.A Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure

Systems .

I 1.. NRC Evaluation
.

TheReactorWaterdleanupSystem(RWCU) sh6uld have
.

redundant pressure interlocks and check valve position

indication in the control room. '

.

2. NRC Recommendation ,

.

.

The NRC staff recommendations were that redundant

interlocks on the RWCU suction valves should be installed,

interlock provisions should be supplied for the RWCU discharge

valves, and discharge check valve position indication should be
,

provided.
,

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected are the RWCU and the reactor coolant

system, and this issue affects the risk due to an interfacing

cystem LOCA, i.e., a LOCA outside containment.

39
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4. Comments
.

The Oyster Creek RWCU system pressure protection devices

Lwill be analyzed to determine their contribution to L CAs(

outside lhe containment,

j 5. Analysis

1

The high pressure portion of the RWCU system piping is

shown in Figure 1. On the system suction line, there are two

MOVs controlled by a single pressure sensor, a pressure control

valve, operated by the same pressure sensor, and a pressure

relief valve that vents to the suppression pool. On the dis-

charge line, there is one MOV controlled by a pressure sensor,

a check valve, and three check valves in parallel'(one check
|

valve is in series with a normally closed MOV). Other valves

are present, but are normally open and have no provision for

automatic closure. Operator action will not be considered as a

viable-option to prevent the LOCA. The operator could prevent

the loss of sufficient coolant to produce core damage; however,

the operator probably could not prevent the loss of at least

some coolant given the automatic pressure isolation devices do

not function.

|

40
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Simplified fault trees for leakage into the low-pressure

occtions of the RWCU system from the suction and discharge

lines are shown in Figures 2 and 3. In developing the data for

those two fault trees, WASH-1400 data was used. These data

wsre modified to reflect only yearly surveillance of the
i

valves. (Instead of the monthly surveillance the WASH-1400

| data are developed from.) The operability of the system

ccaponents is checked annually, not monthly, during refueling.

The potential failures in the nWCU system discharge line

.are independent for each of the three valves that must fail for

tha high-pressure to reach the low-pressure piping. The effect

of the flow path containing valves V-16-32 and V-16-33 is

nsgligible compared to the two flow paths containing valves

V-16-48 and V-16-51. The combinatioa of failures that can

result in a LOCA from this flow path (the discharge line) have
i

en expected frequency of 2.4E-7/ reactor-year (see Figure 3)..

The frequency of a LOCA outside containment due to a

high-pressure leak in the RWCU system suction line is primarily

dspendent on the failure of the pressure sensor, ISO 4, and the

prossure relief valve. A failure of the pressure sensor will

provent both MOVs and the pressure control valve from closing

and maintaining a low pressure downstream of the pressure

centrol valve. This coupled with a failure of the pressure

1
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relief valve will produce a LOCA outside of the containment.

If the sensor does not fail, then all four valves must fail to

produce the LOCA.

These two combinations of failures yield a frequency of

2.4E-7/ reactor-year for LOCAs outside of the containment due to

a failure'of the pressure interlocks on the RWCU suction line.

O
Frequency = P(sensor failure) x P(relief valve failure)

+ P'MOV V-16-1 fails) x P(MOV V-16-4 fails)
x P(PCV-NDil fails) x P(pressure relief valve

,

failure)

= (2.4E-3/R-yr)(lE-4)

+ (IE-2)(lE-2)(7E-4/R-yr)(lE-4)

= 2.4E-7/R-yr

The data used in the above calculations assumed a yearly

test interval for all the components (Oyster Creek has a yearly

refueling outage). The failure probabilities were developed by

creating an hourly failure rate from the WASH-1400 demand fail-

ure rate data, or using the hourly failure rate in the WASH-1400

data where available. The two failure rates are related as

follow:

A p = A oT/ 2

42
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where AD = demand failure rate
A, = operating failure rate'(hr~1)
T = time between tests

By calculating A for a test interval of one month andn
1 -

the WASH-1400 demand failure rates, both the yearly frequencies

and demand failure rates based on yearly tests could be

determined. The data developed for this issue is shown in

Table 1.

The total LOCA frequency due to failure of this system

-7interface is about 5 x 10 /R-yr. Even if a core melt with

release occurred after every such LOCA, the contribution to

risk would be negligible since the overall core melt frequency

for Millstone-1 was calculated to be much higher and, in fact,
any core melt sequence of less than 10-6/R-yr was truncated

from the risk analysis. The " automatic" failure of containment

by this LOCA is not significant since containment overpressure

failure is virtually assured (see issue VI-4).

6. Conclusion

on the RWCU suction line, the pressure relief valve provides

the redundancy that a redundant high-pressure signal would.
,

For the RWCU suction line, yearly checks on the equipment and

43
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the requirement of three failures to allow a high-pressure leak
provide sufficient protection against a LOCA outside the

containment due to leakage in the discharge line. The Srequency

calculated for LOCA outside the containment is on the' order of
SE-7/R-yr. Thi.s would cause a negligible contribution to core

melt frequency and its elimination would have no effect on risk.

|

|

:
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TABLE 1

Development of Data

!
6

Failure A ,f_p* or frequencyo

MOV V-16-1 fails to close 2.7E-6 hr-1 lE-2
V-16-4
V-16-61

Pressure rClief valve fails to open 2.7E-8 hr-1 lE-4

PCV ND-ll fails to operate (close) 2.7E-6 hr-1 2.4E-2/R-yr

Pressure sensor fails to operate 2.7E-7 hr-1 2.4E-3/R-yr

Check valve V-16-48 severe leakage 3E-7 hr-1 1.3E-3
V-16-51

Check valve V-16-48 fails to reseat 2.7E-7 hr-1 lE-3
V-16-51

Pressure sensor fail's to operate 2.7E-7 hr-1 lE-3

Check valve V-46-62 severe leakage 3E-7 hr-1 2.6E-3/R-yr

Check valve V-16-62 fails to reseat 2.7E-7 hr-1 2E-3/R-yr

* Assumes yearly test interval

The frequency for a failure is defined as

ATo

where T is the time interval of interest (in this case 1 year).

.
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VI-4 Containment Isolation System

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

1. NRC Evaluation

!
Both of these issues address the adequacy of containment

integrity during accident conditions. Issue VI-4 identifies
neny containment penetrations which could have high probability

of failure to isolate and Issue VIII-4 identifies a potential
failure mode of electrical penetrations during LOCA conditions.

2. NRC Recommendations -

Backfit the necessary hardware to make containment

panetrations conform to the GDCs and ensure containment

integrity during accident conditions.

3. Systems Affected

These issues affect the nature of the release of radioactive
miterial in an accident and thus the consequences of.the
accident.
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4. Comments

We will not analyze each penetration here, but will show

that the whole issue of containment isolation is not important

to risk for. Oyster Creek.

5. Analysis

|

Because of the small size and low design pressure of the

Oyster Creek containment (similar to Millstone-1), the pressure

generated by steam and noncondensible gases during a core melt

! accident will most certainly fail the containment if another

failure mechanism does not occur first. For example, in the

Millstone-1 IREP PRA, all the accident sequences fail the

containment by overpresst.e if a steam explosion does not occur.

The effect of changing the effectiveness of isolation of

the penetrations is to shift the containment failure mode
|

I
between leakage through the failed penetration and overpressurel

rupture (if the leakage would be great enough to prevent'rup-

ture). In the IREP Millstone-1, IREP Brown's Ferry, Reactor

Safety Study Methodology Applications Program Grand Gulf, and

Reactor Safety Study Peach Bottom PRAs of BWR plants, no

dominant risk sequences involved isolation failure of the
l
'

penetrations as the release mechanism. The overpressure

50
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failures for the Peach Bottom, Grand Gulf, Brown's Ferry, and

Millstone PRAs were BWR Release Category 2 and 3 releases.

Cantainment leakages (failure to isolate penetrations) were

,
:Rolease Category 4 releases in Grand Gulf, Millstone, Brown's

|
FGrry, and Peach Bottom.'

The smaller numbers are the greater consequence release

categories. Thus improving the isolation could.only decrease

the containment leakage releases in Category 4 and increase the
l'

overpre.ssure releases in the higher consequences Categories 2

and 3, thus increasing risk.

6. Conclusion

.

Because the Oyster Creek containment will fail by

overpressure in a core melt accident if no other failure occurs

first, improving containment isolation will not decrease the

probability of release during such an accident or lower the

consequences of the release.

|
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VI-7.A.3. ECCS Actuation System

1. NRC Evaluation

All Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) components,

L including pumps and valves, should be included in component and

system tests. It should be possible to perform these tes'ts>

during operation unless (1) no practical system design exists, !
!

(2) the probability of system failure can be maintained accept-
i

ably low without it, and (3) routine testing is possible during

j shutdown. Oyster Creek is not satisfactory because the logic

for the emergency condenser system does not lend itself to
1

i testing and because the ECCS surveillance requirements in the
:

technical specifications are inadequate since specific periodic '

,

i

; channel checks, functional tests, and calibrations are not
i

! required for each instrument parameter in each logic channel

for each ECCS* system.

.i

i:

2. NRC Recommendations

I

The emergency condenser system logic should be modified to
.

1

allow testing and a suitable change in the technical specifica-

tions to include periodic channel checks, functional tests, and

calibrations for each instrument parameter in each logic channel

for each ECCS system should be made.
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|

.3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by,this issue are the emergency,

condenser, core spray, and automatic depressurization systems.

!

| 4. Comments

When a PRA is performed,.the analysis is based on the

actual conditions in the plant. Thus'the analysis utilizes

-testing conditions as represented in the plant procedures

rather than what is required by the technical specifications.

The question of the surveillance requirements in the technical

specifications is not one of whether surveillance is required,

but rather one of identifying each individual item to be sur-

veyed. The technical specifications de require surveillance,

and plant procedures are in existence which carry this out and

identify what must be done. A PRA would take this into account

in the analysis. Since the suggested change in the technical

specifications would not actually change what is being done,,

but simply codify it, there would be no effect on a risk analy-

sis. It is thus impossible to determine any effect of this

action on plant risk, since in reality nothing is modified.

: The proposed technical specification changes will, therefore,

not be analyzed further.
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for the case of the testability of the emergency condensers,
the recommendation is to modify the logic to allow testing each

* emergency condenser during plant operation without taking both

out of service. Two points have to be made regarding this

recommendation.

e

o The recommendation does not state that the isolation
condenser should actually be tested during plant

operation, but simply that it should be made possi- i

ble to do so. The ability to do something does not

affect system reliability at all. Thus this

recommendation does not serve to reduce plant risk.

o The evaluation that the present logic does not

allow testing during operation is incorrect. It is

true that no procedure exists to do this; however,

a procedure could be written to accomplish this

using the present logic. This is discessed in the

analysis section.

5. Analvsis

The analysis was begun with the intent of determining

the effect on plant risk of modifying the actuation logic
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of the emergency condensers (ECs) such that each EC could be

tested during plant operation without taking the other Ed out

of service. The problem seemed to be that both ECs were.actu-

ated by the same logic. The fault tree for the isolation con-

danser system at Millstone-1 was taken from the Interim

Rollability Evaluation Program (IREP) study of Millstone-1 and

was modified to represent the emergency condensers at Oys'ter

Creek. It was during this effort that it was discovered that

it was possible to perform the testing referred to by this

issue.

The EC system at Oyster Creek is shown simplified in

Figure VI-7.A.3-1. The ECs themselves are shown at the top of

the figure. Each EC has four motor-operated valves, three nor-

m:11y open and one normally closed. The system is put into

operation simply by the opening of the normally closed valves

(the "f3" valves). These are the only valves which get the

opening signal, which is shown in the logic diagrams below the

ECs. The actuation is accomplished by the 6K9-6K12 relays as

shown (actuating either 6K9 or 6Kll AND either 6K10 or 6K12

will actuate both ECs). These relays are actuated by actuation

trains as shown at the bottom of the figure. The details of

each train are not important. It is sufficient to state that

they are redundant and independent.

|

|
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It is obvious that each actuation train can be tested during

plant operation since each one can be tripped individually

without actuating the ECs. It is also obvious that the SC

values themselves can be tested during plant operatiod by

cycling them in a pattern such that one valve is always closed

at any given time and all valves are put through one cycle. If,

this is done one EC at a time, never will both be out of'ser-

vice. (Note: Any time a valve other than the #3 valve is

closed in a given EC, that EC is out of service since only the

#3 valve receives the automatic open signal.) In order to test

| the auto open circuit itself, it is necessary to close the #4

| valve and actuate the circuit to see if the #3 valve will open.

It seems impossible to do this without doing both ECs at the

same time since they receive signals from the same actuation

trains, and this would require taking them both out of service

at the same time, which is unacceptable. There is, however, a

way around this problem. Note that although each EC uses the
,

|

| same relays for actuation, they use different contact pairs.

For example, on relay 6K9, valve 3A uses contact pair 1-2 and

valve 3B uses contact pair 5-6. This is what makes individual

testing possible. A procedure for this would be something like

the following:
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!

1. Close valve 4A. EC "A" is now out of service.
l

I
|

'2. Place a jumper across contact pair 1-2 of relay 4K10.

This creates a partial actuation path to open relay 3A

|
[ 1
' 3. Actuate train 1 and thus relay 6K9. This will close |

contact pairs 1-2 and 5-6 of 6K9. This completes the

actuation signal to valve 3A, which will be commanded

to open. Valve 4A will remain closed. A partial actu-

ation path to valve 3B will be created, but since no

contacts in the 3B circuit are jumpered and no other

trains are actuated, valve 3B will not open. If, how-

ever, an actual demand occurs, the valve will be opened

by actuation of Train 2 or Train 4. Thus for-the

period of testing, EC "B" would be actuated by

1-out-of-2 logic instead of its normal 1-out-of-2 twice

logic.

4. Return Train 1 to service.

5. Remove jumper.

6. Close valve 3A.
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This can be repeated for each of the trains by moving the jumper
around and actuating each train until each of the four contact

pairs has been_ tested. Then valve 4A would be reopened'and EC

"A" declared back in. service. The whole procedure would then

be repeated for EC "B". Thus everything involving both ECs can

be tested during plant operation without taking both ECs out of

service.

6. Conclusion

The issue of technical specifications changes to specify

instrument testing is not beneficial from a risk standpoint

since the testing is done anyway. The issue of the nontest-

ability of the emergency condensers during plant operation is

not important since it is not required that they actually be

tested (testing is possible without the suggested modifications).
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VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and Control
(EI&C) Re-Reviews

1. . NRC Evaluation

The Oyster Creek Unit 1 onsite ac emergency power supply

contains seven automatic transfers of loads /lond groups between
redundant power supplies. These automatic transfers are not in
compliance with current NRC criteria on independence of onsite
power systems.

2. NRC Recommendations

The automatic ac transfers should be removed to satisfy the
requirements of IEEE Std 279-1971.

3. Systems Affected

The system affected is the ac power system. The issue

affects risk through the propagation of an uncleared fault from

a bus on one emergency ac power supply to the other emergency
ac power supply.
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4. Comments .

The NRC recommendation is to remove the automatic bus

transfers to eliminate any. connection between the two emergency

se power sources, providing two totally independent ac power

Cources.

The most likely failures that will affect buses in both.

diesel generator trains are a failure in the. automatic bus

transfer and a short-to-ground on the bus itself. The automatic

bus transfer must. function properly for the bus failure to

propagate through both diesel generator trains.

The power supplies to the buses supplied through all seven

automatic' bus transfers are vital buses IA2 and IB2. Vital bus

IA2 is powered from USS IA2 and vital bus IB2 is powered through

USS IB2 (see Figure 1). The buses that have their power sup-

plied through the automatic bus transfers are MCC IAB2, Vitali

Lighting Distribution Panel No. 1, Vital AC Power Panel No. l'

: -(VACP-1), Continuous Instrument Panel No. 3, Instrument Panel

No. 4, and Protection System Panel Nos. 1 and 2.

1

8
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5. Analysis

The fault tree'for the propagation of-a fault from~the

automatic. bus-transfer supplied bus ~-to buses IA2 and=IB2 is

shown in-Figure 2. .The same fault tree can be used to represent
'

all seven automatic bus transfers. To affect both buses IA2
4

and IB2, the.short-to-ground must occur in the automatic-bus*

' transfer, on the bus itself,'or in a' piece ofLequipment powered-
from she bus. This last fault must occur in conjunction with a,

breaker failure for the short to propagate back to the bus.

This double-failure, a short and a breaker failure, at this
level was not analyzed further as the bus and bus transfer

,

fault probabilities are significantly larger than the

combination of equipment shorts and' breaker failures.

i

-The. failure rate for a short-to-ground in both the automatic
;

bus transfer'and:on the bus is 3E-7/hr.- Assuming 8640 hours in
<

a reactor year, this failure probability yields a frequency of

2.6E-3/R-yr for the occurrence of a short in either the automa-.

tic bus transfer or in the bus powered through-the automaticc

I
| bus transfer. The breakers have a failure rate of IE-3/ demand.
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It is possible to develop an hourly fnilure rate for circuit

breakers from the demand failure-rate from WASH-1400. By pro-

ducing this hourly failure rate and making the conservative
,

!

cesumption that the circuit breakers between buses IA2 and

( vital IA2, IB2 and vital IB2,' and those between the vital bt'.,t:=

cnd the automatic bus transfers have never been tested, tha

probability for the failure of the circuit breaker to opsn can

be calculated. For each circuit breaker, the failure to open

probability is 0.24, given these conditions:

AD" ADo

demand failure rate based on monthly test inter-where A =
D vals (WASH-1400 number)

hourly operating failure rateA =
g

t = test interval

A( 0)AD" - "
o

(lE-3)2/720A =
g

-

2.8E-6 hrA =
g

Oyster Creek has been operating for approximately 100,000 hours,

P(failure to open) =;-e = 0.24

With this information, the fault tree shown in Figure 2 can

be evaluated for the contribution of one automatic bus transfer

causing the failure of buses in both emergency ac power trains.
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Frequency of top event =
.

[(Frequency of bus short)(Probability that ABT
functions) + Frequency of ABT short) x Breaker
failure x Breaker failure x Breaker failure x
Breaker failure =

[(2.6x10-3)(~1.0) + 2.6x10-3] x .24 x .24 x .24 x .24 =
1.7E-5/R-yr.

|

l

The seven automatic bus transfers are-independent of each
!

other and their effects on buses IA2 and IB2 can be summed to
yield a frequency of automatic bus transfer-induced failures in

both emergency ac power trains of approximately 1.2 x 10-4/R-yr.
!

| To establish the relative risk due to the presence of the
automatic bus transfers, the frequency of failures of buses in:

j both diesel generator trains due to the transfer of a ground
fault can be compared to the expected frequency of' station

|
| blackout due to a loss of offsite power combined with the fail-

ure of both diesel generators to start. The probability of one

diesel generator failing to start on demand or fail to run is
-26 x 10 and the frequency of a loss of offsite power is

0.2/R-yr. This is a generic number and the frequency of a loss
of offsite po.'er for Oyster Creek expected to be similar. The

frequency of station blackout due only to loss of offsite power
and the failure of the diesel generators is

!

(6E-2)(6E-2)(0.2/R-yr) ~ 7E-4/R-yr
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6. Conclusion

Even with-the conservative assumptions made in this

enalysis, the contribution of the automatic bus transfer fail-

ures to the loss of power on the IA2 and IB2 unit substations

is approximately a factor of six less than the contribution due

to station blackout. The station blackout calculation did not

include all of the failure combinations that will result in

diesel failures (signal failures, cooling failures, etc.) and,

therefore, the automatic bus transfer-induced failures should

be even less significant.

This analysis examined only the effect of the automatic bus

transfer short circuits on the two buses USS IA2 and IB2. Any

further propagation of a fault would require the failure of

additional circuit breakers and is, therefore, even less

probable.

The results of this analysis agree with those produced in

the PRA analysis of Millstone-l. In that analysis, the presence

of automatic bus transfers did not contribute significantly to

the failure of the ac power system. From examination of the

nodified fault trees representing Oyster Creek, we see that the

general effect should be the same.
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, . VI-10.A Testing of~ Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety

Features, Including Response-Time Testing

1. .NRC Evaluation

.

All reactor trip system (RTS) and engineered-safety systems

(ESP) components should be included in component and system

tests, and the scope and frequency of periodic testing should'

be adequate. The system dbsign should permit periodic testing

during reactor operation, including testing channels indepen-

dently. Tests should duplicate, as closely as practical, the

performance-required under accident conditions. Response-time

testing is required to verify that the response times are within

; the limits of the overall response times given in the safety
~

,

analysis report. Testing should also duplicate, as closely as

practical, the integrated performance of all the RTS and ESP

systems and their essential auxiliary supporting systems.

Oyster Creek does not conform because:.

1. The plant technical specifications do not require

a test of the reactor mode switch and some instru-

ments are not specifically identified for RTS

system testing.

!

!
!
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2. Although required, no dual channel-(scram) test is
.

performed by Oyster Creek.

~

3. Periodic system-response-time measurements are not

required.by the technical specifications.
_

2. NRC Recommendations

The technical. specifications should be modified such that

cach instrument and logic path is specified. The licensee

should implement a program for response-time testing of all

reactor protection systems (RTS and ESF).

,

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by this issue are the RTS and all

nyatems constituting the .JFs.

4. Comments
,1

Regarding the first issue in the evaluation, when a PRA is

parformed the analysis is based on the actual conditions in the

plant. Thus the analysis utilizes testing conditions as
'

represented in the plant procedures rather than what is

required by the technical specifications. The question of'the
1
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surveillance requirements in the. technical specifications is

not one of whether surveillance is required,-but rather of

identifying each. individual item to be surveyed. The technical

specifications do require surveillance, and plant procedures

are in existence which. carry.this out and identify what must be

done. A PRA'would take this into account in the analysis.

Since the suggested change in the technical specifications

would not actually change what is being done, but simply codify

it, there-would no affect on a risk analysis. It is thus

impossible to determine any effect of this action on plant

risk, since in reality nothing is modified. The proposed tech-

nical specification changes regarding specific identification

of items tested will therefore not be analyzed further.

In considering response-time testing, it is important to

consider the significance of meeting the response-time require-

ments to risk. In PRA, the timing of system action is rela-

tively unimportant when discussing the short time periods

measured by response-time testing. In general, if a system

functions automatically, it has succeeded. For example, the

time limit for RPS action in a PRA is that which ensures the

success of the suberiticality function in time to allow other

safety systems to prevent core melt. Whether or not design
,

specifications are met is of no concern. The time period in

70
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question is on the order of minutes, not seconds, as is the

: concern with response-time testing. Any functional test will

dsmonstrate ability to function within minutes, since the test

would be called a failure long before those minutes had passed.

This argument applies also to ECCS systems. In the Interim-

-Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) study of Millstone Unit

1, it was determined that an ECCS system was successful, from

the point of preventing core melt, if it was in operation

within one-half hour. Again, response-time testing is con-

corned with seconds. Any functional test is sufficient to

damonstrate ability to function within one-half hour. This -

one-half hour number is not unusual, and previous PRA studies

on other plants (such as the IREP studies of Brown's Ferry,

ANO-1, Calvert Cliffs, and Crystal River 3) have determined

that response times of 20-40 minutes are sufficient for ECCS

Octuation for both PWR and BWR plants. Thus, it is expected

that this would prove sufficient for Oyster Creek also. Thus
,

even if response time is tested and is shown on occasion to

indeed be beyond design requirements, it is not considered an

observed failure from a PRA standpoint. For example, when

determining failure data for diesel generators, if a failure

report says, Diesel generator started in 11.2 seconds, exceed-"

ing requirement of 10 seconds," this report is discarded and is

not counted as a failure. This is because the diesel did

function and it did so in a sufficient amount of time to

71
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prevent core melt since ECCS is not absolutely required for

about one-half-hour. In general, it can therefore be stated

that a system either works or it does not work, and response-

time testing does not demonstrate anything that is not demon-

strated by a normal functional test. Since normal functional

tests are already performed, and an additional response-time

test would not affect the interval between tests, it can-be

said that response-time testing does not affect overall plant

risk. No further analysis of.this issue is required.

5. Analysis

Analysis was performed on the remaining issue regarding a

dual-channel (scram) test. The RTS fault tree from the

Millstone-1 IREP study was modified to represent the Oyster

Creek RTS. It was analyzed assuming that no dual-channel test-

|
ing is performed. This was relatively simply since the systems

; are very similar and no dual-channel testing was given credit
!

at Millstone. The analysis showed that the components tested

during dual-channel testing did not contribute to RTS failure.

Common mode mechanical faults completely dominated RTS failure.

Since these components did not contr.ibate in the absence of

dual-channel testing, performing a dual-channel test would not
t

i reduce RTS failure probability and thus would not reduce
|
| overall plant risk. The result occurred because the
l
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dual-channel test would essentially overlap other testing
already performed and because of the " linkage" features df

c mmon mode failure, which cause multiple failures'from single

causes and are related to environmental and design

commonalities, which cannot be eliminated by testing.

6. Conclusion

This issue has no effect on system reliability or risk from
core melt. This is because the NRC recommendations do not

sarve to increase surveillance from a PRA standpoint and

bacause of the dominance of common mode failures to RTS failure.,
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VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System (RPS) From

Nonsafety Systems ~

1. NRC Evaluation

Isolation devices are required between RPS and nonsafety
,

1

systems. There are no isolation devices between the nuclear
i

flux monitoring systems and the process recorders for these

systems. There is also inaufficient information to evaluate if

these signals are sufficiently isolated from the plant. process

computer, although isolation devices are in place.

2. NRC Recommendations

Suitably qualified isolators should be provided between the

nuclear instrumentation and the plant process computer and

process recorders.

3. Systems Affected

The system affected is the reactor protection system (RPS).
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4. Comments

~

The contractor evaluation of this issue determined that the

cansor systems are adequately isolated, by;means of intermediate

- relays 'from the RPS subchannels. Thus a fault in the nonsafety

I part of a nuclear flux monitoring channel could only cause a
;

failure of the high neutron flux signal. The analysis will

therefore not address the possibility of a fault causing an

entire RPS subchannel to fail.

. 5. Analysis

The Oyster Creek RPS is very similar to the RPS in Millstone

Unit 1. It was decided that it would be.possible to determine

whet improvement in reliability, if any, would.be obtained by

providing the recommended isolation by analyzing a slightly

modified Millstone-1 RPS fault tree. The fault tree used was

taken from the draft-report, " Interim Reliability Evaluation

Program: Millstone Point Unit 1," (Report No. SAI-002-82-BE),

Appendix B.l. The modifications made to the tree simply

involved removing trip signals from the Millstone tree which

did not apply to the oyster Creek.- The tree was then analysed

for the following conditions:

1
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a. A high neutron flux condition exists,

b.. The-secondary effects of the high neutron flux

condition which would also eventually exceed reac-

tor-trip setpoints are high reactor pressure and

low reactor water level.

c. The high neutron flux trip channels are inoperative

due to electrical faults in the nonsafety parts of

the system which are not isolated from the safety

parts.
,

This represents the case of oyster Creek as it is now, that is,
'

without the recommended isolation. Assumption c is extremely

conservative and represents the worst case for the no-isolation

condition. By stating that e.11 the channels are inoperative,

we are saying that faults exist in all four channels and assum-i

| ing that this condition exists at all. times, since no probabil-

ity is being assigned to the condition. We know that this is

not true, but if the analysis shows the neutron flux channels

to be unimportant to scram failure probability under these

conditions, we know that.the isolation of these channels would

definitely have no effect under any conditions.
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When the tree'is analyzeu.for this case, the failure' rate

cf~the RPS is calculated to be

P(RPS) = 8.9 x 10-6/d

due entirely to common mode mechanical faults involving the
i

centrol rods. The failures.in the neutron flux channels do not

even appear in the final answer.

The tree was then analyzed for the case where isolation is4

installed as recommended. This was done by allowing the neutron

flux trip channels to be operative again. Instead of having a

failure rate of 1.0 as in the previous case, their normal (ran-

dom) failure rates were used. When the tree is analyzed for

this case, the failure rate of the RPS is calculated to be

P(RPS) = 8.9 x 10-6/d

due entirely to common mode mechanical faults involving the

- control rods,

i

r
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3

Thus it can be caen that the failure' rate of the RPS is the

same regardless.of whether the neutron flux channels are iso-

-lated or not. Furthermore, the dominant cause of failune in

both cases is common mode mechanical, faults: the elec'ronic andt

. electrical parts of the RPS do not contribute to failure at

all.- The effect of providing-isolation of the high neutron
1

flux instrumentation from the nonsafety process equipment is

nonexistent. |

_

6. Conclusion

Because of the dominance of common mode mechanical failures

to.the RPS failure rate, this issue has no effect on risk from
.

failure to scram accidents.

I

! :

l

|

|

l
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.VII-1.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis

1. ,NRC Evaluation

Protective instruments and clarms are provided with

i edjustable setpoints where specific actions are either automat-

ically initiated, prohibited, or alarmed. Setpoints correspond

-to certain provisions of technical specifications that have
,

been incorporated into the operating license by the Commission.

Violation of these Limiting Safety System Setpoints (LSSS)

implies an intrusion into the margin of safety between the

limits and possible core damage. Accordingly, the actual set-

points used should be offset from the LSSS to account for

instrument errors unless the instrument errors were used in

selecting the LSSS. Furthermore, even when the instrument

error is a part of the LSSS, a setpoint which is close to

either extreme of an instrument range is unacceptable. This

type of design is unacceptable because repeatability considera-

tions may cause the trip point to end up outside the range of

the instrument.

At Cyster Creek, sensors RE23 A, B, C, and D (closes MSIV

on low steam pressure) have shown unacceptably high drift rates

bscause of the large span (20 to 1400 psig) compared to the

LSSS and actual setpoint of 825 psig. Sensors RE18 A, B, C,
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and D (auto depressurization on low-low level), and RE02 A, B,
,

C, and D (core spray and isolation'on low-low reactor water

- le v.el) have setpoints_at the extreme low ends-of their ganges.

2. NRC Recommendations
J

For RE23, the staff-believes the setpoint-and sensors supply

! an adequate margin of safety and that the problem is one of

reporting and alignment. Thus the " problem" can be solved by.

changing the LSSS valve such that reports of setpoint " drift"
,

will be eliminated.

For RE02 and RE18, the setpoints should be increased to a

,
point where the margin to extreme range is at least equal.to

:

I the instrument accuracy, or more suitable sensors (with
'

different ranges) should be provided.

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by these sensors are core spray,

containment isolation, and auto depressurization.

|
4. Comments

Since RE23 is in reality not a problem, it is not necessary

to perform any analysis with regard to these sensors.

| 80
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5. Analysis

What we are concerned with is the contribution of sdtpoint

drift in the level sensors to failure of the sensor to actuate
,

| whOn required. In previous risk assessments, such as the
!

Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) analyses of

Millstone-1 and Brown's Ferry-1, the problem of setpoint drift

wec considered unimportant. This was because, with monthly

chseking of the setpoints, while drift might cause trip outside

tho LSSS, it was not large enough to cause a failure of the
,

dosired function. In the case of the RE02 and RE18 sensors,

hswever, any setpoint drift might cause a situation where the

renge of the sensor might be exceeded and thus render the trip

cignal inoperative. In order to compare the two cases, mini-

fault trees representing sensor failure were constructed. The

c2se of a well-designed setpoint, where setpoint drift is not a

i
concern, is shown in Figure VII-1.B-1. The demand

unavailabilities for this event is shown to be

go = 0.014/d.
,

The data for this tree are taken from the IREP data base as

utilized for the Millstone-1 IREP study. For the case of a

cotpoint which is too close to the limits of a sensor, the tree

io shown in Figure VII-1.B-2. It is essentially the same tree

as before with the addition of an event to represent setpoint

81
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drift. Data for this event was not available from the IREP

data base, but was obtained from IEEE Standard- 500-1977.

Although the data represented setpoint drif t in either direction

and in any amount, it was conservatively assumed that setpoint

drift always occurred in the unsafe direction and by a suffi-

cient amount to disable the signal. The new demand

unavailability for the failure of the sensor is

go = 0.015/d

a negligible increase in the demand unavailability. If this

new unavailability is applied to the results of the Millstone-1

IREP it will have no effect on the total plant risk. ECCS

sensor failures did not appear in dominant cut sets in the

study at all and this minor increase in unavailability does not

'
cause them to become dominant. The same applies to the Brown's

Ferry-1 IREP study. In addition, the Millstone-1 system fault

trees were modified to resemble the affected Oyster Creek

systems. It was determined from this effort that by using the

above-calculated unavailability in the modified fault trees,

the level sensors in question did not contribute t: he

unavailability of any of the affected systems.
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6. Conclusion-

Because of the small effect on demand unavailability of a

water level sonsor due to setpoint drift of a setpoint near the

extreme lower limit, and because these sensors do not
I

j centribute to system unavailability, this issue has no effect

en plant risk.

d
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TABLE 1

Pault Summaries

Fault Exposure Unavailability
Event Name Event 1iscription Time per Demand Comments

El Local k ult of 1 no 1.4x10-4 qD " IIIA
lx10-4 +s /2(1x10-7)(720)/2
D+A t

Level Sw!tch (720 hrs) =

E2 Operator Miscali- 1 no lx10-3 qo = qp' f /fe o$ brates Level Switch lx10-3(7.,/720)=

E3 Instrument in Test --- 2.8x10-3 qo = f /fo = 2/720t

E4 Inadvertently Left 1 mo lx10-2 9D " 9D' T /7 = lx10-2(720/720)c
in Test

-- - - - - - _ . - - - . -

E5 Instrument in -- g 9D " 9D(EI) fm/f = 1.4x10-4(2/720)= cMaintenance
-

_ ._._-

E6 Inadvertently Left I no ~ xq
go = go(El)=.(1.4x10-k'(fc/7)g

in Maintenance )(.01)(720/720) 2 g
__

E7 Setpoint Drift 1 mo ' 7.2x10-4 qD " As /2 = (2x10-6)(720)/2f

- _ - _ .



VII-2 ESF System Control and Logic Design

1

,

1. NRC Evaluation
!

|
Nonsafety systems which are electrically connected to the'

Engineered-Safety Features (ESP) should be properly isolated

from the ESF and the isolation devices or techniques should be

diverse. Any credible failure at the output of an isolation

device should still leave intact a system that satisfies all

reliability, redundancy, and independence requirements. Th'is

applies to the isolation of the logic functions between chan-

nals and from control and nonsafety systems as well as isola-

tion of power to system component between channels and between

other components. The system logics comply in these areas.

However, Oyster Creek is not satisfactory because isolation of

power circuits to 23 ESFs valves is by magnetic trip breakers

only rather than thermal-magnetic breakers as required by

Nuclear Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Section C-1.

2. NRC Recommendations

No specific recommendation is made, since motor-operated

valves are covered by Topic III-10.A.
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3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by this issue are the core sprgy,-

containment spray, and containment isolation systems.

4. Comments

Although no recommendation is made regarding this problem

for this issue, neither is it treated in Topic III-10.A.- For

this reason, an analysis is performed to determine the effect

on breaker failure of having only a magnetic trip as opposed to

having a thermal-magnetic trip.

5. Analysis

The concern is that not having a thermal trip on a valve

! breaker can cause faults to not be isolated from a power source.

This analysis will address the reliability of a breaker with

and without a thermal trip. The fault tree shown in

Figure VII-2-la represents a breaker with a thermal-magnetic
|

trip system. It shows that in order for the breaker to fail to

trip, it could have faults in the breaker or in both of the

trip signals. The data for the local faults of the breaker are

from the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) data

base, which is essentially taken from the Reactor Safety Study

I

i
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(WASH-1400). Data for the trip signals were not available from '

|

| this source, and so were obtained from Section 1 of Nonelec-
!

tro,nic Parts Reliability Data (NPRD-2). The data used for the

cagnetic-trip were those for a commercial quality, ground-fixed

cyplication. current sensitive relay on page 82 of NPRD-2 The

( data used for the thermal trip were those for a commercial

quality, ground-fixed application thermal relay on page 86 of

NPRD-2. The demand unavailability of the breaker to clear a

fault is shown to b3

qp(TMB) = 1x10-3/d

Figure VII-2-lb is a fault tree for a breaker which has only a

tagnetic trip. In this case, it shows that in order for the
,

breaker to fail to trip, it could result from local faults or

-from magnetic trip faults. The demand unavailability of the

breaker to clear a fault has now become

go(MB) = 1.4x10-3/d

This is an increase in unavailability of 40 percent. These

calculations were based on monthly testing. Other testing

intervals will result in proportionately identical results.

That is, all the cor.tributions will change by the same factor,

thus the 40 percent increase holds. While thi,s may on the sur-
face appear to be significant, failure to clear faults was not

a contributor to risk in the Millstone-1 IREP study. Even'

89
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if this larger demand unavailability is applied to the results

from Millstone, it will have no effect on total plant risk.

Tha same can be said of the Brown's Ferry IREP' study. In addi-

tion, the Millstone-1 system fault trees were modified to

resemble the affected Oyster Creek systems. It was determined

from this effort by using the above data in the modified fault

trees, that the failure to clear faults did not contribute to

the unavailability of any of the affected systems.

6. Conclusion

As demonstrated by the above analysis, having magnetic trip

breakers as opposed to thermal-magnetic trip breakers does not

affect total plant risk.

J
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TABLE 1

Fault Summaries

Fault Exposure Unavailability
Event Name Event Description Time per Demand Comments

El Local Fault of 1 mo lx10-3/d go = (1) Ap' = lx10-3'(demand rate based on
Breaker--Fails to (720 hrs) monthly testing)
Open

*
ru

E2 Magnetic Trip Relay 1 mo 3.6x10-4/o go = As /2 = (1x10-6)(720)/2,r

Fails to Actuate
to Trip Breaker

.- __ _

E3 Thermal Trip Relay 1 mo 1.4x10-4/d qD " As /2 = (4x10-7)(720)/2r

Fails to Actuate
to Trip Breaker

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -

1
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VII-3 Systems Required for.SafeJShutdown (Electrical)

.l. NRC Evaluation

|
| It should be possible to attain a safe shutdown, assuming

the most limiting single failure, for both normal shutdown

(offsite power available) and emergency shutdown (offsite power

not available). The electrical part of the safe shutdown sys-
~

tems should have the required redundancy such that no single

=failtre will disable all automatically actuated systems for
,

short-term cooling. Additionally, systems required for shutdown-

I cooling-(residual heat removal) should be capable of being

operated from the control room and bringing the reactor to cold
-chutdown within a reasonable period assuming the most limiting

single failure. Oyster Creek is not satisfactory because the

loss of_a single bus, Vital AC Panel No. 1, would render ini-
tial indications necessary for maintaining plant control

inoperable. Control room indication of service water, contain-

--ment cooling, core spray, isolation condenser, and shutdown

; cooling system parameters, such as flow, temperature, level,

and pressure are powered by this ac instrument bus. Suitable

direct-reading local indications are available and could be

used if o,perators were stationed at the local indicators and
i

had adequate communications with the control room.

!
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2. NRC Recommendations

The instrumentation systems that provide initial indications
for maintaining' control of reactor shutdown should be. modified
to satisfy the single failure criterion.

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by this issue are service water,

containment-cooling, core spray, isolation condenser, and
shutdown cooling.

4. Comments
.

The recommendation above implies a design modification

which would have the effect of splitting the vital ac panel in
two, with redundant instrumentation on each half. Each half

would be powered by a different ac power train, as opposed to

the single bus with automatic bus transfer which now exists.

The determination of system importance will be based on a

comparison of Oyster Creek with the results of the Millstone
IREP study.

|

[
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5. Analysis

Figure 1 shows the VACP-1 bus as it is now, and a
i configuration that satisfies current NRC licensing criteria.

In this co.. figuration, the automatic bus transfer has been

removed and a duplicate VACP installed. Two fault trees were

constructed, Figures 2 and 3, to represent these two configura -'

tions. The analysis goes no further than a loss of power at

the two vital buses, vital bus IA2 and vital bus IB2. Any con-

tribution due to failures in the electrical system above the

vital buses to a loss of power at the VACP, or both VACPs,

would be approximately the same for either configuration.

Oyster Creek does have a written procedure (502.7.2) for

the restoration of power at the vital AC Panel No. 1. Included

in this procedure is a step that calls for the manual transfer

of power from vital bus IB2 to vital bus IA2 in the event of a

loss of power from vital bus IB2.

The data used to evaluate each fault tree are the same as
that used in the Millstone IREP study. {The data source is

primarily WASH-1400.) For the event " Loss of Power at Vital

Bus IA2 (IB2)," two different values will be used. One repre-

cents the unavailability of the bus for the case of offsite

power not available, the other for the case of offsite

95
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V

I

power available. For the case with offsite power available,

the failure probability is simply the bus failure probability.
For the case of offsite power not available, the unavailabili'.y
used for the vital bus is that for the diesel generator failing
to start:and'run. (This was a dominant contributor to the bus
unavailability in the Millstone IREP study.) The data'are
shown in Table 1.

Using this data, an unavailability of the vital ac panel

indications can be produced for both system configurations for

both offsite power available and only onsite power availab,le.
The results are tabulated in the following table.

.

Unavailability of VACP Indications
,

'

Offsite Power Only Onsite Power Only

One Vital AC Panel (With ABT) 5.5E-5 1E-2
|

Two Vital AC Panels 6.6E-9 3.6E-3

The case with only onsite power available has only a small
decrease in unavailability. This is due primarily to the domi-

nance of the diesel generator failures and the relatively small

failure rates of the remaining compon6nts. In the offsite

power available case, the VACP-1 failures tend to dominate the

~

. loss of power at the panel. In this case, the presence of two

VACPs greatly reduces the unavailability of the indications

provided by the VACP.
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The loss of the VACP indications does not affect the ability

of the safe shutdown systems to perform their functions. Addi-

tionally, the operator does have indications available for the

| valve position and pump operation (start, stop). The operator
,

| can tell whether or not the systems are properly aligned without
i

'

leaving the control room. (To regain the information he has

lost through the loss of the VACP, the operator must station

personnel at the equipment to monitor local instrumentation.)

The loss of the VACP indications will create the potential for

greater operator error in the operation of the shutdown systems.

A full examination of the effect the loss of the VACP would

have on the operator error probabilities is beyond the scope of

this analysis. However, operator actions involving the service

water, containment cooling, core spray, isolation condenser,

cnd shutdown cooling systems in the Millstone IREP study did

not contribute to the dominant sequences that lead to core

melts. The increase in the human error probabilities can rea-

sonably be expected to be no larger than two orders of magnitude

due to the increased stress levels caused by the loss of the

VACP indications. The combination of both VACP failure and the

increased operator error has no larger a failure probability

than the operator error probabilities without VACP failure

assumed in the Millstone IREP study. This combihation should

not appear as a contributor to the risk due to a core melt.
,

|
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; 6. Conclusion

Although the proposed change would lead to a significant

increase in the availability of the VACP indications, the con-
sequences due to a loss of the VACP-indications is not

-significant relative to risk due to core melt.

:
>

I

t

t

|

|
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1 TABLE l-

Component Unavailabilities

Failure Unavailab111tyl

bun Failure 2.4E-6
'

Transformer Failure 5E-5

Breaker Failure to Remain' Closed 3 2.4E-5

Bus Out of Service'for Maintenance 2.4E-6

Loss of Power at Vital Bus

a. Offsite Power Only~ 2.4E-6
b. Onsite Power Only 6E-24

Automatic Bus Transfer: Failure to Transfer 3E-1

Operator Fails to Manually Transfer to 1.5E-2
Vital Bus IA22.

1All unavailabilities are based on WASH-1400 data and immediate
detection except for: Loss of Power at Vital Bus, Onsite Power
Available, (based on the monthly diesel generator tests) and
the Automatic Bus Transfer where it is assumed that the device
is never tested, i.e., no test procedure specifically states
that it must be tested.

2From NUREG/CR-1278, Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis
With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications. Data is for
executing a short list of instructions (Procedure 502.7.2)
under moderately stressful conditions.

3 o power normally flows through the breaker between VACP-1N,.

! and vital bus IA2 A failure.will not be immediately detected
| and since the breaker is not tested, an unavailability of 0.1

has been used.

4 ominated by failure of diesel generators to provide power.D;

|

|

|
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VIII-2 Onsite 3mergency Power Systems--Diesel Generator

1. NRC. Evaluation

|

|

| During accident conditions, the standby. diesel generator
!

systems should have all trips bypassed except engine overspeed

cnd generator differential. Other trips can be retained only

if there are at least two independent measurements of each

parameter and the trip logic requires coincident signals to

trip. There are three trips at' Oyster Creek which do not meet

these requirements (reverse power, leading wars, undervoltage).

2. NRC Recommendation

Design modifications should be implemented to bypass the

three trips in question under accident conditions.

3. Systems Affected

The ac power system is the only one directly affected by

this issue. All other systems which utilize emergency ac power

during loss of normal ac power transients are indirectly

affected.
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4. ' Comments

The issue in this case can be stated as, "Is the frequency

of spurious trip of these diesel generators from the three

trips in question significant in comparison to trips which

would normally occur from other causes." Insufficient data are

available for just these units to make a judgment, so it was |
i

necessary to include other units of the same manufacture and

design. The units at Oyster Creek are General Motors 25 kW

diesel generators.

5. Analysis

A list of failures.for diesel generators of this type was

i taken from NUREG/CR-1362, " Data Summaries of Licensee Event

|
- Reports of Diesel Generators at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power

Plants." The list for GM diesels in the 25 kW range is con-
|
' tained on pages 300-304 of this document. The vast majority of

diesel starts are for tests, and thus the vast majority of the

failures took place.during tests also. Since protective trips

! are.not bypassed during a test, these failures include both

failures that would always occur and ones which would not occur

during emergency conditions since the trips should be by-

passed. It was a simple task to separate these categories.

The results are as follow:
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Number of listings in chart 94

Number of valid failures 83

Number of spurious trips due

to the three signale in question 1 (possible)

Number of spurious trips from

other causes 7

Number of delayed starts (>10 secs) 3

The single possible trip from one of the trips we are

concerned with is a generator output breaker trip on internal

loss of field due to a trip not disconnected during the test.

This may refer to an undervoltage type trip. The event

occurred at Beaver Valley. This represents 1 spurious failure

out of 84 failures, i.e., C3 valid failures which would have

occurred anyway and the 1 failure which would only occur during

emsrgency conditions if the undervoltage trip is not bypassed.

The remaining 10 events are not considered since these repre-

cent events which would be expected not to cause failure during
emargency conditions. Installing the recommended bypasses at

Oyster Creek would thus be expected (by point estimate) to

climinate 1 failure in 84, or a little more than 1 percent of

the failures.

In the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) data

bnce, the demand unavailability of diesels to start and run is

; 105
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6 x 10-2/d

and so the expected decrease from bypassing the trips in

question would result in a new demand unavailability of

-5.9 x 10-2/d.

If this new number is used in the Millstone-1 IREP study, it

has no noticeable effect on total plant risk. This is even

though loss of normal power events represented 85 percent of

total plant risk at Millstone-1, and failures of emergency

power sources figured highly in the results. The IREP results

are very sensitive to emergency power source unavailability,

but the reduction in the unavailability would have to be on the

order of a factor of two or three before it would be noticeable

in.the results. This-effect would be even less on Brown's

Ferry-1, since in the IREP study of that plant, loss of normal

power transients contributed much less to overall risk. It

should be noted, however, that the Millstone design'with

respect to these transients is much more similar than Brown's

Ferry to Oyster Creek.

In addition, the Millstone-1 IREP fault tree for the

electric power system was modified to resemble Oyster Creek,

and this effort showed that the expected results for effects on

risk at Oyster Creek are similar to those described above for

Millstone-l.
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' 6. Conclusion ,

.

Even though unavailability of emergency power sources is

oignificant to total plant risk, the recommended modifications '

would not result in a large enough decrease in unavailability

to affect the risk.

.

C
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VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and

Annunciation

1. NRC Evaluation

The de power system battery and bus voltage monitoring and

annunciation devices should provide sufficient information so

that the operator can prevent the loss of an emergency de bus

or take corrective action in the event of the loss of a de

bus. Oyster Creek has no control room indication of battery

current, battery charger current, or breaker / fuse status.

2. NRC Recommendation

Instrumentation should be installed to provide control room

indication and alarms for the status of the following de power

system parameters:

1. Battery current (ammeter--charge / discharge)

2. Battery charger output current-(ammeter)
|

3. DC bus voltage (voltmeter)

,

4. DC bus ground alarm (for ungrounded system)

5. Battery breaker (s) or fuse (s) position (open-alarm)

6. Battery charger output breaker (s) or fuse (s)
|

position (open-alarm).

| 108
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3. System Affected

The system affected by this issue is the de power system.

i

4. Comments

This analysis is based on NUREG-0666, "A Probabilistics

Safety Analysis of dc Power Supply Requirements for Nuclear
,-

Power Plants" and the Millstone IREP study. . The evaluation of

dstectable and undetectable battery faults (faults that.will

not produce low battery voltage and are, therefore, not detect-

-able until battery tests) is based on NUREG-0666. The impor-

tence of the de power system relative to risk is based on the

Millstone IREP study and Oyster Creek fault trees.

5. Analysis

Figures 1 and 2 give the fault trees for the Oyster Creek
,

de bus failures. The only difference between the two de bus

systems, as modeled,' is that DC Bus C has two battery chargers,

while DC Bus B has only one. (In this analysis, no credit was,

taken for the manual switchover from the Main Battery Charger B
to the static charger.) This issue affects the probability

4

that battery faults will go undetected between tests. (Battery

load tests are required every 6 months at Oyster Creek.) For
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those faults that go undetected between tests, the fault

exposure time is one-half the test interval. Since faults that

are, detected are repaired immediately, the fault exposuce time
'

is on the order of the duration'of the challenge to the de

power system following an accident initiator.

The data used to analyze the effects of the additional dc

bus monitoring and annunciation are. derived from three

-sources. These include the Millstone IREP report, Oyster Creek

battery test requirements, and NUREG-0666. From NUREG-0666,

approximately one-half of the battery faults reported in

Licensee Event Reports were discovered at battery tests, even

though the minimum monitoring requirements were met. An

upgraded Oyster Creek monitoring system cannot be expected to

improve upon this ratio of battery detectable and battery

undetectable (until test) faults. Using this and the

conservative assumption that none of the battery faults are;

l

i detectable at present, the data for this analysis are as shown
|

in Table 1.
|

The failure probabilities for the two de buses, B and C, at

Oyster Creek are as shown in the following table:
1
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" As '- I s " " Modified Monitoring"

Bus B 9.2E-5- 2.2E-5

Bus C 8.4E-5 2.2E-5

i

l-
! 6.- Conclusion

The additional monitoring devices for the de battery system

reduces the de bus unavailability by a factor of approximately

0.25. The-reduction is due almost equally to the reduction in

the unavailability of the breaker between the battery and the

bus and the reduction in the battery unavailability.

.In the Millstone IREP analysis, the cutsets including dc

battery failures contributed less than 5 percent to the total

risk due to core melt. The reduction in battery unavailability-

would virtually eliminate the. contribution of de battery faults

to the risk of core melt.

.

I

f
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TABLE 1

DC Bus Fault Data

Pault Exposure.
Failurc Rate Time Unavailability

Bus out of service for maintenance 10-7

DC bus failure 1 hr 2x10-6

Battery charger f ailure 4x10-6

i AC power failure * 2x10-2

Breaker fails to remain closed

"As Is" lE-6/hr 1/2 (6 mo) 2x10-3
" Modified Monitoring" l hr lx10-6

Battery faults detectable
C
* "As Is" 0 0

" Modified Monitoring" 4.4x10-3/yr 1 hr 5x10-7

Battery f aults not detectable

"As Is" 8.7x10-3/yr 1/2 (6'mo) 2.2x10-3
" Modified Monitoring" 4.4x10-3/yr 1/2 (6 mo) 1.1x10-3

Breaker open for test /maint
on battery

"As Is" E

" Modified Monitoring" E

* Failure is combination of loss of offsite power frequency and failure of the diesel
generator to start.
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XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Small Lines Carrylng Reactor

Coolant Outside Containment

XV-18- Radiological-Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure

Outside Containment

-

i

XV-19 Radiological Consequences of Loss of Coolant Accident

,

.l. NRC Evaluation

These three issues address exceeding 10 CFR Part 100 doses

during events which do not lead to core melt.

2. NRC Recommendations

Make whatever changes necessary to prevent exceeding

10 CFR Part 100 doses.

3. Systems Affected

These issues affect offsite consequences.

4. Comments

None
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5. Analysis

PRAs have shown that the overwhelmingly dominating gortion

of.the risk from nuclear power plants is from core melt acci-

dents.. The contribution from rod ejection, spent-fuel pool

accidents, transportation accidents, and other small dose

releases is negligible compared to the massive releases 6f ;

radioactive material from core melt accidents. Thus the effect

on risk of resolving these issues is negligible.

6. Conclusion

These three issues have no effect on risk.

:

i

!
,
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APPENDIX E

REFERENCES TO CORRESPONDENCE
FOR EACH TOPIC EVALUATED

<

Oyster Creek SEP

_ __ _ _ _



SEP Topic No. Date Reference

II-1.A' 2/4/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Tcpics II-1.A, Exclu-
sion Area Authority and Control; II-1.B, Popula-
tion Distribution; II-1.C, Population Hazards Due
to Nearby Transportation, Institutional, Indus-
trial and Military Facilities - Oyster Creek.

II-1.B 2/4/82 See reference for Topic II-1.A.

II-1.C 2/4/82 See reference for Topic II-1.A.
|

| II-2.A 11/16/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Sebject: Oyster Creek -'

SEP Topic II-2.A, Severe Weather Phenomena
Revision 1 cf Staff Review.

II-2.C 3/16/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic II-2.C,
Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteris-
tics for Accident Analysis - Oyster Creek.

II-3.A 6/30/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Safety Evaluation of SEP
Hydrology Topics II-3.A, II-3.B, II-3.B.1, and
II-3.C.

11-3.B 6/30/82 See reference for Topic II-3.A.

II-3.B.1 6/30/82 See reference for Topic II-3.A.

II-3.C 6/30/82 See reference for Topic II-3.A.

II-4 8/3/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Review
Topics 11-4, Geology and Seismology, and II-4.B,
Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant
Vicinity.

II-4.A 6/8/81 Letter from O. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to all SEP
owne.s (exce,t San Onofre), Subject: Site Spe-
cific Ground Response Spectra for SEP Plants
Located in Eastern United States.

II-4.B 8/3/81 See reference for Topic II-4.

II-4.C 6/8/82 See reference for Topic II-4.A.

Oyster Creek SEP E-1
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference

II-4.D 6/28/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic II-4.0,
Stability of' Slopes - Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 1.

II-4.F 6/15/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Safety Evaluation
II-4.F, Settlement of Foundations and Buried
Equipment - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station.

-III-1 4/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
(systems)- Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-1, Quality

Group Classification of Structures, Components
and Systems - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station.

III-1 7/9/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
(electrical) Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topics III-1,

V-11.8, and VII-3 for Oyster Creek.

III-2 9/1/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-2, Wind
and Tornado Loadings - Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station.

III-3.A S/14/82 Letter from D. H. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-3.A,
Effects of High Water Level on Structures.

| III-3.C 6/24/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
| Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Oyster Creek, Evaluation
| of SEP Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspection of
'

Water Control Structures.

III-4.A 8/27/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
; Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.A, Tor-
| nado Missiles - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

Station.

III-4.B 6/28/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.B,
Turbine Missiles - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generat-
ing Station, Unit 1.

III-4.C 6/15/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
| Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.C,

Internally Generated Missiles - Oyster Creek.

i

Oyster Creek SEP E-2
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SEP: Topic No. ~Date. -Reference

- III-4.D 6/21/82 ' : Letter from'D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B. '

Fiedler_(GPU), Subject: .SEP Topic III-4.D., .

I . Site Proximity Missiles - Oyster Creek Nuclear
'

. Generating Station.
|. _

|t ~ III-5.A' 16/29/82 ~ Letter from D..M.-.Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B..

.

[ Fiedler| (GPU),z Subject: _ Oyster Creek' SEP Topic-
|- -III-5.A, Effects of' Pipe Break on Structures,

-Systems and Components Inside Containment.

III-5.B- 6/22/82 Letter fro 1 D. M. Crutchfield -(NR'.:) to P. B.
Fiedler (C?"), Subject: SEP Topic ~III-5.B,.
Pipe Break Outside Containment - Oyster Creek<

Nuclear Generating Station.+

!

) - III-6 8/31/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
; Fiedler (GPU),-Subject: SEP. Topic'III-6, Seismic

', Design Considerations - Oyster Creek Nuclear. Gen -
erating Station.

;_ - III'-7.B 8/27/82 Letter from D.-M. Crutchfield (NRC).to P. B.
' Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-7.B,

Design Codes, Design Criteria and Load Combina-
tions - Oyster Creek.

'III-7.D 3/8/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P..B.,

Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic III-7.D,:'

Containment Structural Integrity Test:- Oyster;.

Creek Nuclear Generating Station.~'

L

i III-8.A 3/4/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B...

; Fiedler-(GPU), Subject: Systematic Evaluation-
; Program Topic-III-8.A, Loose Parts' Monitoring and

Core Barrel Vibration Program - Oyster Creek.

III-8.C 10/30/80 Letter from D. M. Lrutchfield (NRC).to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: ~SEP Topic III-8.C,
- Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless

[ Steel and Fatigue Resistance. *

I III-10.A 6/29/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
I Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic III-10.A,

Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of Motor '

Operated Valves, Safety Evaluation for Oyster' Creek.'

IV-1.A 5/30/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to I. R. Finfrock,
Jr. (JCP&L), the subject letter pertains to the i

"

'Commission issuing Amendment 36 to the Oyster Creek
Provisional Operating License. The supporting
safety evaluation is referenced by the following'

letter for SEP Topic IV-1.A.

Oyster Creek SEP E-3
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference

IV-1.A 7/10/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to I. R. Finfrock,
Jr.- (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic IV-1.A, Operation
With Less Than All Loops in Service.

IV-2 6/18/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B. Fiedler
(GPU), Subject: Oyster Creek - SEP Topics IV-2,
Reactivity Control Systems Design and Protection
Against Single Failures, and XV-8, Control Rui
Misoperation.

V-5 2/22/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B. Fiedler l
(GPU), Subject: SEP Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant |

Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection - Oyster Creek
Nuclear Power Plant.

V-6 3/5/80 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to I. R. Finfrock,
Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Completion of SEP Topic V-6,

-Reactor Vessel Integrity - Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station.

V-10.A 3/22/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to I. R. Finfrock
(JCP&L), this letter deals with the assessment of
Topic V-10.A, Residual Heat Removal System Heat
Exchanger Tube Failures.

V-10.B 9/25/80 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topics V-10.B,
V-11.A, V-11.B, VII-3 and IX-3 (Safe Shutdown
System) - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station,
Unit No. 1.

V-11.A 7/8/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic V-11.A,
Requirements for Isolation of High and Low Pres-
sure Systems, Safety Evaluation for Oyster Creek.

:

V-11.B 9/25/80 See reference for Topic V-10.8. _

(systems)

V-11.B 7/9/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
(electrical) Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topics III-1,

V-11.B, and VII-3 for Oyster Creek.

V-12.A 3/16/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topics V-5,
Reactor Coolant Pressure Bour.dary Leakage
Detection, and V-12.A, Water Purity of Boiling
Water Reactor Primary Coolant - Oyster Creek
Nuclear Power Plant.

Oyster Creek SEP E-4
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference:

VI-1 6/29/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic VI-1, Organic
Materials and Post Accident Chemistry - Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station.

VI-2.D 4/30/82 Letter from D. M.:Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP) for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Power
Plant - Evaluation Report on Topics VI-2.0 andi

VI-3.

VI-3 4/30/82 See reference'for Topic VI-2.D.

VI-4 6/15/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
(systems) Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Forwarding Final

Evaluation Report of SEP Topic VI-4, Containment.

Isolation System for the Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station.

VI-4 8/5/81 Letter fro.n D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
(electrical) Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VI-4,

Containment Isolation System (Electrical) -
Oyster Creek.

VI-6 3/4/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Appendix J to 10 CFR
Part 50 (this letter addresses the subject of
Topic VI-6, Containment Leak Testing).

VI-7.A.3 7/30/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VI-7.A.3,
ECCS Actuation System, Safety Evaluation Report
for Oyster Creek.

VI-7.A.4 6'z8/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic VI-7.A.4, Core
Spray Nozzle Effectiveness.

,

VI-7.C 3/13/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topics VI-7.C,
ECCS Single Failure Criterion and Requirements
for Locking Out Power to Valves, and VI-7.C.2,
Failure Mode Analysis.

VI-7.C.1 6/29/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VI-7.C.1,4

Appendix K - Electrical Instrumentation and Control
(EI&C) Re-Reviews, Safety Evaluation for Oyster
Creek.

Oyster Creek SEP E-5
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference

VI-7.C.2 3/13/81 See reference for Topic VI-7.C.

VI-7.0 -8/17/78 Letter-from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to I. R. Finfrock,
Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Evaluation of Eight SEP
Topics.

VI-10.A 8/18/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VI-10.A,
Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered
Safety Features, Including Response Time Testing,
Safety Evaluation for Oyster Creek.

VII-1.A 7/30/81 Letter from D.'M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VII-1.A,
Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Non-
Safety Systems, Including Qualification of Isola-
tion Devices, Safety Evaluation For Oyster Creek.

VII-1.B 12/28/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfied (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic
VII.1.8, Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis
Review of Operating Data Base (0yster Creek).

VII-2 7/1/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfied (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VII-2,
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) System Control
Logic and Design, Safety Evaluation fcr Oyster
Creek.

VII-3 9/25/80 See reference-for Topic V-10.B.
(systems)

VII-3 7/9/81 See reference for Topic V-11.B (electrical).

(electrical)

VII-6 8/29/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VII-6,
Frequency Decay Safety Evaluation for Oyster Creek.

VIII-1.A 3/3/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfied (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic VIII-1.A,
Potential Equipment Failure Associated With
Degraded Grid Voltage - Oyster Creek.

VIII-2 6/29/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic
VIII-2, On Site Emergency Power Systems - Diesel
Generator, Safety Evaluation for Oyster Creek.
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.SEP Topic No. Date Reference

VIII-3.A- 6/29/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic
VIII-3.A, Battery Capacity Test Safety Evaluation
Report (0yster Creek Nuclear Generating Station).

VIII-3.B 6/29/81~ Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic VIII-3.B.
DC Power. Systems Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annun-

i ciation, Safety Evaluation for Oyster Creek.

VIII-4 8/26/82- Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU),-Subject: Electrical Penetration
for Reactor Containment - Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station.

IX-1 6/1/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic IX-1, Fuel
Storage Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station.

IX-3 11/13/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Forwarding Final
Evaluation of SEP Topic IX-3, Station Service and
Cooling Water Systems, Oyster Creek.

IX-5 6/28/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Evaluation Report of SEP
Topic IX-5, Ventilation Systems for the Oyster'

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No.1.

IX-6 6/15/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. 8.
Fielder (GPU), Subject: SEP Topic IX-6, Fire
Protection, Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station.

XIII-2 9/25/80 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Issue Amendment 51
(this amendment satisfies SEP Topic XIII-2, Safe-
guards and Industrial Security).

XV-1 12/7/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic XV-1,
Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in
Feedwater Flow and Increase in Steam Flow.

XV-3 7/16/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Oyster Creek - SEP
Topics XV-3, XV-4, and XV-14.
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference

XV-4 ,7/16/81- See reference'for Topic XV-3.

XV-5- 12/7/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
' Finfrock, Jr. '(JCP&L), Subject: SEP Topic XV-5,
Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow.

XV-7 12/4/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: _ Oyster Creek - SEP-
Topics XV-7 and XV-15.

XV-8 3/31/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Oyster Creek - SEP
Topic XV-8, Control Rod Misoperation.

XV-9 1/7/82 Letter'from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L - General Public Utilities).
Subject: 0yster Creek - SEP Topic XV-9, Startup
of an Inactive Loop and Flow Controller Malfunc-
tion (Increasing).

XV-11 4/9/81- Letter from D. M.-Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Oyster Creek -
Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a-Fuel Assem-
bly in-an Improper Position (SEP Topic XV-11) and
Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents (SEP Topic XV-13).

~

.

XV-13 4/9/81 See reference for.' Topic XV-11.,

(systems)

XV-13 5/28/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
(doses) Fiedler (GPU), Subject: SEP Topics XV-13,

| Radiological Consequences of Control Rod Drop
! Accidents,-and XV-18, Radiological Consequences

of Main Steam Line Break.

! See references for Topic XV-16.
1

XV-14 7/16/81 See reference for Topic XV-3.

| XV-15 12/4/81 See reference for Topic XV-7.
| XV-16 11/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.

Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, SEP Topic XV-16, Radiological
Consequences of Small Line Breaks Carrying

| Primary Coolant Outside Containment.
!

XV-16 9/2/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Status of SEP Topics
XV-13 (Doses), XV-16, XV-18, and XV-20 for
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station.

|
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SEP Topic No. Date Reference

XV-18 5/28/82 See' references for Topics XV-13 (doses) and.
XV-16.

XV-19 9/2/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
(doses) 'Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Oyster Crcek Nuclear

Generating Station, Safety Evaluation of SEP
, Topic XV-19, Radiological Consequences of a
| Loss'of Coolant Accident.

I- XV-19- -9/4/81' Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to I. R.
.(systems) Finfrock, Jr. (JCP&L), Subject: Oyster Creek - SEP

Topic XV-19, Loss of Coolant Accidents Resulting
From a Spectrum of Postulated Piping Breaks Within
the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.

XV-20 5/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to P. B.
'

Fiedler (GPU), Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear
. Generating Station, SEP Topic XV-20, Radiological-

Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents.

Also see references for Topic VI-16.

XVII 8/17/78 See reference for Topic VI-7.D.
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REVIEW OF THE OPERATING HISTORY OF
OYSTER CREEK THROUGH '1981

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

;The Systematic Evaluation Program Branch of the Nuclear Regulstory
Commission (NRC) is conducting the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) for,

| :tha purpose of determining the safety margins of the design and operation
of ten.of the older operating commercial nuclear power plants in the

' United States. These ten plants are being reevaluated in terms of present
NRC licensing requirements and regulations. Thus, the SEP is intended:

'

1. to establish documentation that shows how these ten plants compare
'

with current acceptance criteria and guidelines on significant safety
issues and to provide a technical rationale for acceptable departures
from these criteria and guidelines,

2. to provide the capability for making integrated and balanced deci-
sions with respect to any required backfitting, and

3. to provide for the early identification and resolution of any poten-
tial safety deficiency.'

Tha SEP evaluates specific safety topics based on an integrated review of
tha overall ability of a plant to respond to certain design-basis events

. including norac1 operatica, transients, and postulated accidents.
As part of the SEP, the NRC contracted with the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory to perform operating history reviews. These reviews are in-
tsnded to aussent- the SEP's safety topic revicw and to aid in the deter-
mination 'of priorities for _ required backfitting during the integrated
escesament. Each review includes collection and evaluation of avail--
cbility and capacity factors, forced shutdowns, forced power reductions,
rcportable events, environmental events, 'and radiological release events.

~ This ' summary presents the results from the review of the operating
sxperience of the Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant,'which is a General-
Electric-designed boiling-water reactor, owned and operated by General*

Public Utilities. The plant is located at Toms River, New Jersey, adje-
cant to:the Oyster Creek inlet of Barnegat Bay on the Atlantic Ocean. The
recctor has a licensed thermal power of 1930 MW(t) and a design electric
rcting of 650 MW(e). Oyster Creek achieved initial criticality on May 3,
1969, and began commercial operation on December -23,1969.

From 197 0 through 1981, the reactor availability factor at Oyrter
. Crcek averaged 74.4% and the unit capacity factor averaged 61.4%, both of
which were above average for commercial nuclear power plants. Startup
teste reduced the values in 1969, but the availability and capacity fac-
ters remained high 'from 197 0 through 1979. The figures for 1980 and 1981
were low because of ' extended ref ueling and maintenance outages. During-

' th:se shutdowns, Oyster Creek performed the 10-year code hydrostatic test
en the reactor vessel and coolant piping and made TMI modificaticas.

The operating history review focused on data evaluation which was,
'

divided into tv, segments: (1) evaluation of forced shutdowns and power
reductions and (2) evaluation of reportable events. Design basis events

~ (DBEs), which are defined in the NRC's Standard Reviep Plan,1 are failures
;;
4
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that initiate system transients and challenge engineered safety features.
In the forced shutdown and power reduction segment, the review identified

' DBEs and recurring events that might indicate a' potential operating con-
cern. In the reportable event segment which included environmental events'

and radiological release events, the review identified significant events
and recurring events that might indicate a potential operating concern.
Significant events were either DBEs or events with a' loss of engineered
safety function.

Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions

Of the 203 forced shutdowns and power reductions between 1969 and
1981 at Oyster Creek, 55 were DBEs of one of the following ten types.

.l. turbine trip (15),
2. loss of normal feedwater (9),

3. recirculation pump' trip (9), j

4. loss of condenser vacuun (7),
5. inadvertent' closure of main steam isolation valve (MSIV) (5),

. 6.- pressure regulator f ailure resulting in decreased steam flow (3),
' 7. decreased f eedwater temperature (2),

8. pressure regulator failure resulting in increased steam flow (2),
9. inadvertent opening of turbine valve (2), and

10. loss of external load (1).

The frequency of occurrence of each type of DBE is consistent with the
experience of other plants. In all but one event, the engineered safety,

features worked properly and brought the unit to.a safe shutdown condi-
tion..

;; The one event where engineered safety features failed to work prop-

!. erly occurred on May 2,1979, when multiple failures resulted in a signif-
icant reduction in reactor coolant water inventory to the triple-low
level. A testing error during routine' surveillance caused a reactor and
turbine trip. When power was lost due. to the generator trip, the station
loads attempted a transf er to of fsite ' power sources. However, one startup
transformer was out of service, and no power was available to two of the
three feedwater pumps. The third feedwater pump tripped on low suction
pressure and left the reactor without feedwater flow. Operators closed
the MSIVs to conserve reactor coolant and placed the isolation condensers
in. service to remove the latent heat. However, because of a procedural
. error, the isolation condensers failed to automatically remove the heat,
and the water level decreased to the triple-low point. At that point, the

' operators were able to manually manipulate the isolation condensers and
bring the unit to cold shutdown. This ~ event was reported to Congress as
an abnormal occurrence.*i

,

'
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-Reportable Events-

In the reportable event segment of the operating history review of
0yster Crs.ek, 494 events were reviewed. The trend for the number of re-
portable event reports submitted by Oyster Creek is generally upward with
peck years of 1974,1980, 'and 1981, with 65, 75, and 72 events, respec-
tively. The causes of reportable events have been primarily inherent
equipment- f ailures, which contributed 64% of all reported events. Human
error (including administrative, design, fabrication, installation, main-

-

tsaance, and operator ' error) caused 34% of the reported events. Other
causes, such as adverse environmental conditions, were responsible for the
remaining 2%. There is no apparent trend in the causes of reported
events.

-Of'the 494 reported events, 17 are considered significant:

loss of containment integrity (10),o
decreased reactor coolant inventory (3),o

o loss of containment spray capability .(1),
o ro, anomaly during startup (1),
o it asite emergency power coincident with the loss of of fsite

;nw.. (1),
i o blocked suppression chamber vacuum breaker valves (1).

Tha major contributor to the significant event types was human error,
which_ caused 15 of the 17 significant events. The remaining events were
ccused by equipment failures (valve failures) and occurred early in Oyster
Creek's operating history. Since 1976, the frequency at which .significant
sysnts have occurred has =standily increased. This increased rate of oc-
currence is directly related to the increased frequency of containment
integrity violations. Disregarding the loss of containment integrity
evsnts, there is no apparent trend in the rate of occurrence of signifi-
cant events.

Only one loss of containment event occurred prior to 1976. In 1972,
the reactor building vent dampers failed to close because of a design
arror in the control logic. Between 1976 and 1981, an additional nine
containment integrity losses occurred. Seven of these were due to both
decra of airlocks being opened simultaneously. In the remaining two'

events, the piston rod in a reactor building isolation valve broke while
the valve was open and a torus sample valve was lef t open. Human error
was responsible for nine of the ten losses of containment integrity.

Recurring Events

The following six types of recurring events were noted during the two.

essments of operating history review:
.
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1. MSIV failures,
2. vacuum breaker valve f ailures,

3. reactor vessel cracks,
i 4. condenser tube leaks,

5. loss of containment integrity, and
6'. outdated or in;ufficient procedures.

All but two of the.=e event types were identified by Oyster Creek, and cor-
rective measures were undertaken. The two event types that continued to
recur were the loss of containment integrity (discussed previously) and
outdated or insufficient procedures.

Between 1969 and 1974, Oyster Creek experienced a variety of recur-
ring mechanical problems with the MSIVs, including bent valve. stems, pack-
ing leaks, and sticking pilot valves. Each problem was corrected by pro-
per equipment modification.

A variety of problems also occurred with the torus-to-reactor-
building and torus-to-drywell vacuum breaker valves. The largest contrib-
utor to these valve f ailures was a design error involving the use of a
teflon bushing in which the valve hinge pins rotate. The teflon experi-
enced an apparent " growing" characteristic. In 1976, the teflon bushings
were replaced with nickel plated bronze bushings. Since this replacement,
the bushing f ailures have not recurred.

Reactor vessel cracks were noted three times throughout the history
'

of Oyster Creek. Of the total 137 stub tubes, 123 were found cracked dur-
ing the initial hydrostatic testing in 1967. These material flaws re-
suited from a number of fabrication and welding problems complicated by a
corrosive environment during shipping and cleaning. An extensive repair

,

program included grinding of surf ace defects, overlaying exposed stub tube
surf aces with weld metal cladding, and a complete rework of field welds
and shop welds. In 1974, an in-service inspection revealed cracking in
reactor head cladding. However, no cracks propagated into the reactor
vessel base material. Later in 1974, a maall leak was noted in a field
weld between the in-core housing and the vessel lower head. Since repair,
no further cracking has been noted.

Condenser tube leakage problems began in 197 0. Through 1975, recur-

ring power reductions were necessary to repair or plug leaking tubes.
During a shutdown in the first part of 1976, condensers were retubed using
welded titanium tubing. With the exception of a limited number of vibra-
tion-induced tube f ailures, these titanium tubes have functioned satisf ac-
torily.

Outdated or insuf ficient procedures caused or at least complicated 24
of the reported events at Oyster Creek. The number of events averaged one
per year between 1971 and 1977. The average increased to four per year
between 1978 and 1981. Four of the events between 1978 and 1981 were sig-
nificant events. The lack of proper procedural guidance for startup under
peak xenon conditions directly led to control rod misoperation and high*

reactivity scram on December 14, 1978. Outdated procedur6s caused the
loss of the isolation condenser system during the triple-low vessel level
event on May 2,1979, described previously. On June 13, 1979, both doors
of a personnel penetration were lef t open because procedures f ailed to

F-xiv
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etcte the correct method for securing the doors. Insufficient procedures
led to the declaration of loss of containment spray system on July 16,
1980, when both isolation doors to the containment spray ptmap compartments
were left open.

Conclusions

For this analysis of the operating history at Oyster Creek, 203 shut-
downs and power reductions were reviewed, clong with 494 reportable events
cad other miscellaneous documentation concerning the operation of the
Oycter Creek Nuclear Power Plant. The objective was to indicate those
creas of plant operation that have compromised plant safety. This review
identified one significant challenge to plant safety and two problems that
chauld be of continued concern.

The most serious challenge to plant safety occurred on May 2, 1979,
wh:n the loss of feedwater and subsequent loss of the isolation condensers1

rceulted in a reduction in reactor coolant to the triple-low level. Plant
personnel reacted properly to restore safe conditions and bring the reac-
ter to cold shutdown.

The two areas of operation that should be of continued concern are
the lossee of cor.tsinnent integrity and the outdated or inadequate pro-
ccdures. Both of these event types have recurred throughout Oyster

i Crcek's operating history, and both have occurred more frequently during
thm past few years. *

References

1. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Accident Analysis for the Review of
Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Chap. 15 of

i Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800 (July 1981).
2. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Report to Congress on Abnormat Occur-

rences, Aprit-Vune 1979, NUREG-0090, Vol. 2, No. 2 (November 1979),
pp. 1-f .
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REVIEW OF THE OPERATING EXPERIENCE HISTORY
OF OYSTER CREEK THROUGH 1981 FOR THE

NUCLEAR REULATORY COMMISSION'S
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM -

R. H. Guymon F. S. Wolfe ;
K. H. Harringtont G. . T. May s*

.

ABSTRACT

|
r

| A review of the operating experience of the Oyster Creek
| nuclear power plant from initial criticality through 1981 was

| performed.by the staff of the Nuclear Safety Information Center
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP). Under the SEP, the safety margins of the design
and operation of : ten of the older operating commercial nuclear
power plants in the United States are being reevaluated.

The review of the operating experience for Dyster Creek
included data eallection and evaluation of availability and ca-
pacity factors, forced shutdowns, power reductions, reportable>

events (reportable occurrences, licensee event reports, etc.),
and environmental considerations. As well the review method-

i ology and procedures as used in the review and evaluation are
discussed. Data and information collected for forced shutdowns,,

power reductions, and reportable events are presented in Appen-
dixe s.

1. SCOPE OF REVIEW

The assessment of the operating experience review for Oyster Creek
c vered the time from initial criticality through 1981. The data collec-4

tien and evaluation included the following aspects of operation: avail-
cbility and capacity factors, forced shutdowns and power reductions, re-
portable evento, events of environmental importance and radioactivity
releases, and evaluation of the operating experience in total. Tables at
ths' end of Chap. I show the codes assigned to operational aspects of,

fcrced shutdowns, power reductians, and reportable events. These codes
cre used in the reporting of data collected during the review of operating
experience.

,

*0ak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
tJ"F Associates, Inc. , Knoxville, Tennessee.

|
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l

,

1.1 Availability Land Capacity Factors,

Both reactor and unit availability factors were compiled for all

years. Starting with 1974, the unit capacity factors using the design
electrical rating (DER) in not megawatts (electric) and the maximum de-

,

pendable capacity (MDC) in not megawatts (electric) were campiled as well.'

Data for the capacity factors were not available from earlier years.
[. The two availability and two capacity factors are defined as follows:
l
' 1. reactor availability =

hours reactor critical + reactor reserve shutdown hours
x 100 ,

period hours

2. unit availability =
f

!hours generator on line + unit reserve chutdown hours
x 100 ,

period hours

net electrical energy generated
3. unit capacity (DER) = * *

j period hours x DER net
,

net electrical energy generated
4. unit capacity (MDC) = x 100 .period hours x MDC net

Reserve shutdown hours are the amounts of time the reactor is not critical
or the unit is shutdown for administrative or other similar reasons when
operation could have been continued.

1.2 Review of Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions

Forced shutdowns and power reductions were reviewed, and data were
,

t collected on each incident. Scheduled shutdowns for refueling and main-
tenance were not included in the review. However, if a utility had a re-
fueling outage scheduled, the plant experienced a shutdown as a result of
an abneraal event prior to the scheduled refueling, the utility reported
that the refueling was being rescheduled to coincide with the current
shutdown, and the utility reported the cause of the shutdown as refueling,

I
then this shutdown was considered as forced. Only that portion of the
outage time concerned with the abnormal event, not the refueling time, was

"included in the compilations.
The power reductions were included to provide information and details

that may have been associated with a previous or subsequent shutdown. The
power reductions are included in the proper chronological sequence with

,
the shutdowns in the data tables for the forced shutdowns and power reduc-j

tions (see Appendizes).'

The following data were compiled annually for the forced shutdowns
and power reductions:

i

!
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1. date of occurrence,
2. duration (hours),
3. power level (percent),
4. notation of whether the shutdowns were also reportable events [e.g.,

. a licensee event report (LER) or abnormal occurrence report (AOR)],
5. su==ary description of events associated with the forced shutdown or.

-power reduction,
6. cause of shutdown (Table 1.1),
7. ' method of shutdown (Table 1.1),

~ 8.1 system taken' from NUREG-0161 (Ref.1) that was directly involved with
the shutdown or power reductionL(Table l.2),

9. component directly involved with the shutdown or power reduction
(Table 1.3). and

,

10. categorization of the shutdown or power reduction.

l

Each shutdown or power reduction was placed in one of two sets of signif-
icance categories. The shutdowns and power reductions were first evalu-
cted against criteria for DBEs as described in Chap.15 of the Standard
Review Plan.s If the shutdown or power reduction could not be categorized
cc a design-basis initiating event, then it was placed in one of a. series

1

cf Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) categories. For further dis-'

cussions of the two sets of significance categories, use of the categor-
,

ise, and a listing of them, see Sect. 3.1.
The listings for the cause, shutdown method, system involved, and

i component involved along with their respective codes are those used in the
' NUREG-0020 series 8 (" Gray Books") on shutdowns. Note that the information

listed under the. " System involv'ed" column in the data tables in the appen-
, dixes indicates (1) a general classification of systems (fully . written

cut) and (2) a specific system, which is coded with two letters, within
-ths general classification.

1
>

1.3 Review of Reportable Events

i

The operating events as reported in LERs and LER predecessors [e.g.,
AORs, unusual event reports, reportable occurrences (R0s)] were reviewed.;

Th2se types of reportable events were retrieved f rom the NSIC computer4

file. ' Approximately six years ago, operating experience information for
cperating nuclear power plants was input to the NSIC file for the period
of time before LERs was reviewed. Any documents ' that contained LER-type
information (such as equipment f ailures or abnormal events) were coded or
indexed so that they could be retrieved in the same manner as an LER.
Primarily, this involved various types of opersting reports and general
carrespondence for the late 196 0W and early 197 0W.

The following !.nformation was recorded for each reportable event
reviewed:

1. LER number or other means of identification of report rype,
.2. NSIC accession number (a unique' identification number assigned to

each document entered into the NSIC computer file),

F-3
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3. date of the event,
4. date of the report or letter transmitting the event description,
5. status of the plant at the time of the occurrence (Table 1.4),
6. system involved with the reportable ' event (Table 1.2),
7. type of equipment involved with the reportable event (Table 1.5),,
8. type of instrument involved with the reportable event (Table 1.5),
9. status of the component (equipment) at the time of the occurrence

(Table 1.4),
10. abnormal condition associated with the reportable event (e.g.,

corrosion, vibration, leak)-(Table 1.6),
11. cause of the reportable event (Table 1.4), and
12. significance of the reportable event.

As a step in the evaluation process, each reportable event was screened
using the criteria further discussed in Sect. 3.2.

Note that in the tables of reportable events in Appendix A for Oyster
Creek, comments and/or details on the events were included.

1.4 Events of Environmental Importance and
Releases of Radioactivity

Any significant or recurring environmental problems were summarized
based on'the review of forced shutdowns, power reductions, reportable

; events (environmental LERs), and operating reports. Routine radioactivity
releases were tabulated as well, and releases where limits were exceeded
vers reviewed and are discussed in Sect. 4.5.1.5.

1.5 Evaluation of Operatina Experience |
|

The operating history of the plants was evaluated based on a review
.

that involved screening, categorizing, and compiling data. Judgments and ,

'conclusions were made regarding safety problems, operations, trends (re-
~

curring problems), or potential safety concerno. Events were analyzed to
determine their safety significance from the information provided through
the various operating reports and the review process. The final safety
analysis reports provided specific plant and equipsent details when
necessary.

F-4
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Table 1.1. Codes and causes of forced
shutdown or power reduction and

methods of shutdown

Causes

A Equipment failure
B Maintenance or testing

C Refveling

D Regulatory restriction

E Operator training and license exams
F Administrative

G Operational error

H Other

Methods

1 Manual
2 Manual scram

3 Automatic scr e
,

4 Continuation

5 load reduction

9 Other

4
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Table 1.2. Codes and systems involved with the forced
shutdown, power reduction, or reportable event

System Ccde-

, Reactor RI
Reactor vessel internals RA*

Reactivity control systems RB
Reactor core RC

Reactor coolant and connected systems CX
' Reactor vessels and appurtenances CA

Coolant recirculation systems es', controls CB3

Main steam systems and controls CC,

Main stesa isolation systems and controls CD
Recctor core isolation cooling systems and controls CE
Residual heat removal systems and controle CF
Reactor coolant cleanup systems and controls CG

'

Feedwater systems and controls CH
Reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems CI

; Other coolant subsystems and their controls CJ

Engineered safety features SX

Reactor containment systems
~

SA
Containment heat removal systems and controls SB
Containment air purification and cleanup systems and controls SC

~

Containment isolation systems and controls SD
Containment combustible control systems and controls SE
Emergency core cooling systems and controls SF

Core reflooding system SF-A
Low-pressure safety injection system and controls SF-B

*

High pressure - safety injection system and controls SF-C
' Core spray system and controls SF-D

Control room habitability systems and controls SG
Other engineered safety feature systems and their controls SH

Containment purge system and controls SH-A
Containment spray system and controls SH-B

,

Auxiliary feedvater system and controls SH-C
! Standby gas treatment systems and controls SH-D

Instrumentation and controls II

Reactor trip systems IA
Engineered safety feature instrument systems IB

! Systems required for safe shutdown IC
Safety-related display instrumentation ID
Other instrument systems required for safety IE
Other instrument systems not required for safety IF

,

; Electric power systems El

Offsite power systems and controls EA
AC onsite power systems and controls EB

| DC onsite power systems and controls EC
| Onsite power systems and controls (composite ac and dc) ED

Emergency generator systems and controls EE
Emergency lighting' systems and controls EF

,

'Other electric power systems and controls EG

F-6>
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Table 1.2 (continued)

Syatem Code

Fuel storage and handling systems FX

New fuel storage facilities FA-
FBSpent-fuel storage facilities

Spent-fuel pool cooling and cleanup systems and controls FC
FDFuel handling systems
WXAuxiliary water systems

Station service water systems and controls WA

Cooling systems for reactor auxiliaries and controls WB

Demineralized water makeup systems and controls WC

Potable and sanitary water systems av a controls WD

Ultimate heat sink f acilities WE

Condensate storage facilities WF

Other auxiliary water systems and controls WG

PX
i Auxiliary process systems

PACompressed air systems and controls
PBProcess sampling systems

Chemical, volume control, and liquid poison systems and PC

controls
PDFailed-fuel detection systems

Other auxiliary process systems and controls PE
,

AXOther auxiliary systems
Air conditioning, heating, cooling, and ventilation systems AA

and controls ,

ABFire protection systems and controls
ACCommunication systems

Other auxiliary systems and controls AD

HXStesa and power conversion systems
HATur'aine generators and controls

Main stesa supply systems and controls (other than CC) HB

HCMain condenser systems and controls
HDTurbine gland sealing systems and controls
HETurbine bypass systems and controls
HFCirculating water systems and controls

Condensate cleanup systems and controls HG

Condensate and feedwater systems and controls (other than CH) HH

Steam generator blowdown systems and controls HI

Other features of steam and power conversion systems (not HJ

included elsewhere)
MKRadioactive waste management systems

,

MALiquid radioactive waste management systems
MBGaseous radioactive waste management systems

Process and effluent radiological monitoring systems MC
MDSolid radioactive waste management systems

F-7
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Table 1.2 (continued)

System Code
.

Radiation protection systems BX

Area monitoring systass BA
Airborne radioactivity monitoring systems BB
Other II
Not applicable ZZ

.

!
.

!
t
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Table 1.3. . Camponents involved with the .

forced shutdown or power reduction

Component type Including

|

| Accumulators Scram accumulators
Safety injection tanks

I Surge tanks

Air dryers

Annunetator modules Alarms
Bells
Buzzers
Claxons
Horns
Gongs
Sirens

Batteries and chargers Chargers
Dry cells
Wet cells
Storage cells

Blowers Compressors
Gas circulators
Fans
Ventilators

Circuit closers /interruptors Circuit breakers
Contactors
Controllers
Starters
Switches (other than sensors)
Switchgear

,.

Control rods Poison curtains

Control rod drive mechanisms
Demineralizers Ion exchangers

Electrical conductors Bus
Cable
Wire

Engines, internal combustion Butane engines
Diesel engines'-

Gasoline engines
Natural gas engines
Propane engines

Filters Strainers
Screens

Fuel elements

Generator s Inverters

Heaters, electric

F-9
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Table 1.3 (continued)

Component type Including

Heat exchangers Condensers
Coolers
Evaporators
Regenerative heat exchangers
Steam generators
Fan coil. units

Instrumentation and controla
Mechanical function units Mechanical controllers

Governors
Gear boxes
Varidrives j

Couplings

Motors Electric motors
Hydraulic motors
Pneume*.ic (air) motors
Servo netors

Penetrations, primary containment
air locks

Pipes, fittings

Pumps

Recombiners

Relays

Shock suppressors and supports

Transformers

Turbines Steam turbines
Gas turbines
Hydro turbines

Valves Valves'

Dampers

Valve operators

Vessels, pressure Containment vessels
Dry wells
Pressure suppression
Pressurizers
Reactor vessels

i
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Table 1.4. Codes for data collected on plant

status, component status, and cause of
reportable events

__

EPonent Cause of reportable
Code ' Plant status status. . event

A Construction Maintenance Administrative error
and repair

,

B Operation Operation Design errorj
,

C Refueling Testing Fabrication error'

I D Shutdown Inherent error

E Insta?.lation error

F Lightning

G Maintenance error*

H Operation error
:

'I Weather.

t

e

J
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Table 1.5. Codes for equipment and instruments involved
-

in reportable events

Code Code

EauiDment

A Accumulator W Internal combustion engine
B Air drier X Motor
C Battery and charger Y Nozzle-
D Bearing Z Pipe and pipe fitting
E Blower and dampers AA Power supply
F Breaker BB Pressure vessel
G Cables and connectors CC Pressurizer
H Condenser DD Pump
I . Control rod EE Recombiner,

i J Control rod drive FF Seal
'

K Cooling tower GG Shock absorber
1 L Crane HH Solenoid

M Demineralizer II Steam generator
N Diesel generator JJ Storage container
0- Fastener KK Support structure
P Filter / screen LL Transformer
Q Flange MM Tubing
R Fuel element NN Turbine
S Fuse 00 Valve
T. Generator PP Valve, check
U Heat exchanger QQ Valve operator
V Heater

,

Instrumentation
A Alarm L Power range instrument
B Amplifier M Pressure sensor
C Electronic function unit N Radiation monitor

~D Failed fuel detection instrument 0 Recorder,

E Flow sensor P Relay
F In-core instrument Q Seismic instrument
G Indicator R Solid state device
H Intermediate range instrument S Start-up range instrument
I Level sensor T Switch
J Meteorological instrument U Temperature sensor
K Position instrument

t
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Table 1.6. Codes used for reportable eventr abnormal conditions

3.tilla,n_icJl

AA Normal wear / aging /end of life: expected effect of normal usage

AB Excessive wear / clearance: component' (especially a moving component)
. experiences excessive wear or too much clearance or gap exists be-
cause of overuse, lack of lubrication

AC Deterioration / damage : component is no ;1onger at an acceptable level ,

of quality (e.g. , high temperature causen rubber seals to chemically
break down or deteriorate, insulation breaks down)

AD _ Break / shear: structural component physically breaks apart (not when
| something " breaks down")
i

AE Warp / bend / deformation: shape of component is physically distorted

' AF Collapse: tank or campartment has an external pressure exerted that
results in deformation

AG Seize / bind /jan: component has inhibited movement caused by crud,,

foreign material, mechanical bonding, another component1

AN Excessive mechanical-loads: mechanical load exceeds design limits

AI- Mechanical fatigue: - f ailure due to repeated stress
AJ 1mpact: the result of the force of one object striking another

,

AK - Improper lubrication: insufficient or incorrect lubrication
AL Missing / loose : component is missing from its proper place or is

loose or has undesired free movement
AM- Wrong part: incorrect component installed in a piece of equipment
AN Wrong material: incorrect material used during f abrication or in-

stallation

| A0 Weld-related f ailure: failure caused by defective weld or located in
the heat-af fected zone

AP- Vibration other than flow induced: vibration f rom any cause other
than fluid flow,

AQ Crud buildup: buildup of foreign material such as dust, sticks,
trash (not corrosion or boron precipitation)

;

AR Corrosion / oxidation: unanticipated attack

AS Dropped: component is dropped (includes control rod that is
'" dropped" into core)

AT Leak, internal, within systen: leak f rom one part of a system to
-another part of the same system

AU Leak, internal, between systems: leak f rom one system to a different'

system

AV Crack: defect in a component does not result in a leek through the
well-

F-13
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Table 1.6 (continued)

AW Leak, external: defect in a component results in a leak from the
pystem that is contained in an onsite building

AI Leak to environment: leak not resulting from a cracked or broken
component

AY Was opened / transfers open: component is/was. opened by error or spur-
iously opens

. AZ Was closed / transferred closed: component is/was wrongly closed by-1 error or spuriously closes
BA Fails to open: component is in the closed state and f ails to open on

demand (e.g., the circuit breaker " fails to open" when an overcur-
rent occurs)

BB Fails to close: component is in the open state and fails to close on
;

demand

BC . Malposition or maladjusbaent: component is out of desired position
(e.g., normally open valve is closed) or adjusted improperly (not
for instrument drift or out of calibration)

BD Failure to start / turn on: component fails to start cn demand
BE Stopped / failed to continue to run: component fails to continue run-

ning when it has previously started
BF Tripped: component automatically trips on or off (desired or unde-

sired) (e.g. , the _ turbine tripped. because of overspeed, the circuit
breaker tripped because of overspeed, or the circuit breaker tripped
because of overload)

BG Deenergized/ power removed: component on system loses its driving
potential but not necessarily electrical power [e.g., (1) a fuse
blows and there is no power to a sensor, and the sensor is deener-

i gized; (2) a valve closes off the steam supply to a turbine, and the
turbine has no driving power]

BH Energized / power applied: component or system gains its driving po-
tential but not necessarily electrical power (e.g., valve is opened
allowing steam to turn a turbine)

BI Unacceptable response time: component does not respond to a demand
1 'within a desired time frame but does not otherwise fail (e.g., a
! diesel generator f ails to come to full speed within the time con-
i straint)
l

BJ High pressure: higher than normal or desired pressure exists in a
component or system (dags n_21 include instrument misindications)

|
|
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: Table 1.6. (continued) ,

,.
,

BK Low pressure: lower than normal or desired pressure exists in a com-
ponent.or system (#3gs not include. instrument misindication)

BL High temperature; component. experiences a higher than normal or de-
sired temperature

BM - Lov temperature: _ component (or system) experiences a lower than nor-
' mal or desired temperature

BN Freezing: fluid medium .(e.g. , water) freezes in or on a component

,
50 Excessive thermal cycling: frequent changes in temperature that

| could result in metal' fatigue or cracking

.BP Unacceptable heatup/cooldown rate: .heatup or cooldown rate exceeds,

limits

| RQ Thermal transient: system experiences an undesired or unstable
thermal transient or thermal change

.

BR ' Excessive number of pressure cycles: system experiences an undesired
number of significant pressure changes (e.g., pressure pulses as
from a positive displacement pump)

BS High level / volume: higher than normal or desired level or volume
exists (actual or potential) in a component, such as tank or sump,'

or area, such as auxiliary building (not far instrument misindica-4

i tion)
BT Low level / volume: lower than normal or des'. red level or volume

exists in a casponent (not for instrument misindication)
-BU. Abnormal concentration /pH: an abnormal (either'high_or low) concen-

tration of a chemical or reagent existr in a fluid system or an ab-
normal pH exists (does not include abnormal boron concentrations)

BV Abnormal boron concentration: process system control rod has an ab-
normal boron concentration from burnup, dilution, or overaddition

BW Overspeed: speed in excess of design limits
BK Cladding failure: cladding of a component f ails (e.g. , the gladding

of a fuel pellet is breached, and radioactive fuel leaks out)
BY Burning / smoking: component is on fire or smoking

BZ. Engaged: component engages or meshes (this is not to be used when a
,

component binds or becomes stuck or jammed)

| CA Disengaged / uncoupled: component disengages, loses required fric-
tion, or is no longer meshed (as in gears); for example, the clutch
on the motor disengages from the shaf t (this should not be used for
dropped control rods)

,

1
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Table 1.6 (continued)

Electric / instruments
EA Excessive electrical loads: electrical loads ' exceed design rating
EB Overvoltage/ undercurrent: component f ailure produces an over-

voltage / undercurrent condition other than open circuits
i

EC- Undervoltage/overcurrent: component failure produces an under-
voltage /overcurrent condition other than shorts

ED 'Short circuit / arcing / low impedance: electrical component shorts or
arcs in the circuit or has a low impedance including shorts to
ground

EE Open circuit /high' impedance / bad electrical contact: electrical com-
; ponent has a structural break, or electrical contacts fail to con-

tact and fail to pass the desired current

EF. Erratic operation: component (especially electrical or instrument)
behaves erratically or inconsistently. (if an instrument produces a
bad but constant signal, use "EG;" if an instrument produces an in-
consistent signal use "EF")

EG Erroneous /no sigual: electrical component or instrument produces an
erroneous signal or gives no signal at all (not for out-of-calibra-
tion error)

EH Drift: a change in a setting caused by aging or change of physical
characteristics (does not include personnel errors or a physical.

shif t of a component) '

EI- Out of calibration: . component (particularly iratruments) become out
of adjustment or calibration (does not include drif t)

EJ Electromagnetic interference: abnormal indication or action result-,

ing fran unanticipated electromagnetic field
EK Instrument snubbing: dampening of pulsating signals to an instrument

|

Hydraulic

[ HA High flow: higher than normal or desired flow exists in a compo-
nent/ system (does not include instrument misindication (see code

i EG)
t

| HB Low flow: lower than normal or desired flow exists in a component /'

system (does not include instrument misindication)
HC No flow or impulse: fluid flowing through a pipe, filter, orifice,

or trench or the fluid in an impulse line (e.g., instrument sensing
!

'line) is blocked completely or decreased due to some foreign mate-
(. rial, crud, closed (either partially or completely) valve or damper,

or insufficient flow area

i

l'
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Table 1.6 (continued)

HD Flow induced vibration
HE Cavitation
HF Erosion

RG Vortex formation
HH Water hammer

| HI Pressure pulse / surge

HJ Air / steam binding

HK Loss of pusp section
HL Boron precipitation

Other

OA Declared inoperable: component or system is declared inoperable as
required by Technical Specifications but may be capable of partial-
ly or completely performing its d2 sired duties when requested (a
component / system that is completely failed should not use this
code)

05 Flux anasaly: flux characteristics of the reactor core are not as
required or desired (e.g., flux spike due to xenon burnout)

OC Test not performed: operator or test personnel fails to perform a
required test within the required period

OD Radioactivity contamination: component, system, or area becomes more
radioactive than desired or expected

OE Temporary modification: an installation intended for short tens use
(usually this is for maintenance or modification of installed equip-
ment)

0F Environmental anomaly

.0G Airborne release
OH Waterborne release

01 Operator communication

DJ Operator incorrect action
OK Procedure or record error
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2. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Several sources of information including periodic (annual, quarterly,
and monthly) NRC publications were used in the review. Some sources con- ~
toined information relative to more than one area within the scope of the
revicw.

I 2.1 Availability and Capacitv Factors

i

The availability and capacity f actors were either extracted or calcu-
10ted from data given in the Cray Books from 1974 through 1981 (the first
Gray Book was issued in May 1974). Prior to 1974, annual or semiannual
rsports were used to compile availability factors only.

2.2 Forced Reactor Shutdowns and Power Reductions

Review of the forced power reductions involved checking the following.
ccurces for accuracy and completeness of details.

1. Nuclear 2 naer Plant Operating Experience for 19XX, for the years 1973-
1979 (Ref s. 4-11). The report for 1981 has not been published. ' How-
ever, because work on the section on outages in these reports has
been performed by NSIC since 1973, the draf t copy of this report for
1981 was available.

2. NUREG-0020 series 8 (Gray Books).
3. Annual or semiannual reports of the Oyster Creek plant from the time

of startup through 1977. For 1977 through 1981, monthly operating. re-
ports were used because the utilities were no longer required to file
annual reports. The review of power reductions involved primarily
the annual, semiannual, and monthly reports.

2.3 Reportable Events

The NSIC computer file of LERs was the primary source of information
in reviewing reportable events. Material on the NSIC computer file con-
sists of the appropriate bibliographic material, title,100-word abstract,
cnd keywords. When additional information on the event was needed, the
criginal LER (or equivalent) was consulted by examining (1) those full-
cized copies on file at NSIC (for the years 1976-1981)* (2) the microfiche
file of docket material at NSIC; or (3) the appropriate operating report
(semiannual, annual, or monthly) .

Two computer files on RECON (a computer retrieval system containing
~40 data bases operated at ORNL) were used extensively. Printouts were
obtained from the files for Oyster Creek to provide coverage on many t ypes
cf " docket material," including reportable events, where the licensee may4

have been in correspondence with NRC [or the Atomic Energy Commission
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(AEC)] concerning a particular -event. Licensees are often requested to
submit additional information or perform further analysis. Before the
LERs came into existence in the mid-1970s, it was not unusual for li-
censees to submit, on their own or at the request of NRC or AEC, more
than one letter transmitting information on a particular event. Thus,
these printouts provided additional sources of information on reportable
ev ent s.

Several special publications were reviewed to provide details on
events of significance. Af ter further analyses and examination of the
following publications, details, evaluations, or assessments could be
found other than those provided in the appropriate NRC-requested transmis-
sion.-

1. Reports to Congress on Abnormat Occurrences, NUREG-0090 series,ns
2. " Power Reactor Event Series" (formerly Current Event Series)

published bimonthly by NRC;
3. " Operating Experiences," a section of each issue of the Nuctsar

Sqfety journal; and
4. the publications of NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE),

such as operating experience bulletins, IE bulletions, IE circulars,
and IE information notices.

2.4 Environmental Events and Releases of Radioactivit y

Events of environmental importance were obtained as a result of con-
ducting the overall review of the plant's operating history, and the ;sources of information involve all types of documents listed thus far.

!
The data for radioactivity releases were compiled primarily from

Radioactive Materiats Released from Nuclear Power Plants - Annual Report.
1977 (Ref. 13). This report presents year-by year comparisons for plants
in a number of different-categories (such as solid, gas, liquid, noble
gas, and tritium). Data for 1978 were taken from Radioactive Natarials

;
Reteased from Nuctear Power Ptants - Annual Report 1978 (Ref.14). Data

|for 1979,1980, and 1981 were compiled from the annual environmental re-
ports submitted by Oyster Creek. |

'
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3. TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR EVALUATIONS
OF OPERATING HISTORY

Forced shutdowns (and power reductions) and reportable events were
tha two areas foJ-used on in the evaluation of the operating history.of
Oy:ter Creek. Given the large number of both forced shutdowns and report-
cble events, it was necessary to develop consistent | review procedures that
involved screening and categorizing of both occurrences. Af ter the events
ccre screened and categorized, the study then assessed the safety signifi-

| cance of the events .and analyzed the categories of events for various
trcada and recurring problems.

| The approach in evaluation of operational events (forced shutdowns
| cad reportable occurrences) consisted primarily of a three-step process:
'

(1) compilation of information on the events, (2) screening of the events
fer significance using selected criteria and guidelines, and (3) evalua-
tisn of the significance and importance of the events from a safety stand-
point. The evaluations were to determine those areas where saf ety pro-,

blems existed in terms of systems, equipment, procedures, and human
arror.

I Shutdowns were evaluated against the DBEs foand in Chap.15 of the
Standard Revisp Plan.8 The DBEs.are those postulated disturbances in-
process variables or postulated malfunctions or failures of equipment that
th2 plants are designed to withstand and that licensees analyse and in-
clude in safety analysis reports (SARs). The SAR provides the opportunity
fcr the effects of anticipated process disturbances and postulated com-
ponent f ailures to be examined to determine their consequences and to
evaluate the capability built into the plant to control or accommodate
cuch f ailures and situations (or to identify the limitations of expected '
performance).

The intent is to organize the transients and accidents considered by
tha licensee and presented in the SAR in a manner that will:

1. ensure that a sufficiently broad spectrum of initiating events has
been considered,

2. categorise the initiating events by type and expected frequency of
occurrence so that only the limiting cases in each group need to be
quantitatively analyzed, and

3. permit the consistent application of specific acceptance criteria for
each postulated initiating event.

E

Each postulated initiating event is to be assigned to one of the following
categories:

1. increase in heat removal by the turbine plant,
2. decrease in heat removal by the turbine plant,
3. decrease in reactor coolant system flow rate,
4. anomalies in reactivity and power distribution,
5. increase in reactor coolant inventory,.

6. decrease in reactor coolant inventory,
7. radioactive release from a subsystem or component, or
8. anticipated transients without scram.

j -
)
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Those shutdowns identified as design-basis initiating events were
categorized as such. If the shutdown was not a DBE, then it was assigned

. a category from a list developed by NSIC to indicate the nature and type
of error or failure. The NSIC categories for shutdowns not caused by DBEs
were examined as part of a trends analysis._

..

. Reportable events were screened using.the criteria presented in Sect.
3.2 and were categorized according to their significance. The information
es11ected on'the reportable events was used to analyse trends for all re-
portable events, both' significant and not' significant.

:

3.1 Sinnificant Shutdowns and Power Reductions

[ For the purposes of compiling information and evaluation, power re-
ductions were treated in.the same manner as forced shutdowns.
3.1.1 Criteria for sinnificant shutdowns and power reductions

As indicated previously, the occurrences. identified as DBEs were used*

as criteria to categorize and note significant shutdowns. These events
are listed in Table 3.1 at the end of Sect. 3 as they are found in Chap.
15 of .the Standard Review Man.*

4

.3;1.2 . Use of criteria for determinina significant shutdowns and power

reductions

Generic design-basis initiating events such as " increase in heat re-
movel by .the secondary system" or " decrease in reactor coolant system flow,

: rate," were used as primary flags for reviewing the forced shutdowns (and
~

'
! power. reductions). Once the generic type of event was identified, the
! particular initiating event was determined from the details associated

with the shutdown. For example, if the reactor shuts' down because of an
increase in heat removal because a feedwater regulator valve failed open,
the shutdown is a generic type 1. DBE. Specifically, based on the initiat-
ing event ' (valve f ailed open), it is a 1.2. DBE - "feedwater system mal-,

. function that results in an increase in feedwater flow." Some shutdowns
! were readily identifiable as specific DBEs, such as tripping of a main
. coolant pump, a 3.1 DBE. Once stegorized as a DBE, the shutdown was con-
'

sidered significant regardless of the resulting effect on the plant (be-
cause a DBE had been initiated).

Loss of flow from one feedwater loop was considered sufficient to*

qualify as a 2.7 DBE " loss of normal feedwater flow." The closure of a,

| main steam isolation valve in one loop was considered sufficient to qual-
ify as a 2.4 DBE - " inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves."i

;

l-
3.1.3 Non-DBE shutdown and power reduction categorization

,

i

Those shutdowns that were not DBEs were assigned NSIC categories
]

1 (Table 3.2) to provide more information on the failure or error associated <

| with the shutdown. With these categories, more specific types of errors
and f ailures could be examined through tabular summaries to focus the re-i

| ' viewer's attention on problem areas (safety related or not) that were not
! - revealed by the DBE categories.
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The causes (Table 1.1) for' non-DBE shutdowns taken f rom the Gray
Books are limited and very general, while NSIC cause categories are more
cpecific. Thus, as an example, the number of Gray Book causes noted as
squipment f ailure should not be expected to equal those identified as
cquipment failures with the NSIC categories. Other NSIC categories, such

.

co component f ailure, could be classified as an equipment f ailure if the
c=1y available designations for cause were those listed in the Gray
Backs.

3.2 Sinnificant Reportable P,gggt

3.2.1 Criteria for sinnificant reportable events
!

!
.

Two groups of criteria were used in determining significant report-
eble events. The first set of criteria (Table 3.3) indicates those events
that are definitely significant in terms of safety; they are termed sig-
nificant. The second set of criteria (Table 3.4) indicates events that
ecy be of potential concern. These events, which might require additional
information or evaluation to determine their full implication, were noted
as conditionally significant.

3.2.2 Use of criteria for determinina sinnificant reportable events

The reportable events were all reviewed, applying the two sets of
criteria for significance rather liberally. . A number of significant
evsnts and conditionally significant events were noted. The events i

initially identified as significant or conditionally significant were '

cualyzed and evaluated further based on (1) engineering judgment; (2) the
cystems, equipment, or components involved; or (3) whether the safety of
tha plant was compromised. The conditionally significant events were sub-
esquently " upgraded" to significant or " downgraded" to nonsignificant.
Thus, no events in the tables in the Appendix appear as having been cate-
gorized as conditionally significant. The final evaluation for signifi-
conce considered whether a DBE was initiated or whether a safety function
was compromised so that the system as designed could not mitigate the pro-
grassion of events. Thus, the number of events finally categorized as
significant was reduced considerably by these steps in the review process.

3.2.3 Reportable events that were not sinnificant

Those reportable events not identified as significant or condition-
elly significant were categorized as not significant (with an 'N' in the *

eignificance column of the coding sheets in the appendixes). These events
and the events rejected during the additional review step were further
reviewed by compiling a tabular summary of the systems to detect trends
and recurring problems (Table 1.4 provides a listing of the systems).

| |

.

J
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Table 3.1. Initiating event descriptions for DBEs as listed
in Chap.15 Standard Rep 1Ese PZan (Revision 3)

1. Increase in heat removal by the secondary a votem

1.1 Feedwater system malfunction that results in a decrease in.

feedvater-temperature
1.2 Feedwater systen malfunction that results in an increase -in feed-

water flow
1.3 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that results in

increasing steam flow
1.4 Inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or safety valve
1.5 Spectrum of steam system piping failures' inside and outside of

containment in a pressurized-water reactor (PWR)
1.6 Startup of idle recirculation pump"
1.7 Inadgertent opening of bypass resulting in increase in steam

flow
2. Decrease in heat removal bv the secondar y a votes

2.1 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that results in
decreasing steam flow

2.2 Loss of external electric load
2.3 Turbine trip (stop valve closure)

' 2.4 Inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves
2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum
2.6 Coincident loss of onsite and external (offsite) ac power to the

station'

2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flowt

' 2.8 Feedwater piping break

2.9 Feedwater system ga1 functions that result in an increase in feed-
water temperature

|
3. Decrease in reactor coolant s votes flow rate

3.1 Single and multiple reactor coolant pump trips
3.2 Boiling-water reactor (EWR) recirculation loop controller mal-

function that results in decreasing flow rate
3.3 Reactor coolant pump shaft seizure
3.4 Reactor coolant pump shaft break

4. Reactivit y and power distribution anomalies

! 4.1 Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal from a suberitical

| or low-power start-up condition (assuming the most unfavorable
reactivity conditions of the. core and reactor coolant system).

|

[
including control rod or temporary control device removal error
during refueling;

4.2 Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal at the particular
power level (asauning the most unfavorable reactivity conditions
of the core and reactor coolant system) that yields the most

i

severe results (low power to full power)
4.3 Control rod maloperation (system malfunction or operator error),

including maloperation of part length control rods
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!

Table 3.1 (continued)

!
4.4 Start-up of an inactive reactor coolant loop or recirculating

loop at an incorrect temperature.
4.5. A malfunction or' failure of the flow controller in a BWR loop

that results in an increased reactor coolant flow rate
4.6 Chemical and volume control systen malfunction that results in a

decrease in the boron concentration in the reactor coolant of a
PWR

u4.7 Inadvertent loading and operation of a fuel assembly in an iar '

proper position
- 4.8 Spectruk of rod ejection accidents in a PWR

' 4.9 Spectrum of rod drop accidents in a BWR
5. Increase in reactor coolant inventorv

~

5.1 In' dvertent operation of emergency core cooling s ystem duringa
power operation.

5.2 chemical and volume control system malfunction .(or operator
error) that in reases reactor coolant inventory-

' 5.3 A number of BWR transients . including items 1.2 and 2.1-2.6

6. Decrease in reactor coolant inventor v-

;. 6.1 Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety.or relief valve in
'

either a PWR or a BWR
6.2 Break in instrument line or 'other lines from reactor coolant

pressure boundary that penetrate containment
6.3 Steam generator tube failure
6.4 Spectrum of BWR steam system piping failures outside of contain-

ment
6.5 Loss-of-coolant accidents resulting from the spectrum of postu-

lated piping breaks within the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
including steam line breaks inside of containment in a BWR

6.6 A number of BWR transients, including items 1.3, 2.7, and 2.8;

i 7. ' Radioactive release from a subs veten or component

I 7.1 Radioactive gas waste system leak or failure
7.2 Radioactive liquid waste system leak or failure
7.3 Postulated radioactive releases due to liquid tank failures
7.4 Design basis fuel handling accidents in the containment and spent

fuel storage buildings
7.5 Spent fuel . cask drop accidents

j 8. Anticinated transients without scram
8.1 Inadvertent control rod withdrawal
8.2 Loss of feedwater
8.3 Loss of ac power
8.4 Loss of electrical load
8.5 Loss of condenser vacuum
8.6 Turbine trip
8.7 Closure of main secam line isolation valves

"These initiating events were added for BWRs to be more specific than
DBE evep*,s 5.3 and 6.6.,

.
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Table 3.2. NSIC event categories f or non-DBE shutdowns ,,

,. -. + .

[''
N 1.0 Equipment failure ;

.

N 1.1 Failure on demand under operating conditions -

^
.

.

N 1.1.1 Design error
. . _ , . .

N 1.1.2 Fabrication error - **

. . ~ i (~
~

N 1.1.3 Installation error : .

N 1.1.4 End of design lif e/ inherent failure / random failure ' '
.

" ' ^ *N 1.2 Failure on demand under test conditions - .: .
N 1.2.1 Design error

* '
- ,,

#

N 1.2.2 Fabrication error
._

.e

N 1.2.3 Installation error : - ~
-

N 1.2.4 End of design lif e/ inherent failure / random .$'-
failure '' *

N 2.0 Instrumentation and control anomalies - \ - -

'

N 2.1 Hardware failure [.,*/ ~
,

N 2.2 Power supply problem ;r .a .
N 2.3 Setpoint drif t

N 2.4 Spurious signal ~.I ~ '<.'N 2.5 Design inadequac y ( s ystem required to f unction outside de- ,, ( - : "'.
'

sign specifications [' 7 ,4 '

N 3.0 Non-DBE reductions in coolant inventor y (leaks) /
' '

- -

N 3.1 In primar y a yst em 7 !' ~ ~
.k : I

'

N 3.2 In secondar y s yst em and auxiliaries . . ' ,:- t . s c:
N 4.0 Fuel / cladding failure (densification, swelling, failed fuel L_ ' *;*

elements as indicated by elevated coolant act ivit y) j .) . [
N 5.0 Maintenance error -s *

N 5.1 Failure to repair component /equicaent/s ystem Dt - '["-

...

N 5.2 Calibration error ( + 'f '

' . ~* * j.j( I
N 6.0 Operator error +

N 6.1 Incorrect action (based on correct understanding on the |y.j
part of the operator and proper procedures, the operator F. ' :

-

turned the wrong switch or valve - incorrect action) *
r

,3 - #
|t h ' dI.,$

N 6.2 Action on misunderstanding (based on proper procedures and
improper understanding or misinterpretation on the s

operator's part of what vas to be done - incorrect action) i . .1
N 6.3 Inadvertent action (purpose and action not related, for f. '.7. n ! ' L

example, bumping against a switch or instrument cabinet)

~ . ]d" " ' . ,
: . .

. .
N 7.0 Procedural / administrative error (incorrect operating or testing j;;-.

) procedures, incorrect anal ysis of an event - failure to consider n- -:.4:

certain conditions in analysis) , . "

N 8.0 Regulator y restriction '. ' '~

3

N 8.1 Notice of generic event . ,
-

N 8.2 Notice of violation
'

: .

N 8.3 Backf it / reanal ys is ( ;- , T. ' .'
-|,;. ;f } . _,
-. ; } . . -

s

- i

+
...
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Table 3.2 (continued) '

.
.

. ..
.. .

-7
,_ - t, . . - .

kc.

N 9.0 External events !I'' $fjf- E.3--

N 9.1 Human induced (sabotage, plane crashes into transformer) '

N 9.2 Environment induced (tornado, severe weather, floods, J' ' T V: . ', 2
.

s af k .1-..
earthquake)

. ,y[tf [p'?.~ i.Ju .:N 10.0 Environmental operating constraint as set forth in Technical
(-~ '

'

Specifications I ",' i
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Table 3.3. Reportable event criteria - significant

'

fn'ff[I Event descriptionance

S1 Two or more failures occur in redundant systems'during the
same event

S2 Two or more failures due to a' common cause occur during the
same event

S3 Three or more failures occur during the same event
S4 Component failures occur that would have easily escaped

detection by testing or examination
S5 An event proceeds in a way significantly different from

what would be expected
S6 An event or operating condition occurs that is not envel-,

'

oped by the plant design bases
S7 An event occurs that could have been s greater threat to

plant safety with (1) different plant conditions, (2) the
advent of another credible occurrence, or (3) a different
progression of occurrences

S8 Administrative, procedural, or operational errors are com-
mitted that resulted from a fundamental misunderstanding
of plant performance or safety requirements

S9 Other (explain)
I

?'

.
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Tab 1'e 3.4. Reportable event criteria - conditionally significant

,

C:tegory of
c:nditional Event description
significance

C1 LA single f ailure occurs in a nonredundant . system
. C2 Two apparently unrelated f ailures occur 'during the same

~

event

C3 A problem results in an off site radiation release or ex-
posure to personnel-

C4 A design or manuf acturing deficiency. is identified asithe
cause of a failure or potential failure

C5 A problem results in a long outage or major equipment
damage

C6 An engineering- saf ety feature actuation occurs during an
event

C7 A particular occurrence is recognized.as having a signif-*

icant recurrence rate
C8 Other (explain)

i

!
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4. OPERAT?.*iG EXPERIENCE REVIEW OF OYSTER CREEK

;

4.1 - Summary of Operational Events of Ssfety Importance

This study reviewed the operational history of Oyster Creek to. indi-
. cate those areas of plant performance that have compromised plant safety.
The review included a detailed evaluation of ' plant shutdowns, power reduc-
tiens, and reportable events. The criteria used to indicate potential
d2 gradations in plant safety were

|

(1) events that initiated a design basis event (DBE), and|
L -(2) events that compromised safety functions designed to mitigate the

. propagation of DBE initiating events.

Shutdowns, power reductions, and reportable events indicated the
; number and types of E3Es entered and the number of times each engineered
' esfety function was compromised. The results of the shutdown and power

reduction analysis identified fif ty-five DBEs entered. Additionally, the
reportable event analysis indicated seventeen events in which loss of
cafety system function or DBE occurred.

4.2 General Plant Description

Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant is a General Electric boiling water
reector owned and operated by General Public Utilities Nuclear Corpora-
tien. It is located at Toms River, New Jersey, adjacent to the Oyster
Crsek inlet of Barnegat Bay on the Atlantic Ocean. The population within
30 miles of the plant is 460,000. Trenton, New Jersey is 41 miles from
Oycter Creek and Camden, New Jersey is 49 miles away. There are nine
cities and a population'of 3,300,000 within a 50 mile radius.

,

The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 1930 MWt and a design
electric rating of 650 MWe. Initial criticality was achieved on May 3,
1969 with the head off the reactor vessel. The turbine generator was
first synchronized to the ' transmission system on September 23, 1969, and
commercial operation began on December 23, 1969.

4.3 Availability and Capacity Factors

Table 4.1 presents the Oyster Creek availability sal capacity factors
[rsactor availability, unit availability, unit capacity using the maximum

' dspendable capacity (MDC) and unit capacity using the design electric rat-
ing (DER)]. The ' average reactor availability was 74.4% and the average
unit availability was 72.3% for the years from 197 0 to 1981. The HDC and
DER capacity factors for the eleven years averaged 65.7% and 61.4% respec-
-tively.
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Table 4.1. Oyster Creek availability and capacity f actors
r

1969"- 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974' 1975 1976- 1977 1978 1919 1980-

Reactor availability 33.5 80.8 82.1 82.4 74.2 72.2 75.5 .80.0 71.2 75.5 87.0' 43.2 63.3 74.4
Unit availability 18.3 77.0 80.4 .81.3 73.1 70.4 73.3 79.3 70.1. 74.3 85.9 41.7 . 59.8 ' 72.3
Unit capacity (MDC)3 9.3 ~63.6- 70.4 8G 0 66.0 .67.6 57.9- 70.9 ~59.8. 67.1 84.0 135.9'.'48.4 .65.7
Unit capacity (DER)# 8.8 60.7 67.2 76.3 63.0 64.5 55.2 67.6 57.0 64.0 80.1 34.3 46.2: 61.4

n *

O "From initial criticality.
N bMaximum dependable capacity (620 me).

#
Design electrical rating (650 We).

:

1

f
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' The availability and capacity factors remained high from 197 0 through
~

1979. Startup tests reduced reactor'and unit availability in 1969 while
tha-figures for 1980 were low because of an extended refneling and mainte--
nonce' outage during the first half of the year. During this shutdown,
Oycter Creek performed the 10 year code hydrostatic test on the reactor
vocoel and coolant piping. The availability and capacity factors were low

~ fer 1981 due to extended maintenance outages delling with 1) TMI modifica-
' tiens, 2) failure of tubes in two shutdown cocling heat exchangtrs, and 3)
operability problems with the isolation condenser system.

4.4. Review of Forced Reactor Shutdowns
and Forced Power Reductions

From startup in May 1969 through December 31,1981, 0yster Creek ex-
perienced 109 forced shutdowns and ninety-four forced power reductions.
Appendix A.1 presents a compilation of data describing each shutdown or
power reduction. The consequene; of same of these events was solely the
inability to produce power. However, many of the events .have saf ety
implications. Some of the shutdowns were design basis events (DBEs).
DBEs are postulated f ailure events which result in system transients,

.chc11enging one or more safety systems. Because they challenge safety
syctems and -are the initiating events in postulated accident sequences,
DBEs warrant special attention.

,

.4.4.1 Forced reactor shutdowns

Table 4.2 summarizas the forced shutdowns which occurred at Oyster
Creek. Sixty-four of the 109 shutdowns were caused by equipment f ailures,
three-fourths of which were associated with the reactor coolant and con-
nected systems. Human errors accounted for forty-two shutdowns including'

twsnty-one operational errors and twenty-one maintenance and. testing'

arrors. The remaining shutdowns resulted f rom operator . training exams and
a lightning strike. Most of the ' difficulties which caused the shutdowns
'reculted in automatic scrams.4

i
_

>

4.4.2 Forced power reductions

As indicated in Table 4.3, there were ninety-four forced power reduc-
tiens. Most of these were due to equipment failures. As with forced
chutdowns, many of the power reductions (42%) were associated with the
rccctor coolant system and connected systems. Another 42% of the forced
power reductions involved the steam and power conversion systems. Most of
ths steam system power reductions were due to the continuing problems with

3 candenser tube leakage.

4.4.3 Yearly summaries of forced shutdowns and forced power
reductions

The following is a discussion of shutdowns, power reductions, and.

other significant events for'each year 1969 through 1981.
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Table 4.2. Oyster Creek forced shutdeva s = mary

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Total

Total member 20 18 3 11 8 6 9 4 3 $ 7 5 10 109

Cause
A. Equipment fa!!are 9 14 3 6 7 $ $ 3 3 2 5 2 64

3. Natstenemos or testles 4 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 6 21
1 1

D. Regulatory restristlom
E. Operator tralaing/eman 1 1

0. Operettomat error 6 1 4 2 1 2 4 1 21
1 1

E. Other

Shatdown method
1. Massal 1 2 1 1 3 4 2 2 2 4 1 29

2. Namant scram 1 3 1 1 1 7

3. Amtomatie seram 19 14 10 1 3 4 2 3 2 5 1 2 12
1 1 1 34. Comtlanation

DBE shutdowns 12 11 8 5 2 5 1 3 2 5 2 56

System lavolved
T 1. Rosettwity com'eot (RB) 1 I

b 2. Coolant rectremistion (CB) 1 2 1 1 3 1 9

A 3. Nata steam (CC) 4 4 4 2 1 15
1 1 1 3

4. Malm eteam isolation (CD)
5. Reactor core isolattom cooltas (CE) 1 1 2

6. Rosator coolmat gleaney (CG) 1 1 1 1 4

7. Feedwater (CE) 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 15

8. Costatement (SA) 1 2 3

9. Containment heat removal (SB) 1 1

10. Contalement combustible control (SE) 1 1

11. Reactor trip (IA) 7 2 4 1 1 13
1 112. Eastseered safety festare lastra-

meets (IB)
13. Of f alte power (EA) 1 1 2

14. DC omstte power (EC) 1 1 2

15. Service water (TA) 2 2 1 5

16. Compressed air (PA) 1 1

17. Turbine-generatar (BA) S 4 1 1 1 1 1 14

18. Mala condenser (RC) 1 1
.

3 3 $

19. Ltquid rad waste (MA) 1 1 1 3

1 1 220. Gaseous red waste (MB)
21. Other (II) 1 1

2 221. Unknown (ZZ)

!
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Table 4.3. 0yster. Creek forced power reduction summary. .

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 '1976 1977 1978 1979 '1980 1981 Total

'1 4 ~10 15 9 15' 4. -6 2 c16 9' '3 - 94'

Total number

-1. 4 .9 12 7 15 .3 '5 1 16 9 '2 84'j Cause
A. Equipment failure'

2 1 1 1 5

j B. Maintenance or testing 1 3
1 1 .

-2-F. Administrative
1 1

*

- G. Operational error
,

System involved
1 2 .

. 3,

1. Reactivity control (Rs)
2. Coolant recirculation (CB) 5 3 1 1 5 - 15

1

3. Isolation condenser (CE) I
2 1 3' 2 8-

[ 4. Main steam (CC) 1
'

ta' 5. Reactor core cleanup (CC) 1 ..2- 2 1 -' 15'5 2 2 .1* 6. Feedwater (CH)
.

;) 1

7. Containment (SA) 1 .- 1.
8. Reactor trip (IA) 1

19. Engineered safety f eatures instrusents
(IB)

2 1 3
10. Onsite DC power (EC) 1- l'

11. Service water (WA) 1- 1

12. Process sampling (PB)
.

.I
13. HVAC (AA) 1 .

1

.1 .1 ' 3 1 2 2614. Turbine-generator (HA) 3 1 3 1 9-

15. Main condenser (HC) 1 1 1 1 13 1

1 1
16. Turbine gland seal (HD)

.I 1 2
17. Circulatics water (HF) .'1 1'
18. Condensate cleanup (HG)

1 '1 2:
19. Liquid rad waste (MA) "1 1
20. Caseous rad waste (MB)

.

ir
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l.2.6.1

Oyster Creek went critical at 2:17 p.m. on May 3,1969, and the tur-
bine generator was first synchronized to the transmission system on'Sep--
tomber 23, 1969. Full power was achieved on December 7, 1969. -In 1969
there were twenty forced shutdowns, nine of which were due to equipment'
'f ailures, four were caused by maintenance and testing, one was due to op-
erator training, and six were due to operational errors. The single
forced power reductions resulted f rom equipment failure. Planned. unit

j shutdowns occurred on numerous occasions as a result of the startup and
' power ascension programs.

Pressure reducing valve problems persisted in the reactor clean-up
system. A design change was necessary due to' abnormal vibration and sub-
sequent leakage of the non-regenerative heat exchanger tubes.

- The turbine drain system did not work and a temporary drain system
was installed. The moisture separator and reheater drain tank-flash tank
system required many adjustments and drain valve modifications. Addition-
al problems associated with the drain system were in tuning up the mech-

,

anical pressure regulator (MPR). and electrical pressure regulator (EPR).~

The ' D' recirculating pump failed to start on August 5, 1969, and
was returned to the manuf acturer for repair. Examination indicated fail-

| ure of the shaf t axial bearing and sev'ere galling in the area of the aux-

| iliary impeller and the thermal barrier. Foreign material was found in
j .the pump seal area. The source of the material was not determined.

1970

Eighteen forced shutdowns occurred in 197 0. Fourteen forced shut-
downs were due to equipment f ailures, three were caused by maintenance and
testing, and one was due to operational errors. . There were four forced
power reductions. All four power reductions were caused by equipment
failure.

On December 2,197 0, the AEC issued Amendment No. 2 to the Oyster
~

Creek Provisional Operating Licence increasing the maximum licensed power|

'

f rom 16 00 to 1690 MWt. The unit operated at or near this full power for

most of the year.

| Three major outages limited Oyster Creek power production during
197 0. Tests and minor repairs of the four main steam valves to assurei

conformance with the technical performance leak rates were performed dur-
ing the period from January 31 to February 12. In the second major shut-

| down of the year, the plant was shut down to inspect the control rod
drives because of large seal leakage. Inspection and repairs lasted from
April 19 to May 21. The third extended shutdown (from October 16 to
October 28) wes a scheduled shutdown to conduct an integrated primary con-
tainment leak rate test.

Condenser tube leakage was a major operating problem during 197 0.
| Other occurrences causing short shutdowns or power reductions included
| high level in the moisture separator drain tank, primary system leakage,

dirt in the steam pressure regulating valve, improper operation of the No.
,

2 turbine stop valve, grain in the water intake, and difficulties with the!
EPR.

;
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There were only three forced shutdowns-during 1971 and all resulted
from equipment f ailures. Nine of the ten forced power reductions were due
to| equipment failures. The cause of the tenth was administrative.

The forced sh stdowns were of short duration and the power reductions
vsre maall. The unit operated at or near full power most of 1971. The
lengest shutdown was from September 18 to November 11 for a scheduled par-
tial turbine-generator inspection and poison curtain removal. Af ter this

. cutage, uprating tests were made at power levels up to 1830 MWt which was
the anticipated operating condition for fuel cycle 1-B. The difficulty

i - cncountered in 197 0 with the No. 2 turbine stop valve was corrected by
limiting the pilot valve off-port stroke in the closing-direction.'

During the five day outage from February 13 to February 18, the four
cain steam isolation valves were tested, maintenance was performed on the
turbine control valves, the valve seats on the ' A' and 'B' electromatic
relief valves were lapped to stop leakage, and the rubber seats of both
reactor building to torus vacuum breaker block valves were replaced.
Short power reductions were required to replace the brushes on ' A', 'B' ,
'C' , 'D' , and 'E' recirculating pump motor-generator (MG) sets. Additional
ahutdowns were required to repair burned exciter rings on the 'E' MG set.

1

1121

There were eleven forced shutdowns during 1972. Six of these were
due to equipsent f ailures, four to operator errors, and one to a mainte-
uance and testing error. Twelve of the fifteen forced power reductions
were due to. equipment failures, two were due to maintenance or testing and
one was due to an operating error. The unit was shutdown from May 1 to
June 20 for a scheduled partial turbine generator inspection and reactor
ref ueling. After-the shutdown, the operating power level was increased
from 1820 to 1890 MWt.

'

On April 3 0, the odor of hot insulation and evidence of vibrations
indicated f ailure of the ' A' recirculating pump MG set. The outboard
cotor bearing was found wiped. The speeds of the ~ remaining four pumps,

were increased in order to continue operation. During the shutdown on
November 11, the brushes on all five recirculating pump MG sets were re-
placed. On December 5, load was reduced to repair the 'E' recirculating

pump MG set tachometer.;

; Power reductions were required on November 9 and November 28 to re-
pair leaking condenser tubes and from December 8 to the end of the year
due to turbine control valve oscillations.;

lill

In 1973, there were eight forced shutdowns. Seven forced shutdowns
resulted from equipment f ailures, and one was caused by maintenance and

I testing. There were nine forced power reductions, eight of which were due
to equipment failures and one was due to maintenance and testing.

The reactor remained shut down for the first nine days of January to
perform miscellaneous maintenance work. Part of the refueling shutdown
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which lasted. f rom AprilL 13 to June' 5 was used for operator training.'

Another ' planned shutdown lasted f rom' September 8 to October 5. This shut---

.down was to inspect and repair .the , hydraulic shock and sway: arresters _ in- -
; side : the primary containment. .

.

. Two reactor cacrans occurred due to.high; level' in the moisture sepa--
- frator during power levell changes. : One scram was caused by a trip. of the

'B'-feedwater. pump and one was due to sluggish turbine control valve
'

o peration.-

1974

There were only six forced shutdowns in 1974. Five~of these resulted
f rom equipment f ailures and one from an electrical storm. There were
fif teen forced power reductions. All of which were caused'by equipment

- failures.
In previous years leaking condenser tubes ' accounted ~ for few power

1 . outages or power reductions. However, in.1974,12 power reductions and
| one shutdown were necessary to repair. leaking tubes.

Two power outages were caused by increases in the dry well leak rate.
' This' was; traced to a stem packing of the 'C' recirculating pump discharge
' valve and's bonnet on a bypass valve. Failure of torus' vacuum relief

valves, ' injection of cold water at lower power, electrical disturbances
and instrument air line leakage caused the other forced shutdowns. The
unit was shut down f rom April 13 to June 29 for partial refueling.

; 1975

There were nine forced shutdowns in 1975. Five of these were -due to
equipment f ailures, two to maintenance or testing and two. to operational

2 errors. Three of the four forced power reductions were caused by equip-
ment f ailures and the remaining one by an operational error.

Difficulties continued with condenser tube leakage throughout the
year. The unit was finally shut down on November 24 due to extensive tube4

leakage. Repair of the leaky tubes delayed' start-up until December 1.
The unit again ' shut down on December 26 for condenser retubing and re-
fueling.

The reactor was also shutdown from March 30 to May 24 for refueling,
4 at which time the power level was limited to 83%.
! On February 4, interaction between the rad waste systems and the feed-
: , water system tripped all three feedwater pumps. This was due to an ope-

rational error. Air was introduced into the condensate header when~ water,

f rom waste sample tank ' A' was being transf erred to the hotwell and sin-
ultaneously being used as a source of water for backwashing the radwaste
floor drain filter.

'

!

1976,

There were only four forced shutdowns in 1976. Three were due to
- equipment f ailures and one was due to an operational error. Five of the
six forced power reductions resulted f rom equipment f ailures. Maintenance
and testing caused the remaining power reduction.
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During a shutdown started in 1975 and continuing into 1976,-the main
esadensers were retubed using welded titanium tubing. Approximately
43,600 tubes were replaced due to corrosion and erosion. Tube leakage
started again in November 1976 due to vibration induced f ailures.

There were 2 ' reactor scrans during the year. The first on May 4 was
due to operational error which allowed air to leak into the condensate
cystem which tripped all three feedwater pumps. The second on June 30
cccurred at low power during start-up and was due to improper pressure
regulator set point which allowed the bypass valves to open.

1977

Only three forced shutdowns occurred in 1977. Two reactor scrans
ware caused by operator errors and another occurred during tests. No
forced power reductions were reported.

~

Continuing condenser tube vibration concerns forced the plant to op- -
srate at reduced power until the annual refueling and maintenance outage
from April 23 to August 4, at which time the tube problem was successfully
solved. The unit operated satisf actorily for the rest of the year.

1978
!

There were five forced shutdowns during 1978. Three resulted from
equipment f ailures and two from maintenance and testing errors. There
were two -forced power reductions, one due to equipment failure, and one

1 due to maintenance and testing.
# Reactor scrams were caused by malfunctions of the feedwater system

cud MSIV testing. Condenser tube leaks caused a power reduction on
April'2. On May 11, an end of core life coastdown began with an average
power loss of 2 IGie per day. Refueling commenced on September 15 and con-*

tinued through December 5.

1979

There were seven forced shutdowns in 1979. Two of these were due to'

squipment f ailures, one resulted from a maintenance and testing error, and
four were due to operational errors. Sixteen forced power reductions,
caused by equipment f ailures, also occurred during 1979.

On May 2, during surveillance testing on the reactor high pressure
icolation condenser initiating sensors, a hydraulic disturbance caused a

,
. rcactor high pressure scram. All recirculating pump valves were closed

t 1Luiting circulation to the five 2 inch bypass lines. Reactor water level
. d2 creased to 12-18 inches above the top of the active fuel. Triple low

| water level in the core existed for 36 minutes before the transient was
terminated by starting the 'A' feedwater pump. The reactor' remained
chut down for the rest of the month for tests which revealed that no core
damage had occurred.

During the year, there were seven forced shutdowns or power reduc-
tions due to recirculating pump problems. Two of these were due to pump
esal failure and five were caused by MG sec f ailures.
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In 1980.there were five forced shutdowns and nine -forced power reduc-
tions. ' All 1980 shutdowns and power reductions resulted f rom equipment
-failure.

The plant was shut down from January 4 to July 10 for refueling and
maintenmace. . During the shutdown, the 10 year code hydraulic. test on-the4

reactor vessel and coolant- piping was successfully completed. Pre-opera-
tion tests, equipment calibration and NRC mandatory- scram tests were com-
placed during the start-up.-

The reactor ~ was shut down fram September 18 to September 23 as a re-,

sult of increasing drywell unidentified leak rate. The leak was caused by,

alleaking drain line on a feedvater check valve.
The plant was. shut down from November 21 to November 28 for mainte-

nance on 'C' high pressure feedwater heater and the north feedwater line
check valve.

From December 19 -to the end of the year, load was steadily- decreased
due to high condensate demineraliser differential pressure caused by the
inability of the new radwaste system to ,rocess liquid and solid waste as
de signed.

3.2I1.

In 1981, there were ten forced shutdowns and three forced power re-
ductions. ' At the beginning of January, the capacity was limited by the
condensate demineralizer differential pressure and continued to decline
due to domineralizer conditions. The cause of this limitation was the

j inability of 'the new 'radwaste system to process liquid and solid waste as
designed to support regeneration of the demineralizers. This. condition.

; continued periodically into the month of February. On February 18 and 25,
; the unit reduced power to plug tube leaks in the south condenser waterbox.

On April 17, the unit shut down for 1004 hours for maintenance and TMI
modifications with 7 0E of the outage charged to TMI modifications.

During June, steam trap f ailure in the ' A' and 'B' steam jet air
ejectors systems resulted in degraded condenser vacuum. It degraded to
the point of causing an autasatic scram on June 26. Degraded condenser
vacuum remained a problem in July and August. On August 15, the unit shut
down to correct the vacuum problems and to correct an unidentified drywell
leak rate. Before startup on August 27 and 28, tube failures in the 'A'
and 'C' shut down cooling heat exchangers caused the unit to ' remain shut
down until the middle of October. On December 9, the unit shut down to
investigate operability problems with the isolation condenser valve.

4.4.4 Forced shutdowns and forced power reductions

i caused by DBE initiating events

i Design basis events (DBEs) are transients which challenge the safe
I operation of a plant and the ability of engineered safety features te
! safely shut it down. Oyster Creek has experienced fif ty-five forced shut-

downs and forced power reductions caused by DBE initiating events. Table
I
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4,4 gives the number of these events by DBE type for each year. This sec-
tion discusses the forced shutdowns and forced power reductions in each

-DBE category..
4.4.4.1 DBE category 1 - increase in heat removal. - The'six events

f: _ Lin category I were of three types:

L -1. 1.1 Feedwater system malfunctions that resulted in a decrease in
feedwater tesperature (2);

i - 2. 1.3 Steam' pressure regulator malfunction or f ailure that resulted
in increases steam' flow (2);

3. 1.7 Inadvertent opening of a turbine bypass valve that resulted
.in increasing steam flow (2).-

All of these initiating ~ events were followed by an autasatic scram and
cefe reactor shutdown.<

Type 1.1 initiating events occurred on August 26, 1969 and June 3 0,
1974. In both occurrences, cold water was injected into the reactor ves-
cal because of a malfunctioning feedwater regulating valve. The reactor
cerammed on high flux.

Steam flow transients shut down_0yster Creek twice as a result of
electric pressure regulator (EPR). problems. The first event, on April 14,
197 0, resulted in low reactor _ water level. The second EPR malfunction, on'

Szptember 22, 1970, caused an MSIV closure as a result' of low pressure in
~

the main steam line. . These EPR- failures were caused by dirt fouling the
EPR pilot valves. Major EPR control system modifications in mid-October
cf 197 0 solved these control problems.

The two type 1.7 events resulted f rom operational errors on September,

2,1969 and December 16, 1969. On both occasions, the reactor power 'was
low and the bypass valves were being manually operated to aid in reactor

, .

w:ter level control. The operator opened the valves too quickly and the4

rsector scrammed on low level.
4.4.4.2 DBE category 2~- decrease in heat removal. The forty initi-

sting events resulting in decrease heat removal from the reactor core
ware of six types:'

1. 2.1 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that resulted
in decreasing steam flow (3);

2;- 2.2 Loss of external load (1);
3. 2.3 Turbine trip (15);

| 4. 2.4 Inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves (5);
5. 2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum (7);
6. 2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flow (9).

1

All but the' loss of feedwater DBEs were terminated as designed.
Two of the three type 2.1 events occurred at low power during initial

| ctartup testing on September 9 and 18,1969. The first event was due to
~ electric pressure regulator (EPR) failure and the second resulted f rom
tasting of the mechanical pressure regulator (MPR). The third malfunction
cf steam pressure regulators occurred on November 14, 1977 when control
power was lost. In all cases, the bypass ' valves opened and the reactor
scrammed.

|

|
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Table 4.4. vyster Creek DBE initiating event. summary

1969 1970 1971 1972- 1973 1974 19751 1976 1977 1978 .1979 1980 1981 Total-

1.1 Feedvs.er system malfunctions resulting 1 1 2
in decreased f eedwater temperature

1.3 Steam pressure regulator malf unction 2 2
resulting in increased steam flow

1.7 Inadvertent cpening of turbine bypass 2 2,

"n valvesj, 2.1 Steam pressure regulator malf unction 2 1 -3
h3 resulting in decreased steam flow

2.2 Loss of external load 1 1
2.3 Turbine trip 3 5 .1 : 2 1 1 1 -1 .. 15
2.4 Inadvertent closure of MSIVs 1 1 1 l'- 1- 5
2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum 2 1 1 2 1. 7
2.7 Loss of normal feedwater 1 1 1- 1 1 1 2- 9

*

3.1 Recirculation pump trips 1 ,4 1 3 9

Total 12 11 7 .4 2 5 1 3~ 2 5 ' 1 .- 2 55

,

1
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iThe' single loss of > external loadi event was on June 30, 1973. 'A gen-
~

-

.

.

eratior load rejection'scra ensued f rom a;1ightning atorm.-
Turbine trips (DBE 2.3),L as with most: nuclear plants, were the most

numerous DBE initiating events. ' Of = the fif teen turbine trips, eight re-
culted f rom high level in the moisture ' separator drain tank. . -In all of -

~

these trips, E 0yster Creek was changing power level which caused an inven-
! tcry~ imbalance and the resulting high levels. ' Four _ additional turbine *

trips resulted Lfrom stop valve testing. Stop valve No. 2 - closed too-
- repidly. causing'two turbine trips on' December: 25,197 0. . Repairs were com-

L | pleted -in January 1971. A faulty stop ' valve test circuit _ induced two ad-
l' iditional turbine ' trips on October -5,1975 and October 21, 1977.- fTwo tur-

:bine trips were related to generator problems. On December 29,1972 :ant

operator opened a transformer door resulting in a generator loss of

; 7 field and a' turbine ~ trip. '' An acceleration relay tripped the turbine on
~

~

; Saptember 25,1974 when the' generator attempted- to respond to a power grid '
disturbance. The= final turbine trip, on August 4,1980, resulted f rom a - !

f spurious loss of condenser. vacuum signal.t

Four of the five MSIV . closures resulting in shutdowns occurred dur-
;. ing' testing. These events were on September 19,1%9, December 3,1977,
, December 13,1978, and October 119, 1981. High ambient temperatures in a
ji stesa pipe Ltunnel- initiated an MSIV closure on June. 17, 197 0 from a spu-
;- rious stesa line_ break signal.

.

There were seven type 2.5 (loss of condenser vacuum) events. The
_

~first ofL these. occurred on . September 24, 1969, one day af ter the generator
wasifirst. synchronized to the transnission system, and was attributed to'

inner and af ter condenser drain system problems. A temporary drain system
.' w:s immediately installed and .a permanent drain connection completed in

'197 0. Another. loss 'of condenser vacuan trip on December 18, 1969, was due-

to operator error. It resulted f rom not isolating the waste sample tank'
,

'A'. after the drain" pump tripped. Twice condenser vacuum was lost, due to '

{ eysten leaks. In January 3,197 0, inleakage through the expansion joint
between the 'C' condenser- and exhaust section of the 'C' low pressure.'

turbine caused a low vacuum trip. On April 24, 1972, worn seals on the
j' ctesa jet air ejector pumps resulted in air inleakage and a reactor scram.

A ' loss of power 'to the air ejector off gas systen pressure regulator
,

valves caused a low condenser vacuum trip on July 25, 1975. On August 27,
.1975 a. trip occurred as the ' result of an operator error. The ' A' conden->

| car was returned to service during startup under low circulating water
~

flow conditions. During June 1981, steam trap f ailure in the ' A' and 'B'4

eteam: jet air ejector systems resulted in degraded condenser vacuum to the
; - point of finally causing an automatic scram on June 26, 1981.
| The loss of nonnal feedwater DBEs include the most serious transients
: T which have occurred at Oyster Creek. On May 2,1979, one of the nine type
!~ 2.7 ~ events resulted in a triple low water level in the reactor vessel.

.This event is discussed in detail in Sect. 4.5.2.6. Three losses of nor-+

cci feedwater were related to controller malfunctions. On December 31,
1969, a stuck excess flow check valve gave an erroneous indication to the,

feedwater controllers and the reactor tripped on low level. A loss of
.. steam flow signal yielded similar results on January 19, 197 0. Malfunc-
[ tion of the feedwater controllers again shut the reactor down on September
i- 4, 1978. On three occasions, systems interactions between the feedwater
" and radioactive waste systems caused feedwater pump trips. On April 13,

1 .
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,1972, a misoriented switch vented the hotwell to atmosphere causing the -
condensate pumps- to cavitate and one feedwater pump trip. Similar in-

*

;. teraction on February 4,1975 and' May' 4,1976 introduced air into the con- -~

^ densate header and tripped all three feedwater pusps simultaneously. .In
the final loss of enormal feedwater DBE, a single feedwater pump trip due
to equipment failure shut the- reactor' down on June 21, 1973.

4.4.4.3 DBE category 3 -- decrease in reactor coolant system flow -

rate. All nine events in DBE category 3 resulted. from recirculation pump'

trips (Type 3.1) . These events of ten had maaller consequences than other
DBE initiating events resulting in power reductions rather than shutdowns.
Four of the nine events illustrated a common cause mechanism affecting the '
recirculation pumps and feedwater pumps. On April 7,197 0, January 22,
1972, February 3,1972, and December 12, 1975, 125V de bus load testing
errors tripped three recirculation pumps and one feed water pump. A power,

reduction followed each initiating event except the first which was'fol-
lowed by a manual shutdown. The remaining five recirculation pump trips
were caused by MG set failures and affected' only one pump each time.

; 4.4.5 Non-DBE forced shutdowns and forced power reductions

1 There were 148 forced shutdowns or forced power reductions which were
not attributable to DBE initiating events. Table 4.5 lists the number of
these events per year by NSIC category. Eighty-one of the 148 shutdowns
or power reductions were due to mechanical failures, nine to instrumenta-
-tion and thirty-eight to leaks. This amounts to 87% due to f ailures of
equipment. There were eleven non-DBE events attributed to operator;-
errors, a single externally caused event, and a single event caused by
regulatory restriction.<

4.4.6 Trends and safety implications of forced shutdowns

i and forced power reductions

The only recurring problem evidenced by the forced shutdowns and
power reductions, other than those mentioned in Sect. 4.4.4, was condenser
tube leala. Condenser tube leakage problems began in 197 0. It was neces-
sary to plug ninety-seven condenser tubes during the last half of 197 0.
Seventy of these were in the north half of.the 'C' condenser.

On October 25, 197 0, two readily'secessible condenser tube segments
were removed f rom ' C' condenser for analysis in an effort to identify the
f ailure mechanism. Investigations revealed that the failure was at a
maall, narrow, and deep pit. The appearance of the pit ' suggested that it
was caused by jet action of water passing an obstruction in the tube (im-
pingement attack). No corrosive deposits were found in the pit. Photo-
micrographs revealed no intergranular attack.

Through 1975 recurring power reductions were necessary to repair or
plug-leaking tubes. The attendant salt water inleakage into the conden-
-sate systen caused operational difficulties which resulted in plant opera-

-

tion at reduced power. Occasionally, temporary repairs were made by add-
ing a sawdust-like sealing compound.

During the shutdown in the first part of 1976, condensers were re-
tubed using welded titanium tubing. In all, approximately 43,6 00 tubes

.
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Table 4.5. Oyster Creek non-DBE ' initiating event sunmary

1969 1970 1971 1972 -1973 1974 1975 1976 -1977 1978 1979' ''1980 .'1981: . Total
.

1.0 Equipment fallures 2 7 12 12 .11 3. I 6 3 19~ :12 .3 . 81 -

2.0 Instrumentation and control anomalies 3 2 2 2- 9
4

7 3.0 Non-DBE reductions in coolant inventory 1 1' 1 2 2 16 . 6 2 2 4' .1 ,7' '45
''

A (leaks)
3 1 3 1 ~3 ..

'11* 6.0 Operator error 1 1
'

8.0 Regulatory restriction
1 ,1|

9.0 Eaternal events

Total 9 11 13 19 13 19 8 9 5 '18 13J 11' 148-
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were replaced, each being 43.5 ft in length. The original tube material
was 0.1875 in. OD aluninum bronze, 19 bwg. The replacement tube material
was 0.1875 in. OD, titanium,=22 bwg. Tube replacement was necessitated by
excessive condenser tube leakage due to the effects of erosion rorrosion.

Since retubing, the titanium' tubes have -functioned satisf actorily in
service with the exception of a limited . number of vibration-induced tube
failures. Condenser tube vibration developed during 1977. Howeve ', this.
problem was corrected during a refueling outcle which began on Ar. il 23,
1977.

On February 18 and 25,1981, the 'C' south condenser waterbox deve-
loped tube leaks. Fourteen tubes were plugged.

4.5 Reportable Events-

|

4.5.1 Review of reportable events

This portion of the study examined 494 events concerning abnormal
operations reported by Jersey Central Power and Light Company from 1969
through 1981. Appendix A.2 presents a table of these reported events. In .
the table, blanks indicate information that is missing, and dashes indi-
cate "not applicable. " Events from 1969 through 1972 are numbered chrono-
logically. Beginning in 1973, events were reported as Abnormal Occur-
rences (AO's) and are labeled as such. Beginning in 1975, the designation
was changed to Reportable Occurrences (RO's) and in 1978 to Licensee Event
Reports (LER's). The table also reflects these changes.

4.5.1.1 Yearly summary of reportable events. The event reporting
pattern.over the life of the Oyster Creek plant is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
year-by-year trend was generally toward more reported events, with peak
years in 1974, 1980, and 1981. The years 1969 through 1973 averaged nine-
teen reported events per year, while the years 1974 through 1981 averaged
forty-nine reported events per year. Recurring failures were a contribut-
ing factor to the upward trend. From 1969 through 1973, an average of
three recurring failures occurred' per year while for the years 1974
through 1981 that average doubled to six per year. However, even if the
recurring failures are subtracted, the upward trend in the number of re-
ported events is still apparent.

4.5.1.2 System summary of reportable events. A summary of the sys-
tems involved in all the reported events is given in Table 4.6. In this
table, the number of times a reported event involved each system is shown
by year. The table totals the system codes listed in the " system" cate-
gory of Appendix A.2. The most frequently reported systens were:

(1) reactor containment systems (68),
(2) main steam systems and controls (48),
(3) isolation condenser systems and controls (47),
(4) core spray systems and controls (43), and
(5) containment spray systems and controls (33).

4.5.1.2.1 Reactor containment systems. Twenty-three of the sixty-
eight reactor containment systems events were f ailures of the torus-to-
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Summary of systems 'nvolved in reportable events by yearTable 4.6.- i

System 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 -1976 1977 1978 -1979 '1980 1981 Total
Reactor general (R2)

2- 2Reactor vessel internals (RA) 1 . 2. 2 3 1 1- 2 . ' 12Reactivity control (Rs) 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 ,4- 4 2 23Reactor core (RC) 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 -3 14Reactor vessel (CA) !
. '1Coolant recirculation (CB) 1 2 1 1 1 . 6 1- 1 14Main steam (CC) 1 2 4 20 3 1 3 2 2 4 6 48Main steam isolation (CD) 1 2 1 5 5 2' 1 1 18-Isolation condenser (CE) 5 4 6 4 2 1 3 4 5 4 9 '47Residual heat removal (CF) 1 'l 2-Reactor coolant cleanup (CC) 1 2 3 6Feedwater (CH) 1 1 l '. 3Other' coolant subsystems (CJ)

. I 1Engineer safety features - general (SI) 1 1Containment (SA) 1 1 2 5 13 6 7 4 4 10 4 . . 11 68Containment best removal (SB) 1
1Containment air cleanup (SC) 1
1Containment isolation (SD)

1 -1High pressure safety injection (SF-C)
3. 3Core spray (SF-D) 1 4 4 . 5 4 2 6 12. 5 43 '

other engineered safety features (SH) 1 1 1 1 4Containment purge (SH-A)
1 1' '271 Containment spray (SH-8) 2 2 .2 2 3 6 1 2 5 8 33h Standby gas treatment (SH-D) 1 2 3 1 3 5 1 6 22CD Instrumentation and controls - general (II)

1 2' 3Reactor trip (IA) 2 2 '2 1 1 5 6 19Off site power (EA)
1 1 2AC onsite power (EB) 1 1 2 2 1- 2 2 11DC onsite power (EC) 2 1 2 - 2 1 8Emergency generator systems (EE) 2 4 4 1 1 3 5 1 3 24Spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FC) 1

1Fuel handling (FD)
1

. IService water (WA) 1 1 1 2 1 10 10 2 28Component cooling (WB)
1

Condensate storage (WF) 1
1 1 1 3Compressed air (PA)

1
1Process sampling (PS)

1 2 3Fine protection (AB)
5 2 7Other auxiliary (AD) 1

Turbine-generator (BA) 1 1
. . 1

1 1- 4Main condenser (HC)
1Condensate cleanup (HG) 1- 2-

1- gLiquid rad waste (MA) 2 5 2 1 2 a- 15Gaseous rad waste (MB) 1 1 1
. 6. 9Process and effluent monitoring (MC) 1 1 5 4 1' '2 2 2- '1 1- '20Airborne radioactivity monitoring (BB)'

I 1Other systems '2 . "1 1 2 6-System code not applicable 1 1^ 1 3' 6
Total 6 .3 21 40 - 45 70 40 32 31 47 61. 84 66

_
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drywell vacuum breaker valves. An' additional ten events involved the loss
~ cf : containment ' integrity. Vaccun' breaker valves 'and the loss of contain-

ment integrity are discusssed in Sects. 4.5.3.2 and 4.5.3.5. . respectively.
The remaining containment events ranged from oxygen analyzer failures to
high torus water temperature. No single failure- type accounted for a .
1erge number of events.

4.5.1.2.2 Main stesa systems. Thirty of the forty-eight events in-
.vslving the main steam systems were set point drif ts-in pressure and flow
csnsors.- The majority (15) of- set point- drif ts were reported in 1974.
Since 1974, ~ there -have been about two reports of set point drif t per year.
Twelve of the steam 'systen events were valve failures. These include the
safety, relief, bypass and main steam isolation valves.

4.5.1.2.3' Isolation condenser systems. With forty-seven reported'

events attributed to the isolation condenser system, it' ranked as the
third highest contributor of reportable events.' Of these events,' sixteen,

ware valve f ailures, seven were relay 'or switch failures, two were pro-
csdure errors, one was a vent line failure due to vibration, and the re-

.

maining twenty-one vere set point drif ts or snubber. f ailures. Isolation

condenser system averaged over four f ailures per year since 1971.4

In three events, condensate return valves f ailured to open. These
w re important because such failures prevent an isolation; condenser from
performing its intended function of. removing decay heat f rom the reactor.

2

; 10n December 29, 1972, the condensate return valve for isolation. condenser
'B' failed to open during a significant event involving a coolant blowdown
(detailed in Sect. 4.5.2.1). Four months later in April 1973, the same

'r. velve again'f ailed to open when the valve disk jammed against the seat.
N3 cause for either f ailure was discovered. On September 8,1973, the ' A'

i isolation ' condenser condensate return valve f ailed to open. The. cause was ,

the starting contactor overloads 'being tripped.
Two events also occurred which affected both isolation condensers by

,

a common cause problem related to the line break flow' sensors. Both
events occurred on September 4,-1978 and were very similar in nature. In'

both cases, 'a ' shutdown had occurred and the MSIV's had closed. The isola-v
tion condensers initiated and were removing decay heat from the reactor.

;
' Af ter about half a minute, ' the condensers isolated. In the first event,

acch isolation condenser would come back online, but would only operate
fcr ~3 0 seconds. In the second event, the operator immediately tripped
two recirculation pumps, thereby reducing the flow and the condensers came -
back online (see Sect. 4.5.2.6) . The cause in both cases was the tripping
cf the condenser line break sensors due to the ef fects of rated recircula-
tion flow. The trip point was set f or reduced recirculation flow condi--

tions, and in both cases all five recirculation pumps were operating at
the time of the occurrence. Full flow caused the line break sensors to
give an indication of a pipe rupture, thus isolating the condensers.*

Therefore, a standing order was issued to trip recirculation pumps ' A' and
.

;

| ' E' af ter initiating the isolation condensers. This standing order was
I' later rescinded af ter modifications were made whereby the pumps were

tripped simultaneously with high pressure or low-low water level scrams.d

4.5.1.2.4 Core sorav system. An early water hammer problem existed
,

! in the Oyster Creek core spray system, and was corrected. Then, beginning
in 1974, the core spray system contributed consistently each year to the

,

: number of reported events.
l

;
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The water hasser phenomena was first observed during reactor preorer-
stional' testing- during the core spray pump ' tests. The problem was caused
by the pumps ' starting when the discharge piping was empty. During the

_

early. life of: the plant. the water hammer was substantially reduced- during,

testing by changing the operating procedure, limiti.!g the bypass line test
valve opening, and utilizing the ~ condensate fill' and pressure regulating

1 system to fill the. discharge piping in each of the core' spray loops (A-C
,

.and B-D). . It became, apparent,- however, that this method would not be sat-
isf actory because leakage through the spray pump discharge check valves>

.back into the-torus raised the torus water level and created a chramated
water di'sposal problem. . Therefore, in .1971 the utility installed a jockey
pump system to maintain a water inventory in both loops. Operational
. tests with the new system indicated. that the water hammer had been elimin-
.ated. Additionally, tests on the piping to determine the effects of the
water hammer before the jockey ptsap system was installed showed that.the
piping was not damaged.18>

Beginning in 1974, the core spray system averaged five reported
events per year through 1981.. A potential failure due to common cause
occurred September 30,.1980 when the fire protection system, inadvertently
initiated ~ during troubleshooting, sprayed both core spray system- booster

i pump motors. Water entered the motor lead connection-box and the motor
It had b' en previously thought that the booster pumpleads became wet. e

construction was sufficient to prevent intrusion of water. A similar
event occurred two months later on November 3 0.. On this occasion, leaks
were discovered in the control rod drive pump seal water piping. As a>

; result, water sprayed over the core spray system pumps below, and leaked
'

into the motor lead connection box through vorn gaskets. The gaskets were
replaced and the conduit opening sealed.58,27

i During the 1978 refueling outage, ocheduled inservice inspection and
I subsequent tests of the reactor internals identified and confirmed the

existence of a crack in one of the two core spray system spargers. Action
was taken at that time .to strengthen the sparger at the crack location by
installation of a mechanical clamp assembly. During the 1980 refueling
outage, a greatly improved inspection method detected additional cracks.
It was not known whether they were new cracks or previously existing
cracks overlooked during the 1978 inspection. Interim repair procedure
was to'use additional cimap assemblies. The NRC's safety evaluation,

.

dated May 15, 1980, concluded that although the interim repair was ade-
quate at that time, plans for a new sparger design should be accelerated.
Therefore, the utility contracted weih General Electric for a new sparger

' design which was to be installed during the 1981 refueling outage.
L 4.5.1.2.5 Containment sorav systems. No single event type dominated
|- the forty-one containment spray systems failures. There were problems
I' with pressure switch set point drifts, pump and valve circuit breakers
| transferring open, valves f ailing to transfer open, and pumps f ailing to
| start. Even though no one event type dominated, since 1974 containment
j spray systems have recurred in reportable events.
| 4.5.1.3 Cause summary of reportable events. Table 4.7 lists the
' causes of reportable events by year. The largest group of events (316)

were those caused by inherent equipment f ailure. Hunan errors (170) '

! totaled only about one-half the number of inherent equipment f ailures.
' These errors included administrative, design, fabrication, installation,
L:
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Table 4.7. Causes of reported events by year . . ,

n
.,.1.."

Cause '1969 1970 1971, 1972- '1973 1974 ~1975 ;1976 1977 |1978 1979 I''1980 '.1981 Total

; 32 ,
1 2. 2 14' '2- 12- i l' 2- |,7 <2+ 7..

,

Administrative error '
'1 3, 34-

#'

2' 4 13 : 3 -1' -2. 1 4--
Design error

Fabrication error 2 , .1- 2 . 11 - 2 2- ..
. .1 y ; 11.;+

e Inherent f silure 2- 2. 16 15 -27 39- 24 :. 22.. - 16 .. '24 ' . . 29' ~ . 54 ' - ''46- . 316-m
L3

'

-1 ;2 ' :Is n3 , |3L'
'

14
$ . Installation error l' 1-

Lightning
1- 1' 41 -3. ~,2' ,3'. ~3^ 7- 6- T 9 :. 5. 44?

Maintenance error
2. 3 2: 4 4. 2^ 2:. 2L '3 3 '. 8 . 35 :-

Operator error- ~

.2 ,2 ;6'2 . 1 , ' ^Weather .

21 29 40 - 65 37- '- 32 27 -36- 52 - 75 - - 71 --
Total .4 3
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maintenance, and operator errors. The remaining seven events resulted
from adverse' weather conditions. Cold temperatures caused frozen sensing
lines on five occasions, lightning caused the sixth event, and strong

'

winds caused 'the seventh event.
4.5.1.4 Radioactivity release summary of reportable events. Table

4.8 gives a summary by year of the total known radioactivity released from-
0yster Creek. . An overall increase over the past. ten years is apparent in
the ' airborne release activity, while data for liquid activity released
reveals a slight decrease. A total of twenty-three events at Oyster Creek
were radiological in nature, with thirteen of these involving radioactiv->

ity releases, eight involving activity levels around rad waste tanks ex-
ceeding tech spec ILaits, and three involving personnel exposures.'

Of the thirteen events ' involving release of radioactivity, twelve
were -due to equipment f ailure including two occasions when outside lines

I containing radioactive water ruptured due to freezing. Four release
| events |were pipe leaks, two were valve leaks, and another was a leak from

fuel pool cooling to the RBCCW system then from the RBCCW heat exchanger
to the discharge canal. One event was an increase in the gamma energy of

| the stack gas during a normal plant startup. The remaining radioactivity
| release occurred on February 6,1975 due to maintenance error when .
, backwash vt.ives on the condenser water box were lef t open while inspecting

the condenser for tube leaks. -None of the events involved a release over
tech' spec limits.

Of the three instances of personnel overexposures, the first involved
eleven workers who received exposures ranging from 3.01 to 3.36 rems dur-
ing the 1972 refueling outage. The second occurrence was on January 1,,
1973 when three men received excessive exposure to iodine-133 while per-
forming maintenance on the electromatic relief valves. In the third

on M y 8,1973, a worker who was doing maintenance work on the con-event, a
trol rod drives received a whole body exposure of 3.02 rens.

On February 10, 1981, an unmonitored release of radioactive water
occurred due to seepage through the three-foot thick outside wall around
the new radwaste building (NRW). Leakage from the condensate transfer
system caused an overflow into the three chemical waste collection tank
vaults. When the radioactive water exceeded the ninety-five percent
level, water seeped through the NRW building concrete walls. The tres
around the building was roped off and soil samples were taken. Direct
survey results showed detectable ground contamination only within six
inches of the walls. To prevent further seepage, herculite was sealed
against the wall.~ Once the continuous overflow to the chemical waste
collection tank vaults was halted, effort was concectrated on processing
the water from the tank vaults to the waste surge tank. The NRW operators
have recieved instructions not to exceed the ninety-five percent level in
any tank, and have been made aware of what actions to take in the event a
tank reaches a level greater than ninety-five percent.18

An unmonitored release of radioactive water occurred on April 21,
1981 due to leakage from a valve inside the condensate transfer pump
building. 'The water seeped through the ground in the building and under
the walls. By performing a water balance, a total of 10,000 gallons could

; not be accounted for, and therefore, was considered as leakage.
The valve which leaked is a bypass for the condensate transfer flow

control valve. However, the flow control valve was tagged out of service

|
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Table 4.8. Summary of radioactivity released f rom Oyster Creek
,

Release (curies) 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973- 1974 1975 1976, 1977 -1978 1979 1980'

Airborne:
Total noble gases 7.03 E+03 1.12 E+05 5.16 E+05 8.66 E+ 05 .8.10E+05 2.79E+05 2.06E+05 1.67 E+05 1.77 E+05 9.98E*05' 1.01 E+06

Total 1-131 NA NA 1.33E+00* 6.25E+00 6.70E+00 3.31E+00 5.46 E+00 6.17E+00 ' 7.80E+00 ' 1.01 E+01 ' 8.74E+00-
Total halogens 2.96E-03 3.08E-01 2.03E+00 1.91E+0! 3.03E+0! 2.33E+0! 4.13 E+01 4.02E+01 4.02E+01' 6.23E+01 6.65E+01

n Total particulates 7.98E-04 9.89E-03 1.10E-01 2.30 E-01 4.31E-01 9.01E-01 1.78E-01 2.20E-01 1.25E+00 . 8.01 E+00 5.84 E-01

j Total tritium NA NA 1. 09 E-01 * 7.54E-01 3.20E-01 4.15E-01 2.77E+00 1.ll E+ 00 1.16 E+ 00 3.81 E+ 01 13.86E+01 ~

04 Liquid:
Total mixed products 4.81E-01 1.85E+01 1.21E+01 1.00E+01 - 4.20 E+ D0 6.60 E-01 4.08E-01 2.21E-01- 9.81E-02 1.53 E-02 6.59E-03
Total tritium 5.070+00 2.19E+0! 2.15E+0! 6.16 E+01 3.59E+01 1.41E+01- 1.79E+01 ' 3.86E+01 1.88E+01 1.96 E+ 01 1.40E+ 00
Total noble gases NA NA NA 3.29E*00 3.00E+00 1.66 E+00 - 6.54E-02 4.64E-02 4.57E-04 6.82 E-03 -.2.43E-02

Solid:
Total 3.78E-01 2.97E+00 5.40 E+ 00 4.47E+01 2.89E+03 1.57E+03 6.72E+02 1.29E+03 1.38E+05 1.15E+03 1.34E+03

NA - Not available

I * - 2nd half of year only

|

|
|

*

|

|
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lat the time fand the ' bypass valve was being used to control flow. Upon
discovery- of theLleak, ' the; condensate pump was shut down and the conden--
sateL atorage - tank was isolated.~ - The ' area .in f ront of the chlorination

* - > . building was diked to trap any water collecting by..the roadside. :The'~

* - trapped water?was pumped into fif ty-five gallon drums.
. The leaking valve was- replaced and repair work on the flow ' control'

.

| valve wasfcompleted. Three days - af t'er the: event, .the radiological con-:

3- trols department removed the barriers and the area was cleaned. Modifica-:
'

_

tions to minimize the probability of future leakage included sealing'the-

F _ floo'r in the condensate transfer building and the installation of a water
; detection' alarm.18 -*

- On July .6,'1981, an unmonitored release occurred in the 'new radwaste
- ventilation. exhaust system. A tear was discovered:in a plastic _ seal used
. to temporarily block a newly installed section of ventilation duct. The-

"
.

new sectionLhad not been tied Linto the existing .radwaste ventilation sys-
ten. The 'totalf release, . based upon flow ' calculations when- the exhaust f an
is operating, was less than 60:;Ci.se

'

-4.5.1.5 Environmental innact so---ry of reportable events. Twenty-
four environmental events resulting from nonradiological causes occurred.

,
. at Oyster. Creek.' ' Seven of these ' events were fish mortalities due to water "

' temperature changes occurring"because of plant discharge water stopping or
[ starting during normal operation. Two events involved plugging of plant

intake water : screens and dilution pump seal water strainers by debris and
crabs, while two events were caused by low intake water level due to low
tide ~and high winds. .High-temperature of the condenser discharge water;

was the cause of one reported event. The diesel engine for.the fire pump'

| seized due to loss of cooling in another. reported event.
~

The remaining eleven reported events involved the plant dilution'

o

i pumps, designed to reduce thermal pollution by diluting the discharge
i, water. Dilution pump failures have.been a recurring problem at Oyster

Creek. Numerous pump trips have occurred, primarily due to low cooling
water pressure and low seal water pressure. On one occasion, dilution,

pump 1-3 ' seized when the pump impeller sheared a number. of connecting
/ bolts and jammed against its housing. Pump 1-1 was removed from service

,
September 10, 1980 when a bearing overheated and was damaged. At the

|- close of 1980, an engineering evaluation was in progress to improve the
L dilution pump system including'a proposal to replace the present cooling /
; seal water pumps, located'on the-dilution structure, with two pumps of

greater capacity. . The new cooling / seal water pump location was tentative-,

( ly decided to be the f acility's i resh water fire pond.
,

! - Another environmental event occurred on April 15, 1981 when strong ;
' winds concentrated large amounts of sea lettuce in the intake canal and

clogged the intake structure. This in turn reduced the flow across the
screens causing the water level in one-half of the intake structure to

I drop 'below the emergency service water pump suctions. The emergency
| service water system provides - cooling to the containment spray heat ex-
L changers which removes heat from containment and is the ultimate heat sink

for the. energy release in a LOCA. Each of the two loops of containment
!- spray contains two emergency service water pumps, two containment spray
| - pumps and two heat exchangers. The flow from one pump in either loop is
j' sufficient to provide the required heat removal capability. In addition,

L the intake structure is divided into two halves. Since one-half of the
1

|

[
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intake struegure was unaffected, one of the containnant spray and emer-
3 ccy service water loops was available.

The second containment spray system loop was inoperable for twenty
cinutes. Availability returned when the circulating water ;pmap was. 1

at:pped, thereby allowing the water level in the intake structure to rise i

Eb:ck above the emergency service veter pump suctions. In addition, new

.high pressure screens were scheduled to be installed .during a refueling .
cutage in November 1981.

Finally' an interest has been shown in the Oyster Creek-Barnegat B4y.

cr:a concerning the existence of shipworms. Shipworms are wood boring.
,

marine organisms that do great damage to wood, such as pilings for piers,| b: neath the water. line. These organisms began.to appear around 1971, and
,

L in 1975 a large population was in evidence. . The utility contracted with.
j. William F. Clapp Laboratories of Battelle Columbus Labs in June of'1974 to
; ctady the woodborer problem. Also, the Westlands Institute cf Lehigh'

University undertook a study, hired first by three local marina owners and
later funded by the NRC. In their quarterly reports, both these organiza-

:ticas at times concluded that the gr~ ^2 of certain species of shipworms
eco indeed encouraged by the thers_. .ifects of the plant effluent. At
cther times, they reported no relationship. However, it was also reported
that by using only high quality treated wood in the area, continuing to.

use high dilution pumping, and keeping the water clean of Icad wood, the'

chipworm infestation problem could be held to a minimum.

*

4.5.2 Review of sinnificant events

The analysis of the operating history of Oyster Creek examined re-
ported events to find those occurrences which represented significant
threats to continued safe operation or to systems designed to mitigate

! transient conditions. Reportable events were'therefore significant if
thsy met one of these criteria:

| 1. an event in which the f ailure or failures initiated a design

| basis event (DBE) as listed in Table 3.1, or

2. an event in which the f ailure or failures compromised a f" : tion
:

: of the engineered safety features.

Several events at Oyster Creek met the above significance criteria.
| Tcble 4.9 summarizes the significance categories assigned to these events
; cad Table 4.10 summarizes the significant events which ' occurred at Dyster
; Creek. The total in the. table, twenty-f iv e, is greater than the actual

number of significant events, seventeen, because six events, 72-29, A0 73-.

19, LER 79-014, LER 80-032, and LER 81-018, and LE 81-061, required mul-
tiple significance categories. The events designated as significant
wgre:

1. decrease in reactor coolant inventory,
:

2. reactivity anomaly due to short period during startup,
3. loss of containment integrity,

4. loss of containment spray system,,

f 5. loss of oneite power sources coincident with loss of offsite
power sources,

,
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Table 4.9. aSummary of significant events at 0yster Creek;'
'

.

1%9. 1970 1971 1972 1973' 1974 1975 .1976 1977.-1978 '1979 1980 1981 Total <

S1 - Two or more failures in redundant sys- In 1 .1 4: ' 3~
tems

S2 - hro or more f ailures due to a.'cosmon 1- 1- .I 1: 4

7 cause ,

$ $3 - Three or more failures 1 1. 2
,

S7 - Greater threat to plant safety with , - 2. I 1. 1 3. 11 -5- 14'
different plant conditions or the.ad-

*. vent of another credible occurrence'
S8 - Administrative, procedural,.or ' l' 1'

operational errors

S9 - Other I l'
Total 1 3 3- 1- 1 1_ -5 3 7

.

a

e

g 4

t

. i

!
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Tehle'4.10. Tabulation cf significcat rcparts at Oyster Crc 4k -

|

| Report No. ' Event date Significance Event description
,

| 69-2 9/9/69 S7- Turbine pressure regulator malfunction, recircular pump trip.
72-7 4/11/72 S7 Reactor b1dg. vent dampers fdiI to close, violation of secondary con-

tainment.

72-29 12/29/72 S3, S7 After a scram, relief valve, MSIV, and isolation condenser condensate. '

; return valve all fail.

! A0-73-19 9/8/73 S1, S2, S7 Two power' failures cause pump trips; second failure due to incorrect ,

setting on traceformer; also DG failed to start..

RO-76-13 5/3/76 S7 Secondary containment willfully violated - both airlock doors open.
R0-77-1 3/10/77 S7 Both containment airlock doors open at once violating secondary

containment.
4 LER 78-033 12/14/78 S9 Attempt to insert control rod fails due to bent switch.

7 LER 79-014 5/2/79 S2, S3 Reactor coolant level decreases to triple low point no procedure
$ for cperations in this situation (Rx SD).

,

LER 79-020 6/13/79 S7 . Both secondary containment airleck. doors open. . ,

; LER 79-025 8/6/79 S7 Torus sample valve lef t open violation of primary containment.

f LER 79-034 10/8/79 S7 F:,th containment airlock doors open simultaneously.

LER 80-015 4/3/80 S7 Reactor building isolation valve broke, loss of containment integrity
LER 80-032 7/16/ 80 S1, S2, S7 Torus area containment spray pump room doors open.. Violation of sec-

ondary containment, containment spray inoperable.
LER 81-018 .4/16/81 S7, S8 Workers placed scaffold such that i.ne two vacuum breaker vcives could

not open completely. ;

LER 81-022 5/20/81 S7 One personnel airlock door would not close and the other was lef t
open.

LER 81-025 6/17/ 81 S7 Both railroad airlock doors were open at the same time..
LER 81-033 7/27/ 81 S7 Personnel. access airlock doors' vere found open.

.'
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6. decrease in reactor coolant level to the triple-low level,
7. turbine pressure regulator trip,
8. . suppression chamber vacuum breakers compromised, and
9. ' loss of standby liquid control system.

r

4.5.2.1 Decrease in reactor coolant inventory. The decrease in
reactor coolant inventory is an initiating event for.a design basis event
(DBE)-6.3. On December 29. 1972, reactor coolant was lost to the torus

'

through a fcile' reli&f valve. During the course of the event,-three dif--
ferent valves failed.

' The event was initiated when an operator opened the door of a cabinet
housing protective fuses for the generator monitoring relays. The door-

. was equipped with a ' switch that actuated relays in the protective systems
! and tripped the turbine. The reactor then scrammed, and a pressure tran- l

i sient ensued which was terminated at 1070 psig by the opening of the elec-
| - tromatic relief valves. After the pressure had been reduced by 22 pai,

three of the relief valves closed; however, the 'D' relief valve f ailed'

to close and continued to blow down steam to pressure suppreasion chamber.
i As a result, the primary system cooldown rate was 158'F for the first hour
;- and 27'F and 37'F for the second and third hours, .respectively. A total
{ of 50,000 t#11ons of water in the form of steam was blown down during the

incident.
Following the scram, the operator . attempted to switch from 'Mun" to

"Startup" mode, but the mode switch key broke off. Therefore, with the
reactor in the '%un" mode, the reacter pressure fell to 850 psig, and
all the MSIV's closed except one, valve NSO4B. This was the second valve
failure. The redundant MSI7 closed and containment remained adequately
sealed.

L The third valve f ailure occurred when condensate return valve V-14-35
l on isolation condenser 'B' failed to open. Isolution condenser 'B' was
l therefore unable to fulfill its function and the isolation condenser sys-
[

tem lost its redundancy.
Failure of the electromatic relief valve occurred because a piece ofi

thread material from the disk retainer of the main valve had become lodged
between the pilot-valve seat and disk. Since the pilot valve could not
fully close, the main valve ramained open. Modifications were to imple-
ment a new method of preventing rotation, by pinning the disk retainers,

- on all the relief valves. The MSIV which f ailed was found to have a
sticking power-operated pilot valve, which was then replaced by a new one.
Cause of the condensate return valve f ailure was difficulty in breaking
the valvc disk free of the seat, which burned out the valve motor. The
valve motor was replaced, but no cause could be discovered for the
sticking.sa

4.5.2.2 Reactivity anomalv due to short oeriod durina startuo. On

December 14, 1978, the operator was withdrawing control rods following a
scram from full power the previous day. Because of high xenon concentra-
tions, an accurate estimated critical rod position was not possible. The
operator was watching the count rate as indicated by the source range non-
itor (SEM). Since the count rate had changed only slightly since the
start of the rod withdrawal, it was thought that the reactor was still
strongly subcritical. Therefore, rods were being withdrawn in the notch
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override mode. , When the first- rod in group 9 was withdrawn to notch posi-
tien 10, the reactor went critical on an estimated 2.8 second period. The
eparator then unsuccessfully attempted to insert the rod using the "emer-
gtucy rod in" switch. Finally , an automatic reactor scran occurred in the
low range of the intermediate range monitor.

The procedure for approach to criticality did not provide specific
guidance f or startup under - peak xenon conditions. Additionally, the SRM
csunt rate was low. .Therefore, the operator did not expect criticality to
cccur. Furthermore, the control rod did not respond to the " emergency rod
in" switch because the switch f ailed to make contact. A mechanical switch
etcp was bent.ss

4.5.2.31 Loss of containment integrity. Primary containment consists
; cf~a pressure absorption system including the drywell, the pressure ab-
| . ccrption chamber or torus, a connecting vent system between the drywell

cnd the pressure absorption chanber, isolation valves, containment cooling;-

' systems, and other related equipment. Its purpose is to tenninate the
release and mitigate the consequences resulting from an accident. Second-
, cry containment is provided by a reactor building which completely en-
clcses the primary containment. Its objective is to minimize the release
of airborne radioactive materials and provide a controlled, elevated re-
lease of building atmosphere under accident conditions. Oyster Creek ex-
parienced one loss of primary containment integrity event and nine loss of
oscondary containment integrity events.

On August 6, 1979, an isolation valve on the torus sample line from
primary containment was found open. The valve, located on the suction
aide of containment spray pump 'C', was lef t open af ter the completion of
torus water sampling and had been open for seven days. During this time,
cpproximatley 10,000 gallons of torus water drained to the floor sump and
pumped to the radwaste f acility. The ability of primary containment to
function as intended was degraded during this period.88

A design error discovered on April 11, 1972 caused a loss of second-
gry containment integrity. During a test of the reactor building ventila-
tien system, the supply dampers for the system failed to close, The logic

| circuit functioned so that when a supply fan was racked out, tne dampers
would not close unless a jumper was installed. A circuit design change
corrected the error.24

A degradation of secondary containment integrity occurred on April 3,
1980, when an operator discovered that the reactor building ventilation

i cystem automatic isoletion valve was inoperable. The valve f ailed due to
o broken piston rod on the closure mechanism. The piston rod was re-
placed. Additionally, the piston rods were inspected on all reactor
building ventilation automatic isolation valves.28

j The remaining seven instances of secondary containaent integrity
violation were personnel and railroad airlock doors being lef t open. Con-
tractor personnel had both reactor building personnel airlock docrs open,

: ciruitaneously on May 3,1976 while transfering equipment through the air-
lock. Responsible personnel had willfully violated plant procedures by
dnfeating the door interlock.28 On March 10, 1977, both personnel airlock
dscra were open for a simulated medical emergency drill, and again on
October 8,1979 both personnel airlock doors were discovered open due to
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contractor personnel disconnecting.the automatic closing device on one of
the doors.st,se

On May 20, 1981, a security guard found both personnel airlock doors
open.. Ine' first door failed due to a loosened striker plate while the
second door had been opened deliberately.s* On July 27, 1981, both per -
sonnel airlock doors were again discoverd open.se Both reactor building
railroad airlock dccrs were open simultaneously on June 13, 1979. The
inner door had been' open for several days, and the outer door swung open
when normal reactor building ventilation was switched to the standby gas
treatment system to effect f an repairs. Procedures' failed to state the.
correct method for securing airlock doors. The procedure was revised.81
Both railroad airlocck doors were again discovered to be open simultaue-
ously on June 17, 1981. While the outer door was open, the inner door
sprang open at the top because of a failed latch which had been damaged
during transfer of the standby gas treatacut system to normal ventila-

.

tion.ss j

4.5.2.4 Loss of containment sorav systgat on a routine tour of the
j reactor building on July 16, 1980, an operator discovered that both doors
| to the . containment spray pump compartments at the northeast and southeast

corners of the building were open. ,The doors were lef t open due to lack
of administrative and procedural control. The pump room doors were closed

| and dogged shut by the operator immediately af ter their discovery.
| The containment spray cooling system consists of two indeptadent
j cooling loops. Each of the loops is capable of removing heat from the

| primary containment following a LOCA. Since both doors were open, both
' containment spray systems were considered inoperable because of their . sus-

ceptibility to a common cause f ailure. The systems would have performed
their designed functions as long as the structural integrity of the torus
remained intact. However, if a leak path had developed which would have
allowed water to enter the pump rooms, the operation of both the pumps
would .have been jeopardized. 8 8

4.5.2.5 Loss of onsite never sources coincident with loss of offsite
6 - Dower sources. During a plant shutdown on September 8,1973, a design
| error prevented the startup of both diesel generators while offsita power

| was unavailable to their respective safety buses. An operator was at-
tempting to transfer station loads to the startup transformers (Fig. 4.2).
When a closing signal was applied to the SIA breaker, a loss of power
occurred on 4160 V ac bus lA, trippink one of two 4160V emergency buses
(emergency bus IC), two circulating water pumps, three reactor recircula-
tion pumps, and the operating condensate and feedwater pumps. A fast
start was initiated on diesel generator (DG) 1 and power restored to bus

| IC and the safety systems which it powers. The reactor scrammed due to
low water level.

Following the scram, startup transformer SB powered bus IB. Breaker
SIA was then successfully closed and DG 1 secured. The operator attempted
to start the ' A' condensate pump, but the inrush current tripped the SIA
breaker for a second time. At this point, the design problen with the
diesel generators appeared. DG 1 failed to start because the engine lock-
out relay had been actuated. Emergency bus IC was totally without power,
An attempt was made to start the 'B' and 'C' condensate peeps, tripping
the SIB treaker and deenergizing emergency bus ID. A fact start was ini-
tiated on DG 2.
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The operator again restored normal poser by closing breakers SlA and
SlB, resetting the DG'l lockout relay, and securing DG 2. Subsequent to
the restoration of normal power, the design error appeared on DG 2. The
operator attempted to start the 'B' and 'C' condensate pamps, again trip-
ping the SlB breaker. Diesel generater 2 failed to start leaving emer-

. gency bus ID without power. The DG 2 lockout celay had actuated, prevent-
ing the diesel gererator from starting until the relay was locally reset.

The problen first experienced _ with the startup trans' neers was
traced to an incorrect setting of the current transformer ratio matching

taps for the 'C' phase diff erential relay on both units. In attempting

to carry a sizeable load or start a large load, namely, the condensate
pumps, a differential fault current was censed due to the improper tap
setting and the breakers (SIA and SIB) tripped. As previously stated, the
problem with Ine diesel generators was a design error in the engine lock-
out logic circuitry. After a fast start, the engine lock-out relay
actuated preventing a subsequent start.

The designed redundancy for the station vital power supplies was not
present and had not been present since July 30, 1973 when a test of the
startup transformer phase differential relays was conducted. Under a loss
of power condition, both diesel generators would have performed their in-.

tended function as was denonstrated by the f act that both units energized
their respective emergency buses Cran initially called upon. If, however,

a problem had arisen which required a subsequent f ast start immediately
af ter the diesels had been secured from f ast starts, such as occurred in

this event, no ac power would have been available to any necessary safe-
guards equipment until the engine lockout relays had been reset. Lnme-
diate corrective action was taken to reset the tap on the startup trans-
formers and to prepare a design change to the diesel generator logic
circuits.s4

4.5.2.6 Decrease in reactor coolant level to triple-low level. A

significant reduction in water inventory to the low-low-low level occurred
at Oyster Creek on May 2,1979. The primay cause of this event was a loss
of feedwater transient. Further details are given in the following para-

graphs.
At the time of the occurrence, the reactor was at 98% power with the

'D' recirculation loop and the SB startup transformer out of service. A
technician was performing routine surveillance testing on isolation con-
denser pressure switches when a spurious high reactor pressure signal
occurred. The high pressure signal resulted from a testing error. This
spurious signal tripped the reactor and the recirculation pumps. Steam
flow and pressure, water level, and turbine generator output began to de-
crease. The turbine generator tripped at the low-load trip point thirteen
seconds after the reactor scram.

The turbine trip initiated a transfer of power to the startup trans-
formers. However, a loss of power occurred on 4160 V bus B because start-
up transformer SB was out of service. Therefore, feedwater pumps ' B' and
'C' and condensate pumps 'B' and 'C' lost power. Additionally, feedwater

i pump 'A' tripped due to low suction pressure. An attempt to restart feed-
water pump ' A' was unsuccessful because an auxiliary oil pump f ailed to
start. The oil pump f ailure was the only equipment f ailure of the entire
ev ent.
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Steam was still flowing from the reactor to the condenser through the
bypass valves, so the operator closed the MSIV's to conserve reactor cool-
cut inventory (Fig. 4.3). An isolation condenser was then placed in ser-
vice to remove decay heat from the core. The condensate return from the
candensers enters the ' A' and 'E' recirculation loops. However, at that
tire a standing order was in eff ect to close the ' A' and 'E' loop dis-
charge valves af ter initiating the isolation condensers. This order was
intended to prevent inadvertent stopping of the condensers due to forced
flow from operating recirculation pumps being sensed as if it were flow
from an isolation condenser line break. This procedure was no longer ap-

. propriate since a modification had previously provided that the recircula-
tien pumps trip simultaneously with high pressure or low-low level scrams.
However, the. procedure was not changed when the modification was sade.
Thtrefore, the operators had a lack of proper procedural direction in this
situation. The cause of the occurrence was attributed to this procedural
crror.

Following the standing order, the operator closed the ' A' and 'E'*

racirculation loop discharge valves. He then closed the 'B' and 'C' dis-
ch rge valves in preparing to attempt a restart of one or both of their
casociated recirculation pumps. As previously mentioned, loop 'D' was out
of service. Therefore, all five loop discharge valves were closed. All
five two-inch discharge valve bypass lines were open. Flow through these
cud flow from two control rod drive pumps which the operator had started
were the only sources of flow available to the reactor. At a point 172
csconds into the event, the triple low water level in the reactor was
racched.

By intermittent manual operation of the inolation condensers, the
optrator was able to remove heat from the system. Recirculation pump 'C'
w:e started about half an hour into the transient, but it was tripped and
tha discharge valve reclosed when the water in the annulus was observed to
drop repidly. A feedwater pump was successfully started about five min-
utes later. The annulus water level began to rise, and two minutes later
a recirculation pump was placed in service. The triple low water level in
the core region was cleared and the reactor brought to a cold shutdown.

Later review of the occurrence established that the water level did
remain above the core during the transient. The conclusion reached was
thst the core was not damaged. Modifications were effected to provide a
rsadout of the core water level instrumentation in the control room, where
previously, levels below the core spray sparger could not be monitored.
In addition, the procedures were modified to require that the suction and
diccharge valves in at least two recirculation loops be open at all
tires.ss-a,

4.5.2.7. Turbine pressure reaulator trip. This event took place
during startup testing on September 9, 1969 with the reactor in the
'startup' mode at a power level of 40 MWt at 970 peig. Steam was being
supplied to the steam jet air ejectors, the turbine gland seal system, and,

through throttling bypass valves to the condenser. The electric pressure
,

regulator was controlling reactor pressure while the mechanical pressure
regulator was set at 1020 psig as a backup. The turbine load limit was
sat at zero to prevent any control valve from opening.

The operator was adjusting the electric pressure regulator set point
whin the regulator suddenly went full scale, causing the bypass valves to
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cpen fully. The reactor pressure then began to decrease.. The operator
; : sttempted to send a closing signal to the bypass valves by raising the set

point of- the. regulator ' to its maxistan setting. :However, the regulator'

cigna1' continued to keep the valves . fully open, and the reactor scrassmed.
shertly thereaf ter. . The operator then closed the MSIV's inside contain-

.

ment raising reactor pressure and lowering reactor water _ level.-
About one minute af ter the scram _ occurred, the- reactor tripped on low

~

low water level. (about seven feet above the core). The low-low level also '

initiated reactor isolation, containment isolation, containment spray and~

e

- ccre spray preliminary actuation, trip of the recirculation pumps, opera- i

tica of the standby gas treatment system, asergency diesel idling, and
isolation condenser operation. Due to the increase in feedwater flow,
roactor-water level began to increase. Two mint.tes after the scram the-
icolation condenser. valves opened and added to that increase. When the
water level had returned to a point 12' 2" above the core, the operator '

,

tripped the core spray pumps with the reactor pressure at 600 psig. i
-

Later analysis showed that indicated recirculation loop flows had
passed through zero due to reactor depressurization. This brought-the

; flow biased trip line down to the operating powee level and tripped the _;
rccctor. The decrease in recirculation ficw indication was in turn caused

i ' by steam flashing at-the flow nozzles. Additionally, instruisent calibra- '

1 tien at ambisnt temperatures resulted in _ negative flow input at operating
i' temperatures, contributing to the low flow indication.
j. The cau:se of the pressure regulator malfunction could not be deter-

[ nined. While checking the circuitry, the signel cleared. The amplifier
; and output circuitry for the regulator were replaced, and a power cutoff
'

switch was installed in the control room to enable the operator to remove
power from the regulator. By removing power from the electric regulator,
tha bypass valves would start to close and the mechanical pressure regula-'

ter would control reactor pressure. This action guards against similar
; evsnts in the future.:a

'4.5.2.8 Suooression chamber vacuum breaker valves compromised. An
>

squipment operator was dispatched on April 17, 1981 to open the reactor
: building to suppression chamber vacuum breaker valves. These valves had

to be opened in order to purge the torus of nitrogen in preparation forr

j plant shutdown. The ' operator discovered a scaffolding installed in front
! cf the valves which completely prevented one of the valves from opening

end allowed the other valve to open only seventy-five percent.
The vacuum breaker valves are used to equitze the pressure so that

the containment external design pressure limits are not exceeded. The
j cause of this event was a personnel error. Contractor personnel placed
j tha ' scaffolding in a position such that the valves were blocked from' open-

ing. Additionally, measures taken by cognizant personnel to prevent oc-'

} currences of this nature have been shown to be inadequate. The contractor
'

personnel were unaware of the consequences of the placement of the scaf- -

_ folding around the valve level arms.88
! 4.5.2.9 Loss of standby liauid control system. In addition to the
! significant events detailed above, one event occurred which is not listed
: as significant in the tables but is worth noting. It involves the comp-
' late loss of the standby liquid control system. The standby liquid con-
j trol system is an engineered safety feature, but the event is not listed
j no significant because it is a backup system.

i,

"
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. The event took place on September 25, 1972. On this date, a standby
! liquid control' system pump had been removed from service to replace .the
| packing. The'other pump was therefore tested as is required by ~ tech specs
! when one pump is out. of operation. The second pump then f ailed to start

when tested. Upon examination to determine the cause, a design error was-
discovered. An interlock had been included in the circuit of both _ pumps

: to prevent their simultaneous operation. It was found that this inter -
lock was activated when one pump was locked out, thus disabling both
pumps. A circuit change' was later made to correct this error.

!

4.5.3 Trends and safety isolications of renortable events

In reviewing the systems involved in the reportable events listed in
Table 4.6 and other recurring problems in reportable eventa, six trends
were noted. ' These six problem areas were:

(1) main steam isolation valves,
(2) vacuum breaker valves,;

j (3) reactor vessel cracks,
i (4) control rod drives,
; (5) loss of containment integrity, and
j (6) outdated or insuf ficient procedures.
i

! .4.5.3.1 Main steam isolation valves (MSIV). MSIV failures were a
recurring problem in the first half of the Oyster Creek plant life. Valve

; NS03B was the most troublesome. It f ailed leakage tests four times
; between 1969 and 1973. Valve stem problems caused three of the four j
! events. On December 13, 1969 leakage was suspected in NS03B and later j

maintenance revealed the cause to be stem interference which prevented the
valve operator from applying sufficient pressure to close the valve. Re- '

i pairs involved increasing the clearance on the pilot stem and pilot guide
area to prevent stem interference. When leakage was again discovered on

'

November 5,1971, the cause was traced to a bent stem which had to be '

straightened. Eventually, the valve stem was replaced af ter it was found
to be the cause of leakage on May 22, 1973. The fourth event regarding

| 1eakage of NS03B was on September 9,1973, when it was found that the-
! valve disc was not self centering and therefore not seating fully during

Ii closure.
Valves NSO4A and NSO4B also f ailed leak tests. NSO4A and NSO4B were

both involved in events occurring on September 27, 1973 and March 10,
' 1974. NSO4A was again involved on January 16, 1974. All events were
! caused by packing leaks which required repacking. Additionally, valve
| NSO4B had an unacceptable closing time on July 25, 1973 due to a leaking
i seal cartridge assembly on the hydraulic dashpot of the valve actuator.
. Frequent problems with the MSIV's were 'also related to the pilot
| valves. Valve NSO4B failed to close during an event on December 29, 1973
i when a steam blowdown occurred (discussed in detail in Sect. 4.5.2.1).

The cause was a sticking power operated pilot valve which was subsequently*

i replaced. The pilot valve spool and sleeve assembly failed on valve NSO4A
'

,

on May 22, 1973. The spool was not free to slide properly. Traces of- i
fine dust were found, so the spool and sleeve were cleaned. Finally, '

valve NSO4A overtraveled during a 5% closure test on December- 18, 1973,s

1

|
.
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and NS03B f ailed to close on January 16, 1974. Both events resulted from
pilot valves, and in both instances a fine dust or film buildup was found
on the spool and sleeve assemblies of the pilet valves.

In 1974, the existing spool valves were replaced by manifold assem-
H bled poppet valves from a dif ferent manuf acturer because the existing

valves wer e susceptible to this common cause f ailure f rom particles car-
ried by the pressurizing media. This replacement corrected the problem

^

escept f or one minor adjustment. On July 14, 1974, valve NSO4B was slow
in closing because the speed control valves on the new pilot control sys-

i tem air operators were not properly throttled. Following this event,

$ there were no more reported events on MSIV's until 1977, when an MSIV
| failed to close due to a blocked de solenoid air vent and leaked because
L of seat cracks. Finally, leakage in three valves was found in 1978 from
E stem packing leaks and f ailure of the main poppet to seat.

4.5.3.2 Vacuum breaker valves. Reactor containment systems f ail-
ures were the largest contributor to reported events (57) at Oyster Creek.
Failures involving the two torus-to-reactor building vacuum breaker valves
and the fourteen torus-to-drywell vacuum breaker valves accounted for 44%
of those events. The torus-to-reactor building relief system assures that

I primary containment is not operated at a negative pressure relative to its
surroundings. The torus-to-drywell vacuum breakers assure prcper steam
condensation during pipe break accidents by closing and prevent torus
overpressure by opening when necessary. Thirteen events involved the
torus-to-drywell valves, and twelve involved the torus-to-reactor building
valves. Thre of these were pressure switch, relay, and circuit design
f ailures, and three were f ailures of the torus-to-drywell vacuum breaker
alarm system. The remaining cvents were valve component f ailurra.

The largest contributor to the valve f ailures was a design error in
the torus-to-drywell valves. The error involved the use of a teflon bush-
ing in which the valve hinge pin rotates. The teflon material experienced
an apparent ' growing' characteristic over a period of time in all the
valves. This led to f ailure of the valves to close because of excess
f riction between the hinge pin and the teflon bushing. A total of eight
reported events from 1974 through 1977 reported this problem, and several
events listed multiple valve f ailures in each event. On March 7, 1974, a
shutdown commenced to do repair work following repeated f ailures. Some
buchings were replaced and some were machined to manuf acturers specifica-
tions at that time. This, however, did not solve the problem and discus-
sions with the manuf acturer concerning a permanent solution continued.
Finally, in 1976, the teflon bushings were replaced with nickel plated
bronze bushings. Modification to a number of valves continued during each
refueling outage until all were modified. Since 1977, Oyster Creek has
not experienced any further bushing f ailures.

The vacuum breaker valves were also involved in an event considered
to be significant (see Sect. 4.5.2.8). On April 16, 1981, workers placed
a scaffold in front of the two vacuum troker valves. One valve would not
open at all and the other velve would open seventy-five percent. The con-
tractor workers did not realize the significance of the breaker valves.C

I A similar event occurred on December 19, 1979. A contractor placed a
scaffolding in a position that blocked one of the breaker valves. The
valve was prevented f rom opening more than fif ty percent.1

_
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4.5.3.3 Uontrol rod drive. Early in the life of the Oyster Creek,

plant, the control rod drives presented problems. During startup testing
on 0ctober 2, ~1969, tests showed excessive scram times on the 26 rod-
' drives monitored. Oxide from the carbon steel equipment associated with'

; the auxiliary system was plugging the internal filters within the -drive,'

restricting the flow of water during a scram. All 137 drives were there-
fore modified by removing the . internal filters and replacing the external-
filters with clean ones. Following this, all drives scrammed within the

~'

! _

time limit specified. However, seal leakage was observed in later. moni-
~

,

toring, and on April 7,197 0, three drives stopped six inches shor: of
full insertion on a scram. The reactor was shut down to investigate, and
many had broken seals and broken or worn springs. Subsequently,136 of

i. .the 137 drives were removed, inspected, and disassembled, to replace the
,

seals and broken parts. _ This maintenance assured proper drive opera-
! tion.** ;

| 4.5.3.4 Reactor vessel cracks. During the initial hydrostatic leak |
h tests on September 3 0, 1967, the reactor vessel had a slightly dripping

leak from a stub tube. Further examination revealed:'

i

; (1) localized intergranular cracking and/or random outer surface
! defects in 123 of a total 137 stainless steel stub tubes,
! (2) porosity in each of the 137 field welds joining the stub tubes to

' the control rod drive mechanism housings,,

(3) minor slag inclusions in the welds joining the flux monitor tubes
#

and the reactor vessel head, and
I (4) approximately nineteen penetrant indications at the junction of

the stub tube veld and the reactor vessel cladding indicating
fabrication defects.

These material flaws resulted f rom a number of fabrication and welding

problems complicated by a corrosive environment in shipping and cleaning
solutions used at Oyster Creek. An extensive repair program included
grinding of surf ace defects, overlaying exposed stub tube surfaces with
weld metal cladding, and a complete rework of the field welds and shop
welds.58

on May 13, 1974, inservice inspection revealed cracking in the reac-
tor vessel head cladding. These cracks were the result of stress corro-
sion cracking. However, as indicated in previous studies, no cracks pro-

!pagated into the reactor base material.*: During refueling on May 28, a
sus 11 leak was noted 'on the bottaa of the reactor vessel at a two-inch
flux monitor tube instrument penetration. It was determined that this
lesk was through the field weld between the incore housing and the vessel
lower head. Repairs in 1968 had ground out surface defects in the weld.
Af ter repairs were made, no-further leakage occurred.**

4.5.3.5 Loss of containment intenrity. The first loss of contain-
~

ment integrity occurred in 1972 when the reactor building vent dampers
failed to close. Due to a design error the logic circuit functioned so
that when a supply fan was racked out, the dampers would not close unless
a jumper was installed. A circuit design change corrected this error.-

From 1976 through 1981, the secondary containment integrity was lost
on eight occasions and the primary containment integrity was lost once.

<
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Of the eight events concerning the loss of secondary containment-inte-
grity, seven were due to both air lock doors being open simultaneously.
These air' lock doors were either personnel air lock doors (five occas-
cions) or railroad air lock doors (twice). The eighth event occurred when
a reactor building isolation valve broke.

' Maintenance and operator errors were the dominant cause for the
' accurrence of these events -(seven of ten). The other events were due to
en administrative error, a design error, and an inherent f ailure.

4.5.3.6 Procedural errors. Oyster Creek achieved initial critically
en May 3,1969 and. achieved full power on . December 7,1969. The first

, procedural error was identified during reactor preoperational testing of
( the core spray pumps.- A water hammer phenomena occurred when the core

cr~ay pumps were started and the discharge piping was empty. Procedural
j . .and design modifications in 1971 eliminated further occurrences. Sub-

ssquently, Oyster Creek has identified a precedural deficiency once a year,.

up to 1979 with the exception of 1976 and 1978 when two errors were iden-
I tified. From 1979 to 1981, the number of procedural deficiencies iden-

tified increased with the maximum number occurring in 1981 (six occas-
eions). A total of twenty-four events resulted from procedural errors
(Table 4.11).

Four of the procedural deficiences resulted in significant events.
On December 14, 1978 a lack of procedural guidance led to a control rod
nisoperation and subsequent reactivity anomaly (see Sect. 4.5.2.2). The,

procedures did not cover reactor startups under peak' xenon conditions.
,

! The next two significant events involvimg procedural errors occurred in
1979. On May 2, a triple-low water level in the reactor occurred due to a
lack of procedures for the operator concerning a scrammed reactor with all
racirculation pumps tripped (see Sect. 4.5.2.6). The other event occurred
on June 13 when both airlock doors were discovered open simultaneously +

(see Sect. 4.5.2.3). Procedures f ailed to state the correct method for
cacuring airlock doors. Af ter revising procedures, the airlock doors were
discovered to be open simultaneously on four occasions; once in 1979 and !
three times in 1981. Additionally, both airlock doors had been open simu-

. itaneously on two occasions (1976 and 1977). No procedural deficiencies i

i ware identified at the time. Finally, the last significant event involv-
'

1 ing a procedural error occurred on July 16, 1980 (see Sect. 4.5.2.4). An

; operator discovered that both containment spray pump room doors were open
i simultaneously due to a lack of controls.

In addition to the reportable events caused by procedural inade-
quacies, many of the forced shutdowns and power reductions also resulted
f rom procedural problems. Of particular note was a systems interaction
problem between the gaseous rad waste system and the feedvater system. On.

| three oc:asions, April 13, 1972, February 4,1975, and May 4,1976, air
introduced f rom the rad waste system into the condensate system because of

.

procedural inadequacies caused the feedwater pumps to trip. However, even'

cf ter correcting the procedures following the 1975 event, the failure,

j recurred in 1976.
,

!

|
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Table 4.11. Summary of events resulting f rom procedural deficiencies at Oyster Creek

"8lC ***essionsumber Signiticant Description,, b

71-4 64232, 6 8)T4 Core spray pumps started when discharge pirits was empty. Resulted in a
water hammer. Design and procedural changes eesulted.

72-16 72k48 madwaste tank activity exceeds limit due to overflow of waste-neutraliser
tanks during regeneration of condensate demineraliser. Procedures modi-
fied to require verification that adequate tank capacity exists before
starting regeneration.

73-10 81448 During a test, DG started but had to be shutdown by a sequence fault.
Synchronisation is not required f or saf ety as power is lost, therefora,
procedures changed for testing.

74-45 95315 MAPLHGR erceeded during MSIV closure tests .ad then power increase to
f ull power. During the menon transient that followed, the MAPLHGR was
erreeded due to insufficient procedures.

75-18 103700 Hardhole covers in standby gas treatment filter train were not in place.
A formal procteure did not exist for the last filter testing. New pro-
cedures written.

76-22 !!&430 During a pincedure review, it was discovered that the acceptance criteria
in two p ;<edures f or the low and low-low reactor water level trip set
points were less conservative than those specified in the technical
s pe cif ications. Procedures were revised.

76-29 121031 Ce-tain relief valve opening sequences could result in unacceptably high
stresses on the torus.

77-16 132713 Circuit breakers for the parallelled valves in the core spray system
f ailed to f ully open due to improper circuit breaker overload settings.
Procedures wer revised.

78-13 140263 Reactor lov level switches actuate below limit. Discovery is due to new
procedures, Cause in use of old procedures which were deficient.

76-11 142760 59 Lack of procedural guidance led to control rod misoperation and sub-
sequent reactivity anomaly. Procedures did not cover startups under
peak xenon conditions.

79-14 149450 S2, S3 Low-low-low water level trip due to lack of procedures for operator con-
cerning a scremmed reactor and all recirculation pumps tripped. At the
time, action was to start the recirculation and feedwater pumps to in-
crease flow and the water level.

79-20 150103 57 both airlock doors open. Procedures failed to state the correct method
for securing airlock doors.

79-29 152189 Rvd block set point drif t in source sange monitor. Calibration proce-
dures allrwed no margin for ir.strument drif t.

79-40 153766 Failure to include the asthyl iodide removal ef ficiency testing on the
master surveillance test schedule and in plant procedures. The techni-
cal specifications requires this test f or staodby gas treatmant filter
testing.

80-002E 159070 Plant procedures did not include provisions governing the dilution prep
(occurred on 11/25/79) operation during startup. Only one was operating with the intake ten-

perature below 60*f.

80-C2 154934 Incomplete refwaling procedures were revised af ter a f uel bundle was mis-
orerted 180 degrees.

80-24 158270 Contro' rod f ree travel interlock surveillance not performed on time. It
was not listed on the master surveillance schedu's and no procedures

8f-32 160234 S1, S2, 57 Contai nneer spray pump room doors were open due to lack of controls to
lack of controls to ensure both doors were not open simultaneously.

81-19 164915 During a shutdown sequence, the intermediate range monitor calibration i

was not performed as required. Procedures did not specify the power
level at which to calibrate.

81-32 168171 Saf ety and relief val e position systems were not tested within the time
period required. ProNa ntes requiring a test on May 8 were not issued
unt il May 13.
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Table 4.11 (continued)

-.

"8I
]"' " Significant ' Description*

- Number

81-39 1169083 Component coolang water best exchanger tubes f ail. . Inadequate operating
procedures resulted in component cooling water system surge.

81-60 171595 The nazimum allowable planer linear heat generation rate was exceeded.
A load recovery at a time of menon burnout combined to cause a rapid
increase in MAPLHCR.

[

| 81-65 171541 The isolation condenser valve f ailed to operate. The method f or back-
seating these valves created excessive stress on the valve bachset.

;

Q1-71 The radweste liquid effluent monitor read a
eight months. It was declared operable durine, this time period. . An
improper surveillance procedure was used.

P
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4.6 Evaluation of'Operatina Experience

j

. This analysis studied 23 0' shutdowns and power reductions, '494 report-
*

| able events, and other miscellaneous documentation concerning the opera-
; - tion of Oyster Creek nuclear generating station. The objective was to

indicate. those areas of plant operation which have- compromised plant safe-
: ty. ;This review identified one significant challenge to plant . safety and

two problems which should be of continued concern.
The most serious challenge to plant safety occurred on May 2,1979,

'

when the loss of feedwater and subsequent ' loss of reactor core isolation
'

cooling (RCIC) resulted in a triple-low level in the reactor vessel (see
Sect. 4.5.2.6). Plant personnel reacted properly to restore safe condi-,

tions and bring the reactor to cold shutdown.,

j A potential problem underlying several evenes at Oyster Creek was
' outdated or insufficient procedures (see Sect. 4.5.3.9). Outdated pro-

.

cedures cauced the loss of the isolation condenser systen. during the
triple-low vessel level event described above. Insufficient procedures- |

led to the declaration of loss of containment spray system on July 16, !
1980, when both contaiment isolation doors to the contaiument spray pump;

' compartmente. were open. On July 13, 1979, both doors of a personnel.,
~

access penetration vere left open, defeating containment integrity. The
lack of propr procedural guidance Jirectly led to the control rod mis-

[ operation and subsequent high reactivity scram on December 14, 1978.
f. The second area for potential continued f ailures involved the-loss
] of c.ontainment integrity. Only one loss of containment event occur; ed
; prior to 1976. In 1972, the reactor building vent dampers failed to close -
| because of a design error in the control logic. Between 1976 and 1981, an
'

additional nine containment integrity losses occurred. Seven of these
were due to both doors of airlocks being opened simultaneously. In the

! remaining two events, 'a reactor building isolation valve piston rod broke
while t.he valve was open and a torus sample valve was icit open. - Haan'

error was responsible for nine of the ten losses of containment integrity. |
The two areas of operation that should be of continued concern are,

4 . the losses of containment integrity and the outdated or inadequate pro-
|cedures. Both of these event types have recurred throughout Oyster

i . Creek's operating history, and both have tended to occur more frequently
Juring the past few years.

!
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Table A1.1 1969 Forced Outages and Power Reductions for Oyster Creek

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System' Component NSIC(N).

"** Description Cause
(1969 (Hrs) (2) Event Method. Involved Involved Evest. -

Category

1) 8/14 Low Power reduction. RWCUS nonregenerative A 5 Reactor Heat M3.2 .

heat exchanger tube leaks increased 'Cnolant Exchangers.,

radiation level and caused high (CG)
eurge tank level '<. he RBCCWS.

2) 8/21 2 Pressure transients caased by a A 3 Steam & Valves N1.1
mechanical pressure regrulator. Power-
gave a faulty recirculation flow (HA)
indication. The APRR reduced the
trip set point to zero causing the
shutdown.

3) 8/26 2 A faulty FCV permitted cold water A 3 ' Reactor Valves. ~D1.1'
-to go to the reactor when the Coolant
RFP was started. (CH)

4) 9/2 2 Manual opening of the bypass valves G 3 Reactor Valves .D1.7
caused a low level trip. Coolant

(CC)

[ 5) 9/9 3 LTR Failure of electric pressure regulator 'A 3 Steam &. tastrumenta- D2.1
N 11/3/69 caused all turbine bypass valves Power tion &

O to open. (llA) ' Controis

6) 9/18 1 While testing the mechanical pressure B 3 Steam & ' Mechanical D2.1
regulator, two bypass valves opened. Power Function
When these closed the operator was '(HA)' Units

unable to " range up fast enough and
high flux trip was initiated by the
IRM.

7) 9/18 3 During operator examination the re- E 3 lastrumenta- Instrumenta- 56.1
actor cooled down causing a power tion & tion &

increase. : Operator failed to " range Controls Controls'
up" soon enough. (IA)

8) 9/19 8 During surveillance testing of low B 3 Instrumenta - Instrumenta- D2.4 .
steam pressure sensor when channel tion & tion &

being tested was valved into service, Controls Controls 'I
both channels saw low pressure due to (IA) ;

a comunon header, causing main steam .|
isolation valves to close causing scram.

,
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,OyItsr Creek

Table A1.1 (Continued)

D3E(D)/

(1%9) (Hrs) (%) Event Nethod : Involved.
Component. NSIC(N)Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown Syster

#* Description Cause Involved Event
Category.

9) 9/20 8 Steam carryunder test in prosess. B 3 -Instrumenta . Instrumenta- 'N2.4
reactor level being maintained at 56", tion & tion &

No. 2 channel tripped on low level; controls Controls'

when attempt was made to raise level, (IA)
No. 1 channel tripped.

10) 9/23 16 Condenser low vacuum trip occurred C 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- 'N6.0 ,

while opening high pressure and inter- tion & tion &

mediate feedwater heater shell side Controla Controls'
drains af ter tripping turbine. (IA)

11) 9/24 8 Loss of condenser 7acw a. C 3 Steam T.. Heat D2.$
Power . Exchangers

(HA)

12) 9/29 8 IRM spike while changing feedwater A' 3 Instrumentat- Instrumenta- N2.4

flow control from automatic to tion & tion &-

manual. Controls Controls'
(IA)

71 13) 11/16 33 While performing carryover test B 2 Steam & Turbines, N1.2

'( vith steam flow through bypass- Power

e valves, turbine turning gear motor (HA)
tripped. Operator initiated manual
scram prior to low vacuum scram
signal.

14) 11/20 62 High level in reheater moisture A 3 Reactor Accumulators D2.3

separator drain tank caused turbine Coolant
trip and subsequent high flux trip (CB)

of reactor.

15) 12/1 78 High level in reheater moisture A 3 Reactor A-cumulators- 'D2.3
separator drain tank caused turbine Coolant
trip. (CC)

16) 12/1 High level in reheater moisture A 3 Reactor Accumulators D2.3

separator drain tank caused turbine Coolant
trip. (CC)

i

i
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Oyster treek .

Table A1.1 - (Continued) '

DBE(D)/
Dite Duration Power Repor table Shutdown System Component; NSIC(N)** (1969 (Hrs) (%) Event **** P " ""**

Method Involved. Involved - - Event
' Category

17) 12/5 78 While attempting to raise power A . 3 . Reactor ' .Ttitrumenta- N2.3
.

.

to 1600 MWt, steam flow limit was - Coolant tion &
ceached. Reactor pressure increased (CC) . Controls
to 1032 psig and erroneously tripped
isolation condenser on high pressure
(should trip at 1060 psig). Cooler

' . water from isolation condenser piping
system caused high flux scram.

18) 12/16 21 When valving in sensors for high C 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N6.0'*
flow on main steam line af ter cali- tion & tion &-
bration, erroneous signal caused Controls Controls 1
trip due to high steses flow. (IA)

19) 12/16 21 Low reactor level trip. Cleanup C 3 Reactor Valves D1.7
system was out of setvice and . Coolant
bypass valves were being used to (CH)
aid in reactor. level control. As]' level increased, operator opened

Oo bypass valves too fast.
O

20) 12/18 41 Condenser low vacuum trip caused by C- 3 . Steam & Pump D2.5
,failure to isolate waste sample Tank Power ;A after drain pump tripped. Conversion

(HC)

21) 12/31 83 Low water level trip resulting.from .A 3 Instrumenta- . Valves .D2.7
malfunction of three element con- tion &
trollers on feedwater flow caused by Controls-

n stuck excess flow check valve on (IA)'
steam line sensor.

I

e

,
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T;b1:2 A1.2 1974 Firced Outzges e;nd Power Reducticac ftr Oystir Creek

DBE(D)/
Shutdown . System Component NSIC(N)'

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event
##* (1970) (Hrs) (%) ' Event Category

.-

1) 1/3 s24 74 Condenser low vacuum trip caused by A 3 Steam & Pipes. . D2.5

inleakage through the expansior4 joint . Power ~ Fittings

between C condenser and the exhaust Conversion
section of the C low pressure turbine. (HC)-

2) 1/19 <24 83 Low water Ivvel trip resulting f rom A 3 Instrumenta-- Instrumenta- D2.7

a lo s of the steam flow signal to the tion & tion &
Controls (IA)' Controlsfeedwater control system.

3) 2/15 <24 70 High level in the moisture separator A_ 3 Reactor Accumulators D2.3

drain tank ceased a turbine trip and ' Coolant
a resulting reactor high neutron (CC)

flux seren.

4) 2/18 <24 Low High neutron flux in the IRM's 'le A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.'4
tion & tion &holding the reactor in hot stanaby.
Controls (1A) Controls

"n 5) 4/7 <24 83 Main steam isolation valves cicsed due.B 3 Electric . Circuit 'D3.1
to a rteam line low pressure trip Power. Closures /

$3 signal. While making a trip test of (EC) Interrupters
>d the spare exciter breaker, a short

tripping three recirculating pumps
'occurred lowering the D.C. control

voltage. The slow closure of the
velves caused the pressure to
bewantarily drop below 850 psig,
thaceby causing the low steam pressure
signal. .

i

6) 4/14 <24 83 Low water level trip resulting A. 3 Steam & Instrumenta- D1.3

from EPR pressure oscillations. Pever tion &
Conversion Controls
(HA)

,.
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0yiter Creek

Table A1.2 -(ContinuuJ)

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N).No. Description Cause(1970) (Hrs) (%) Event Nethod Involved Involved Event

Category

7) 4/19 S700 Low Neutron monitoring scram in the C 3 Reactor .- Instrumenta- N6.11RM-APRM' overlap range while (RS) tion &shutting down plant. Inspection Controls
and repair of CRD mechanisms.

8) 6/17 s% 83 Main steam isolation valves closed A 3' Reactor . Instrtmenta- -D2.4
after receiving a main steam line Coolant tion &

. break signal due to high ambient (CC) Controls
tunnel temperatures.

9 7/3 s24 83/72 Power seduction. Check for A 5 Steam & Heat N3.2condenser leak. Power Exchangers
Conversion
(HC)

10) 7/11 %24 83 Turbine load was reduced manually to A 3 Auxiliary Filters- N1.1200 MWe and a turbine trip manually Water
initiated. Reactor scram caused by (WA)
high pressure following turbine trip.

9 Heavy grass at Intake Structure requiredg load reduction and turbine trip.
ru

11) 7/13 <24 83/78 Power reduction. Pressure oscillations A 5- Steam & Valves' N1.1caused by dirt in an EPR pilot valve. Power
Conversion
(HA)

4
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Oyster-M
- .

A1.2 - (Contioued) - 'b

DEE(D)/
Shutdown System . Component NSIC(N)

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause - Method involved -Involved EventNo. (1970) (Hrs) (%) Eventi Category

12) 7/25- 24 83-76 Power reduction. Replace brushes in A 1 Reactor Coolant _ Ptssps E1.1
'

recirculation ptsap M-G sets. (CB)g

Auxiliary
Filters N1.1

13) '8/1 48 83 Electrical load was reduced and the A 2 .

***#
turbine taken off the line due to b^) '
heavy grass at Intake Structure.
A rapid decrease in vacuum was-
noticed. The reactor was manually

scrammed before the vacuum decreased
to the scram set point.

14) 8/23 <24 83-41 Power reduction. Reduced load to A. -5 Steam & Heat N2.1'
250 MWe to replace EPR amplifiers Power Eachangers
and plug 4 condenser tubes. '(HA) .&

Instrumentacion
& Cc:strols'

15) 9/16 <24 83 Electrical load reduced and turbine 'A 2 Reactor - Pumps N1.1
i

taken off the line due to increase . Coolant.

in unidentified leakage into drywell (CB).m
e

@ s mp (leaking stem packing on "E"
Recirculation Pop Discharge Valve).

,
* Reactor was manually scrammed from

low power.

A 3 Reactor . , Acesssulators ~ D2.3
16) 9/17 48 62 LTR Power oscillations occurred at 1600.'

Coolant'10/8/70 MWt .~ Reactor power was reduced to
1200 MWt by reducing recirculation .. (CB) -

flow. A turbine trip occurred caused
by high level in uoisture separator

4

drain tank. The reactor scransned on,
high flux.

1

1

r--
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Oyrtsr Creek
~

A1.2 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)** Description Cause(1970) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event

Category
!

, 17) 9/21 %24 76-76 Power reduction. Pressure A 5 Steam & Valves N1.1! oscillations due to dirt Powerj accumulation in the Moog Valve (NA)
required load reduction.

18) 9/22 %24 76 EPR malfunction caused low main steam A 3 Steam & Instru.nenta- D1.3line pressure. Reactor scram on MSIV tower tion &closure. (HA) Controls
19) 10/2 %24 54 Electrical load was reduced to 290 MWe A 3 Reactor Accumulators D2.3to repair condenser leak. Turbine Coolant

tripped on high moisture sparator drain (CC)-
tank level. Reactor scram on high
pressure.

'
20) 12/2 <24 88 Electrical load was reduced and turbine A 2 Engineering - Vessels. N1.1-taken off the line due to rapid increase Safety pressire

in drywell oxygen concentration. Manual. FeaturesT scram of reactor from low power. (Found (SA)b leaking pnematic tool lubricator in
A drywell).

21) 12/25 %24 88 Rapid closure of #2 Stop Valve during E 5. Steam & Valves D2.3
valve test caused actuation of turbine Power
trip anticipa w ~, scram. (HA)i

22) 12/25 424 88 Af ter complete check of all systems 5 3 Steam & Valves D2.3
pertinent to Stop Valve closure and Power

, anticipatory trip, #2 Stop Valve wa# (RA)i

ratested at light load with a repeat
of the event described above.

i

)

!

'
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T; bis A1.3 1971 Forced Outages and Fever Reductions for Oy;ter Creek

DBE(D)/.

Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved EventNo.
(19 71) (Hrs) (3) Event Category

1) 1/8 26 88-16 Power reduction to correct the A 5 Steam & Valves N1.2
difficulty encountered during Power
previous routine tests of No. 2 (BA)
stop valve.

2) 1/25 67 88 Shut down to repair a leak in A 1 Auxiliary Beat N1.1
the RB CCW cooling coil inside Water Exchangers
the DWEDT. (WA)

3) 3/3 40 88 Shut down to repair a leak in the A 1 Auxiliary Pipes. N1.1
RBCCW piping on the discharge side Weter fittings

of the DWEDT coil. (WA)

4) 5/9 18 88 M Power reduction to change from F 5 Reactor Fmp N1.1
rod sequence "B" to "A" due to (RB)
"B" pump malfunctionings.

5) 5/28 3 88-49 Power reduction to replace brushes A 5 Reactor Generators M1.1

71 on "A" and "C" recirculating pump . Coolant

h H-C sets. (CB)
U1

6) 6/4 1 88-49 Fower reduction to replace brushes on A 5 Reactor Generators N1.1
"B" and "E" recirculating pump Coolant *

M-C sets. (CB)
.

7) 6/9 3 88-76 Fower reduction. Over heating of A 5 Other Pipes. N1.1
the feed pisap room due to Auxiliary fittiegs

ventilation duct problems. (AA)

8) 7/7 1 88-77 Power reduction. Reduced power to A 5 Reactor Generators 51.1
change brushes on "D" recirculating Coolant
pump M-C set and on "A" recirculating (CB)
Pump.
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Oyster Creek

Table A1.3 (Continued)
e

03E(D)/-
Date Duration Power Reportable ' Shutdown ~ System Component'. . N5!C(N)No. **C E " ****(1971) (Hrs) (%) Event Method. Involved Involved Event

Category

9) 8/6 8 88-73 Power reduction. Plugged 6 leaking A- 5 Steam & Heat N3.1
+

*

'
tubes in "C" (north) condenser. Power Exchangers

.(HC).

10) 8/9 3 88-7 Power reduction. Reduced power to A 5- Reactor Generators. N1.1
replace brushes on "g" recirculating Coolant
pump M-C set. Found 2 burned spots (CB)-
on the generator exciter ring.

!

11) 8/14 10 85-7 Power reduction. Reduced power to A- 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
remove burned spots from the Coolant
generator exciter ring. (CB)

_

12) 11/16 <24 66 LTR Shut down due to rupture at the A 2 Auxiliary Pipes. N1.1
12/17/71 flexible discharge coupling on - process' fittings

1-2 air compressor. .(PA)

13) 12/11 43 96-94 LTR Powe r . red uc tion. Reduced power A 5 Reactor Pipes, N1.1
1/12/72 due to leak in the Isolation Coolant fittings-]' condenser vent line. (CE)

00
Ch

i

i

,l e
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TABLE .A1.4 1972 F rced outrges and Power Riductions 'ftr Oystsr Creek'

DBE(D)/
Date- Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

No. Description Cause
(19 72) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event

Category-

1) 1/22 95-51 :.TR ' Power reduction. Loss of DC power to' 5 5 Electric Mechanical' - D3.1 ' -
2/22/72 1A 4160 V Bus during tests caused Power function

trip of three (3) recirculation psaps (EC) units _

and one (1) reactor feed ptop.

2) 1/28 s96 95 Unit shutdown dua to increasing A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1
unidentified leak rate in the drywell. Coolant

.(CC)

3) 2/3 95-7 LTR Power reduction. Loss of DC power C 5 Electric Mechanical D3.1
2/23/72 from "A" battery bus caused trip Power function

of three (3) recirculation pumps (EC) . units
and one (1) reactor feed ptmp.

4) 2/5 95-7 Power reduction. Feedwater heater ~ A $ Reactor Heater, N1.1
1A3 tripped, reduced load to reset. Coolant. electric

(01)

5) 2/6 24 95-7 Power reduction to repair "A" reactor A $ Reactor- Pumps. N1.1
[ feed pump seals Coolant
co (CH) i
N

6) 4/13 95 Reactor Scram on low reactor water C 3 Radioactive - Instrtmenta-' D2.7>

level caused by feedwater pump trip. Waste tion &
A misoriented switch vented hot wells Management . Controls
to atmosphere through rad waste. (MA).

7) 4/14 95 Reactor Sqram in IRM range while C 3 Reactor Heat N6.2
performing operator training Coolant Exchangers-

(CC)

8) 4/24 95 Reactor Scram on low condenser vacuum A 3 Reactor Pumps D2.5
caused by worn seals on SJAE drain Coolant
pumps. (CC)
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Dyrt:r Creek

Table A1.4 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Cerponent. NSIC(N)No. Description Cause(1972) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event

Category *

9) 4 /30 95-76 Power reduc' ion. "A" recirculation A 5 Reactor Generators D3.1
,

t

pump out of service due to fire in Coolant-N-G set. (CP) -
10) 6/22 95 Reactor Scram due to trip of G 3 Instrumenta- .Instrumenta- N6.3reactor high pressure switches tion &' tion &while performing surveillance Controla Controls .tests. -(IA)
11) 8/9 106 98 A suurious trip on sensor RN06B A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta . N2.4in Reactor Protection System No. 1 tion & tion 6just prior to receipt of a simulated Controls- Controlstrip on sensor RN06D in Reactor (IA)Protection System No. 2 during a

calibration test on the main steam
line radiation sensors.

12) 8/13 11 Power reduction due to leak in steam A 3 Reactor Pipes, 'N3.1header drain line.]' Coolant fittings
*

co (CC)
00 13) 8/18 36 98-61 Power reduction to replace snubber A. 5 Reactor Shock N1.1

,

on regulating valve of "C" feedwater Coolant- Suppressorspump.
(CH) .and Supports

14) 8/21 98-93 Power reduction. A heater cascade. A' 5 Reactor Valves N1.1valve closed causing 1 B2 heater to Coolantflood and trip.
(CH)

15) 8/25 66 98 LTR Loss of air to the control rod drive A 3 Instrumenta- Relays N1.19/28/72 system caused control rods to scram tion &individually. A reactor scram was Controlsinitiated by reactor low water level. (IA)

,

___2
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Oy;tIr, Creek

a

Tib12 A1.4 (Continued)

DBE(D)/Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)No.
(19 72) (Hrs) (%) Event Descripti n Cause

Method Involved Involved Event.

4

Category

16) 9/25 98 -7 LTR Power reduction. Surveillance test A 5 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.110/6/72 indicated that 1-2 standby liquid tion & tion & -
,

"

control system pump would not start. Controls Controls1-1 was being repacked. (IB).
17) 11/9 98-97 Power reduction to plug a leaking A 5- Steam & Heat' N1.1

tube in "B" condenser. Power- - exchangers '

(HC)

18) 11/11 Increase of reactor pressure to the B 3 Reactor Valves. , 56,C 'high pressure trip point when a main Coolant
steam isolation valve was closed for (CC) -
a test.

19) 11/28 4 98-93 Power reduction to plug 2 tubes in A 5 Reactor Heat N1.1"A" condenser. Coolant exchangers
(CB)

20) 12/3 98 Loss of "B" reactor recirculating A 3 Reactor. . Generator D3.1
'

]M pump from an MG set failure caused a Coolant.oo turbine trip due to high level in (CB)MD
moisture separator 1-1.

21) 12/5 98-92 Power reduction to perform mainten- B 5 ' Reactor Generator N1.1ance on "E" recirculating pump M-G Coolant-
set techometer. (CB)

22) 12/8 98- 96 Power reduction due to turbine control A 5 Steam & Valses N1.1valve oscillation' Power
(HA)'

,

1

,
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Oyster Creek

Table A1.4 -(Continu'd)e

.
.

. DBE(D)/Date Duration > Power Reportable Shratdown, System Component. NSIC(N).. , * * Description Cause."
(1972) (Hrs) (%) Event Method- Involved Involved Event

' Category

23) 12/10 . 96-94 Power reduction due to turbine A 5 Steam & Valves N1.1'
~

control valve oscillation. Power.
(HA).

24) 12/12 94-93 Power reduction due to turbine A. 5 Steam & Valves. N1.1control valve oscillation. Power
(HA)

25) 12/24 28 93-67 Power reduction to repair feed- A 5 Reactor: Pi pe s . N1.1 ~water heater. Coolant fittings
(CH)~

26) 12/29 98 LTR Operator opened door on trans - C 3 Ins trumenta- Instrumenta D2.31/17/73 former which simulated loss.of . tion & tion &
main generator f1 eld. . Controls Controls.

(IA)

n
e

8

-
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T;bla A1.5 1973, nrud outrges and Power Riductions frr Oy2tir Creek
.

-

.
DBE(D)/'

Date Duration. Power Reportable Shutdown System -~ Component. NSIC(N)
No. Description .Cause

(1973) (Hrs) (2) ' Event Method . Involved Involved. . Event.
Category ,

i
'

1) 12/29/72 240 Loss of generator field closed ~G .4- Instrumentation Instrumenta-
sain stop valves, & Controls tion & Con- i

(IA) trols
,

2) 1/14 <24 90-89 Power reduction. Turbine control A 5 Steam & Valves N1.1'

valve oscillations. Power,
(RA)

3) 2/17 11 98 High level in the moisture separator B. 3 Reactor Accumulators, D2.3-
caused a turbine trip.

] 4) 3/9 <24 98-92 Power reduction. Replace brushes on A- 5 Reactor . Generators' N1.1
' "B" and "D" recirculating Pumps Coolant

M-C sets. (CB) ,

5) 3/13- s700 97-92 Power reduction. High peaking f actor. .A. 5 LReactor Control 'N1.1 ~
4/13 caused by inoperable control rod (RA) . rod drive

18-15. mechanisms
,

i

5 6) 4/13 s1300 93 High level in moisture separator, A 3 Reactor Accumulators' D2.3 ,
yD caused a turbine trip. Coolant

.

.(CC)

7) 6/21 19 71 Scram due to turbine trip following A '3; ~ Reactor Pumps' D2.7
rapid recirculating flow load reduc- Coolant
tion caused by trip of feedwater (CH)'
pump "B".

8) 6/22 <24 71-42 Reactor high pressure caused by- A 3 Steam & Valves? 31,1
sluggish turbine control valve - Power
ope ration. (HA)

!

?
;

!
4

.

4
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Oyster Creek' !

Table A1.5 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
'

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)g,' Description Cause(19 7) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event
Category

9) 6 / 30 21 97 Turbine-generator trip due to A 3 Electric Circuit D2.2~
relay operation on both 230 KV Power closers /' 1

lines due to an electric storm. (EA) interrupters

10) 7/21 96 98 The plant was shut down to A 1 Reactor' Valves N3.1-
determine the cause of excessive Coolant
unidentified leakage inside the (CH)
primary containment. Subsequently,
work was done on a leaking feed-
water check valve.

11) til <24 98-80 Power reduction. Reactor power was A 5 Reactor- Pumps: N1.1 |
decreased to make repairs on a Coolant
reactor feedwater pump. (CH)

3

12) 8,/4 <24 98-92 Power reduction. Reactor power was A 5 Reactor Fuel N1.1
reduced to comply with limits on the . (RB) Elements
average planar linear heat generation
rate produced in the core.

*vt
j3 13) Si to Power reduction. Reactor power was A 5 Steam & Heat. N3.1
ha reduced to repair leaking tubes in Power exchangers

one of the main condensers. (HC)I

14) 9.1 686 94 AO 73-21 During a deliberate plant shutdown A 3 Other Shock N1.1
to' inspect and repair the hydraulic (II) suppressors-
shock.and sway arrestors inside the and supporte
primary containment, the reactor
scrammed at approximately 250 We
due to reactor low water level.

15) 1:/17 s24 89-58 Power reduction. Reactor power was B 5 Reactcr Valves N1.2 !
decreased in order to perform a main Coolant I

steam line isolation valve full (CC) |closure test.

!

I
4

I

j

|

_ _ _ _ _ _
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OyCt;r Creek

Table A1.5 -(Continued)

Date Duration Power Reportable
~

. D8E(D)/

(19 73) (Hrs) (%) Event
-

' Shutdown- System Component '' NSIC(N)h* . Description Cause. Method Involved Involved' Event
Category

16) 11/25 %24 92-90 Power reduction. The reactor was A 5 Reactor Heat '51.1s

operated at a reduced power because Coolant exchangers
the'second stage reheaters were not (CH)
in service due to a steam leak.

17) 11/25 27 The reactor scrammed due to a neutron A 3 Instrumenta- Instraenta- N1.1,
*

monitoring system trip which was tion & tion &
initiated by an inadvertent loss of.. 'Controla Controls
the continuous power supply. (IA)

18) 12/18 <24 94-78 A0 73-32 Power reduction. - Reactor power was A. 5 Reactor Valves N1.1
decreased to replace a main steam Coolant
line isolation valve pilot test (CC)
valve.

71
e
W
Gb

I

I

I

i

i
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Table A1.6 1974 Forced Outages and Power Reductions for Dyster Creek

DBE(D)/
Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)Date Dura tion Power Reportable Description Cause Method involved involved Event**

(19 74) (Hrs) (%) Event
Category

1) 3/7 105 95 A0 74-16 The plant was shutdown in a con- A, 1 Engineered Valve N1.2

trolled manner due to a f ailure of safety

the torus to drywell vacuum relief features
valves during an operability (SA)
surveillance.

2) 3/24 <24 95-67 Power reduction to make repairs on A 5 Steam & Heat N3.1
leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers

(HC)
i

3) 6/30 5 Low During a plant startup the reactor A 3 Reactor Valve D1.1
scrammed due to the neutron flux Coolant
exceeding the scram set point. (CH)
Cold water was injected due to
failure of feedwater control
valve.

4) 7/5 <24 71-69 Power reduction to remove "C" A 5 Reactor Valve N3.1
Feedwater Pump f rom service to Coolant

.n perform maintenance on the leak- (CH)
a

j& ing "C" Feedvater Pump Check
Valve.

5) 7/13 42 69 The plant was shutdown in a con- A 1 Engineered Pipes N1.1
trolled manner due to a problem safety

of maintaining drywell Na content. features

A leaking section of instrument (SA)
air piping to a testable check
valve on the core spray system
was replaced.

6) 8/3 <24 100-63 Power reduction to make repairs A 5 Steam & Heat N3.1
on leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers

(HC)
,

____ _ _ _ _ _
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'Oy2tsr Creek
' Table A1.6 (Coltinued)

'

.

DBE(D)/ -
Shutdown' -System ~ ^ ' Cumponcut. NSIC(N)

Date Duratton Power Reportable
** E'" *"** Nethod Insolved involved . Event:: No. (19 79 (Hrs) (%) Event- t

. Category
.__

7) 8/15 s24 100-77 Power reduction to make ' repairs A '5 Steam & Heat . ' N3.1
on leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers'

(HC)
.

8) 8/29 <24 100-72- Power reduction to make repairs A. 5 Steam & -Heat
_

N3.1'

on leaking condenser tubes. Power ~ exchangers
.. (HC)

9) 9/2 <24 100-66 Power reduction to make repairs A 5 Steam &. . Heat . N3.1.
on leaking condenser tubes. Power- exchangers

j
(HC).; ,

i

10) 9/8 s24 101-68 Power reduction to make repairs A 5 ~ Steam &J Heat. N3.1_
on leaking condenser tubes. .' Power exchangers

(HC)
'

.

i . .

A 5 Steam &
.

. ..

N3.1Heat:
,

).
11) 9/15 s24 100-68 Power reduction to make repairs . :

on leaking condenser tubes. Power .exchangers
(HC)-;

l- T

b 12) 9/21 (24 99-71 Power reduction to make repairs ' A .5 Steam &: ' Heat - N3.1'

-'exchangers- !ui .on leaking condenser. tubes. Power
-(HC)

1

13) 9/22 s24 71-68 Power reduction to make repairs A 5 Steam & Heat N3.1'
on leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers

-(HC)-

14) 9/25 21 100 The reactor scram resulted from H. 3 Electric Cenerators' .D2.34

an acceleration relay turbine power'

| ' trip when the generator reacted ~ (EA)
to an electrical system distur .'

bance. ,

j <

I
,

1

4

>

}

d.

.

S

4

.s - ,
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Oyster Creek

Table A1.6 (Continued)

DBE(D)/ ..

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)- ~
"#* Description Cause

(19 74 (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved ~ Event
Categoryi.

15) 10/8 145 101 The plant was shutdown in a con- A 3 Reactor Valve' N 3.1 -

trolled manner due to an increase Coolant
in'the drywell unidentified leak (CH)
rate.

16) 11/9 <24 99-64 Power reduction to make repairs on A 5 Steam & Heat 'N3.1
leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers

(HC)

17) 11/11 67 92 The plant was shutdown in a con- A 1 Reactor Valve N3.1'
trolled manner due to an increase ' Coolant

- in the drywell unidentified leak rate, (CH)
and to repair leaking condenser tubes.

18) 11/22 <24 100-91 Power reducuon to make repairs on A 5, Steam & Hwat' N3.1
leaking condenser tubes. Power exc hange rs

(HC)-

N3.1r 19) 12/1 %48 97-87 Power reduction to make repairs on A 5- Steam &, Heat :

I leaking condenser tubes. Power exchangers

} $ (HC)

20) 12/4 s24 100-90 Power reduction to make repairs on A '5 Steam & Heat N3.1
leaking condenser tubes. ' Power exchangers

(HC)

21) 12/14 %24 103-60 Power reduction. 1 A 3 high pressure A.~ 5 Reactor' . Valve'. N1.1
heater relief valve. Coolant

(CH)

,

i

'

i
|
[

l

,

_ . _ _ . _ _ . _ .
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T;b13 A1.71975 Parced Outagea rod Power Reductions fir Oy;ter Creek-

DBE(D)/

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown . System Component. NSIC(N)
"* Description Cause

(19 79 (Hrs) (1) Event Method Involved Involved Event
Category

~
,

1) 1/20 <24 99-87 Power reduction to make repairs on A- 5 Steam & Rest N3.1
leakine condenser tubes. Power exchangers-

(HD)

; 2) 2/4 133 97 An automatic reactor scram occurred G 3 Radioactive Pump D2.7~

due to low reactor water level. The Weste
water level decreased when all three Management
(3) reactor feedwater ptmps tripped (MA)
simultaneously on low suction pressure.
The drop in suction pressure to the
feedwater pumps was caused by air
being introduced into the condensate
header which occurred when water from
vaste sample tank "A" was being trans-
ferred to the hotwell and simultaneously
being used as the source of water for
backwashing the radweste floor drain
filter.

[ 3) 2/21 s24 97-61 Power reduction to accosmodate feed- A 5 . Reactor Valve N1.1
e water heater repair. Coolant
N (CH)

4) 6/4 %24 84-64 Power reduction to accommodate con . A 5 Steam . Heat N3.1
denser repairs. Power exchangers

(MC)

!.
5) 6/13 49 P2 The plant was shutdown in order that A 1 Reactor Valve N3.1

the source of high unidentified leakage Coolant
could be located. (CH)

6) 7/25 15 82 Loss of power to the air ejector off A 3 Electric Circuit D2.5
gas system pressure regulator valves power- closures
caused low condenser vacuum. (EC)

I
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Oyater Creek -

Table A1.7 (Continued)

DDE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSICD4)

"* Description Cause
(19 75) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Invole d Event ~

Category

7) 8/27 105 10 Low condenser vacuma occurred when C' 3 Steam & Heat D2.5
condenser "A" was returned to service Power ,exchangers
under low circulating water flow (HC)
conditions.

8) 9/24 155 85 High reactor water conductivity B 2 Reactor Domineralizer N6.0
Occurred when a demineralizer was Coolant
returned to service. (CC)

9) 10/5 30 32 Test circuit malfunctioned which B 3 Steam & Instrumenta- D2.3
Closed 3 stop valves instead of 1. Power, tion &

(HA) Controls

10) 11/24 161 80 Estensive condenser tube leaks. A 1 Steam & Heat N3.1
Power- exchangers
(HC)

11) 12/12 s24 84-66 A0 75-33 Power reduction. Temporary loss C 5 Electric- Circuit- D3.1
of power to the "A" 125V DC bus . Power closers /
during load testing tripped (EC) interrupters

[ three recirc pumps and one PW
pump.g

12) 12/19 32 90 Leak in isolation condenser valve. A 1 Engineered Yalve N3.1
safety
features

(SB)

13) 12/26 120 80 Main condenser retubing and re- A 1 Steam & Heat N3.1
fueling outage. Power exchangers

(HC)

During the period f rom July 1 to December 31, in addition to the above, there were 23 power reductions to repair leaking condenser tubes
to maintain the condensate demineralizer differential pressure below the operating limit.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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tb12 A1.8 1976 Frrcid Power Out:gio and Reduction) far Oyst:r Cra k

DBE(D)/;,
Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)Date Duration Power Reportable Scription Quse Involved Event

(19 7S (Hrs) (%) Event Method InvolvedNo. :

* Category

1) 12/26/75 s1700 80 Main condenser retubing and re- A 4 Steam & Heat
fueling outage. Power exchangers

(HC)-

2) 4/1 4 10 86-73 Power reduction. Failure of the A 5 Radioactive .. Heat N1.1
waste concentrator prevented waste exchangers
condensate demineralizer management ,

regeneration. (MA)

3) 5/4 19 92 Loss of feedwater pumps due to C 3 Reactor Pianps D2.7
air leak onto condensate system. Coolant

(CH)

4) 6/3 s24 92-55 Power reduction. Grass accumula- A '5 Steam 6 Filters' N1.1'
tion on the traveling debris Power.

(HF)screens.

5) 7/2 s24 93-84 Power reduction. A MSIV failed A 5 Reactor Valve N1.2
to close on daily test. Coolant

'1 (CC)
I

@
up 6) 7/26 108 93 Leak in feedwater check valve. A 1 Reactor Valve ~ N3.1

Coolant
(CH)

7) 7/30 Low Low reactor water level. Improper A 3 Steam & Valves N1.1 '
pressure regulator set point. Power

(HA)

8) 7/30 Low ' Startup terminated because of A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1
packing leaks on V-1-106 and "A" Coolant
recirculating pisap dishcarse valve. '(CB)

I

,

i

I

!

. _ .
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- Oyster Creek _

Table A1.8 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
Shutdown ' System Component NSIC(N)Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event

(19 76 Ofes) (2)- Event*

Category

9) 10/29 15 97-86 Power reduction. Maintenance on .B 5 Reactor Generators N1.1
j recirculating pumps M-G sets. Coolant
^

-(CB).

10) 11/15- 1108 96-82 Power reduction. Condenser tube A 5 Steam &. Heat 'N1.1
12/30 leakage. Pent exchangers

(HC)

II) 12/22 12 88-63 Power reduction. The line to the A 5 Radioactive' Pipe N9.2
operable stack gas monitor froze. waste

management
DiB)

i

M
e

N
O
O

1

l

_--_.
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Tab 13 A1.9 1977 Farced Outiges and Power Reductions far Oyatar Creek

DBE(D)/
Shutdcwn System Component ESIC(N)

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method- ' Involved Involved Event -

' ' ' (19 73 (Hrs) -(%) . Event Category

1) 10/21 77 Reactor scram caused by the B- 3 Steaa & Valve D2.$

malfunction of a stop valve test Power. ' operators

solenoid during a surveillance (HA)
test on the turbine stop valves.
Test valves were replaced and
general plant mainteoacce
accomplished during the cutage.

2) 11/14 27 Neutron flux scram due to G 3 Reactor. Valves D2.1 |
Coolartloss of power to PRV's.

-(CC)

3) 12/03 23 100 Inadvertent closure of a main G 3 Reactor Valves .- D2.4
Coolant-steam isolation valve.
(CD)

,

,

a
H
O
s-*
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Table A1.10 - 1978 Forced Outages and Power Reductions for. Oyster Creek

.

.. DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power- Reportable Shutdown System. Denponent .NSIC(N)

U* Description Cause
(19 78) (Hrs) (1) Event Method involved 2nvolved Evant

ca.. gory'

1) '4/2 98 Power reduction. Condenser tube A 5 Steam &' . Heat 'N3.1
leaks. Power 'exchangers

(HC)

2) 6/14 55 %85 Leaking feedwater check valve A 1 Reactor . Valves N3.1
hinge pin. Coolant

(CH)

3) 8/14 %24 %70-30 Power reduction to clean both B 5 Auxiliary Heat N1.1.
turbine buildir.g closed cooling . Water' exchangers
water heat exchangers. (WA)

4) 8/24 38 S70 Repaired drywell sump pump. A 1 Radioactive . Paps N1.1
waste
management
(MA).

7) 9/4 28 69 Malfunction of feedwater A 3 Reactor- Instrumenta- D2.7
control system. Coolant tion 6

[ (CH) Controls
w

r) 12/7 d8 Low Resin fines caused high B 2 Reartor Of=2ralizar N1.1
O

conductivity in reactor water. Costant
(CX)

7) 12/13 124 100 MSIV closed during a B- 3 Reactor Valves D2.4
surveillance test. Coolant

(CD).

,

i

+

_ _ _ - - . _ _ _
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T;b13 A1.11 1979 P4rced Outags and Power Reduction) far Oy;tir Creek-

DBE(D)/
Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method involved involved Event#* (1979 (Hrs) (2) Event Category

1) 1/5 s24 100-91 Pcwer reduction. Cycled "E" electro- A 5 Reactor valve. N3.1
matic relief valve to eliminate leakage Coolant

| into torus. (CC)

2) 1/12 s24 100-91 Power reduction to try to locate a A 5 % sa & Heat .N3.1
suspected tube leak. Power enchangers

(HC)

3) 1/15 86 100 Cleanup system pipe high vibration G 3 Reactor Pipes N6.0
when returning it to service. Coolant

(CC)

4) 2/6 17 100 "C" feedwater pssip tripped when G- 3 Reactor - Relays D2.7
breaker cubicle door was closed, Coolant
shaking the "C" differential relay; (CH)
scram occurred from a low water
level after the pump trip.

n 5) 2/9 s24 100-35 Power reduction. Condenser vacina A 5 Steam & Heat N1.1
e rapidly decreased. Power exchangers

$ (HC)
w

6) 2/13 <24 100-65 Power reduction. Replace leaking A 5 Instrumenta- Valve N2.1
scram pilot solenoid valve. tion &

Controls
(IA)

7) 3/22 s24 100-83 Power reduction. "D" recirculating A 5 Reactor Pumps N3.1
pump seal failure. Coolant 4

(CB) -
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Table A1.11 (Continued),

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)"** Description Cause -

(1979) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved. Involved Event
Category

8) 3/22 100-f LER Power reduction. "C" recirculating A 5 Reactor Generators. D3.1
79-5 pump tripped due to faulty voltage Coolant

regulator on M-G set. (CB)d

9) 3/23 100-? LER Power reduction. "C" recirculating A 5 Reactor Cenerators D3.1
79-5 ptmp tripped due to faulty voltage Coolant

regulator on M-C set. (CB)

10) 3/ 100-? LER Power reduction. "C" recirculating A 5 Reactor- Cenerators' ~D3.1
79-5 pisap tripped due to faulty voltage coolant

regulator on M-C set. (CB)

11) 3/26 316 100 Repair "D" recirculation pump seal. A 1 . Reactor Pisaps N1.1
Coolant
(CB)

12) 4/17 100 LER "C" recirculating pisap M-C set A 1 Reactor Generators -N1.1
79-8 failure. Coolant

(CB)y
e

g 13) 5/2 728 98 LER A reactor high pressure scram during B 3 Engineered .Instrumenta- D2.7
a 79-14 testing caused all the recirculation safety - tion &

LTR pump discharge valves to close result- features Controls
5/29/79 ing in a triple low water level above. (SD)

the core for 36 min during tests of
isolation condenser pressure switches.

14) June ?-f Power reductions. Repeated low A. 5 Steam & . Heat N1.1
vacuum on "C" condenser. Power exchangers

(itC) i

15) June 7-7 Power reductions due to cooling water A 5 Steam & Filters M1.1
intake problems. Power

(HF)

!

._.,__ -
_ _ _ _
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Table A1.11 (Continued ) -
|

-

_

. . . DBE(D)/.
Date Duration Power Reportable - - Shutdown' System Component- NSIC(N)-'

No. Description , Cause( (19 79 (Hrn) (%) Event '
Method Involved" Involved- Event'

). Category-
i

-

16) June 7-7 Power reductions due to failure of a A- 5 Steam & Cenerators; - 51.1
! generator voltage regulator. Power '

(HA);
' '

17) 7/15 s24 100-45 Power reduction to repair 1 A3 feed- A 5 . Reactor- - Heat. N'. 1 .
water heater and slean debris from Coolant. exchangsre s

a

water intake. (CH).

18' 7/19 90-40 Power reduction. Repair "A" recir- - A 5 Reactor Generatore 'N1.1 +

culating pump M-C set. . Coolant .I ,

(CB)

19) 9/11 <72 100-26 LER Powei reduction to repair 2 leaking A '5 Reactor Valves. 'N3.1
,j 79-23 feedwater check valves. Coolant

,

(CH)<,. .,

20) 9/14 <72 100-7 Power reduction to replace auxiliary A- 5 Reactor - Motors, N1.1
; flash tank pump motor. Coolant

n (CC)'

21) 9/17 32 A worker struck a cable tray attached C- 3: . Inst rumenta- Relay- N6. 3 --' W to a reactor protection system instru- . tion &
ment rack. Controls -

(IR)
,

22) 11/6 100-88 LER Power reduction. _ "A" electromatic A. 5 . Reactor - Instresata- N2.1
79-42 relief valve opened. ' It was manually Coolant '

closed and power lowered during (CC)
repairs.

;
23) 11/23 57 100 Inadvertent mening of. an isolation C 3 Reactor Valves. 36.1

condenser retern valve during Coolant -

backseating. (CE)4

h

e

I
t
a

$

t

6

,- - - q yee 9 s . :--- - y , , e *[
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Table A1.12 1980 Forced Outages and Power Reductions for Dyster Creek

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System - Component- NSIC(N)

No. Description Cause
(19800 (Hrs) (2) Event Method Involved Involved Event

Category

1) 7/31 100 80 Leak in control nitrogen system A 1 Engineered Pipes. N1.1
inside the drywell. safety fittings

features

(SE).

2) 8/4 Low Erroneous loss of condenser vacuum A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- D2.3
signal tripped turbine. Reactor tion & Con- tion & Con-
tripped on high flux in range 9 .trols trols-

of the IRMs. (IA)

3) 8/6 80 LER Power reduction due to high 0 A 5 Engineered Vessel N1.1
2

80-33 concentration in the torus, safety
features
(SA)

4) 8/6 80-15 Power reduction due to high drain A 5 Reactor Vessel N1.1
tank levels. Coolant

(CH)~

5) 8/12 80-7 Power reduction due to flash tank A 5 Reactor Vessel N1.1
*n problems. Coolant
da (CH)
C3
C"

6) 8/15 0.3 90 LER Loss of stack gas sample pump. A 1 Radioactive Pusp N1.1 '
80-36 waste

management

(MB)

7) 9/18 120 90 Leaking drain line on feedwater A 1 Reactor Valve. N1.1
check valve. Coolant

(CH)

8) 10/26 s24 100-32 Power reduction due to RBCCW A 5 Auxiliary Heat 51.1
fouling. Water exchangers

(PB)

9) 11/4 96 Power reduction for an ABRO on A 5 Steam & Desineralizer N1.1
a condensate demineralizer. Power

(HC)

- _ - .
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T:bla A1.12 (Continued)
.

-

DBE(D)/'
Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)Dste Duration Power Reportable Description cause

(19 Bd (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved EventNo*
Category

10) 11/7 75 90-7 Power reduction for maintenance A 5 Reactor Valves N1.1
on "C" feedwater valves and turbine Coolant
stop valve. (CH)

11) 11/21 190 98 Leaking feedwater heater tubes and A 1 Reactor Heat N 3.1
valves. Coolant exchangers

(CH) and Valves

12) 12/2 99-7 Power reduction. Vibrations caused A 5 Steam & Pump N1.1
by the Hoewell Sucker / Dumper Station. Power

(HC)

13) 12/12 13 99-38 Power reduction "C" feedwater heater A 5 Reactor Valve N1.1
relief valve. Coolant ,

, (CH) '

14) 12/19 %500 1-7 Power reductions. Rad waste system A 5 Radioactive Demineralizers N1.1
cannot process concentrated waste as waste

' designed. This caused high condensate management

l' demineralizer differential pressure. (MA)-
,
. ra

O
N

|

-

e
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Table A1.13 1981 Forced Outages and Power Reductions for Oyster Creek

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Peportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N).I'* Description Cause(1980 (Hrs) (2) Zver.t Method favolved . Involved Event;

| Category

1)' 2/18 Fower reduction. "C" south condenser A 5 Steam & West N3.1
water box developed tube leaks which Power Exchange're
potentially could cause a chloride (HC) (Condensers)intrusion. 14 tubes were plugged.

2) 2/25 Power reduction. "C" south condenser A 5 Staam & West W3.1
water box developed tube leaks. Re- - Power Exchangers
duced load to perform helium test. (HC) (Condensers)
Terminated helium test due to pro-
cedural problems and exposure.

i
'

3) 3/12 103 Shutdown to repair steam leaks in B 1 Steam & Neat N3.1
the condenser bay to facilitate Power Exchangers9 maintepance on "A" north water box (HC) (Condensers)b which was causing high conductivity *

g in "A" hotwell.

4)' 3/28 92 90 Shutdown to correct increasing leak B 1 Reactor Fmpo N3.1
rate in primary containment causeJ Coolant
asialy by the "C" recirculating (CB)
pump seal and a leak in 1-5 drywell
cooler.,

i 5) 4/6 Fover reduction. "B" feedwater F 5 Reactor Instr oeste- N3.1
string was taken out of service Coolant tion &
to avoid impingement and further (CH) Controle
damage from tube leaks.

6) 4/17 309 Shutdown for TMI modificatione S 1 Unknown ihakaous W1.1.4
and maintenanc.e. (ZZ)<

7) 4/17 695 0 Shutdown for TMI modifications D 4 Unknown deknown N0.0
and maintenance. (ZZ)

!

i

_ - _ _ _ _ _
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Table A1.13 (continued)

DBE(D)/
Shutdown System Component. WSIC(N)

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event"** (1981) (Hrs) (2) Event Category

8) 6/26 116 70 Iow condenser vacuum due to A 3 Steam & Neat D2.5

problems with steam traps ' Power Exchangers

for staan jet air ejectors. (RC) (Condensers)

9) 8/15 1540 60 LER: Shutdown to ccrrect an in. 8 1 Stose & Heat N3.1

81-038 creasing dryvell unidentified Power F.schengers

leak rate and condenser vacuum (HC) (Condensers)
problems. Auxiliary Meat

Water Exchangers
(WA)

10) 10/19 22 Inadvertent closing of a MSIV C 3 Reactor Yalves 92.4
during daily testing. Coolant

(CD)

ri 11) 10/21 13 Conduit carrying control cable A 1 Radioactive Electrical N1.1.4
for V-7-31 and tM AOC building Weste Conductors

L dropped off the side of the Management
o
W reactor building. (MB)

12) 10/30 78 Shutdown to correct steam leake B 1 Steam & Beat N3.1

from second stage reheater man- Power Exchangers
(HA)way.

13) 12/9 531 100 Shutdown to investigate isolation B 1 Reactor Yelves N1.1.4
condenser valve operability concerns Coolant
and correct operability problems. (CE)
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Table'A2.1 Coding Sheet 'for Peportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1969
~

Event ' Re por t ' Flant -

Equipment Instrument Causeg stem Component Abnormal -Number Acc ton Si "ifL**"#*Eyate Date Status CommentStatus Condition -CategoryNumber
.8

69-1- 58492 Feb-Mar 9/14/70 .A SA.SH-D KK - C AX C N Standby gas treatment -1969
system pre-op testing -

'(several reactor building''
'leaks)

69-2 38757 9/9 -11/3 8 HA,CB NN 00 M. B BK.AY D S7 Turbine pressure regulator
malfunction 'recire. pump.
trip (Reactor Shutdown),

69-3 38758 '10/2- 10/14 5 RB ' J.P.FF - 5 AQ.BI.BJ, 'C N- Control rod drive filters
AD. plugged causing excessive

scram times;

69-4 40504 12/13 12/24 8 CD 00 M- B, AT D .N' Suspected leak ta NSIV.

.n
e
>*
bd
h3

*

,

1

!
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Tabla A2.2 Codirs Sheet thr' Reportab13 Events fir Oyttsr' Creek - 1970 -
~

' ~ "*"" ^ "*

, "," # $'," ,.-System Equipment Instrument di
'
C'""*~' Comment' _

] , g, -

t og 'Number Ac e ion ,

. Number
'

70-1. 47285 4/7 4/21' B RB J.FF - C .AT- D :N -Seal' leakage in control
~

.' rod drives.(Reactor shut--58513 down 4/19 for investiga-'
tion)'

70-2 %979 .9/17 10/8 B HA 00,P M B AQ ;G N load oscillations due to
turbine-generator (power .
reduction)

$

70-3 56980 10/20 11/2 D . SA 00 - C AW D N Torus oxygen sample. valve'' *

1eak ..
1

1

i
1

| 8
' W

H
? W

!
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!

k
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Table A2.3 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Dyster Creek -'1971 '

.

en ePert P ant mPonentNumber Ac s ion System . Equipment Instrument *"** Comment'
. Number '-

, . , , C di n at go y

71-1 63220 '3/19 5/17 8 CE - P 'C EE ' D N Relay failure (blocked
by insulation)

71-2 64245 4/22 6/15 8 AD - - B' AA.AD D N Package boiler flue !
collapsed

71-3 63310 5/7 6/14 5 SH-B - M- C -AL.EE D ' N '. . Containment spray pressure
sensor fails

71-4 64232 6/25 B SF-D Z - C HH B N Inspection and modifica-
68974 tions af ter core . spray

water hammer.

71-5 64602 6/3 7/21 B SH-B 00.I.F. - C BF D N : Containment spray valve '

QQ breaker malfunction-

71-6 64602 6/11 7/21 8 .CE QQ P C . :BH D N . Isolation condenser valve :
relay failure

71-7 66468 7/6 9/9 .B SH-D 00.HH. - B AG D N. Minimum flow valve
QQ solenoid failure.g

s
>" 71-8 66467 8/2 9/9 B SH-D 00 M B AW. D N. Standby gas treatment -
$[ valve leak

71-9 66465 8/12, 9/9 B .MA M.JJ - B OD D N Rad waste tank' activity
13.22 exceeds .7 curies-

71-10 66466 8/17 9/9 B RB J.JJ I C AG ' D~ N Scram dump volume level;
switch binding

71-11 67443 9/3 9/30 B CE H M.P C BL D' N Steam break sensor and
relay failure in:
isolation condenser

4

_ _ _ _ _ _ .__
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1

Tabla A2.3 . (contiLued) .- > .

"P ^ ' ' "
3 , "j"" ~ . Cf,",* P t '

n Ct -# '"*""#8""* *system Equipment InstrsamentNumber Ac e ion , ,
Number

71-12 67522 9/9 12/13 8 ' EE F,N R A OJ ,H N Operator closed DG ..
' breaker switch with -
_ engine stopped '

,.

71-13 70036 Oct. 5/1/72 B CC 00 - A. AV D N Cracks found in safety
*

. valve. seat bushings73799 f

C AE D N ' MSIV leakage-bent sten .
'

71-14 67545 11/2,5 12/13 B CD 00 --

. .

71-15 68484 11/14 12/22 B MA M.JJ. - B OD ,D .N. ~ Rad waste tank activity!

exceeds-.7 curies'-

71-16 68668 11/16 12/14 8 .CD 00 - C BB.AC H N HSIV fails to close

71-17 68485 11/16 12/17' B PA' C- 7 B AD .D. N Flexible connection .
failed, causing loss of

~ station air'(Beactor
Shutdown)'

71-18 68486 11/17 12/14 B CE QQ,X,FF - B AT,BY D N1 Isolation condenser valve
motor windings burned;

[ (leaking oil)

71-19 69200 12/11 1/12/72 B CE Z - B HD .B N ' Isolation condenser vent
line "f ails due to excess-

< ive vibration ,(Power ,

Reduction) .

71-20 55894 12/22 3/10/72 B EB C - A OA,0J A_ N One emergency bus de-
energized (T.S. Violation)

71-21 68647 12/28 -1/5/72 5 . EE . N,DD . I.T ..B AQ' D N- |5 witch failure on DG fuel
'

: Pt'BP''

,

i

1

1

1
, - - . - . . , , - , ,
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Table A2.4 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1972

" ' I '"#*
{""

* *" , *. , ,
Cause CommentSystem Equipment InstrinnentNumber Ac lon d

Number

72-1 34082 1/14 2/22 B SH-8 N - C.A OA.0J H N DC #2 inoperable while
EE testing containment-

spray system #1
(T.S. Violation)

{ 72-2 39040 1/22 2/22 B EC.CB DD A B BF 0J H N Momentary loss of DC trips
recire, pisap causes load
drop (Power Reduction)

72-3 39041 2/3 2/23 B EC.CB, DD.G - B OJ.BF H N' Operator switching error
CH causes loss of DC recire.

and feedwater p e ps trip

j 72-4 55893 3/1 3/10 5 RB J.JJ I C OJ.AC G N Failure of scram diasp
i volume level switch

72-5 /0014 3/15- 4/4 B MA JJ.M - B OD D N Rad waste outside tank
i 3/20 activity high (limit

change requested)
;

n 72-6 101742 4/8 C EB.EE F.C - B ED D N Bus cable failure due to
! g ground

72-7 70027 4/11 4/20 5 SC E C C BB B 57 Reactor b1dg. vent dampers
fail to close (design
error) violation of secon-
dary containment integrity

72-8 71754 4/14 5/30 B MB.MC - N 8 OD - N Increased gamma energy of
stack gas

72-9 71752 5/6 5/24 C RC R - A BC.0J E N' Fuel assembly loading
i error (10/31/71 refueling)

72-10 71755 May 6/2 C SA - - A AD E N Torus baf fle bolts brokert;

I

,

- _ _
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T:bla A2.4 (contin * ed}

" Por " *P ent Abnormai I "I IC*"#*8Number Ac s ion System Equipment . Instrument Cause CommentDa e e s , 9 g n g ,
Number

72-11 73347 May 8/11 C CC 00 - .A AV D E 7 of 16 safety valves,

85166 have cracked seat
bushings

72-12- <79374 May 1/11/73 C RC R - A 'AR D N Zirconium oxide deposits
found on fuel rods

72-13 72415 6/15 6/26 C 1A - P 3 BL D N Relay overheated

72-14 72417 6/15, 6/26 B WA Z,00 - B AA,AT D N Expansion joint failure,
16 valve leak

72-15 72419 6/26 6/30 B EE N U,7 8 -EG D N Defective DG temperature
- switch

72-16 72848 6/28 7/11 B MA JJ,M - B OD A N Excessive activity in out-
side rad waste tank

72-17 71576 8/10 C RC - - B OD A N Personnel exposures
during refueling

,
:
>d 72-18 73243 8/1 8/11 B SH-B DD F - B EE.AQ D N Breaker laproperly

[[ racked in

72-19 73346 8/4 8/11 8 CE H H B AL C N Torque tube preload lost
in pressure instrument

72-20 73805 8/9 8/22 B CE 00,F M B OJ AL, D N - (1) Snubber not replaced
AC in line; (2) valve seated

too tightly

72-21 74039 8/18 8/28 B MA JJ,00 - B OD.BB D N Valve failure leads to
excessive red waste
activity

1

l

|

_
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Table A2.4 . (continued)

I ", System Equipment Inst tumen t Cause*P n " E" , '',"'' ~ Comment ;Number Ac e ion
g,, us n n

Number
_ . _

B AS AE.AW D- N Rad waste drum fell' and72-22 75980 9/28 8 MA JJ -

ruptured, rad waste tank
activity limit exceeded

72-23 75548 8/25 9/28 8 RB.IA J,00 P B EE.AT D N Loose relay wire .
.

(Reactor Shutdown)L ,

72-24 80490 8/29, 3/29/73 8 SB.SH E.DD P A - B N . Logic circuit changer- -
12/30 Reactor Bldg. ventilation

and standby liquid control
systems

72-25 75601 9/25 10/6 B SH DD C A OK B .N' . Design / Procedure error-
standby liquid control-
system inoperable

, ' .
(Power reduction)

'

72-26 76459 11/11 11/22 D CE 00,H,Z, M.T 5 AT E ~N 1 solation condenser limit
-QQ switch opens too soon.n

a
>' 72-27 76741 11/28 12/7 5 EE N.I - C CA B N 'DG start motor pinions
c$ too light

72-28 77449 12/6 12/19 5 MA Z,JJ - B AR,dF, D .N' Waste sample tank line.
AD break-

72-29 78413 12/29 1/17/73 B CD.CC, 00 - B RA BB D S3,$7 After a scram, relief
77916 CE.SA . valve MSIV, and isola-

' tion condenser condensate
return valve all fail-

0F D N Fish mortalities 'due to72-30 78301 12/29- 1/30/73 5 ZZ - - -

79605 1/10 temperature change

_ _ - -
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Tab 13 A2.5 Codire Sheet fir Reportabla Events for Oyrtar Creek - 1973
.

" "E '# "
System Equipment instrument Cause Comment", ' #

Number . Ac ion d C te o*
, ,

Number

i

79062 1/1 2/8 D CC 00 - A OD A N. Maintenance workers

82192 receive exposure

5 79063 2/8 5 R8 I.J T B 58.BG D N Control rod drive selector '
switch failure

78657 2/12 2/27 5 MC 19( N B BN I N Stack gas sample line -
'

froze

7 % 03 3/10 3/23 5 CB DD.Z U 5 ~BQ OB .H N ~ Temperature difference
exceeded when starting s

recire. ptmps
!

i

| 74380 April 4/24 D CE 00.QQ.F - 7. AC,EC D N Valve jammed closed.'.
' tripped breaker-

,

74381 4/13 4/24 D CC ' 00 - C AE. AO - C N Relief valve failure-

81484 marginal soldering

80730 5/4 5/15 C SA 00 - C U D N Torus-reactor b1dg.
vacuum breaker failuren '

44

>-* 5/8 6/5 C RB J - A OD H~ N Personnel exposure -
, c

81271 5/18 5/30 C SH S.DD - C EE C N Improper fuse size used

81480 5/22 6/5 C CD . 00 - C AT D N MSIV leak
j

] 81481 5/27 6/5 8 SA . FF - -A AW D N Drywell manhole cover
. gasket leaks -

AD 73-10 81469 6/11 6/22 8' EE N - C BE A N Procedures prevented DC
from synchronizing with

|
' bus'

l A0 73-11 81494 6/9 6/28 B PB - N 3 EC,0K D N Coolant radioactivity
analyzer failure'

,

e

!

,

1

w v m
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-Table A2.5 (continued)

" 'P ' " Signif cance
{ "*,"E " *[{ ,Number Ac s ion System | Equipment Instrument Cause CommentD e e St s ,

Number

A0 73-12 81495 6/18 6/28 B SH-B DD F.T C AC.EE D N' Containment spray #2
valve relay failure

AD 73-13 81500 6/22 7/5 B EE N.S - B EA,BG F N ' Lightning blows three DC
fuses

AO 73-1% 82791 7/1- 7/31 B CH 00,FF .- B AW D N ' Feedwater check valve
7/23 leak

83101 7/21 8/6 B SA GC.FF - A AC.AK, D N . Snubber seal leaks due' to
AW high temp.-evidence of

wrong material in design

A0 73-15 82969 7/25 8/3 D CD 00.FF - C AC 51, D N MSIV closed too fast-
HI.AK oil l'ake

A0 73-1 J 82967 8/8 8/8 8 EE .N - B.C CA 'D N DC start motor fails to
83099 enga ge

82498 8/9 8/31 8 WA - - - BF BT, D N Plant dilution pump trip
.

OF causes fish mortalities,

a
>d 83609 8/17 8/31 B MA JJ N 5 ' 0D D 'N Outside rad waste' tank
$$ activity limit exceeded

AD 73-l's 83833 9/8 9/18 D EB.EE LL.N. F B 80,30 C 'S1.S2, 2 power failures cause
DD ' 57 pump trips; second failure.

due to incorrect setting
on transformer;'also, DG
failed to start

A0 73-265 87087 9/8 9/10 D CE H,00.F - B BF D N Overloads for condensate
83835 return valve tripped-

AO 73-21 87088 9/8 9/10 D KX CC.FF - A AC,AK, D .N- - Seal leaks in shock'
AW absorbers (Plant Shutdown

for repair)

-f

_ _ _ _ _ . _ . -
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Table A2.5 (contumed)

" ' Port P ",'," 'Cause ""*""Number Ac s ion System Equipment Instrment
e Da . g , , te o

,

Number
1

A0 73-22 84201 9/9 9/21 D CD 00 M C AT D H MSIV leak -

84349
86992

A0 73-23 87019 9/22 9/25 B SA 00 T .C AQ D N Torus-reactor b1dg.

84550 vacuts breaker pressure
switch failure

A0 73-24 84759 9/27 10/12 D CD 00 - C .AT D N MSIV leak-stem repacked

A0 73-25 87020 9/29 10/1 B ~ CE H P.T C BA,81 D N, Isolation condenser switch
84676 relay failure

A0 73-26 84883 10/6 10/16 D RA - N ,L ' B OJ G N - APRM resetting not logged'

A0 73-27 87089 10/17 10/18 5 SH-B U,Z - B AW D N' Containment spray.HX pipe
nipple leak

B AU D N 1.eak from fuel pool cool-85376 10/29 11/8 5 WB FC . let,U -

ing to RBCCW, then from HX.y - to canale

85587 11/2 11/13 3 XX .CG - C AC.AW D N Shock arrestor fluid leaka

87017 11/21 12/20 B SA QQ P B BY D N. Torus-reactor b1dg. vacutss
breaker relay smoking

88103 11/25 1/2/74 5 CE CG E.C B AB D N Isolation condenser line
, snubber fails

|

A0 73-30 87018 12/6 12/24 B CC - M.T C f.H D N Main steam line pressure
, switches set point drif t

A0 73-31 86991 12/13 12/24 5 EB,RB, DD.R R B ED.BF G N "E" power panel grounded
CE.CC



- . . _ - ~ _ -
.
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L

Table' A2.5 - (coatinued)

" , " , ' " ' ' ," 8I8"II **"**System Equipment 'Instrumen t [,"","" "g'* mnber Ac ton Cause Am3 ,

A0 73-32 93689 12/18 117/74 5 CD 00 C A;,9C D N' MSIV overtravel due to --

test spool valve stick-
ing (power reduction for.
repair)

88098 12/20 1/3/74 5 M4 JJ,Z - 4 BN,03 I N Crack in outside drain
tank line due to freening.
(chromated water spill)

88085 12/21 1/4/74 5 CE H E c EH D .N- Isolation condenser high -
flow sensor set point
drift

A0 73-34 88086 12/27 1/9/74 5 CC - N C i[1 C N Main steam line radiation
monitors - cold soldered -
-connection

i

9
I

H
N
N

'

= *t

,

,.

,

i

)
:

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- Tzbla A2.6 Coding She2t' far Erportdla Evxitta ist Oyster Cruk - 1974

* mp nt A no n
,"t - C ""*"E

"
", System' Equipment, Instrument,. 3, e ,g . Cause-mnber Ac e ton y

Ember
i

_

; A0-74-1 88087 1/4 1/15 B CC - MT C EH D iN Main steam line pres-
sure sensing switch-
set point drife

'
A0-74-2 88088 1/8 1/17 B CC - E,T C FH .D' 'N ~ Main steam line high|

flow sensing switch ,
set point' drift' t

AO-74-3 88095 -1/13 1/23 B CE.S F-D CC -- 4 AC,AE B| 'N . Core spray and isola-
tion condenser snubber,
failurg

, A0-74-4 88094 1/16 1/25 C CD 00,QQ - C AG,BP B N MSIV pilot valve fails _s-

AO-74-5 88093 1/16 1/25 C CD 00 C AT D N. MSIV shaf t packing leaks-

A0-74-6 88092 1/22 1/23 5 SC - C' B OJ H N .Available nitrogen used- '

operator error

A0-74-7 88080 1/23 1/28 B BA,IA - M,7 C EH B N Beactor pressure sensors
set point drift

[
-

y A0-74-8 88081 1/17 1/29 C RA,IA - M,T . C- .EH B -N Beacter pressure sensors
i

. set polae drift

A0-74-9 88453 1/31 2/6 B CC ~ - M,7 C EF . B. N ' Main steam line low pres--
sure switch set point'

1
. drift

j AO-74-10 88532 2/8 2/14 .B CC - F.T C ER B N Main steam line low pres .
4

sure switch set point-
drift

4

h

||



-, - - . -
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Table A2.6 (continued)

Event Report Plant " " * * 8""'**"C"'mnber Ac e ton System Equipment Instrument Cause CommentDate Date Status Status Conditics Category

AO-74-11 88788 2/15 2/25 B SA 00 C BB,AG D N- Torus-drywell vacuum-

breaker failure to
close (4 of 14)

A0-74-12 8*246 2/15 2/25 B CC - M,T C EH D N Main steam line low
pressure switch set
point drift

A0-74-13 89247 2/18 2/27 B CC F,DD,00 - 8 BF,05 C N Breaker, valve, recirc.
pump trip in cleanup
systes

A0-74-14 89189 2/22 3/1 B SA 00 - C BB.AC D N Torus-drywell vacuum
breakers fail to
close (2 of 14)

A0-74-15 89197 2/28 3/7 5 SA 00 - C BB,AC D N' Torus-dryvell vacuum
breakers fail to.

close (1 of 14)
A0-74-16 89349 3/7 3/15 D SA 00 C BB,AC D N Torus-drywell vacuum-

"M
breakers fail to

/-. close (4 of 14) (PlantN shutdown for repair)

A0-74-17 89318 3/7 3/15 D EB F T B BB,EE D N- Breaker fails in trans-
ferring power from
auxiliary to startup
transformer

A0-74-18 89350 3/8 3/18 D SA CC - 3 AC.AW B N: Drywell snubber' leak

l

.--_
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Tabla A2.6 (continued)

# *
Number Ac es ton System Equipment Instrument. Cause "E

, ,, Ct
Number 6

A0-74-19 89351 3/9 3/18 D SA,CB,CF F 0 B BL,FF,OJ H N" Temp. recorder inaccu- ,

rate - operator failed '

to notice rise in,
' temp.- Failure to main-

'

,

tain primary containment
integrity

C AT D N MSIV leakageA0-74-20 89352 3/10 3/18 D CD 00 -

A0-74-21 89384 3/13 3/22 B CC 00 M B BC C N Bypass valve left open

AO-74-22 89383 3/15 3/22 B CC - NT C EH B N Main steam line pressure
switch set point drift

A0-74-23 89382 3/15 3/25 B CE - MT C Di B N Pressure switch set point
drift

A0-74-24 90579 4/9 4/19 B MC P N 8 CO,OJ H N Stack gas particulate
not counted

AO-74-25 90415 4/9 4/19 B SA 00,PP 3 AT D N ' Torus - reactor b1dg.-

vacuum breaker leaking

ru A0-74-26 90580 4/12 4/22 B SH-B WA DD P,U 3 BD,BF D N- Emergency service water*
p mp tripped due to
thermal overload relay

A044-27 90581 4/17 4/26 C SA CG - A AC,AK,AW D N 3 anubbers have no oil

10-14-28 90646 4/19 4/26 C SF-D DD,00 C BA D N Core spray suction valve,
' 94167 fails to open

.

.

r- ~ t-
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Table A2.6 (continued)',

'lKSIC
Event Report Plant Component Abnormal SI RIIIC "C ' 'Number Accession System Equipment Instrument Cause E

CommentDate Date Status Status Cundition CategoryNumber

A0w?4-29 90625 4/23 5/1 C CC 00 M,T C FN D N Electromatic relief
valve set point drift-

91665 4/24 4/25 C SA 00 - A AV D N Torus-drywell vacuus
- breaker valve cracks-

during inspection
94242 5/13 6/14 C CA BB C A1,AV C N ~ Cracks in vessel head-

4

cladding

A0-74-30 91660 5/14 5/23 C CC NN M,T C Eh C N Turbine steam pressure
switch set point drift

A0-74-31 91664 5/19 5/29 C SA GG - A,C AC,AK,AW B N Leaking snubbers
A0-74-32 91659 5/21 5/31 C S F-D DD P,T,M C A1,2H D N Core spray pump relay

pressure switch failure

A0-74-33 91670 5/21 5/31 C SX - C C BI,0K H N. Auto - depressurization
timers drift

,, 92609 5/25 6/6 C SF-D DD M.T C OK,BF - A- N Core spray pressurej,
switches trippedha

om A0-74-34 91594 5/28 5/30 C 11 1e4,58 F & AW D N Leak in reactor vessel
instrument penetration
line

94168 6/10 7/10 C CD 00,QQ - C BA 3 N' Valves in main steam.~
iii.e not controlled by
isolation system

A0-74-35 94394 7/5 7/15 B CC -- M,7 C EH D : Main steam'line pressure
switches set point drift

a

4 - _ _ - . _
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Tib13 A2.6 '(continued)

" "Number Ac o ion System Equipment Instrument '"" "" E,, . t a is a s - C d n. orNienber
. -

A0-74-36 94391 7/10 7/18 3 RA,1A - M,T C EH D N Reactor' pressure
switches set point
drift

A0-74-3 7 94595 7/12 7/12 B CC ' - M.T C F.i ~ D N ' Main steam line pres .94770 sure switches set.

,
point drift'

A0-74-38 94525 7/14 7/23 5 . , CD 00,QQ .- C BI AM B N MSIV closing time
~

excessive-(Pilot
valve sensitivity too-

.Iow)
A0-74-39 94596 7/14 7/23 B CC 00 M.T C EH,0% ' A' N Electromatic relief ..

valve pressure switch
set point drift,

A0-74-40 94524 7/15 7/16 B SA CC A,C AW.AD AK D N Snubber - loss of oil-

!

(seal cut)
-ri A044-41 94740 7/19 7/19 .B JC M,T C 'EH D N Main s.eam line pres-.-
|_, 94592 sure switches setro
N point drift

A044-42 94741 7/25 8/2 B .CC - M,T C EI ,0K D N, Main steam line pres-
sure switches set, point-
drift

A044-43 94906 8/2 8/12 B CC - M ,T C EH,0K D N Main stesa line pres--
sure switches set point
drift

!

I

-4

1

<

4

, . . e.
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Table A2.6 (continued)

Eve t Report Plant Component Abnormal Significance
Number Acc ton System Equipment Instru=4nt Cause Coseent

# * ** * " ' "' " E I*~

Number

A0-74-44 95101 8/9 8/19 B CC - H,T C EH,0K .D' N Main steam line pres-
sure switches set point
drift

A344-45 95315 8/24 8/30 B RC R F B CB,0K A N~ Xenon transient

A0-74-46 95143 8/26 9/3 B SA 00 - C AC D N Torus-drywell vacuum
breakers sticking

Aa44-47 95409 9/12 9/23 5 XX CC A,C AC,4K,AW D N Pipe snubbers inoper--

able.(loss of oil)
AJJ4-48 95596 9/25 10/4 B CE H E B BF A N Isolation condenser

flow trip switch set
' too low-

A0-74-49 96067 9/27 10/4 B CC - M,T C E11,0K.HI D N Main steam line pres-
sure switches set
point drift

A044-50 96271 10/4 10/11 B CC 00,QQ - B AB,BB D N Isolation condenser ~y
e valve fails to close'>-.

, $ A0J4-51 10/7 10/11 .B CC - M,T C "a',0K D N' Main steam line pres-'

sure switches set
i point drift

A0J4-52 96525 10/12 10/21 D CC - MT C 2R,0K D N Main steam line pres-
.sure switches set
point drift

A0-74-53 96425 10/15 10/24 D MC DD,00,1 - B A1. E N Loose fitting on stack
gas sample pump

i

9

$

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Teils A2.6 (continuid)

| NSIC
'" * "" """'"E "* Significance

Number Accession System Equipment Instrument Cause Cmu -
'" # * * "" ' "* '" ' 'I I

Number,

A0-74-54 97514 10/18 10/21 D MC DD,F U,T B BT D N Stack gas sample pump
trip

AO-74-55 96440 10/18 10/28 B .SH-B DD - C BD D N Containment spray
pump fails to start

A0-74-56 97059 10/25 11/4 B CC - M,T C Eli,0K D N Main steam line low
pressure switche* set
point drift

A0-74-57 97720 11/8 11/18 B MC DD.F - B BC D N Stack gas sample' pump
~

97508 breaker open

A0-74-58 97719 11/8 11/11 B SA 00,QQ - C AC.AR,BB' D N Binding of reactor

97507 bids. ventilation '

valves

A0-74-59 97509 11/12 11/22 D EE N !T,7 B BL.BA D N Temperature switch for,

DG cooling water fails4

A044-60 11/22 11/25 B CE - %,T . C FH D N Isolation condenser'
7 pressure switch set
>a point drift-
N
* A044-61 98580 12/18 12/26 B MC.EB DD.C B BF B N Transmission line fault-

trips stack gas sample
pump (circuit design
error)



_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - __ _ __-_-_____ __________ _- _ _ . _. - -____ ______ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _

Table A2.7 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1975
,

," System Equipment Instrument Cause Comment# " mP " #*"**
Number Ac lon , 3g, , a s di g ,

Number
.

A0-75-1 99198 1/8 1/17 B SA 00 - C BA D N Torus - reactor b1dg.
vacuum breaker fails
to unseat

A0-75-2 99709 2/6 2/13 D HC 00,H - A BC,OH C .N Condenser valves left-
open (Radioactive liquid
release)

AO-75-3 100042 2/11 2/19 B SH-B DD - C BD D N Containment spray pump
falls to start

AO-75-4 100573 3/3 3/13 B RB I,R ? P BC D N Relay failure causes
accidental rod insertion

AO-75-5 100572 3/6 3/13 B SH-B DD.F - C BD,AG D N Containment spray pump-
breaker binds

AO-75-6 100918 3/10 3/19 B HC DD F U B .BF B N De' sign error - one-
thermal overload for
two pumps in stack gas
sample system

ri

L A0-75-7 101144 3/19 3/27 B SH-D V,HH C AQ D N Dehumidifying heater=

to control air lineO'
plugged

A0-75-8 101410 3/25 4/3 B RC,RB R N B OJ H .N Excess core heat genera-
tion

A0-75-9 3/29 4/8 C EB C - B ED.8C D N: Bus 1C grounded

AO-75-10 101698 4/4 4/14 C SA 00 - C AT D N Torus - reactor b1dg.
vacuum breater valve
leakage.

.

I

3
_ _ _ _ _



. _ m..._.. _ .

_ . _. - - - - -
_

Tablo A2.7 (continued)

-.

'" * Port an mP ne ^ 8" 'Number Ac s ton System Equipment Instrument Cause Comment
e Da . s , s C iin te,

Number'

A0-75-11 102282 4/10 4/18 C CC 00,Z - C AT D- N Main steam line valve
leak

A0-75-12 102564 4/26 5/6 C ,RA,1A - M, r. C EH D M Reactor pressure
switches set point
drift

A0-75-13 5/7 5/14 C CE - M,P C EH' D N ! solation condenser
reactor pressure
sensor set point drift L

A0-75-14 103205 5/29 6/6 B NA DD,00 C BK,AQ D N Emergency service water'-

pump insufficinet pres-
sure

A0-75-15 103204 6/6 5 RA - L C OB R 'N 1mproper APRM settings

Ac-75-16 103631 6/14 6/24 C CC 00,QQ d,1 C EH D N Electromatic relief
valve set point drift

n A0-75-17 103701 6/19 6/27 B SF-D 00,F - C B F,EE, AD D N Core spray valve tripj, breaker stab broken
Lu
M A0-75-18 103700 6/23 7/1 B SH-D P,Z B AL,0K A N Standby gas treatment-

system handhole covers
out of place

A0-75-19 104221 7/8 7/17 5 1A - M,7 C EH D N Reactor pressure switches
set point drift

A0-75-20 104685 7/17 7/25 B SF-D - M,T C EH D N Core spray pressure
switch set point drift

. ..



. . _ - . - _ _ - _ - - - _ - . _ _ _ . _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ ,. .- ..

'

Table A2.7 (cuntinued)

"*"
Number Ac ion System Equipment Instrument ""** ""*"E

t s on n Ct or
Number

A0-75-21 104994 8/1 8/11 B CE 00,QQ T C BB,BF,El A N Isolation condenser
valve torque switch
set low

A0-75-22 105165 8/10 8/19 B ' MC DD U B BF,5Q D N Stack gas pump trip

A0-75-23 105550 8/17 8/28 & MC P - 5 AQ,0J H N Stack gas flow through
wrong filter train

A0-75-24 106349 8/29 9/8 D CC 00 M.T C EH D' N Main steam pressure
switches set point-

; drift
.

A0-75-25 106347 8/29 9/8 D MC DD U B Ab D 'N ' Stack gas pump lubri-
cator malfunction

106346 9/10 5 SA 00 M C BB B N Torus - reactor b1dg.
, * vacuum breaker - cir-

cult design error

A0-75-26 106531 9/23 10/3 B SH-B ,WA DD P,T C BD,AA D N Emergency service
a water pump relayy -failure
ro

A0-75-27 107226 10/8 10/17 B SF-D - M.T C EH D N Core spray pressure
switches set, point
drift

A0-75-28 107684 10/15 10/24 5 SH-D S,HH - B AA BF . D W Standby gas treats.ent-
system fan solenoid
fails

109252 11/6 B FD JJ - B OD C N Excess radioactivity -
fuel cask

!

4



. -. - . . _ _ . - . . ,

Tibla A2.7. (cMcInuid)

_

' " # c ce
", System Equipment Instrume1t' Cause Comment#"

Number Ac ton 1 n g
, ,

Number
-

A0-75-29 107767 10/27 11/6 B SA 00 1 C AC.EC :D- N' Vacuum breaker alarm.
switch failure

A0-75-30 108283 11/6 11/14 5 SF-D 00 M,T C BF,EH D N Core spray pressure
switches set point

drift'

A0-75-31 108516 11/24 12/3 B SA ' 00 't 'C EE C' N Vacuum breaker alarm
: relay contacts

defective

.AO-75-32 108803 12/3 12/11 B EE N P C BA C N DG relay fails to
open due to varnish
on contacts

C BG H- N 125V DC de-energized;.
A0-75-33 109195 12/12 ~ 12/23 5 BC 00,C *

various pump tripe
(power reduction)

110332 12/20 1/23/76 D . BB - - 5 Ju. D N Rod worth minimizer
console driver board
loose

,

w
d RO-75-34 109456 12/23 1/2/76 B SA 00 C AC.BB B N Vacuum breaker binding-



Table A2.5 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1976

8
Event Report Flant Component Abnormal Si "ifAC*"C'g System Equipment lastrianent Ca m EDate Date Status Status Candition Category Comment

R0-76-1 109654 1/2 1/12 C SF-D - M,T C EH D N Core spray pressure
switch set point
drift

R0-76-2 110331 1/6 1/14 C ' SA 00 - C AW D N Torus - reactor bids.
4 vacuum breaker leak

(new replacement valve),

R0-76-3 110330 1/6 1/16 C SA 00 C LK,AE C N Reactor b1dg. vacuum-
'

test fails

R0-76-4 110942 1/23 2/2 C EE N,101 C BK,BF AW D N Cooling water leek-

trips DG

R0-76-5 111912 3/3 3/16 C EE N P C EE,AF D N DG relay contacts
chattering

R0-76-7 112718 3/27 4/9 8 RC 1 h 8 05,03 - H N Flux peak exceed due to
improper core
monitoring

[ RO-76-8 113202 3/26 4/12 B SF-D - M,Y C EH D N Core spray pressure '
s
w switch set point drif t

R0-76-9 112652 4/1 4/13 B SH-B - 18 , 7 C EH D N . Containment spray pres-
sure switch set point
drift

R0-76-10 113278 4/1 4/26 B SH-B 00,F - C BC D N Containment spray<

! valve - breaker contacts
misaligned

R0-76-11 113547 4/6 5/4 8 SA M,T C OI D N Drywell pressure sensor-

4

set point drift



. . . - . - . .

Tib13 A2.8 (c:sitinutd)
,

n ePofE mPonent A
Number Ac ion System Equipment Instrument ause ' fategory #""*" '

, ,. a s , , Condi n
Numberi

1

RO-76-12 113978 4/14 5/13 B SH-D MM T A ET ,5C E N ' Standby gas treatment
low flow sensor lines
reversed

R0-76-14 114208 4/23 5/24 5 SF-D DD,FF - B AW D N Core spray pump seal
leak

'

R0-76-15 114207 4/25 5/24 .B SF-D MM M,T C BO,hW D' N - Core spray pressure,

line leak -
1

RO-76-13 117155 5/3 5/4 3 SA - - B OJ C. S7' . Secondary containment
will fully violated -
both airlock doors
open

115464 6/28 8 ZZ - - - OJ H N Unauthorized person 1
gains access to pro-

4

tected area'

I R0-76-16 115735 6/8 7/6 B EE N,X - C CA D N DG start. motor fails .
to engage

,3,

s

[] R0-76-17 116533 7/1 7/14 B SA - C B EF,EI C N Torus oxygen analyzer.
erraticunj

R0-76-18 115784 7/1 7/23 5 CE - M.T C EH D N Condenser pressure
switch set point drift

RO-76-20 117179 7/27 8/17 C CC 00 T C EH D N Electromatic relief
valve switch set point'
drift

R0-76-19 8/5 8/6 B RA - L C AL D N - APRM pin receptacle
loose

!

- .



- . . _ - - . .- . . . .~. . - _..

Table A2.8 (continued)

"f. umber Ac es ton Sy st em " " , " " Sl I """*Eq lpment InstrumentD e a a Cause huNumber
_

R0-76-21 117664 8/20 9/2 B SH-B 00,QQ T C EE,AQ D N Containment spray valve
switch contacts dirty .

RO-76-22 118430 9/10 10/8 8 1A - I B OK A N Reactor low water
level trip points set,

too low-
RO-76-23 119009 9/17 10/15 B SH-B DD P C BR D N Containment spray timer

set point drift
R0-76-24 119163 9/28 -10/21 B SA 00 - B AC,B B D N Torus - drywell vacuum.,

breaker fails to close
RO-76-25 120306 11/11 12/10 B SH-B 00,QQ,F - C ,BA.BF,AG D N Containment spray valve;

fails to open

R0-76-26 119164 10/12 10/26 8 HG M,00 - B 58,0H B N Radioactive water release
'through failed open con-
densate valve

RO-76-27 120472 11/11 12/10 B SH-B DD.D F - ' C AC D N Containment spray pumpp
breaker binding>-*

g RO-76-28-3L 120673 12/1 12/23 . 3 SF-D 00,QQ,F - C.. ED,BF,BA . E N Pinched wire short to' '

. n

core spray valve breaker
R0-76-28-1T 12/20 12/21 3 RA '- L C AL D N APRM pin receptacle

loose
R0-76-29 121031 12/20 1/3/77 5 SA ' 00 - C OK A N Relief valve opening

sequence changed to,

prevent high torus
pressure

i

i .) '

r

4

$

.. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - . .
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Tabla A2.8 -(continued) ' '"k ,

'

i

t

'

NSIC Event Report Plant Component Abnoras! Significance ;
Number Accession System Equipment -Instrument Caum

Date Date Status Status. Condition . Category.' '

Number

R0-76-30 121027 12/20' '1/3/77 5 RA - F,N C AL- D N .Two APRM channels '

' - - inoperable-

R0-76-31 121058 12/22 1/3/77 8 MC P,Z,V - 3 BN D N Ice plug L stack' gas
'

sample line,

;-

1 - " !a
4
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Table'A2.9 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1977

# "*"Number Ac lon System Equipment Instrument Cause ," g Comment
#8"#"

,
Nmber ,

RO 77-1 129305 3/10 3/23 5 SA - - B OJ H S7 Both containment air lock'
-doors open at once-. .
Violation of secondary '
containment integrity:

RO 77-2 129306 3/14 3/24 5 NC DD,00 - B AA BF D N. Lube valve for stack
; gas sample pump failed

RO 77-3 129307 3/17 3/30 B MC DD .- B AC~ C N Stack gas sample' ptmp f ab.
error causes failure,

RO 77-4 123040 3/18 3/30 B EB C - B ED,8G D .N' Bus IC grounded
<

RO 77-5 129308 3/23 4/22 B SF-D 00,QQ,F - C BB.BF D N Core' spray valve breaker
trip-

RO 77 6 133028 4/5 4/26 B CE - M.T C EH D N Isolation condenser
pressure switch set point
drift

n RO 77-7 124869 4/7 5/2 B SA FF - C AX,BK D N Reactor b1dg. manway .
$ AA leak
ta
00 125176 April 5/16 - SH-B 00,DD,Z - B .OK B N Containment spray design '

error
'

RO 77-8 124870 4/21 5/12 B SA FF - C AC.AX, D N . Secondary containment' '

EK railroad airlock seal tank:
RO 77-9 129309 4/23 5/5 D CD 00,FF - B AE.BB 'D N ' MSIV failure to close-

RO 77 10 125036 4/23 5/20 C CD 00 - .C M. AT D N MSIV leakage

RO 77-11 125229 5/4 5/25 C CC - E A.C ED. G 'N Main steam high flow
sensors damaged in
maintenance

c i

n

,

A

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



. . . _ - __ ___ m - _ mm.. .. . __.m _ . . . . _ . . . . _ . _ _ . _ _ - - - -
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v :v >

T:L12 A2.9 (cwti1ued)

"*" ^ ~ Si IfiC'"#'
Number Ac ton .

n epor
,e s , C

- Cause ' h ntSystem Equipment Instrument

,
Number.

|

RO 77-12 133027 5/27 6/24 C EB. C - B F.E.BY.BG, E N Cable insulation fire-''
i 125551 SH-D OA ' substation de-energized
! and standby gas treatment,

system 2 inoperable for
repair.

RO 77-13 130911 6/10 11/10 C RC R - A.C AE D N High degree of bowing
.found in fuel channel.,

RO 77-14 133026 7/21 8/19 C CE - E A Fli -D N Isnistionc5ndenser
' flow sensor-SPD

RO 77-15 133025 7/22 8/19 C BA - H.F G AL.EG C N IRM channels inoperable
due to damage in
maintenance

RO 77-16 132713 7/27 8/26 C SF-D 00.F - C BA.BT A N Core spray isolation
valve breaker set
inaccurately

RO 77-17 133024 7/28 8/26 C SF-D. C3.F F 5 BF.BG D N Bus breaker trip-power-
e SH-D. lost'to core spray pumps
[ EA on this bus and to SGTS 1
e .

.

RO 77-18 133022 7/29 8/29 C CC 00 M.T C EH D N Relief valve SPD

RO 77-19 132714 8/2 9/1 B CC 00 - C AC.BA C N Relief valve fails to
open possible main-
tenance damage

.RO 77-20 132715 8/29 9/23 8 SA 00 - B AG.BB B N Torus-drywell vacuts
breaker fails to close

RO 77-21 132716 8/27 10/27 8 MB - 00 - B BB D N off gas SCTS activation ,

valve fails to close

!

I



_ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ , _ , . _ .. . ..

Table A2.9 (continued)

*Numbet A on System. Equipment instrument " " l Sigr.ificance'
- CommentDa a s Causa-a us o on C

RO 77 't 133020 9/1 9/15 5 1A.CB E .B EG D 'N Flow converters for AIEN'
-

'in recire loops fail.
RO 77-13 143421 9/8 9/28 B SF-D 00.F C BF,BB C N Core spray valve breaker

-

. - defective
RO 77-15 143423 10/11 11/10 B SH-D 00,HH E C BC.AC D N - SGTS flow sensor failures

, RO 77-26 143425 10/22 11/21 D SH - - - OC- H, N Test not performed on SLC
: system-(misunderstanding'

of procedure)
RO 77-17 143427 11/14 11/29 D CE - MP B EH,EF D N Isolation condensers

isolate 3 times due to
relay failure and set
point errori

B

e-*
J|Im
O

,

3

l

t

. . - _ _ _ . _ - ._



. _ - _ _ _ _

Codirg Shest for Reportabis Ev21ts far Oyitsr Crs+;h - 1975T; bis A2.10

*ponent bo ''"*"I""**Ven 'Por
Number Ac s ion System Equipment Instrument o di i n t gory,

, e s
Number

_

U,T B AA D N DG temp. sensor fails
RO 78-1 134345 1/3 1/26 B EE -

RO 78-2 135765 1/19 2/17 8 CE 00,QQ - C AG.BF G N- Isolation condenser valve
seated too . tight by
maintenance

,

RO 78-3 136469 2/14 3/15 B EA G,LL A B ED,BF D N Cable short circuit trips

transformer

RO 78-4 138233 4/6 5/5 B SH-D. C,AA S N.G B ED,EI G M Radiation monitor power
supply fails due to

NC ground. Also monitors not.
calibrated by maintenance

(SGTS activated).

R0-78-5 138776 4/27 5/26 B SH-D P - B HB.AQ D N Increased T.S. testing

clogs standby gas treet-
ment filler

Ro 78-6 138777 4/28 5/26 B MA Z,JJ - B AX,BN, D N Rad waste pipe freezes and
breake-radioactive liquid

release
n

)( RO 78-7 139386 5/10 6/6 B MC JJ N 8 EG,BM D N Lack of heating allowss

condensation in radiation
N' monitor-erroneous signal

RO 78-8 139664 5/24 6/22 B EE.EC N,C - C OC H N T.S. violation on DC and
battery testing.

R0-78-9 142768 6/7 6/29 B 1A BB N C EH D N Reactor high pressure
sensor set point drift

RO 78-10 139663 6/7 6/23 5 EB F - B EE.BC G N Breaker mistaketely opened

t R0-78-11 139878 6/22 7/20 B EE N C C EH D N DG load sequence timer set
point drift-

i



- - - . - - _ ._ .

Table A2.10 (continued)

Number A on System Equipment Instrument "'"E " I '8 "D e ta s Cause Comment, , C te

RO 78-12 140052 7/4 7/31' B SH-D - N C EH D N Standby gas treatment
system radiation monitor
set point drif t

Ro 78-13 140263 7/14 8/11 B IA BB I C OK A N New testing procedure .
-

reveals reactor low water.
level sensor below T.S.
limit

Ro 78-14 140804 8/24 9/22 D EB,HA F.C - B BF.BG D N Breakers open improperly
on turbine trip, causing

. loss of power exceeding .
T.S.

RO 78-15 140356 9/4 9/14 D CE.CC H.DD M B BF D N Isolation condensers
isolate in shutdown-
tripped by line break
sensors

RO 18-16 140705 9/14 9/28 D S F-D CG - 3 OC_ A N Core spray snubbers inm high radiation area not
s

y inspected (T.S.' change
requested)'ru

RO 78-17 141587 9/14 10/12 B CE F,00, T C AL,BF, D N Loose torque switch set
QQ BA screw trips valve breaker

RO 78-18 140706 9/16 9/29 C CD 00 - C. AQ,AT, D' N MSIV leak
A0

RO 78-19 141146 9/15 10/16 B SA 00 - C AK.BC D N Torus-Reactor Bldg.
vacuum breaker inoperable

RO 78-20 141526 9/17 10/5 C IA.RC 1 H B EG.BG G N Maintenance workers dis-
connect IRM 17

1



.-. .
. _ _ _ -

T; bis A2.10 (Yonti1ued)

Sinifcance - Comment.^" ' f{mPone"
ven ePort P1 ant Cause

Number Ac s ton System Equipment Instrument , s di i n ,
, , g, ,

RO 78-21 145385 10/16 10/18 C SF-D Z - B AV D N Possinle Crack in core
spray sporger

'

RO 78-22 141390 10/17 10/15 C SH-D FF.00.F - C BA.AL - D N. Standby gas treatmenti

system valve solenoid '
QQ -

i seal loose, prevents valve
closure

RO 78-22 141720 10/19 11/15 C IA.RC I.C H B EC.BG G N Maintenance workers damage
AC cable to IRM 12.

RO 78-24 141198 10/18 11/16 C MB 00.FF. - A AG.AC D N Off gas system detonations
damage filter, valve seal

RO 78-25 142304 10/31 12/1 C WF JJ - 5 AW,AR D. N Leau in condensate storage-

tank-

RO 78-26 142281 11/21 12/5 C SA - M.T C AD.BJ B N Component not designed
for pressure

145383
145398

|
.

,

RO 78-27 142807 11/25 12/21 C IA - M.T C EH D N Reactor high pressure
switches set point drif t,1

j,

La LER78-28 142323 11/29 12/13 C CC.RA. 00.S P C AE.B8 D N Primary containmentb
isolation valves fail to

CJ close

RO 78-29 142324 11/29 12/14 C CE.SA 00 M.T C AW D N . Leakage past vent valess

RO 78-30 142708 11/26 12/22 C SH-B F.DD. - C AG.BD D N Containment spray pump
trip due to excess breaker
friction

RO 78-31 142776 11/30 12/28 C EE.WA N.DD P C AG D N DG trips, service water
pump fails to trip-breaker
binding

i

!

i
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Table A2.10 '- (continued) '

. . _ _

"

h System Equipment . Instrument Pon ".
8Nmb.r - Ac ton
, , " " " " * " ",

Number us I n- t -

..

, 5

9

LER78-32 145201 12/4- 1/3/79 C SH-B 00.F C BA C. N' Containment spray valve |
-

< '
*

. breaker not racked in-
LER78-33 142760 12/14 1/28/79 D . RB 1 T- 5 AE D $9 .. Attempt to insert control

~

rod fails due to bent
switch

.

r

LER78-34 145244 12/13 1/9/79 B EE.EC N.C - C OC C N. .DC test, battery test' not
*

done
.

LER78-35 145247 12/22 1/5/79 B SA - U B BL M N ' Higher than de'stred ' torus-.

water temperature
LER78-36 145245 12/12 1/10/79 B SH-D 00.QQ - C- AQ .D. N Standby gas treatment

k

. valve operator corrosion-
,

! 4

1

! I-
> s-*
I J|h
| O
,

1

i
i

,

;

, t

!
4

i
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T1bla A2.11 Codlig Shelt for R;porttbis Evints for Oyttar Creek - 1977

" "*["[,""t R t C'"''' Comen t
t: umber Acc . ton System Equipment Instrument Co di n. ,

Nteber

ER79-001 149448 1/18 2/15 D CE 00.QQ .T. C BA.EE D N Dirty swtich contacts on
isolation condenser valve
operator

LER79-002 147275 2/6 2/27 8 CE - M.T B EH : .D _N isolation condenser pres-
sure switch set point
drift

LER79-003 148538 2/26 3/26 B SA.WA U - B. BQ.BK D N Dryws.11 pressure drop due
to service water temp.
drop

LER79-004 148537 3/1 3/26 B SH-B. U - B AW E N Containment spray HX leak
WA

LER79-005 148607 3/22 4/4 B CB DD,T C B BF D N Recirc. pump trip-bad

23 voltage regulator circuit

(Reactor Shutdown)

LER79-006 149233 4/2 5/1 D RB I - B OK A N Rod worth minimizer not,
y used in test
e

LER79-007 149455 4/8 5/8 B SA 00 A C AL D N Vacuum breaker valve atram
. jam nut loose.

j

LER79-008 149235 4/17 5/8 8 CB DD.T F B AL.BF.EC D N. Recire. pusp trigMmotor
generator brush loosened
and burned (Reactor
Shutdown)

LER79-009 149454 4/16 5/16 B SA 00.HH - C AQ D N Vacutan breaker solenoid
fails

B OH D N Leak in DEDT line smallLER79-010 149453 4/17 5/17 B NA Z -

local release to soil
,

I



.

Table' A2.11 (continued)

.

II8"I **"**",*" ,"nd in epor Cause C-tLatwr Ac en ton System Equipment Instrument ,, e a s
Number

C BD.EE D N Core spray pump trip dueLER79-011 149452 4/19 5/17 B SF-D DD,F.S -

to blown breaker fuse

LER79-012 149451 4/19 5/17 5 SA - 1 B El D N Torus oxygen level h15h
(analyser out of calibra-

tion)

LER79-013 149234 4/27 5/10 B CB DD - B - B N Tour recire. pop opera-
tion not included in IDCA

"analysis

LER79-014 149450 5/2 5/16 B CB,CH, DD - B OK.BF, A $2,53 . Reactor' coolant level de-
CE BC,3D creases to triple low

point-no procedure for
operators in this situs-
tion (Reactor Shutdown)

LER79-015 149449 5/2 5/16 D CB DD - B OJ.BM H N Recirc. pump started with
loop coolant temp. low

LER79-016 14 % 10 5/6 6/5 D CE - M C EH B .N Isolationcondenserpres-
y
e sure switch set point

driftg
Cn

LER79-017 149 % 3 5/17 6/15 D SF-D 00,F - C BB,BF, D N Core spray valve operator
EE breaker failure ' '

LER79-018 149964 5/17 6/15 D SF-D CC - AC AA D N . Core spray snubber failure

LER79-019 150104 5/26 6/21 D CE - M.T C EH D N Isolation condenser pres-
sure switch set point
drift.

i

i

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .



_-

T; bis A2.11' (cas tinued)

Event Re por t Plant Component Abnormal Significance
Comment

Number Acc s ion System Equipment lastrument Cause
Date Date Status Status Condition Category

N ber

LER79-020 150103 6/13 6/27 B SA - - B OK A S7 Both secondary contain-
ment airlock doors open
(containment integrity

breached)

LER79-021 150683 6/20 7/20 B SA - M,T. C EH D .N' Containment pressure
switch set point drif t

LIK? 9-022 150688 6/27 7/27 B SH-B, U,Z - B AR,AW D N . Containment, spray HK' leak
WA

LER79-023 150696 7/19 8/2 B CB DD,T - A ED D N Recirc. pump motor
. generator brush repair

(Reactor Shutdown)

LER79-003E 151255 7/19 8/14 8 WA DD - B. BF,HC, H N Reserve dilution pump not
OJ started in time

'!
LER79-001E 154818 7/26 8/7 B PB H A,0,U B EI B N Temperature sensing pro-

cessor out of calibration
, n

da LER79-004E 151256 8/1 8/20 8 WA DD U,T B BF.EI, D- N Dilution pump #2 tripr-

fj OJ operator fails to start
#3

LER79-005E 151768 8/3 9/10 8 ZZ - - - 0F D. N Fish morta11 tics due to
temp. change or low dis-
solved oxygen

LER79-025 152984 8/6 11/13 5 PB.SA, 00,Z - B AW G S7 Torus sample valve lef t

SH-B open-violation of primary
containment integrity -

LER79-026 151461 8/7 9/6 B MA Z - B OH D N Laundry tank line less

LER79-027 151405 8/7 8/21 B SF-D CG - B AC.BC E- N Core spray snubbers
installed improperly

L



! Table A2.11 (continued)
|

" ' ,," ~ ,"ndi
*

*"'' b"""*"":: umber Ac ton System Equipment Instrument n t orD e D e St s
Acber

-

tr.R79-028 151406 8/7 9/6 B SF-D 00,F M C BB.BF H N- Core spray valve Stuck
open due to breaker trip

LER79-002E 6/6- 8/8 8 XX - U B 0F,0K A N Thermal monitor not '

8/8 red undant

LER79-029 152189 8/22 9/21 B RA.RB 1 S B EH A N SRM trips due to set
point drift

LER 79-030 151636 8/12 9/12 B RB J.DD, - 5 AW G N Control rod drive pump
Z vent line leak

LER 79-031 151940 8/29 9/28 B RB J.DD, - B AW G N Control rod drive p op
! Z vent line leak
I

| LER79-006E 153416 9/5 9/19 5 WA DD FF, - B HC BF, D N Dilution pep seal water
| P BK pressure low due to

clogged filter

i LER79-032 152651 9/14 10/10 5 SH-B, U,Z - B AR AW D N Contairunent spray HX leak
| A

M LER79-033 152553 9/17 10/10 D CC 00 M.T C AA D N Electromatic relief valve
A pressure switch defective00

LER79-034 152978 10/8 10/22 B SA - - B OK C 57 Both containment airlock-
doors open simultaneously
(violation of secondary
contairusent integrity)

LER79-035 152976 9/26 10/25 B MC - N B EH D N Main steam line radiation
monitor set point drift

LER79-007E 153415 10/9 10/18 8 WA DD.P M.T B BF.BK, D N Dilution pump trip-low
HC.AC lube pressure, blocked

filter

_ _ ____



. . - _ _ . .

Tab 13.A2.11 (conti:ued)

__.

", [,," System Equipment Instrument " ""PoneAtumber Ac ion
, , s n C te r

Number

LER79-036 152985 10/11 11/6 B SH-B - - 'B - G N Containment spray #1'
inoperable (door open),

LER79-037 153770 11/3 11/30 B dF-D S.DD - C BD.EE D N Core spray pump failure
to start (loose fuse)

LER79-038 153769 11/15 11/30 B. EE N.T T C BB.El D N DG breaker switch out of
adjustment

LER79-039 153768 11/5 12/3 5 RA - L.N B EH D N AFBMsetpYintdrift

LER79-040 153766 11/2 11/30 5 SH-D P - B OC.0K A N Standby gas treatment
system filters not tested
properly

LER79-041 153767 11/2 12/3 B MC - - B OC B N Rad waste building
ef fluent monitor
inadequate

I

LER79-042 153774 11/6 12/6 B CC 00 M.T B AY.AM E N Relief valve spuriously

n opens-wrong pressure
8 switch used (Reactor
$[ shutdown)
to

I LER80-002E 159070 11/25 8/1/80 - WA DD - B OK A N One dilution pump used ,

during startup

LER79-044 153939 12/19 1/18/80 B SA 00 -. B AG G N Scaffold blocks vacuum
breaker

LER79-008E 153497 12/28 1/7/80 B WA DD.FF - B BF.EK D M Dilution pump trip
. leaving only 1 in
operation

LER79-043 153938 12/28 1/24/80 B SA 00 - C AG.BA D N Vacuum breaker fails to
open (binding)
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Table A2.12 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events for Oyster Creek - 1980

i

#
3 ,' ' System ' Equipment Instrument SI "It **"**" ," ' '

[Number Ac e ion ICause- - hu, gNumber

' LER80-001E' 154622 1/5 '1/15 D ZZ - - - 0F D N - Fish morta11 ties due to '
low temperature -

LER80-001 154450 1/5 1/21 B CC 00 - C BA ' C N Electromatic relief valve ?
, retainer. ring backed off

LER80-002 154934 1/16- 2/14 C RC R - A.C BC. H ~N Fuel bundle'found rotated.-
LER80-003 154449 1/16 1/30 C SF-D |Z - A.C AV D. N Crack in core spray .

sparger.
LER80-004 155556 1/25 2/25 C WF Z B AR 0H D: N Condensate' transfer pipe-

leak-radioactive release,

to soil'-

LER80-005 155557 2/5 2/29 C SH-D - N C OJ.EH .C. N. Se't point ' rift and in-d
correct' setting on radia-
tion monitors.

LER80-006 155560 1/31 2/29 C CB . - E C EH D N . Recirculation flow sensors
y ' set point drif t
e

[ LER80-007 155456 2/13 3/7 C SH-D E - C CA D- N Standby gas treatmento eystem fan belt slipping.
LER80-008 155601 2/15 2/29 C CE CC.Z - AC AM .E. N Welded lugs not on

snubbers
.

LER80-009 155993 2/19 3/19 C. SH-B. U A.C AV.AR '5 N Tube corrosion and-

WA leakage in containment
spray HX's

LER80-010 155474 2/20 3/7 C SH- CG - A.C AL AM . -E, N Liquid poison system pipe'
anubbers omitted and of
incorrect design,

LER80-011 155994 2/19 3/17- C SH-D let E C BF,AV. G N Standby gas treatment :
EG ' system trip-flow sensor

stepped on and cracked

, .-. ,
. _ - _ _ _ _ _ ~
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Ttbla A2.12 (c:ntinued)'-

# '" I ' I **"#'
~

Number Ac lon - System Equipment . Instrument' Cause Conumen't '..<

, , ,
Number ,

LER80-012 155443 2/28 3/27 C EE.EC C - B OC C' N' DG battery test not
performed

,
LER80-013 155996 3/9 3/24 C AB 00- - A AV.OA D' N Fire protection system

-removed from service -
1 ' '

- valve crack

LER80-a14 155999 3/2 3/24 C. EE S - C BF.AL D N DG - trip-loose fuse :.mider

LER80-015 157006 4/3 5/7 C SA 00.QQ - B- .- AD D' N . Broken reac' tor b1dg.
Isolation valve-secondary
containment integrity'

'

a

degraded-

LER80-016 157162 5/12 5/23 C HA - M.T C- BC D N. Cenerator load rejection

, pressure switch failure

LER80-u17 158695 5/16 5/30 C kB I.J T B'- AG.OJ H Ni Control rod position
switch stuck;. position
interlock bypassed by-

7 operator-

5 LRE80-018 157699 5/7 6/5 C IA - M C. EH. D N Reactor pressure sensor'
# set point drif t

LER80-019 160257' 5/17 6/17 C SF-D 00 - ' C EH D N Core spray relief . valve -

set point drif t -

d

LER80-020 158250 6/5 6/18 C AB - - B OJ E ^N Fire barrier penetrations-
inadequate; safety watches
not conducted

LER80-021 CANCELLED

LER80-022 160256 6/3 7/1 C CE - T- C EI -D. N- Isolation condenser...
actuation switches out of'

. calibration

.

2
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Table A2.12- (continued)

*Number Ac es ion System ' Equipment' Instrument Cause . Comment
"*** I "D e eNumber , , Ct q

LER80-023 160261 5/23 7/23 C CC 00 M C EK D- N Electromatic relief
valve pressure sensors
set point drift

LER80-024 158270 5/20 6/27 C RB I - - OC A .N' Control rod test not,
,

. performed

LER80-025 160263 6/18 7/1 C AB 00 - C AL AT D N Fire protection valvee-_
,

one failure, one leak
'

LER80-026 160295 7/9 8/8 C XX CC - C AQ D N Snubber failuree

! LER80-027 158779 7/16 7/31 B SA 00 ' - B. OE C N' Plastic bag for leak testj

' left on vacum breakeri
LER80-028 159326 7/30 8/28 B IA -- M C- EK D N. Reactor high pressure

scram sensors set. point'
drift i

'

LER80-029 160236 7/11 8/13 B SA, DD M B EH D -N Drywell pressure sensor164443 SF-D
s set point drift starts

g . core spray p eps.
ro (Shutdown for calibration)

LER80-030 7/16 8/11 B CC 00,qQ - - B RA . D- N Electremstic relief valve
failure to open

LER80-031 160235 7/16 8/11 Bf XX CG - C AC D N ' Snubber failure-leakage
! LER80-003E 159137 7/21 7/30 B WA DD.P,X A' B BF.BL, D N Two dilution ptsap motorsi
1 BE. fail (windings),other
i trips due to ciegged filter

and high lube oil temp.
4 LER80-004E 159520 7/27 8/7 B WA DD -~ B BF,BL, D N Dilution ptsap trips from~

BK high lube temperature and
low cooling water pressure .,

,

'
_ _ _ _ _ _ .
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T;bla A2.12 '(continued)

" * *Number Ac e sion System Equipment Instrument mponent l
, , ,, ""** ***""Number 3 on te o y

LER80-032 160234 7/16 8/14 5 SA - - B BC A- S1,S2,: Torus area-containment
$7 spray pump room doors

open. _ Violation of
, secondary containment
integrity-containment
spray inoperable.

LER80-033 159327 8/6 8/14 B SH-A - - B EI D N Torus oxygen concentra-
tion too high-reduced flow
in purge systes

.(Power Reduction)

LER80-034 159328 7/29 9/2 B SH-D- E P C 'BF.BL D N Standby gas treatmentT

b system fan trip-high
temperature, bad relayu,

"
LER80-005E 8/8- 8/26 B WA DD - - B BC.BK, 'D N Dilution ptmp trips due

~

8/12 BL to high temp. (Iow lube
oil pressure)

LER80-006E 8/11 8/26 B. HC.WA H - B BL .D N Condenser discharge high
temperature-

LER80-035 160326 8/14 9/10 B. SH-B - M.T C EH 'D- N Containment spray pressure
switches set point drif t -

LER80-036 160207 8/15 9/15 B MC DD - B AL,BF D- N Stack gas sample pusp trip
due to loose fan (Reactor
Shutdown)

LER80-037 160354 8/19 9/18 B SH-D - M C- . BC - C N Welding lead causes stand-
by gas treatment system.

, sensor failure,



. -
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Table A2.12 (continued)

'", ,' *" , System Equipment instrument mPonent Abnormal Si "iti*'nceNumber Ac s ton ECause Comment,
Number , ,g r

LER80-038 159672 8/26 9/25 B IA - I C EH D N Reactor water level
sensors set point drift

LER80-039 159675 8/29 9/25 B CD - MT C EH D N MSIV pressure sensor set

Point drif t
.LERS0-007E 160300 9/1 9/19 B WA DD - B AG.AD D .M Dilution pump impeller

shear causes seizure
LER80-040 160433 9/4 10/1 B SF-D GG FF - C AT,AC- D N Core spray'anubber fails

LER80-041 160432 9/5 10/1 B SF-D DD,Z - A AW G. N Leak in core spray pump
line

LER80-008E 160357 9/10 9/25 8 WA DD.D. - B BL D N Dilution pump failure-
overheated bearing

LER80-0042 160817 9/11 10/7 B SH-B - M.T C EH D N Containment spray pressure
switches set point drif t

,, LER80-043 160418 9/25 10/14 B IA - I C EH D N Reactor water level sen-j,
sors set point drift

i th
Sh.; LER80-044 160902 9/30 10/29 B SF-D, -DD,X - A - G N' ' Fire protection system; AB

inadvertently actuates,
I

wetting core spray pump
motor lesde

LER80-045 160863 10/2 10/27 5 SF-D DD,X - A AW 'D N Leak in core spray pump
pipe nipple

LER80-046 160520 10/17 11/11 B SH-D P - C AM.BJ G N Wrong filter insts11ed
in standby gas treatment,

system

LER80-009E 10/26 11/3 B WA H.P - B HC,0F D N Intake screens plugged
with debris and crabs

. _ - _ _
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Tabl3 A2.12 (continued) - ,

" Port ant 8Ponent A" " 8I " "*8Number Ac es lon Sy8 tem Equipment Instrument Cause CommentD e a s , , n n te ry
| Number

LER80-047 161644 11/1 11/25 B SF-D - N.T C EH D N Core spray pressure
sensors set point drift

LERBO-048 161664 10/29 11/18 5 SH-B GG - C AC D N Containment spray snubber
failure

LER80-049 161667 11/5 11/19 B CE,$D 00 - A AT,BB D N Isolation valves leak.
fail to close-

f.ER80-050 161763 11/6 12/2 B SH-B - N.T C EH D N Containment spray pressure
switches set point drift

1.ERBO-051 161877 11/8 12/4 5 RC - - C. OC H N- Core tests not done as per
T.S.

.FJt80HCIC ? 161676 11/11 11/21 B WA DD,F - . B- BF.BK, I- N Debris in bay clogs seal
HC water strainer of dilution

pump

'.ER80-0115 161678 11/18 11/25 B ZZ - - - 0F D N Fish mortalities-low temp.

nj, LERBO-052 161873 11/18 12/8 B IA - I.T C EH D N Reactor water level sen-
on sors set point drift
um

LER80-015E 162433 11/21 12/17 5 AB DD,1, - 5 AA,BL, D N Loss of cooling water
FF AT,AG . causes fire pump diesel

to overheat and seize

LER80-012E 161677 11/22 12/2 D ZZ - - - 0F D N Fish mortalities-low
temp.

LER80-053 162046 11/30 12/23 B RB . J,UD, A AP,AT .D N Control rod drive pump-

Z,FF vibration causes pipe
leaks

a

3
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Table A2.12 (continued)

"" # Ponent noNumber Ac son System ' Equipment Instrument .Cause Commente e St s , , 9d Ct oryNumber

i

LER80-054 162045 11/30 12/23 B SF-D DD.X - A A,U.AC D N Water leak'into core
spray pump motor

LER80-055 162044 12/3 11/22 B SF-D - M.T C EH D N Core spray pressure,
switches set point
drift

LER80-013E 162062 12/4 12/17 B- WA DD.P - B HC.BT 1 N Low tide and wind causes :
BF low intake water level

(Reactor Shutdown)
LER80-056 163385 12/4 12/23 5 CC - E.T C ' EH D N Main steam line flow

- sensors set point drif t .

Lt280-057 162041 12/5 12/23 B SH-B - M.T C EH D N Containment spray pressure
switches set point drif t

LER80-058 12/11 1/9/81 B SF-D, CC - C AC D N Core spray and contain-
SH-B ment spray snubber-

failure

7 LER80-059 163366 12/15 1/15/81 B EE EC C - C OC C N -Main station battery and'W
U1 DC battery testa not done
*

LER80-060 12/11 1/9/81 B CE - - N.T C EH D N Isolation condenser
pressure switches set
point drift

LER80-061 163364 12/17 1/16/81 B SF-D. CC.FF - C AC.AQ,- D ~N Containment spray and
SH-B AT eore spray snubber

failures

i LER80-062 163359 12/18 1/16/81 B RB J.DD, - B AC D N Control rod drive pump1 actor fails (one of those
mentioned in 80-053)

Lrd80-063 16?362 12/17 1/16/81 B IA - I.T G EH D N Reactor water level
sensor set point drift



_ _ - _ _
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T bla A2.13 Coding Sheit fgr Rey n . bin Events f4r Oyit:r Creek - 1981
,

n P t Ponent **"**
Number Ac e ion System Equipment Instrument Cause Comment

, , , , g
Number

LER81-001 163602 1/2 1/30 B SH-B - M C EH D N Set point drift in a
containment pressure sen-
sor,

t.ER81-002 164438 1/2 1/30 B MB DD - B AA D N Stack gas sample pump
reached end of life.

LER81-003 164233 1/12 2/9 8 AB 00 - C BN 1 N Fire hydrant valve leaked
and the water froze in
the hydrant.

LER81-004 164442 1/16 1/30 D EC N
-

OK B N de diesel generator any
71 be under-rated for a IDCA
M, given a LOOF.
u
" LER81-005 164454 1/6 2/5 8 WA F - C AQ D N A service water pump had

a clogged strainer.

LER81-006 164229 1/15 2/9 8 RK - T C EN D N 1mt reactor water level
trip switch drifted.

LER81-007 164350 2/2 3/26 B SH-B FF B OK N N Containment spray com--

partment door not closed
as required.

LER81-008 164564 2/10 3/12 B MA BB B AI.BS B C3 Badioactive water seeped
through the new radwaste
building.

LER81-009 164710 2/13 3/16 B SH-B FF B AW D N Containment spray snubber
leaked due to a deterio-
rated seal.
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Table A2.13 (contimmed)

35'- := = =. et- = -- = = .-- .t=-E- -t -s t e-t -a-t--

LER81-010 165180 2/2 4/2 B 38 N- 3 OK A N Radistica usalter set
-

point use not set cor- '

rectly.

LER81-011 165344 3/9 4/8 3 G M C EE D M leeletime W pipe.

break eenser drifted.
lea 81-012 165394 3/13 4/10 D SF N C EE D N Set point drift is pree-

-

sure relief valve pree-
sure sensore.

LER81-013 165948 3/19 4/20 & 87-D N.T 5 ER D N 5et pelat drift la core
-

spray high dryuell pree-
sure evitch.

LIR81-014 165392 4/1 4/15 B SE-A 33 - 3 BS D N Cen*=i-* esygen ces-
centration too hid duey to a low rate of iner-a

>-* ties.

$ LER81-015 165880 3/24 4/21 5 (X: E C ER D M Set point drift la anta
-

steen 11am hid flew
sensore.

12R81-001E 165398 4/15 4/27 3 NA DO T B 3D D N Reserve dilution pumpi
did not start within
ties rep irement.

LER81-016 166426 4/21 5/21 D UF 00 3 AK D C3-
P h e tramofer valvet

leaked 10.000 gallene.
LER81-017 166241 4/15 5/14 5 55-B BD t. A4 1 M Centeinamat spray leep-

lasperable.

_ - - _ _ _ .
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T bla A2.13 (continued)

'" 8Ponent
Number Ac ton Systen Equipment Instrument ""** ""

Da a e a , on on C te y
Number

5 OK C 57,58 Workers placed scaffoldLER81-018 166120 4/16 4/30 B SA 00 -

such that the two vacuum
breaker valves could not
open completely.

OK A N Failed to calibrate IIHLER81-019 165915 3/28 4/27 3 II - -

in reactor protection
system during shatdous.

LER81-020 166398 5/1 6/1 D CE I C EI D N Isolation coedesser level-

instrument reading high.

M C EN D N Set point drift in re-LER81-021 166841 6/3 7/1 3 SF-C -

actor high pressure son-
sors.

,LER81-022 166463 5/20 6/3 D SA FF - B 3C N 87 One personnel air lock
would not close and the
other wee left opea.

7 LER81-023 166724 6/3 7/6 B SA BB - 3 BS D N Unter la fastrusset line
y gave bed reading of oxy-

e sea la the dryve11.

LER81-024 167723 6/8 7/8 B WA' DD - - C OA D N hso service water pumps
found inoperable and
testina of pumps wee
late.

LER81-025 166723 6/17 7/1 B SA FF - 3 BC N 37 Both railroad air lock
doors were open at the
same time.

i

.
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Table A2.13 (continued)

I]"," h* , ,
System Equipment Instrument SI ItI**"**

"',"ENumber Ac ton Cause Comment, ,Number

LER81-026 167843 6/27 7/27 D CE - M,T B EH D- N Set point drift la isola-
tion condenser pressure
switch.

LER81-027 168039 7/9 8/10 B SA - T B BC' C N Limit switch on contain-
ment isolation valve sis-
aligned.

1 LER81-028 167844 7/6 8/3 3 SA FF 5 AX C C3 Radioactivity releasa-

through a tear la a dt.ct

seal.
i LER81-029 168536 6/8 8/14 5 RB X,D 5 AA D W A CRD motor had its bear--

1 ings wear out.

LER81-030 167850 7/14 7/27 5 SA MB 00 E B BB,BD D C2 RB exhaust valve failed
to close and standby gas
treatment system failed
to start.

e
* LER81-031 164538 5/8 8/14 D SF 00 C BA D N One of the ADS relief-

$ valves failed to opea
during test.

LER81-032 168171 7/13 8/12 B CC 00 - B OC.Out A N Safety and relief valve
position system not
tested la required time -
limit.

[ LER81-033 168131 7/27 8/6 B SA FF - B BC C 57 Feroommel accese airlock
doors were found open.

I

| LER81-034 168542 7/22 8/21 5 RB - - B 05 11 N Fuel peaking occurred due
to operator error.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table A2.13 bestianed)

Event ePort Plant **Ponent Abnormal I" **""*
Number Ac s ton Systen Equipment Instrument Cruw Comment

Date Date Status status Condition Category
,

5 OK N N Nonfunction tire barrierLER81-035 168524 7/21 8/21 5 AB - -

discovered.

B BT D N Reactor water level chen-LER81-036 169225 9/5 10/5 C RK - -

nel lost its reference
head.

LER81-002E 167768 7/29 8/21 3 MA DD - C BF 3 N hso dilution pumps
tripped.

LER81-037 168620 7/31 8/31 B SR-B FF 3 OE N N Containment spray pump-

compartseat door found
OPen.

LER81 038 169232 8/27 9/20 C CC U 5 AU D N has obetdosa cooling-

heat enchangere ex-
perienced tube leake.

n 12n81-039 169083 8/19 9/18 C (|C U - C ND.AU A N ev-at cooling water

L heat eschanger had
several tubes fail.a

>a
laa81-040 168608 8/15 9/1 C CC - M.T C EN D N Set point drift in emer-

gency relief velve pree-
sure evitches.

LEB81-041 171084 8/24 9/8 C MB DD - 5 AA D N A stack gas pump failed
due to wear.

12R81-042 169114 8/20 9/11 C MB FF - 3 SF D N Stack 8ee pump tripped
and alare did not annua-
ciste.

I
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Table A2.13 (continued)

*""* ""'* *""*""
"," Systen Equipment Instrument di n Ct ryNumber Ac s los ,D e a

Number

LER81-043 168932 8/29 9/14 C MB 00 - 8 AZ D W Stack gas sample flow
control valve closed.

| LER81-044 168931 8/25 9/23 C SA D - C AA D N Exhaust faa had votal

out beariass.
l

I

LER81-045 169655 9/24 10/23 C CE 00 - C BA D N Isolation condesser iso-
lation valve failed to
open.

LER8'l-046 169653 9/20 10/21 C CF GC - C AK D N Dirty oil and faulty
seals caused 3 RNR saub-
bers to fail.

LER81-048 171046 10/12 11/11 C CC 00 - C BS D N Cleanup system isolation
valve failed to close.

[
$ LIR81-049 171033 10/12 11/11 C SM-s M.T C EK D W Set point drift in con-w

tataamat sprey pressure,

switch.

M.T C EF D E Core' spray pressure
LER81-050 171384 10/15 11/17 C SF-D -

switch closed alare
failed to clear.

LER81-051 171085 10/17 11/18 C CC - M.T C IN D N Set potat drift in emer-
gency pressure relief
valve pressure switch.

LER81-052 171032 10/21 11/13 5 SA 00 C BA D N Cont 61 ament testation
valve failed to opea..

,

3 BA I N Off-gas bypass valve
LER81-053 170138 10/21 11/24 5 MB 00 -

failed to open.

___
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Table A2.13 (continued)

Si ifi"*"**
",'," Cause h at" '

Number Ac e ion Systen Equipment instrument g ,
o D a e

Number

LER81-054 171104 10/28 11/30 B CB - M C EN D N Set point drift in meta
steen low pressure een-
sor.

I

LER81-055 171105 10/31 11/30 D II C - 3 EE D N be scoustic moottoring
system channels had

d

broken cables.
|

M.T C EN D N Set point drift la iso-LER81-056 171826 11/13 12/14 5 CE -

1stion condenser pipe
break semoors.

LER81-057 171106 10/31 11/30 D CC - M.T C EN D N Set point drift la emer-
sency pressure relief
velve preneure switch.

LER81-058 171803 11/11 12/11 B SM-B - M.T C EN D N Set point drift la coa-

[ teinment sprey pressure
switches.g

w OK 'N N Lineer heet generationLER81-059 171800 11/16 12/17 5 BC - - -

limit not checked.

LIR81-060 171595 11/21 12/21 B RC - - - 34,05 A N Lineer heat generation
limite enceeded.

LER81-061 12/22 2/5/82 C SM-B CG - 5 04 D N Wine sembbers failed la
SF-D.CE the core spray, coatein-

amat oprey, shutdeum
cooling and isoletism
condenser systene.

LER81-062 171574 11/25 12/23 3 SA - M C EN D N Set potat drift in dry-
well pressure senser.
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|
|

Table A2.13 (contimmed)

* C nent norm 1 51 ificence*
['' system Equipment Instrument cease % ,,Number Ac s ton , ,, ,, , g ,,

Mumber

C BB C N leolation condenser valveLER81-063 171577 11/19 12/21 5 CE 00 -

failed to close.

LER81-065 171541 12/9 12/23 3 CE 00 - 3 35 A CS leolation condenser valve
failed to close.

LIR81-066 172285 12/1 12/31 3 CC E C ER D N 5et point drift is asia
steen high fisw sensors.

LER81-067 12/20 1/20/82 C RS 00,ER - C 31 D N Screm solenoid volve
failed.

LIR81-068 12/18 1/10/82 C RC - C.T C ER D N Reactor triple low water
level indicator switch
set point drif t.

b LER81-069 172026 12/30 1/26/82 D SF-D M.T C ER D M Set point drift of core-

$ spray his drywell pree-
sure switches.

LER81-070 172027 12/31 1/28/82 D CE M,7 C ER D W Set point drift la isola--

tion condeper pipe break
eenoor.

LER81-071 12/31 3/5/82 5 NC N B OK,0A A C3 Radunste liquid radia--

tion monitor read a fac-
ter of ten low for 8
months.

LER81-072 172028 12/29 1/28/82 C SF-D 00 C BC y C8 Core spray valve failed-

partially opes.

|

|

[

l
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This- Safety Evaluation Report.is a product of the NRC staff and _its consultants.
The NRC staff members listed below were principal contributors to this report.
A list of consultants follows the list of staff members.

NRC Staff

Name Title Branch

J. Mitchell Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
J. Levine Meteorologist Accident Evaluation
E. Markee Principal Meteorologist Accident Evaluation.
W. Pasedag Section Leader Accident Evaluation
T. Quay Section Leader Accident Evaluation
M. Wohl Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
T. Chan Auxiliary Systems Engineer Auxiliary Systems
A._Singh Auxiliary Systems Engineer Auxiliary Systems
S. Kirslis Sr. Chemical Engineer Chemical-Engineering
F. Witt Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering
J. Guo Sr. Structural Engineer Containment Systems
Y. S. Huang Containment Systems Engineer Containment Systems
L. Ruth Containment Systems Engineer Containment Systems
C. Li Reactor Engineer Containment Systems
M. Dunenfeld Principal Reactor Physicist Core Performance
H. Holz Sr. Reactor Engineer CRBR Program Office

.

F. Kantor Team Leader Emergency Preparedness
Licensing

R. McMullen Geologist Geosciences
J. Chen Geotechnical Engineer Hydrologic & Geotechnical

Engineering
R. Pichumani Geotechnical Engineer Hydrologic & Geotechnical

Engineering
G. Staley Hydraulic Engineer Hydrologic & Geotechnical

Engineering
T. Dunning Section Leader Instrumentation & Control
C. Rossi Section Leader Instrumentation & Control
F. Burrows Reactor Engineer Instrumentation & Control

(Instrumentation)
S. Bhait Senior Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
F. Litton Senior Materials Engineer Mat; als Engineering
R. Prevatte Reactor Systems Engineer Power vstems

(Electrical)
5. Bryan Nuclear Engineer Program Development
G. Alberthal Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems
E. Marinos Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems
R. Zimmerman Senior Resident Inspector, Region I

Ginna
R. Silver Sr. Project Manager Research & Standards

Coordination
J. Watt Sr. Reactor Engineer Research & Standards

Coordination
M. Rubin Sr. Reactor Engineer Reliability and Risk

,

Assessment
K. Campe Site Analyst Siting Analysis

4
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Name Title Branch

K. C. Lev Structural Engineer Structural Engineering
.N. Chokshi Structural Engineer . Structural Engineering
0. Rothberg . Structural Engineer Structural Engineering
Y. Li Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering
M. Boyle Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

Project Manager Program
S. Brown Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

Project Manager Program
P. Chen Sr. Mechanical Engineer Systematic Evaluation

| Program
T. Cheng Sr. Structural Engineer Systematic Evaluation

Program
G. Cwalina Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

Project Manager Frogram
C. Grimes Section Leader Systematic Evaluation

Program
R. Hermann Section Leader Systematic Evaluation

Program
K. Herring Sr. Structural Engineer Systematic Evaluation

Program
R. Fell Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

Project Manager Program
E. McKenna Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

Project Manager Program
T. Michaels Sr. Project Manager Systematic Evaluation

(Integrated Assessment) Program
D. Persinko Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

,

| Project Manager Program
R. Scholl Sr. Project Manager Systematic Evaluation'

(Integrated Assessment) Program
A. Wang Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation

j Project Manager Program

P. DiBenedetto*
M. Fletcher *
H. Fontecilla*
K. Hoge*
R. Snaider*

Consultants

Name Company Topic Report Date

R. VanderBeek EG&G VI-7.A.3 May 1981
D. A. Weber EG&G V-11.8 June 1981

VII-3 June 1981
VIII-1.A August 1981

V. B. Call EG&G, Idaho III-6 August 1982

*No longer with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Oyster Creek SEP G-2
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CEnsultants

Nome Company Topic Report Date

FT Farmer EG&G, Idaho III-10.A April 1980
VIII-2 June 1980
VIII-3.B December 1979

S. Mays EG&G, Idaho V-11.A December 1979
VI-7.C.1 November 1979
VI-10.B- December 1979
VII-1.A March 1981
VIII-4 January 1980

E. J. Morken EG&G, Idaho VII-1.A March 1981
VII-2 March 1981

M. E. Nitzel EG&G, Idaho III-6 July 1980
E. W. Roberts EG&G, Idaho VI-10.A- June 1981
W. L. Server EG&G, Idaho III.5.B July 1982
Not specified EG&G, Idaho VI-7.A.3 May 1981

VIII-3.A December 1979
'A. Udy EG&G, Idaho VI-4 June 1981
A. G. Deheleiz EG&G, San Roman III-7.B May 1982
C. Y. Liau EG&G, San Roman III-7.B May 1982
R. Agarwal Franklin Research Center - III-2 June 1982
D. Barrett Franklin Research Center III-2 June 1982
L. Berkowitz Franklin Research Center III-1 March 1982
N. A. Fedele Franklin Research Center IX-5 June 1982
A. Gonzales franklin Research Center III-1 March 1982
1. A. Sargent Franklin Research Center V1-6 May 1981
T. Stilwell Franklin Research Center III-7.B April 1982
D. Bernreuter Lawrence Livermore National II-4 April 1981

Laboratory II-4.A April 1981
II-4.C April 1981

C. Y. Liau Lawrence Livermore National III-6 November 1980
Laboratory

R. C. Murray Lawrence Livermore National III-6 November 1980
Laboratory

T. Nelson Lawrence Livermore National III-6 November 1980
Laboratory

D. S. Ng Lawrence Livermore National III-6 November 1980
Laboratory

W. Stein Lawrence Livermore National VI-2.D October 1931
Laboratory

D. Vreeland Lawrence Livermore National VI-2.D June 3, 1981
Laboratory

R. Spolak Sandia National Laboratory PRA August 1982
J. Mcdonald Texas Tech University II-2.A May 1980
J. Scherrer Westec II-3.A June 1982

II-3.B June 1982
II-3.B.1 June 1982
II-3.C June 1982

Oyster Creek SEP G-3
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UNITED STATES

8 - 'n NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 | ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
g, waswiwovow.o c.rosss

.....
November 9,1982

Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingten, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Palladino:

SUBJECT: ACRS REPORT ON THE NRC SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM REVIEW 0F THE
OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

During its 271st meeting, November 4-5, 1982, the ACRS reviewed the results
of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), Phase II, as it has been applied
to the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station. These matters were discussed
also during a Subcommittee meeting in Washington, D.C. on October 26, 1982.
During our review, we had the benefit of discussions with representatives of
the General Public Utilities Nuclear Corporation, the Jersey Central Power &
Light Company (Licensee), and the NRC Staff. We also had the benefit of the
documents listed below.

This is our third review of the application of Phase II of the SEP. We

reported to you on our reviews of the Palisades and R. E. Ginna plants in
letters dated May 11, 1982 and August 18, 1982, respectively. The first
report included comments also on the objectives of the SEP and the extent to
which they have been achieved. Our review of the SEP in relation to the
Oyster Creek plant has led to no changes in our previous findings regarding
the program as reported in our letter on the Palisades plant.

The remainder of this letter relates specifically to the SEP review of the
Oyster Creek plant.

Although the Oyster Creek plant is the first boiling water reactor (BWR)
to be reviewed under the SEP, the findings by the NRC Staff regarding the
number and nature of topics for which the plant did not meet current criteria
were .not markedly different from those for the Palisades and Ginna plants. A
large number of these topics related to the adequacy of the design to resist
extreme external phenomena (flooding, tornado, earthquake), and most of the
remaining topics related to balance-of-plant items, or items of a generic
nature not specific to BWRs.

Of the 137 topics to be addressed by the SEP, 30 were not applicable to
the Oyster Creek plant, and 24 were deleted because they were being reviewed
generically under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USI) program or the
TMI Action Plan. Of the 83 topics addressed in the Oyster Creek review, 38

H-1
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were found to meet current NRC criteria, and 5 were found to be acceptable on
another defined basis. We have reviewed the assessments and conclusions of
the MC Staff relating to these topics and have found them appropriate.

For all or parts of the remaining 38 SEP topics, the Oyster Creek plant
was found not to meet current criteria. These topics were addressed by
the Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, and various resolutions have been
proposed.

The Intt> grated Assessment has not yet been completed for all or parts of
13 topics, for which the Licensee has agreed to provide the results of
studies, analyses, and evaluations needed by the NRC Staff for its assess-
ments and decisions. All of these topics are of such a nature that hard-r

ware backfits may be required by the NRC Staff for their resolution. The
Staff's assessments will be provided in a supplemental report that will
be available for review in connection with the application for a full-
term operating license (FTOL) for the Oyster Creek plant.

For all 'or parts of 10 topics included in the Integrated Assessment, the
NRC Staff concluded that no backfit is required. We concur.

For the remaining topics for which the assessment has been completed, the
EC Staff requires the addition or modification of structures or equipment
in about half of the cases, and the development or modification of procedures
or Technical Specifications in the other half. The Licensee does not agree
with the NRC Staff's requirements for three of the hardware backfits, two ofi

which relate to leakage detection systems, and for five of the required
procedural backfits, all of which relate to the Technical Specifications.,

Our comments on these areas of' disagreement are given below.i

In connection with Topic III-4. A, Tornado Missiles, the NRC Staff's concern
is that all of the components that could be used for shutdown heat removal
could be disabled by multiple missiles transported by a single tornado. The
NRC Staff requirement is that at least one system capable of shutdown heat.

' removal should be protected against tornado missiles. The Licensee believes ;

that the total-loss of shutdown heat removal capability as a result of
1multiple missile strikes is of such low probability that no protection is ineeded. We agree that this is a very low probability event, but we do not i

believe that the probability has been quantified with any significant degree I

of certainty. Further, we -recognize the importance of having at least one
{

| shutdown' heat removal system available following a tornado, or other extreme
; environmental event. We recommend therefore that one such system be pro-

tected against tornado missiles (and other possible effects of high winds, 1

'such as -sandstorms) unless the cost of such protection clearly outweighs
the reduction in risk.

For Topic III-5.B. Pipe Break Outside Containment, the NRC Staff requires an
automatic local leakage detection system for the isolation condenser piping.

H-2
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which is legged and is outside of containment. The system should be capable
of detecting leaks from stable cracks before they grow to be too large. The
detectable leak rate is based on an analysis of tight cracks whose length is
two to four times the wall thickness. The Licensee contends that the leak
rate corresponding to such a crack will be large enough that it can be
detected by visual inspection. If they can show this to the MtC Staff's
satisfaction, we feel such an approach is simple and reliable. If they

cannot, an automatic leak detection system would be a more delicate but
acceptable approach.

Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection, relates to
the requirement for a reliable system to detect leakage inside the contain-
ment- with a sensitivity adequate to provide early warning 50 that timely
actions can be taken to preclude a pipe b.reak. The Licensee believes that

Wethe existing system, utilizing the containment sump, is satisfactory.
believe that this matter should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the
NRC Staff.

In cor.nection with Topics V-5, VI-7. A.3 and VI-10. A. the NRC Staff requires
certain limiting conditions of operation, and surveillance or testthat

requirements, be added to the Technical Specifications for the Oyster
Creek plant. We concur.

Topics XV-16 and XV-18 relate to the calculated radiological consequences
for certain design basis accidents; thyroid doses calculated in accordance
with current criteria are considerably in excess of the siting criteria.
To correct this situation, the NRC Staff requires that the iodine concentra-
tion in the reactor coolant be limited by appropriate changes to the Techni-
cal Specifications. We believe that this proposal is acceptable.

As was the case for the Palisades and Ginna plants, a plant-specific proba-
bilistic risk assessment (PRA) was not available for the Oyster Creek plant.
Because a plant-specific PRA was not available, the NRC Staff utilized in its
Integrated Assessment the results of the Millstone Unit 1 PRA developed as
part of the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP), suitably modified

The PRAand interpreted to reflect the differences between the two plants.
study for Oyster Creek addressed 20 of the topics included in the Integrated
Assessment, a somewhat greater number than for either Palisades or Ginna.
However, because the Millstone IREP did not include extreme external events,
topics relating to design criteria for such events could not benefit from the
use of PRA in the Integrated Assessment.

Our conclusions regarding the Oyster Creek SEP review are similar to those
for the Palisades and Ginna plants:

The SEP has been carried out in such a manner that the stated objectives
4

1. achieved for the most part for the Oyster Creek plant andhave been
should be achieved for the remaining plants in Phase II of the Pr.ogram.

H-3
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2. The actions taken thus far by the NRC Staff in its SEI' assessment of
the Oyster Creek plant are acceptable.

3. The ACRS will defer its review of the FTOL for the Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station until the NRC Staff has completed its actions on the
remaining SEP topics and the USI and TMI Action Plan items.

Sincerely,

P. Shewmon
Chairman

References:
1. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Draft Report, " Integrated Plant Safety

Assessment, Systematic Evaluation Program, Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station," NUREG-0822, September 1982.

2. PRC Staff consultants' reviews of the Oyster Creek Integrated Plant Safety
Assessment Report consisting of consultant reports from H. S. Isbin,
Z. Zudans, J. M. Hendrie, and S. H. Bush, dated October 22, October 25,
October 21, and October 20, 1982, respectively.

3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Safety Evaluation Reports, Oyster Creek
Systematic Evaluation Program Topics, Volumes 1 through 3, dated October
1982.
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Dr. Paul S. Shewmon, Chairman
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
' Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Shewmon:

In your letter to Chairman Palladino dated November 9,1982, the ACRS;

| presented its views on the Systematic Evaluation Program Integrated
Assessment Report for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station.- In
summary, this letter supported all of the staff's positions except
departed from the staff on leakage detection. The purpose of this
memorandum is to respond to the Committee's comments and describe the
subsequent resolution on leakage detection and other issues of staff-
licensee disagreement.

The licensee has agreed to provide at least one equipment train which
is protected against tornado missiles. The licensee has verbally
advised the staff that they are evaluating the installation of a portable
pump and hose connections to provide cooling water to the emergency
condenser. A schedule for this modification is forthcoming. The staff
concludes that such ~a proposal would be acceptable, subject to confirma-
tion that the equipment and water supplies are in protected areas.

For the emergency condenser steam line piping outside containment, the
ACRS suggested that visual inspection for leakage should be acceptable
if the licensee can demonstrate to the staff that a crack sufficient in
size to produce visable leakage is stable. The licensee (GPU) is proceed-
ing along this path and the staff will act on their proposal scheduled
to be submitted in February 1983. If the limiting leakage rate cannot
support visual inspection, then some form of automatic leakage detection
would be required commensurate with the limiting leakage rate.

For reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection inside containment,
the ACRS judged that this issue should be resolved in a manner acceptable
to the NRC staff. The staff and licensee have reached an agreement on

i this matter. The licensee will evaluate the reliability of their existing
sump level monitors and atmospheric activity monitors, and modify them,
if required, to detect leakage rates from the limiting stable crack. The
licensee will then propose specific action requirements for the Technical
Specifications to respond to changes in leakage or a loss of monitoring
capability due to system failure or a seismic event. The staff finds this
action acceptable.

i

The licensee has also agreed to all the technical specification change
issues that were points of disagreement at the ACRS meeting, including

H-5
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the one discussed in the preceding paragraph. The licensee will adopt-
the General Electric Standard Technical Specification limits for reactor
coolant iodine. However, the sampling frequency and corresponding actions
will be developed on a plant-specific basis as a function of the sampling
technique and plant operational characteristics. The licensee has agreed
to incorporate reactor protection system surveillance testing requirements
into their Technical Specifications for the emergency condenser actuation
components and logic channels and testing of the reactor mode switch, high
drywell pressure instrumentation and manual start and timing relays, all of
which interface or are part of the reactor trip system.

The' staff will revise draft NUREG-0822 to reflect the agreements reached
i between the staff and the licensee and respond to the recommendations
' from the Committee and the staff's consultants.

Si ncerely,

| W
t

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

|

|
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Pacifw Northwest Laboratories
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$,$'"T7E5223October 20, 1982

trm m m

Mr. Christopher I. Grimes, Project Manager
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch
Division of Licensing
Office of Nucl0ar Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Chris:

Subject: Integrated Plant Safety Assessment - Systematic Evaluation
Program - Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station

Since this is the first of the BWR's. I compared the format and general
approach to that used with Palisades and Ginna as well as the S.E.P.
objectives established by the task force.

The formats of all three ars quite comparable which I presume is a deliberate
decision. The general approach was quite similar. In fact, I often found
entire paragraphs dealing with explicit items that were verbatim.

Compliance with SEp Ob.iectives

I am repeating the objectives and handling of deviations here since this is
the first of the BWR's.

1. The review program must assess the adequacy of the design and
operation of all currently licensed nuclear power plaats.

2. The program should establish documentation which shows how
each operating plant compares with current criteria on
significant safety iss as, and provide a rationale for
acceptable departures ' rom these criteria.

3. The program should provide for the capability to' make integrated
and balanced decisions with respect to any required backfitting.

4. The program should be structured for early identification and
resolution of significant deficiencies.

5. The program should efficiently utilize available resources and
minimize requirements for additional resources by NRC or industry.

The planned systematic evaluation would establish the adequacy of all operating
power reactors with respect to safety and provide clear written documentation
bases for this conclusion.

8210260502 821020
CF ADOCK 05000219
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|

|

|

When deviations from current licensing criteria are identified, the following,

| alternatives for combinations of alternatives) will be considered as a basis
for establishing acceptability:

1. The deviation can be justified'as not significantly decreasing
the . level of safety.

2. Use of non-safety systems to perfom safety functions.

3. Administrative or procedural changes to enhance system reliability.

4. Augmented surveillance programs.

| 5. Selected backfitting to enhance system reliability.

In my estimation the report does meet the objectives. For example, there
were several instances of integrated and balanced decisions with respect to
backfitting, and I was pleased to note permission to use non-safety systems
to perfom safety functions rather than requiring backfitting and upgrading.

I believe the report is in compliance with the five S.E.P. objectives.

Operating History

I concentrated on the executive sumary to obtain a flavor of the Oyster
Creek operating history and spot sampled the appendix. I feel that the
appendix gives an excellent overall picture of Oyster Creeks operation.
There appear to be no disturbing trends or major devidtions from the nom.

Fomat and Positions

Since my original copy had several pages missing, I needed to remodify this
section. I touch on items requiring modification below.

, Page xi- The Sumary, cites numbers that do not jibe with later
sections. For example, 43 items are said to meet' current
criteria; the asterisked items in section 3 total 40 with the

suspect items being II. 2-A, IX-6, and XV-8. I can buy the first
two being asterisked, but XV-8 is cited specifically in 4.15 as
having been analyzed. I believe this requires clarification.

e Page xv- I confess that I am surprised to see the reader referred
to the Kalamazoo Public Library. For Palisades, yes. For Oyster,

' Creek, that's a long trip.

e A definite plus, is the use and citation of PRA in examining benefit-
risk and deciding that backfitting is or is not required. The

|
Appendix 0 serves as a basis.

;
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o The consistency of format and of handling the various issues
is very important in promoting the feeling that the SEP
objectives are being met. The transition from PWR's to a
BWR was simplified by this consistency. I compliment the
author's.

This consistency is promoted by the similar handling of
equivalent items in Palisades, Ginna and Oyster Creek.
Presumably this will continue through the other BWR's.

o The turbine missile problem III. 4-B was not covered in
,

Palisades and Ginna, and.no reason was advanced as to why
| it is raised with Oyster Creek. Since this seems to be a

deviation from the existing' norm, it might merit a sentence
as to why it was included; e.g., turbine orientation, more
vulnerable safety systems, etc.

o An issue I raised with regard to Ginna of not recognizing PRA
positions cited in Appendix D does not exist here. You are to
be complimented on the extensive use and citation of PRA in the
decision process.

Specific Conclusions

Rather than presenting a broad overview such as with Ginna, I decided to
revert to the Palisades approach of addressing each item separately. This
will provide a better basis for reviewing future BWR's.

4.1-(11.38.11.38.1 II.3C) Positive actions as to modif'ying systems and
Tech. Specs consistent with action in PWR.

4.2-(III.1) Seismic and Quality. Very similar to Palisades. No problems.

4.3-(III.2) Wind and Tornado loading. I applaud the item-by-item analysis
permitting a selective approach to evaluate or to accept rather than the
arbitrary "do it all" approach.

4.4-(III.3A) Similar to 4.3 in approach - good.

4. 5-(III . 3C) Generally in good shape; however, inspection program needs to
b2 formalized.

4.6-(III.4A) Tornado missile approach also selective as to whether given
items need to be considered. Position acceptable.

4.7-(III.4B) Turbine missiles. See previous coments. I have no problem with
requirements.

4.8-(III.4D) Selective handling cf road and air traffic.

1-3
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4.9-(III.5A) I like your flexible position re handling multiple breaks.
It would never have occurred a few years ago. Leak detection should help.
Incidentally, the PRA position re break / leak time tends to be conservative.

probab(ility of breaks in some locations such as between valve and contain-
4.10- III.5B) My biases show; I'm happy to see the Staff accept the low

ment wall. I_ fought and lost the battle about ten years ago.

4.11-(III. 6) Sample analysis of seismic loads a good approach. The CRD
analysis may be complex.

4.12-(III.7B) Your sampling bases on handling of loads is a good approach.

4.13-(III.8A) Personally, I feel that the Utilities hurt themselved by not
installing loose parts monitors. The recent extensive damage to steam
generators requiring a years outace micht have been avoided. I acree this
is not a major safety issue most of the time. It can be some of the time.
In any event, it can be a major economic issue, but that's not NRC's respon-
sibility.

4.14-(III.10A) A combination of PRA and selective evaluation established that
the backfit gain was marginal - a good approach.

4.15-(IV. 2) Similar to 4.14. PRA and an earlier Dresden-2 analysis served
as basis for decision re acceptability.

- 4.16-(V. 5) This is similar to 4.13. Leak detection has both safety and
economic implications. Reliable and diverse systems are cheap insurance.

| 4.17-(V. 6) This tends to be a bookkeeping item. Postion acceptable.

4.18-(V.108) Again - A good use of PRA.
,

4.19 (V.11A) PRA establishes significance and makes this a high priority.
A good approach.

4.20-(V.12A) A reasoned approach when the parts do not meet current criteria
but the overall program meets intent.

4.21-(VI.1) This issue is new to me. I understand the intent, but I don't
understand the accident precursors. I wonder if it's significance has been
exaggerated.

1-4
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4.22-(VI.4) Valves still seem to be the Achilles heel. The PRA serves as
a good basis for action. I-concur.

!

l4.23-(VI.7A.3) Testing ECCS logic. Issue resolved.
|

4.24-(VI.7A.4) OK

4. 25-(VI .7C.1 ) Selective analysis - no backfit.

4.26-(VI.10A) PRA caused Staff to retreat from earlier position. Fits
into " Objectives" approach.

4.27-(VII.1A) Upgrading a desirable action.

. 4.28-(VII .18) Another use of PRA. No action although Utility is going ahead.

4.29-(VII.2) Selective approval.,

4.30-(VII.3) Use of alternate cool down systems not requiring backfit. Good
'

approach by Utility. Acceptance by Staff equally good.

4.31-(VIII.2) Upgrade *a emergency power diesel - good.

4.32-(VIII.3B) Upgrading of DC System. I agree is necessary. Good

4.33-(VIII.4) PRA establish issues other than penetrations control therefore,
no backfit. I concur.

4.34-(IX. 5) Selective upgrading of ventilation systems is needed.

4.35-(XV.1) Use of PRA to establish level of risk (low). Therefore, no
backfi t.

4.36-(XV.16) PRA. Ties to 4.37.

4.37-(XV.18) Decision that keeping RCPB activity limits within GE bounds
resolves release problem for XV.16 and XV.18.

4.38-(XV.19) Again, a reasoned action not requiring backfitting. It's a
good idea to improve MSIV leakage by better traintenance.

2
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Mr. C.I. Grimes
. c ober 20, 1982 g

Appendices

A. Duplicates Ginna

B. : Duplicates Ginna

C. Plant Specific

D. PRA similar overall to Ginna; of cons *Jerable Value.

E. References

F. Operating experience. I concentrated on sumary and skimed remainder.

With some cleaning up of items cited earlier, I find this document quite
acceptable.

Very ly yours,
.

! w/ .
f6f&

i
S er H. Bush

| Senior Staff Consultant

| -SH8/ par
!

,
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b BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY I

QQ[ ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.

Upfon. Long Island. New York 11973

(516)282s 2443CWrnent of Nuclear Energy FTS 666'
Building 197-C

October 21, 1982

Mr. Christopher I. Grimes
Project Manager, Systematic Evaluation

Program Branch
Mail Stop 516

! U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

REF: INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT, 0YSTER CREEK,
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

Dear Mr. Grimes:

This letter is my technical evaluation report on the Oyster Creek Inte-
grated Plant Safety Assessment, as given in the draft report NUREG-0822. It

fulfills the requirements of the first work assignment (0yster Creek) of Re-
vision 1 of the project, " Consultant Services, Dr. J. M. Hendrie to Review SEP
Integrated Plarit Safety Assessment Reports," FIN A-3367, B&R No. 20-19-20-21-1.

CONCLUSIONS

The Draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report on the Oyster Creek
Station supports my previous conclusion, drawn after study of the Palisades and
Ginna reports, that the Systematic Evaluation Program is fulfilling the intent
of the Commission when it authorized Phase II of the program in 1977.

In reviewing the results of the staff's integrated assessments, I found
two areas where I question the outcomes. The first concerns the removal of

seven automatic bus transfers between emergency AC power sources (Section 4.25,
Topic VI-7.C.1). I do not necessarily disagree with the staff judgments, but
question whether the matters at issue have been sufficiently well analyzed to
yield the best choice of actions. Details are given in my comments on Section
4.25. The second area is a general disinclination on my part to see Technical
Specifications burdened with details of testing and surveillance programs. The

b90 0
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specific instances are noted in my detailed comments. Aside from these points,
I find the staff recommendations for backfitting, or, in a number of cases,
that backfitting not be required, to be reasonable and appropriate and the
bases for those recommendations to be adequate.

As in the Palisades and Ginna evaluations, a number of the staff recom-
mendations for Oystar Creek at this stage of the SEP review are for further.

analysis and evaluation by the licensee. The results of these analyses and
evaluations will require a further round of decisions by the staff as to
whether or not backfitting of equipment, procedures, and Technical Specifica-
tions is required. These further decisions should be made on the same inte-
grated assessment basis as those given in the draft report.

A number of the original 137 SEP safety topics are being treated generic-
ally under the Unresolved Safety Issues program, the Three Mile Island Action
Plan Program, or other regulatory generic programs such as implementation of
Appendix I to 10 CFR 50. These topics have been excluded from the Oyster Creek

SEP review reported in NUREG-0822. Resolution of these topics that are specif-
ic to Oyster Creek will be needed eventually. I continue to believe that the
generic resolutions of these topics should be applied to SEP Phase Il plants,
such as Oyster Creek, through the SEP Branch integrated assessment process.

Resolutions of the "further evaluation" topics, as well as resolutions at
some level of the generic USI, TMI, and Appendix 1, etc. topics will have to be
in hand before any proceeding on the Oyster Creek full term operating license,
or the Commission will have to exclude them from the proceeding.

DISCUSSION

THE STAFF SAFETY REVIEW

The intent of the SEP review is to examine a chosen plant against current
licensing criteria and practices in 137 safety topic areas. These 137 topics
are listed in Appendix A of the report. Where deviations from current criteria
are found, there are a number of alternatives, or combinations of alternatives,
that may be considered as a basis for acceptability. These include acceptance
of the deviation because it does not significantly decrease the plant safety

I-8 |
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1cvel, use of non-safety-grcde systems to perform safety functions, administra-
tive or procedural changes to enhance safety system reliability, augmented sur-
vaillance programs for the same purpose, and selected backfitting. Deviations
from current criteria are acceptable if staff evaluations show that the plant
would respond satisfactorily to the various design basis events and that the
probability of those or the consequences are not significantly higher than for
piants now being licensed in accordance with current criteria.

The Qyster Creek Station has been reviewed against 83 of the original 137
SEP saftty topics. The dele ^; copics, 54 in all , fall into two categories.
The first category, which includes 24 topics listed in Appendix B of the re-
port, is not covered in the current work because these topics are essentially
the same as TMI Action Plan items or Unresolved Safety Issues that are being
treated on a generic basis by other staff groups. The deletion of these 24
t: pics from the present Qyster Creek SEP review is reasonable and is consistent
cith the deletion of generic items from previous reviews. The resolutions of
some of these TMI and USI items could have major effects on Qyster Creek and
its operation. The coordination of these resolutions with the requirements of
the SEP review needs careful consideration by the staff. I have recommended in
previous reports on SEP reviews that application of the generic TMI and USI
resolutions, when they are available, should be made to SEP plants by the SEP
Branch through the integrated assessment process. I repeat that recommendation
for Qyster Creek.

The second category of deleted topics, which includes the 30 topics listed
in Appendix C of NUREG-0822, is not covered in the current work because these

t: pics are, for the most part, not applicable to boiling water reactors in gen-
cral or to the Qyster Creek site or design in particular. One topic , III-8.B,
is covered by a previously published staff report on BWR control rod drive
failures. Two other topics, V-1 and V-2, are concerned with ASME Code confor-
mance requirements tnat are reviewed under another topic and with possible-
future code cases. Two topis, XI-1 and XI-2, concern Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50
catters that are the suLject of generic programs in other staff offices. The
Technical Specifications topic, XVI, is to be addressed later, when all of the
other SEP topic resolutions are settled. Aside from these six topics, the rest
of the 30 topics in this category are of the "not applicable" type. I find
these 30 deletions to be proper and appropriate.

I-9
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Of the 83 SEP topics reviewed for Oyster Creek, 43 resulted in ' staff
judgments that the plant meets current criteria or is acceptable on another de-
fined basis. Time has not permitted me to sample the staff. safety evaluation
letters on those 43 topics. The remaining 40 topics were subjected to the SEP -

| integrated assessment process, to detennine what actions should be taken to
deal with the identified deviations from current criteria.

I judge that none of the 40 topics included deviations regarded by the
~ taff as so egregious as to constitute urgent safty problems requiring imme-s

diate action. The draft report makes no mention of the point, but does not

[ ' indicate that any immediate actions are contemplated. I found nothing in the

f 40 topics that amounted to an urgent safety problem.

My tally of the outcome of the staff's integrated assessment process is as
follows. The 40 topics decompose into some 92 subtopics or issues. (Icount
six issues under III-1, whereas Table 4.1 lists it as a single issue. Other-

wise, my count matches Table 4.1.) The results of the integrated assessments
for the 92 subtopics were that:

31 subtopics yielded recommendations for backfitting of equip--

ment or procedural and administrative changes;

30 subtopics were found to require no backfitting or other-

changes; and

31 subtopics require further analysis and evaluation informa--

tion from the licensee. )

A more evenly balanced set of outcomes for "yes", "no", and "maybe" (with

| regard to backfitting) could hardly be imagined. Changes to the Oyster Creek J

Technical Specifications are recommended by the staff in six cases among the 92 !

| subtopics. That is not a large addition to the license, but it might reason-
ably be even smaller. It is not necessary to have every plant specification
and testing requirement listed explicitly in Technical Specifications, which ,

Ihave grown over the years with such details as to be well-nigh unmanageable.

| The substantial number of subtopics for which the licensee is to do fur- ;

ther analysis and evaluation will give rise in due time to more review work and
to another set of staff decisions on what, if any, backfitting should be done,

i

i
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For consistency and proper coordination of staff requirements, it is important
that these decisions be made through the integrated assessment process, prefer-
ably by the same assessment team.

COMMENTS '0N THE INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT RESULTS

4.1 Topics II-3.B, II-3.B.1, and II-3.C: I take it that reevaluation of

hurricane- and rain-induced flood levels results in rather higher levels than

| . the original design basis. Nine issues or subtopics have been identified.

(1) Splitting the emergency power sources to the two condensate transfer -

pumps, to eliminate the vulnerability of both pumps to a single emer-
gency power source failure is a reasonable step. I assume at least
one of the condensate transfer pumps is needed at the new flood levels
because the service water, emergency service water, and diesel-driven

,

fire water pumps, which could otherwise be used to supply makeup to
the isolation condensers, would be flooded out. I would think that
even in flooding conditions, it should be possible to hook up a por-
table pumo rig to supply makeup to the isolation condensers.- Perhaps
that is included in the RHR reliability item (Section 4.18), where up-
graded procedures for safe shutdown using alternate sources of makeup
water are proposed.

(2) I agree that the revised emergency procedure will adequately specify
actions in flood conditions and that changes in the Technical Speci-
fications are not necessary.

(3), (4) The steps proposed are reasonable.

(5) This starts out saying a Technical Specification should be developed
for safe shutdown and concludes by saying it isn't warranted. I agree
with the latter conclusion. Perhaps the first statement should be,
"The staff's initial evaluation was that a Technical Specification
should be developed ....," similar to (2)?

(6) The report text puts the PMH flood level at +13.5 ft MSL. An error?
'

It is given as +22 ft MSL on page 4-1. In any event, the proposed
procedure upgrading is appropriate.

(7),(8),(9) The proposed actions are reasonable.

1-11
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, 4.2 Topic III-1: This topic involves seismic and quality classifications of
structures, components, and systems, and an attempt to demonstrate that Oyster
Creek meets current code.and regulatory requirements. I suspect it is going to
be difficult to prove that.a 1967 Cadillac is,-in fact, a 1982 Cadillac. The
better question is whether the 1967 Cadillac is serviceable today. The licen-
see has apparently agreed to a wide-ranging reexamination of radiographic and

{ fracture toughness requirements and of pump, valve, storage tank, and piping
design bases. I have no objection to the recommendation, although it is a very
substantial amount of work, but my guess is that some hard questions about
present serviceability will remain when all the results are in. I would decide
those on the basis that for a plant that has operated reasonably successfully
for more than a dozen years, a component is'serviceaole unless it can clearly
be shown to,be unserviceable, rather than the reverse logic that a component is
unserviceable unless it can be proven to meet current criteria.

4.3 Topic III-2: Wind and tornado loadings from a site-specific design basis
tornado are evaluated for various structures. Several of the deviations from
current criteria f aitially identified were found by the assessment team to be
non-problems. I agree with these judgments and find the actions proposed for
the other issues to be reasonable.

|

4.4 Topic III-3.A: This topic involves the hydrostatic loadings from high

| groundwater in flood conditions on plant structures. Two of three initial is-
j sues are found on reasonable grounds (no pun intended) -- adequate protection

in one case, an insignificant long-term groundwater level change in the other
-- to not warrant further review. The evaluation agreed to by the licensee in
the third case (short-term groundwater levels) is an appropriate action. <

4.5 Topic III-3.C: Water control structure inspections of intake and dis-
charge canals, intake trash racks and screens, and roof decks, and a formaliza-
tion of these inspections are the subjects. Roof decks are covered by install-
ing scuppers, the canals are judged to be adequately covered by present prac-
tices, and the licensee has agreed to supplement his inspection program and
document it. These are appropriate steps and conclusions. The remaining item,
the staff position that intake structure inspections should be fonnalized in
shift turnover procedures or in-service inspection procedures until intake

| water level instrumentation is upgraded, is a reasonable action. The licensee
i

already carries out these inspections, but has not agreed as yet with the staff
position.

I

l
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4.6 ~ Topic III-4.~A: Tornado m'issile protection - The licensee has agreed to
undertake evaluations of vulnerability to tornado missiles in several areas.
. Protection will be provided if found necessary for various components around ;

the mechanical access opening in the reactor building. The licensee argues
that the emergency diesels'are not necessary for safe shutdown because other

' motive sources for getting water to the isolation condensers should be avail-
able in a tornado, but will do an evaluation for the diesel generators. 'I am '

doubtful that the licensee can make that argument stick, but, like the staff, ,

will await his evaluation. The licensee also argues that tornado missile pro-
-tection is not necessary for the condensate storage tank, torus water storage
tank, and service water and emergency service water pumps. The staff wants

;

. protection for sufficient systems and components to assure safe shutdown via*

th2 protected elements. I think the staff is right and has put the requirement
correctly -- protection is not needed on all these components, but on enough of
them to assure safe shutdown. The licensee is correct in saying that loss of

; all six' service water and emergency service water pumps, and the diesel-driven
fire pumps by tornado missiles is a low-probability event, but I find protec-
tirn against the spectrum of tornado missiles for a minimum array of safe
shutdown equipment hardens the plant against all manner of untoward events in
these turbulent times and is a most comforting safety measure.;

4.7 Topic III-4.B: Turbine missiles - The inspections and monitoring programs
proposed are reasonable.

4.8 -Topic III-4.D: This topic concerns missiles from offsite explosions, air-

craft, etc. Truck explosions are found to be of little significance, and the

licensee will evaluate possible hazards from aircraft. The actions are appro-
I priate.

1 4.9, 4.10 Topics III-5.A, III-5.B: These topics involve pipe breaks inside

and outside containment and the possible effects on safety-related components
from pipe whip, water jets, etc. Four issues or subtopics inside containm'ent
were identified and two outside. I find the assessment team's reasoning and
judgments to be appropriate, given the regulatory history on these topics.

(See also 4.16.)

4.11 Topic III-6: Seismic design matters - Three of five identified issues

yielded requirements for more detailed analyses. These look reasonable to me.
;

i
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' When the results areln hand, the staff will need to take'a realistic view of

any indicated needs f ar more pipe supports and restraints. The other two is-
sues, ability of safety-related electrical equipment to function and qualifica-'

tion of cable trays, are being dealt with through SEP Plant Owners Group pro-
|

4 grams and the generic effort on USI A-46. That'is an appropriate approach for I

these 1'tems.

4.12 Topic III-7.B: Design codes, criteria, loading combinations, and reactor
cavity design - A number of areas of changes in design codes since the Oyster
Creek design was completed have been identified, and the staff wants a review
of them for the as-built plant. The licensee believes his seismic design eval-
uations submitted to date cover the point. Staff admits some overlap, but

,

notes various areas not previously analyzed. Staff will settle for a licensee
'

review of the staff's work and a sampling basis evaluation of the code changes
as they affect various plant structures. Licensee has agreed and will identify
corrective actions if any are indicated by his evaluation. That seems to me a,

reasonable proposition.

4.13 Topic III-8.A: This concerns loose parts and core barrel vibration mon-
|

i toring. Since backfitting of loose parts monitoring on operating plants is a

j generic issue in connection with revising Regulatory Guide 1.133, the SEP ques-

| tion is whether to jump the gun and backfit now. The staff judgment is "no",
i and the reasons presented for that judgment are sensible and adequate.

4.14 Topic III-10.A: This topic involves thermal overload protection for

valve motors. Two issues arise -- thermal overload relay setpoints and use of
_

magnetic vs. thermal-magnetic trip breakers. The themal overload setpoint
matter was one of two rated as " medium" in importance in the probabilistic risk
assessments done for Oyster Creek and reported in Appendix D of NUREG-0822.
The staff wants the licensee to evaluate setpoints for ESF valve motors and to
bypass the thermal overload relays where the setpoints cannot be conservatively
establi s hed . It is a reasonable step, since it will improve the availability

of many safety-related valves. No backfitting was proposed for magnetic trip-
only breakers, since the PRA work showed negligible effect on overall risk. I

i agree with the' staff conclusions. (An editorial note: In Appendix D, page
xvii, the availability advantage of thermal-magnetic over magnetic breakers is
given as 30%. It should be 40%. The Executive Summaries in Appendix D are, by

the way, a most useful addition.)

1-14
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4.15 Topic IV-2: This item. on reactivity control systems, got into the
integrated assessment when the ' initial review found itself with insufficient ~

information to complete a single failure analysis. Subsequent work by'the
staff, including material from the Dresden-2 review, showed that Oyster Creek
meets current criteria and the topic is thus a non-problem,

t

4.16 Topic V-5: Leakage detection-primary system - Oyster Creek has only sump

|
monitoring of the three leakage detection systems recommended in Regulatory

| Guide 1.45. That exacerbates the staff's problems with pipe breaks in and out
of containment' (see 4.9 and 4.10). The judgments made for those topics that
pipes will leak before breaking are more robust if there are dependable ways to
ditect leakage and thus to anticipate and avoid high pressure pipe breaks. The-
staff therefore wants the full array o'f three primary system leakage detection
systems, with one of them qualified to the safe shutdown earthquake and detec-
tien sensitivity setpoints detennined by analyses under the pipe break topics

I for leakage amount before break, Technical Specification-limits on plant
operation when the leakage detection systems are not fully functional, and
Technical Specification surveillance requirements for the systems -- the whole
" megillah". A limited PRA was done for the topic using a small break LOCA. It

J gave low importance to the leakage detection systems, but is not pertinent to
the staff's viewpoint, which is focused on pipe breaks and effects of pipe

f

Lwhip, jets,etc. The staff position is helped by the presence at Oyster Creek
! cf two unused leakage detection systems -- for airborne particulates and

~

gaseous radioactivity -- so that curing the condensation problems in these and
putting them in service yields the desired three systems. The licensee has
agreed to put the unused systems into operation and to qualify one of three
systems for the operating basis earthquake. I will go most of the way with the-
staff on this one: the staff's bases for the requirements proposed are reason-
able. I would want to know how difficult the SSE qualification is, compared to

,

j qualification to the OBE, to be sure that a practicable system is available,
' and see if any appropriate operating limits and the surveillance requirements

could not go into plant procedure rather than adding to the Technical Specifi-
cations. Two other issues under this topic, interface leakage and coolant
inventory balance, were appropriately found not to warrant backfitting.

4 4.17 Topic V-6: Vessel integrity - Two issues on vessel material surveillance
capsules and one on the in-service inspection program are reasonably treated

I-15
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here. The most interesting aspect of this otherwise rather routine topic is
the Case of the Missing Capsule -- which ".... is believed to be lying at the
bottom of the fuel pool."

4.18 Topic V-10.B: This topic concerns upgrading shutdown procedures to as-

sure that residual heat removal functions can be assured in all circumstances.
The staff has correctly decided not to limit shutdown functions to safety-grade
systems. I concur in the staff position that the availability of multiple
methods of accomplishing the task increases the likelihood of getting it done.

4.19 Topic V-11.A: The issue raised in this topic is protection of the re-
actor water cleanup system from the high primary pressure, to avoid an inter-
facing systems LOCA. The current isolation provisions do not meet current
criteria, but the-licensee claims the RWCU system has sufficient relief capac->

ity to withstand a failure of the isolation interlocks. The staff wants an

analysis showing the relief capacity is sufficient, the consequences of the
relief valve sticking open are acceptable, and the probability of isolation
failure is low compared to FSAR-analyzed comparable events. Otherwise,the
staff wants redundant isolation interlocks or more relief capacity. The staff

3 - position is reasonable and its basis is adequate.

4.20 Topic V-12.B: Primary coolant purity specifications are the subject
here. The licensee has submitted a revised water quality specification that
would meet current criteria. The staff wants the new specifications incorpor-
ated in plant procedures and Technical Specifications. The actions are
appropriate.

1

4.21 Topic VI-1: The issues are organic materials that could be a problem in I

accident conditions and post-accident control of water chemistry to prevent !

long-term corrosion-induced failures. The staff proposals are reasonably-based
and adequate.

4.22 Topic VI-4: Containment isolation - Like most older plants, Oyster Creek
'

has numerous containment penetrations for which the isolation valving arrange- i

ments do not fully meet the current rules in this arcane area. The staff has
quite properly determined that extensive backfitting should not be required,

i since the PRA estimates show a low importance to overall plant risk (and since
; extensive cu'. ting and rewelding of penetrations and piping is more apt to
'

degrade than improve safety). However, various administrative steps such as
;
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locking some isolation valves closed are recommended. Also, accessibility of
the operating stations for certain remote manual valves should be assured and
leakage detection capability provided for two lines. The staff's bases for the
actions proposed and for the no-backfitting decisions are reasonable and ade-
quate, and I agree with them. (An editorial note: Having two issues under
tht, topic that are both labeled " Remote Manual Valves" is not ideal from the
standpoint of clarity.)

4.23 Topic VI-7.A.3: ECCS actuation system - The issue here boils down to
l matters of testing the emergency condenser actuation logic provisions and put-

ting the test details in the Technical Specifications. I would leave them in
the operating procedures. Otherwise the staff proposition is appropriate.

4.24 Topic VI-7.A.4: The issue is core spray effectiveness and arises because
the staff had insufficient information in the initial review stage to complete

its work. Further information is now in hand and will be evaluated in connec-
tion with the review of startup from the Cycle X refueling. A new core spray
sparger has been developed and tested and will be installed, on current plans,
at the Cycle XI refueling. In any event, the review of this as an SEP issue is

,

declared complete, a sensible disposition.

4.25 Topic VI-7.C.1: This topic involves automatic bus transfers between re-
dundant safety-related po er sources. It has long been the conventional wisdom
among staff El&C types that automatic bus transfers are a "no-no" in essential
electrical circuits. There is a reasonable basis: whatever improvement in re-
liability of supply that results from proper functioning of automatic transfers
is more than offset by the chance of switching a fault onto the remaining live
bus and thus failing both sources. It is probably a good rule for new con-
struction. It is not so clear it is a good idea for all of the seven automatic
bus transfers the staff wants taken out of Oyster Creek. The seven loads which
have auto transfer between the two emergency AC buses are MCC IAB2, Vital

Lighting Distribution Panel 1, Vital AC Power Panel 1, Continuous Instrument
Panel 3, Instrument Panel 4, Protection System Panels 1 and 2. I don't know
what the motor control center feeds, but those other panels sound like a lot of
instruments and vital lights that one would not want to lose, and removing the
auto transfers leaves them with a single power supply. A PRA estimate was made
to see what improvements in emergency power reliability would result from

1-17
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removal of the auto transfers (Appendix D, page 60). The result was an im-
provement of 15%, but is masked by the six times more likely failure of both
diesel generators. It was rated as having medium importance. As I read the
PRA section, it seems that some very conservative assumptions were made about

breaker failures. Whether the improvement in overall emergency AC reliability
is worth the reduced reliability of power to all those instruments is a nice

question, and I am unimpressed by the evidence in hand. In fact, problems of
handling the plant upon loss of the instruments powered from Vital AC Panel 1
are looked at in Appendix D, page 93, in connection with Topic VII-3. The con-
clusion there is that loss of the VACP 1 instruments does degrade operator re-
sponse significantly, but is masked by other operator error probabilities and
so does not contribute to the overall core melt risk. Somehow, that does not
give me much comfort on the question of taking out those auto transfers. I
think the matter deserves some further analysis.

4.26 Topic VI-10.A: This topic involves testing of the reactor trip system,

and engineered safety feature trips, including response time tests. The staff
conclusions and proposed actions are reasonable, except that I would not put
all the reactor trip system test details in the Technical Specifications.

4.27 Topic VII-1.A: The issues here concern isolation of flux monitor signals
and power supplies for the reactor protection system. The actions proposed are
appropriate.

4.28 Topic VII-1.B: Trip setpoints and drift are the concern in this topic.
The staff recommendations are reasonable and the licensee has decided' to put in
an improved trip system to cure the difficulties.

4.29 Topic VII-2: The issue here is resolved by the analysis and actions of
4.14.

4.30 Topic VII-3: Safe shutdown systems - The staff conclusions on water
inventory for safe shutdown are correct: depressurization and core spray from
the torus will do the job if necessary. Other aspects are covered by the rec-
ommendations of 4.1 and 4.18.

4.31 Topic VIII-2: Diesel generators - The issue is loss of emergency power
by spurious action by diesel generator protective devices. The staff wants im-
provement in annunciation of diesel generator alarms and bypassing in accident

I-18
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conditions of several protective function' relays. A PRA estimate of the worth
of the latter step gave it low importance, but the staff is properly sensitive
to the need for reliable emergency power and recommends it be done. I agree.

4.32 Topic VIII-3.B: DC power system monitoring - 1.1ke most older plants,
Oyster Creek does not have much indication in the Control Room of the condition
of the batteries and associated breakers, chargers, etc. The staff wants im-
provements -- installation of some battery status alarms. A proper decision on
all counts.

4.33 Topic Vill-4: Electrical penetrations - The staff concludes that no
' backfitting is needed, on reasonable and adequate grounds.

4.34 Topic IX-4: Ventilation systems - Four ventilation issues appear here:
restoration of essential ventilation units by powering them from the diesel
generators on loss of offsite power, and without overloading the diesels; re-
actor building ventilation and spread of contamination on its loss; ventilation
cooling of core and containment spray pumps; and ventilation and cooling of
batteries, motor-generators, and switchgear. The licensee has concluded the
plant can be shut down safely with a loss of HVAC. The staff concludes the
reactor building ventilation issue requires no backfitting, but further evalua-
tion by the licensee of the other issues is needed to demonstrate essential
components can stand a loss of ventilation and that ventilation loads can be
taken by the diesel generators, and to identify any needed corrective actions
or improvements. The staff position is reasonable on all counts.

4.35 Topic XV-1: This topic involves feedwater transients, specifically
failure of the feedwater controller. The staff concludes no actions are needed
in view of the turbine bypass system surveillance program now being carried
out, the short time until shutdown for Cycle X refueling (January 1983), and
the low importance in a risk sense of feedwater controller malfunction. I
agree.

4.36, 4.37 Topics XV-16 and XV-18: These topics involve radiological conse-
quences of failure of small lines or main steam line outside containment. The
issues in both cases are allowable primary coolant activity, and staff posi-
tions that these accidents should yield conservatively calculated offsite doses

I-19
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well below Part 100 guidelines. Oyster Creek's current primary coolant activ- . " . . . .
ity limits are well above the BWR standard tech spec values, and doses calcu- . + * -:

.

'

lated with the conventional staff models are high. The staff wants the BWR '.

standard tech spec limits to be used for Oyster Creek and put in the Technical ' . . ' . , - : .

Specifications. Even then, the small line case would not meet current crite- . .1 4 -
,,

ria. The. staf f, for good and adequate reasons, would not require flow limiters i.
-

in the small lines. I think the staff position is reasonable, but wonder if , a . ,.. , . . . .-
;

the reactor water cleanup system is capable of the job without some upgrading. , . . ,.
-

4.38 Topic XV-19: The issue here is radiological consequences of LOCAs, and
.'.\

.

~1' *

.;

the contribution to same from main steam line isolation valve leakage. On rea- El ~ -G ,. --
- : ~ ,

sonable grounds, the staff does not recommend changes in the Oyster Creek MSIV |.. - - '
. c - .,

leakage limit or more radical measures such as a current model leakage control l i- ~ ' '
,.

system. The staff does want an improved preventive maintenance program for the [ . ,, < '
;

MSIVs, or justification that the present program is adequate. Testing experi- ,f-,
ence is to be included in the evaluation. The steps propored are reasonable "...f'.,',*

and appropriate. [ )- '' .
,,

Sincerely, 7
" , -

,
.
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h M. Hendrie ,
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To: Christopher I Grimes , Project Manager
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch
Division of Licensing
Of fice of Nuclear Peactor Regulation

From: Herb Isbin hd,-

Review of Draft Report, NU REG-08 2 2

Integrated Plant Saf ety Assessment
Systematic Evaluation Program
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
USNRC, September 1982

.

Previous Reports :

April 23, 1982 Review of Draf t NUREG-0820 (Palisades Plant)
June 15,1982 Review of Draf t NUREG-0821 (Ginna Plant) <

July 20, 1982 Comments on the Continuation of SEP

Oyster Creek is the third plant to be reviewed in the Systematic Evaluation .

Program and also is to be considered for the conversion from the Preliminary
Operating License to the Full Term Operating License. Completion of the SEP
assessment will provide documentation for this step. The SEP review has not
identified any iteln that was considered to be of sufficient importance to
require a prompt resolution. In fact durtng the course of this review thus
far, no modifications and no saf ety improvements have been implemented as a
result of SEP. The SEP modifications and safety improvements identified can
be bnplemented on a reasonable time schedule.

The SEP reviews start with 137 Topics, for which 30 Topics are not
applicable for this plant. An additional 24 Topics are relegated for resolu-

__

tion through the Unresolved Safety Issues and the TMI Action Plan Items, for
which a Supplement to this report will be issued. Of the 83 remaining Topics,
43 met cu rr ent criteria or were acceptable on another defined basis. Thus, 40

Topics were considered in an integrated assessment for backfitting. Engineering
judgments, licensee's po s i t io ns , and Itnited probabilistic risk assessments

(PRA) were used to formulate decisions. The followLng conclusions were
^

reached:

11 Topics (11 issues) require equipment modification or addition
7 Topics (8 issues) require procedure developcent or changes
14 Topics (23 issues) require engineering analysis or continuation

of an ongoing evaluation
5 Topics do not require any backfitting
8 Issues Licensee does not agree with the NRC position

or has not addressed it

.

..
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In my judgment, the overall format used to present the issues and
decisions is good, as well as the process of decision making. The concise
presentations retain the desired clarity, but may not reflect the balance in
the decision making as perceived by the licensee. For example, future reports,
and in particular the Supplement, might include interactions of the licensee
with industry-sponsored programs as well with other ongoing NRC activities,
the initiative displayed by the licensee in deveJoping the safety evaluations
for the Topics, and commitments of the licensee's resources to the SEP review
and Dmplementation. Addressed should be the concern whether other Dmportant
activities of the licensee, such as attention to preventative maintenance and
modifications improving plant reliability, are being diverted by SEP. The
Report notes that the licensee is planning for an e;. nded outage in 1983 and
for the outage following completion of Cycle XI. In this time scale , resolu-
tions should be forthcoming from the THI related items and from the Unresolved
Safety Issues. How should SEP fit into the prioritizing and categorization
of significant improvements in overall safety presumably mandated by the other
ongoing NRC programs? Is the scheduling of SEP improvements commensurate with
the appraisals and resources of the regulator and the licensee? I believe
that the SEP integrated management team should have a major role in the
decision making applicable to SEP-reviewed plants.

Limited probabilistic risk assessemnts were made for 19 issues plus a
portion of an additional issue. Seventeen issues were considered outside the
scope of PRA. Overall, I found the methods used to be helpful and that the
results were utilized in a practical manner in formulating decisions.,

Appendix F is a very detailed report on the operating experiences for
the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station. The review did not uncover any
significant "ag ing" ef f ects . Only two specific conclusions were reached
regarding concerns pertaining to " . losses of containment int eg rity . and"

" .the outdated or inadequate procedures." Perhaps another approach could
be used which would be more efficient and effective in providing the input
needed for the integrated assessment. Highlights should include management
responses and cammitments to NRC Inspection Reports , independent safety
audits, and industry-sponsored evaluations . These items are partially covered
under " Operating and Regulatory Performance Since January 1, 1982"

In the conduct of SEP, recognition should be made that there may be
modifications and/or improvements which have a strong economic incentive
rather than an immediate safety significance, but because of ongoing NRC
burdens and commitments are being postponed. For example, a loose parts
monitoring system is judged using PRA to be relatively unimportant from the
st andpoint of reducing risks: however, such a system might provide an early
warning of loose parts and thereby avoid expensive repairs and downtime. The
example is carried further to illustrate another complication. A licensee
should be able to use this system with no commitments in the Technical
Specifications. The present SEP conclusion is that no backfitting is required
with a caveat, .at this time", since the issue is being considered*

generically for Revision 1 to Pequlatory Guide 1.133. Thus, the implication
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is made that decisions reached now for no backfitting might be changed because " .. " ., : ,

of a generic resolution reached at a later date. If the generic resolution | ~'., *

'
utilizes the same information base as that used in the PRA, then obviously -

Othe decision making processes with particular emphasis on integrated '3..
assessments are being muddled. To avoid this, as noted previously, the SEP |*' ,.3 ,
integrated management team should be able to interact with other NRC groups . i #p

'

. . . . , '}making decisions in determining what should be applicable for the SEP-reviewed
plants. , ,

tw
Of the eight safety improvements required by the Staff and to which the 8 n-3 -

'
licensee has not agreed or has not responded, four relate to Technical Speci- , f' . ,

fication modifications. It would appear that these items could be readily '(y y f. , ' . -<

resolved. Leakage detection is the subject of two items. Local leak detection .y - '

is to be used as an early warning for possible breaks in high energy lines in > [ ~_ <

j the containment and as a reasonable and practical alternative to measures ( , .. ',' ' .y '
involving separation and restraints. A difference between the Staff's and ,' ,; '

,

licensee's positions appears to be confined to be whether the " method" of , K -f '
leak detection is qualified to a safe shutdown earthquake seismic event Q/- '
(Staff's position) or to an operating-basis earthquake seismic event ( .9 ; ' ' .

5 %
.

'*

(licensee's position). Further discussions should be held to resolve this T- u .

g f ', l rdifference. In another issue, the approach taken by the Staff is to require
' .], # ;a leakage detection capability (with appropriate procedures) to detemine

The licensee has not responded to this requirement. The remaining two safety ' ".when operator action is required to isolate containment spray and core systems. M.s
n- ,

improvements relate to ratural phenomena. One backfit item is to femalize ),g , ' * .*;.
existing inspection practices and involves the intake structure trash racks ' ;. . *

and intake screens. No changes in Technical Specifications are imposed. The
licensee has not responded to this issue. An itern of disagreement concerns

, y #'v:*- '

4

tornado missiles and whether redundant, but vulnerable service and emergency Df . .{ -
service water pumps, adjacently located, could be used for accomplishing safe '4- - y'
shutdown. In the absence of reasonable estimates for detemining how unlikely 4 d ~ '
would be the loss of redundant systems to tornado missiles, I would agree with .[ -~:

, .

the Staff that any method for accomplishing safe shutdown using systems and * - s'

components that are protected from tornado missiles would be acceptable. .

.,, .
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October 25, 1982

Mr. C. I. Grimes
Project Manager
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch
Division of Licensing, NRR
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Review of SEP Integrated Plant Safety Assessment
Report

Reference: NUREG-0822, " Integrated Plant Safety Assessment -
Systematic Evaluation Program," Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Docket No. 50-219 - Draft Report,
September, 1982.

Dear Mr. Grimes:

In accordance with your request I have reviewed the Oyster
Creek SEP Integrated Assessment Report and offer the following
comments.

At present, the SEP program appears to be well organized and
well managed. The referenced document summarizing Oyster Creek SEP
is comprehensive with respect to the arguments leading to resolution
of various SEP topics for Oyster Creek.

The procedure followed during Oyster Creek SEP review, Figure 1
to 3, is the same as the one used for Palisades and Ginna. As it
can be seen from Figures 1 to 3, the procedure is generally well
defined and at the completion should lead to the satisfaction of the
Commission's goals for the SEP program.

Following this procedure, Figure 1, 24 topics exit at (1)
identified as generic items related to USI and TMI Action Plan,
30 topics exist at (2) because these are not applicable to Oyster
Creek and 83 topics reach (3) where the actual review of SEP topics
for Oyster Creek begins.

20th & Race Streets. Philadelphia, Pa.19103 (215) 448-1000 TWX-710 6701889
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USNRC

For each of 83 topics, a Safety Evaluation Report was issued
documenting the comparison with current licensing criteria and
identifying areas of potential backfitting.* Both Method 1 and
Method 2, Figure 2, were utilized in this process. However, at
the step A (Disposition of Topics), all but 40 were left for back-
fit candidacy, the remaining 43 having been put in one of the
categories 1 to 3. None of the topics fell in the category 4
(i.e. , safety significant departure) , requiring prompt action.
I find that technical arguments leading to distribution of topics
to various categories have sound engineering base.

With respect to forty (40) topics in the group of Integrated
Assessment (Sections 4.1 to 4.38) , NUREG-0822 represents the Draf t
Integrated Assessment Report (DIAR). Resolution of UCI and TMI
topics will be addressed in the final version of NUREG-0822 and a
supplement to it.

From the overall point of view NUREG-0822 indicates the same
extent of sound engineering judgement supported by the operating
experience and limited Probabilistic Risk Assessment as did the
reports on Palisades and Ginna.

The operating experience (December 23, 1969 to the end of 1981)
indicates that equipment f ailures (MSIV, RPC cladding cracks, con-
densor tube leakage, isolation condensor, isolation valves, vacuum
breakers) have been the primary causes of reportable events (64%),
human error account for 34% of reportable events. However, major
contributor to significant events was the human error (causing 15 of
17 such events). After Region I Systematic Assessment of Licensee
Performance (SALP) review, operational and regulatory performance of
the Licensee was found to be acceptable with increased attention
indicated for areas of maintenance and surveillance. The material
presented in NUREG-0822 supports the above Staff's findings.

For twenty (20) of thirty eight (38) topics slated for SEP
Integrated Assessment, a limited Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
by Sandia provided logical support. This PRA ranked various SEP
topics relative to their importance to the risk. Millstone-1 IREP
system fault trees were modified to represent the failures of the

* Reference for correspondence pertaining to SERs for these topics
is in Appendix F of NUREG-0822.
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Mr. C. I. Grimes - 3- October 25, 1982
USNRC

Oyster Creek systems.* This study identified the topic VIII-3.B
(DC power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunication) as the
only high risk topic since DC power appears in dominant accident
sequences. Many of the topics are rated low risk (V-ll.A, VIII-4,
XV-16, XV-18, XV-19) due to the fact that at Oyster Creek overpressure
failure of containment is virtually assured after any core melt.
The PRA risk ranking of SEP topics, although limited in scope,
appears to be based on a sound logic. Events dealing with extreme
external phenomena, high energy line breaks and changes in contain-
ment strength are not considered in this PRA.

With respect to the specific Integrated Assessment topics re-
viewed in NUREG-08 22, I offer the following additional comments.

Section 4.1 discusses the issues resulting from flood levels
calculated by current licensing criteria (II-3.B, II-3.B.1 and
II-3.C). Staff's analysis of the impacts associated with these
issues is comprehensive and the modifications proposed as a result
of SEP review are reasonable. The original design of the structures
assumed a ground water elevation of 15 ft MSL, the SEP review
requires this design to be based on 22 ft MSL. Although the
licensee has agreed to provide justification that the essential
structures can withstand the groundwater up to 22 f t MSL (page 4-9,
NUREG-0822), I am skeptical about Licensee 's ability to do so. There
is some finite time delay between the PMH (and PMP) and the ground-
water level under Oyster Creek s tructures, however, the assumption
that the groundwa ter level reaches the PMH during a hurricane is
very conservative.

On Topic III-l (Classification of Structures, Components and
Systems) adequate information was not available for the SEP review
on radiography requirements, fracture toughness, valves and storage
tanks. Accordingly, the impact of current requirements on these
i tems and on the piping systems capability to sustain thermal and
cyclic loadings, require f urther submittals by the licensee.

On Topic III-2 (Wind and Tornado Loadings) Staff's findings are
tha t a number of safety-related structures do not meet current criteria
loads (250 mph tornado winds and differential pressures of 1.5 psig).
As in the previous topic, much of the information was not available
and many analyses in support of the s truc' ural capabili ties are in
progress or are planned. I am in agreement with the Staf f 's review
of this topic.

*This study examined the impact of each topic by qual-
tative consideration of Oyster Creek fault trees and by use of
insights gained f rom othe r P ras .
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Mr. C. I. Grimes - 4- October 25, 1982
-

USNRC

With respect to the Topic III-4. A (tornado missiles) Staff's
position that the licensee provide protection for sufficient systems
and components to ensure a safe shutdown is proper in particular
since a large number of structures may prove to be inadequate to

,

resist the tornado loads.

Staff's findings on Topic III-5.B (pipe break outside contain-
|

men t) indicate potential for LOCA outside containment due to breaks
in main s teamline , reactor water cleanup line and isolation condensor
steamline (if break develops between containment penetration and the
outside isolation valve, with a single active f ailure (open) of the
inside containment isolation valve) The agreed upon licensee re-
sponse on this matter is appropriate in particular since the arrange-
ment of valves is appropriate.

Seismic design considerations, Topic III-6, have been given
significant amount of attention and deficiencies, if any, may be

' found in support strum _ ares. I have no problems with the Staff's
treatment of this area.

In review of Topic V-5 (Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
Le ak age Detection) Staff provides valid arguments in need to have
a reliable leak detection.

Topic V-6 (Reactor Vessel Integrity) review findings indicate
lack of concern on licensee's part about the RPV materials surveillance
program, Staff's position is certainly valid.

-

Residual Heat Removal System Reliability (Topic V-ll.B) has
been given appropriate attention in this review and together with -

the isolation of high- and low-pressure systems (V-ll.A), it
represents a key para teter related to reactor safety.

-

,

I Staff's analysis of Topic IX-5 (Ventilation Systems) has
correctly identified that the safety-related pump motors must be ,

qualified for the environment in reactor building resulting from
-

loss of ventilation system and that the reliability of the B battery
and motor generator roor ventilation system must be improved. -

'

|

I
In general, this reviewer notes that Staff has done very

thorough SEP work on Oyster Creek, has come up with properly'

justified requirements and has demonstrated sufficient flexibility -

to accept reasonable arguments proposed by the licensee. It is

also noted th a t the resolution of nost issues is scheduled for a
time frame of several years.

Very truly yours,

k!M Y0 -

ces enons Zudans
\

encls. -
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/ h, UNITED STATES|

8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION' e

{ :I 'wAsWNGTON, D. C. 20555

% ,,,, . November 12, 1982

Docket No. 50-219

b

Dr. Spencer H. Bush
Dr. Joseph M. Hendrie
Dr. Herbert S. Isbin
Dr. Zenons Zudans _

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC COMMENTS MADE BY NRC STAFF CONSULTANTS
REGARDING THE DRAFT INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT

References: (1) Letter from Spencer H. Bush to Christopher I. Grimes,
dated October 20, 1982.

(2) Letter from Joseph M. Hendrie to Christopher I. Grimes, 2

dated October 21, 1982. .

(3) Letter from Herbert S. Isbin to Christopher I. Grimes, 2

dated October 22, 1982.

(4) Letter from Zenons Zudans to Christopher I. Grimes,
dated October 25, 1982.

,

_

Enclosed for your information is the staff's evaluation of specific
questions or comments made resulting from your review of the Draft Oyster '

Creek Integrated Assessment Report. In general, your review supported -

the staff's position on the various topics with only a few exceptions.
These exceptions are identified and addressed in the enclosure. Some
general comments pertain to the mechanisms for follow up of " evaluations
with potential backfit" items; and the mechanisms for integration of TMI

_

,

and USI items. Regarding this issue, a program methodology is being de- -

veloped to follow up the resolution of these open items prior to issuance
of a Full-Term Operating License. The final report will be revised to
correct the editorial errors and incorporate some changes in staff posi- 2
tions as a result of comments received both from your review and from the >

ACRS.

Sincerely. |';
a

h UT. : "14., -

William T. Russell, Chief i
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch -

Division of Licensing
'

Enclosure:
As stated

.

-

-
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|

(1) Coment: (Isbin)

In my judgment, the overall fomat used to present the issues and
decisions is good, as well as the process of decision making. The concise
presentations retain the desired clarity, but may not reflect the balance
in the decision making as perceived by the licensee. For example, future
reports, and in particular the Supplement, might include interactions of
the licensee with industry-sponsored programs as well with other ongoing
NRC activities, the initiative displayed by the licensee in developing the
safety evaluations for the Topics, and comitments of the licensee's
resources to the SEP review and implementation. Addressed should be the
concern whether other important* activities of the licensee, such as atten-
tion to preventative maintenance and modifications improving plant reli-
ability, are beirg diverted by SEP. The Report notes that the licensee is

,

| planning for an extended outage in 1983 and for the outage following com-
| pletion of Cycle XI. In this time scale, resolutions should be forthcomming

from the TMI related items and from the Unresolved Safety Issues. How
should SEP fit into the prioritizing and categorization of significant im-
provements in overall safety presumably mandated by the other ongoing NRC
programs? Is the scheduling of SEP improvements comensurate with the
appraisals and resources of the regulator and the licensee? I believe that
the SEP integrated management team should have a major role in the decision
making applicable to SEP-reviewed plants.

Staff Response:

The staff has and will continue to encourage the licensee's involvement
in the development of prioritized backfitting schedules. However, the SEP
Integrated Assessment Team does not have the authority to establish imple-
mentation schedules for TMI, USI or generic multi-plant action's, nor does
the SEP include making a decision regarding the need to implement these
actions. Such decisions have been established outside the scope of SEP in
other licensing forums.

j GPU has indicated that they will submit a proposed prioritized schedule
| for planned modifications in November 1982, which will address SEP actions,

generic actions and their own planned modifications. These schedules will
be reflected in the final Integrated Assessment report for Oyster Creek. A
supplement to the Integrated Assessment report or in the licensee conversion
SER, if applicable, will address the status of the TMI, USI and multi-plant
actions.

l

|
l (2) Coment: (Isbin)

Appendix F is a very detailed report on the operating experiences for
the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station. The review did not uncover any
significant " aging" effects. Only two specific conclusions were reached
regarding concerns pertaining to ". . losses of containment integrity..." and

.the outdated or inadequate procedures." Perhaps another approach could"

,

be used which would be more efficient and effective in providing the input
| needed for the integrated assessment. Highlights should include management

responses and comitments to NRC Inspection Reports, independent safety'

audits, and industry-sponsored evaluations. These itens are partially covered
under " Operating and Regulatory Perfomance Since January 1,1982."

J
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Staff Reponse:

Management attention to NRC Inspection Reports, independent safety
audits and industry-sponsored evaluations is an area that is evaluated by
the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Perfomance (SALP) reviews. The

j Integrated Assessments attempt to characterize the up-to-date management
perfomance with the " Operating and Regulatory Perfomance" section of the
report which is prepared by the appropriate NRC Regional Director.

(3) Coment: (Isbin)

In the conduct of SEP, recognition should be made that there may be
modifications and/or improvements which have a strong economic incentive

I rather than an imediate safety significance, but because of ongoing NRC
burdens and comitments are being postponed. For example, a loose parts
monitoring system is judged using PRA to be relatively unimportant from
the standpoint of reducing risks; however, such a system might provide an

; early warning of loose parts and thereby avoid expensive repairs and down-
| time. The example is carried further to illustrate another complication.
'

A licensee should be able to use this system with no comitments in the
Technical Specifications. The present SEP conclusion is that no backfit-
ting is required with a caveat " ..at this time", since the issue is
boing considered generically for Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.133.

| Thus, the implication is made that decisions reached now for no backfitting
might be changed because of a generic resolution reached at a later date.
If the generic resolution utilizes the same infomation base as that used
in the PRA, then obviously the decision making processes with particular
emphasis on integrated assessme' :s are being muddled. To avoid this, as
noted previously, the SEP integt sted management team should be able to
interact with other NRC groups raaking decisions in detemining what should

] be applicable for the SEP-reviewed plants. ~

Staff Response:

| As previously noted, the SEP does not include making backfitting decisions
-

on requirements that are being implemented generically. Based on the infoma-
% ion available, the Integrated Assessment Team concluded that backfitting a --

loose-parts monitoring system, in order to confom to current criteria, was
not necessary for the reasons stated in the report. However, the Comittee

j for the Review of Generic Requirements (CRGR) may decide that backfitting
such systems to operating reactors should be required generically, based ont

more detailed cost-benefit considerations.
,

!

.

I-33
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(4) Coment: (Zudans)

Dr. Zudans noted that "the resolution of most issues is scheduled
for a time frame of several years."

Staff Response:

As noted in Item 1 above, the staff will consider the prioritized
modification schedules proposed by the licensee. In addition, the staff
noted in the introduction to Chapter 4 of NUREG-0822 that the refueling
outages for Oyster Creek are such that the plant will only operate for
approximately one year over the next three years. Therefore, deferral
of several actions to the subsequent refueling outage is considered
reasonable.

(5) Coment: (Zudans)

4.1 Topics II-3.B. II-3.B.1 and II-3.C. Hydrology: Dr. Zudans
expressed skepticism regarding the licensee's ability to demonstrate a
structural capability to withstand groundwater up to 22 ft ms1 and noted
the conservatism in that value.

Staff Response:

The staff recognizes the conservatism in a groundwater level, but
believes that the licensee can demonstrate such a structural capability
(i.e., no loss of function under hydrostatic loading). If loss of
function is likely, the licensee may need to establish realistic ground
water levels based upon actual monitoring and deomonstrate no loss of
function for structures for those levels. The corrective actions do not
necessarily require structural upgrading.

(6) Comment: (Hendrie)

4.1 Topics II-3.B. II-3.B.1 and II-3.C. Hydrology: Dr. Hendrie
noted that splitting the emergency power sources to the condensate transfer
pumps may not be necessary because it should be possible to hook up a
portable pump to supply makeup to the isolation condersers.

I-34
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1.', ) yStaff Response:
.. . . . ,

Dr. Hendrie's observation is correct. However, the staff concluded ?:
that the cost of providing separated power supplies is justified by the 7 - !

'
s .1benefit of eliminating the single failure vulnerability, such that there ,

would be an increased capability to provide cooling for flood and other i ~ ~
*

abnomal event. The staff considers this action preferable; however, the
:. ;|. ~ ^

~

.

licensee is currently evaluating this modification and may propose an
alternative. A portable pump is a potential alternative. ..;.., .~

.-h[''
.

2(7) Coment : (Hendrie) .

.-e.,i .~ -
^4.2 Topic III-1, Classification of Structures, Systems and Components:

.

Dr. Hendrie did not object to the staff's recommendation, but guessed that : - '
. .'

the reexarrination of radiographic and fracture toughness requirements would " ^ 7 ?. . q
result in some hard questions about present serviceability. :' " -

.

..,.7,.g,
,

_
Staff Response: i': "?

.
'

.'. . ".;
.,
*The staff's recommendation was not intended to demonstrate confomance .

-| '
f. %/= ' .

with current requirements, rather to establish existing margins of safety
on a sampling basis. In the event the licensee cannot demonstrate adequate '-

,

ma rg i ns , then some fom of corrective action should be proposed. For DE D/

.U'$ i.example, modification of component supports to reduce loadings.
- 23.

g; ,. 7. .,

(8) Coment: (Bush) ,f N.[ j .'

:. 14
4.7 Topic III-4.B. Turbine Missiles: This problem was not covered in s *. '|:;. ','.;S -<;

i'''Palisades and Ginna and no reason was advanced as to why it is raised with
Oyster Creek. Since this seems to be a deviation from the existing nom, it [p Q.| .
might nerit a sentence as to why it was included; e.g., turbine orientation, R,1DG

"more vulnerable safety systems, etc. f

. E',f':~ 7Staff Response: *

; .; _ .7 .s
, s

The issue is turbine blade and rotor cracks that could lead to turbine + / '.
blade failure thus generating missiles with potential damaging effects to i 4" 1 " *~.

ESF systems. y }. .y ,
Turbine Missiles for Palisades and Ginna were not addressed because they ['. .

use Westinghouse Turbines and Westinghouse has submitted reports for staff '<L# . .:' .review on establishing inspection frequency. The staff generically specified < t ; :s.

O [,d.; ,-
.

new inspection requirements for all Westinghouse plants (Palisades and Ginna
| ., - . (- [included) based on their review of the Westinghouse Reports.

. . , ;<

For the GE plants (e.g. , Oyster Creek), the review of the infomation regard- ].:~{{
ing inspection frequency for GE Turbines has not yet been completed and, 4 5. g . .- -

.

therefore, the licensee has been requested to establish both a basis and * g.n

insepction frequency schedule. V C;3. ]g ':.'
* g;, ', " ,,

.

;?
,

''

. -

= - k. b
~
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(9) Comment: (Hendrie)
~

-

4.16 Topic V-5, Contatnment Leakage Detection: Dr. Hendrie -

~

questioned the degree of difficulty for qualifying a containment leakage .

detection system to the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) level and questioned
-

-

the need to require operating limits in the technical specifitations for
these leakage detection systems. ;.

.

-

Staff Response:

Based on comments received from both Dr. Hendrie and the ACRS, the
-

i

staff has modified its position to require a reliable leakage detection
system which is sufficiently sensitive to detect the leakage rates predicted

-for assumed flaw sizes. It is also the staff's position that the assumed -

flaw size have substantial margin to unstable failure for loading conditions
in excess of the design basis. !

" ~

With regard to the limiting conditions for operation in the Technical
FSpecifications, it is the staff's position that operability of systems

required to maintain the plant within its design envelop should be contained :
in the plant Technical Specifications. Because the leakage detection systems

-

provide protection against a spectrum of pipe break related events, the staff
-

concluded that its operability should be included in the Technical Specifica- E
r

tions. Further, 10 CFR 50.36(d)(3) specifies that the Commission may amend
-

=

a plant license to include Technical Specifications of the scope and content
-

-

-

required for new plants.
-

=

_

(10) Comment: (Hendrie) i .

.

4.21 Topic VI-1, Organic Material and Post Accident Chemistry: "This .
I

i

issue is new to me. I understand the intent, but I don't understand the
iaccident precursors. I wonder if it's significance has been exaggerated."

~

Staff Response: -

The issue is to examine the coating materials in the drywell that could -

potentially degrade during an accident condition and impair the function of
-

,

ESF equipment parts (such as bearing seals or cooling paths) or decompose to
-

produce hazardous environment (such as hydrogen generation). Also, the torus _

water chemistry should be controlled to reduce the potential for stress
corrosion cracking of sensitive reactor components if the torus water is ._

injected into the reactor. ;

1Eliminating a problem source is reasonable when considering the potential
adverse effects.

.

.

h

.

-
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(11) Coment: (Hendrie)

4.23 Topic VI-7.A.3, ECCS Actuation System: The issue here boils
down to matters of testing the emergency condenser actuation logic provisions
and putting the test details in the Technical Specifications. I would leave
them in the operating procedures. Otherwise the staff proposition is

I appropriate.
I

f Staff Response:

Similar to the response to Coment 9, the staff concluded that surveillance
| of safety-related systems, expecially those whose failure could compromise the

ability to safely shutdown the plant, should be included in the plant Technical
Specifications.

(12) Coment: (Hendrie)

4.25 Topic VI-7.C.1. Appendix K. Electrical Instrumentation and Control
(EIC) Re-Reviews: This topic involves automatic bus transfers between
redundant safety-related power sources. It has long been the conventional
wisdom among staff El&C types that automatic bus transfers are a "no-no" in

| essential electrical circuits. There is a reasonable basis: whatever improve-
ment in reliability of supply that results from proper functioning of automatic
transfers is more than offset by the chance of switching a fault onto the
remaining live bus and thus failing both s,ources. It is probably a good rule
for new construction. It is not so clear it is a good idea for all of the
seven automatic bus transfers the staff wants taken out of Oyster Creek. :
The seven loads which have auto transfer between the two emergency AC buses
are MCC-IAB2, Vital Lighting Distribution Panel 4, Protection Systems Panels

I.
1 and 2. I don't know what motor control center feeds, but those other panels
sound like a lot of instruments and vital lights that one would not want to

| lose, and removing the auto transfers leaves them with a single power supply. A
1 PRA estimate was made to see what improvements in emergency power reliability

would result from removal of the auto transfers (Appendix D, page 60). The
result was an improvement of 15%, but is masked by the six times more likely
failure of both diesel generators. It was rated as having medium importance.
As ! read the PRA section, it seems that some very conservative assumptions
were made about treaker failuret: Whether the improvement in overall
emergency AC reliability is worth the reduced reliability of power to all
those instruments is a nice question, and I am unimpressed by the evidence
in hand. In fact, problems of handling the plant upon loss of the instru-

j mints powered from Vital AC Panel 1 are looked at in Appendix D, page 93, in
connection with Topic VII-3. The conclusion there is that loss of the VACP
1 instruments does degrade operator response significantly, but is masked by ;other operator error probabilities and so does not contribute to the overall '

} core melt risk. Somehow, that does not give me much comfort on the question
of taking out those auto transfers. I think the matter deserves some further ;
analysis.

.

:.
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Staff Response:
-

_

The intent of the staff position regarding the seven ABT's at Oyster :-
Creek is not necessarily to eliminate ABT's but rather to eliminate automatic

_

transfers of fault (it is recognized that eliminating ABT's will accomplish
-this requirement). The licensee has comitted to perforTn a coordinated load

and redundant circuit breaker analysis for the subject ABT's to establish a -

design that will prevent transfering of faults onto or between ESF electrical -

buses.

h
'

(13) Comment: (Hendrie) -

E-
'4.26 Topic VI-10.A. Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered

Safety Features Including Response Time Testing: This topic involves testing -

of the reactor trip system and engineered safety feature trips, including -

response time tests. The staff conclusions and proposed actions are reasonable,
except that I would not put all the reactor trip system test details in the -

Technical Specifications. ;

IStaff Response:
=

Same as for Coment 11. p -

b
(14) Cocinent: (Hendrie) {

4.36 and 4.37 Topics XV-16 and XV-18, Radiological Consequences of r

Small-Line and Main Steam Line Breaks: Mr. Hendrie agrees that reducing the .

permissable reactor coolant activity levels for iodine (yia Technical Specification _

changes) is appropriate but questions whether the present reactor water cleanup D

system is capable of maintaining these low levels without some upgrading.

Staff Response: ,

_

"

Operating experience indicates that BWR plants can and do maintain the
primary coolant activity levels within the limits reconinended by the Standard -

Technical Specifications. Thus, the existing Reactor Water Cleanup System designs -

are adequate. -

-

5
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| Technical Evaluation (Final Report)
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Pertains to Docket No. 50-219
16 A BS T R A C T (200 w oi o en;

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has published its Final Integrated Plant
Safety Assessment Report (IPSAR) (NUREG-0822), under the scope of the Systematic
Evaluation Program (SEP), for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station located

f
in Ocean County, New Jersey, and operated by GPU Nuclear Corporation and Jersey
Central Power & t.ight Company (colicensees). The SEP was initiated by the NRC to

.

review the design of older operating nuclear reactor plants to reconfirm and
j document their safety. This report documents the review completed under the SEP

for the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station. The review has provided for (1)i

an assessment of the significance df differences between current technical positions

f
on selected safety issues and those that existed when the Oyster Creek plant was
licensed, (2) a basis for deciding on how these differences should be resolved int

I an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented evaluation of plant safety when
all supplements to the Final IPSAR and the Safety Evaluation Report for converting
the license from a provisional to a full-term license have been issued. The report
also addresses the comments and recomendations made by the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards in connection with its review of the Draf t Report, issued in
September 1982. The Final IPSAR and its supplements will fonn part of the bases for

i700nsddecingDthetconversdon sof the existing provisionaboperating license to a full-
term operating license.
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